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Lab -Volt offers a comprehensive range of telecommunications training equipment that covers basic electronics, analogue and digital
communications circuits and systems, fibre optics, and microwave
and radar technologies.
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Our equipment is:
modular and easy to upgrade
industry relevant
engineered for educational purposes.
Lab-Volt closely relates its telecommunications training equipment to operational systems found in industry, with educatioral
enhancements such as fault insertion switches in many of»the
modules, labelled and easily-accessiole test points, short-circuit
protection, silk-screened component identification, and fu signal
ccmpatibility for system -level modules. We supply student and
instructor manuals that are writ:en specifically forthe_equipment;
they orovide practical hands-on technical training with step-by-step
exercises, labo-atory experiments, and troubleshooting activities.
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For more information about our telecommunications training

equipment, please contact:
Lab -Volt (U.K.) _td.
4A Harding Way
Industrial Estate
St. ves
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Cambridgeshire
PE17 4WR
Telephone: 0480 300695
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WORK WITH
THE BEST
To be the best UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER, you've got to set
some pretty high standards.
Stag's System 3000 gives you
standard features found in no
other Universal Programmer.

Built-in CRT

Interface Flexibility

The System 3000 incorporates its
own CRT display and keyboard
allowing it to be used as a powerful
stand-alone programmer. On-screen menus
and prompts allow device selection and all

system operation functions to be easily
executed.
The System 3000 is designed to program
The System 3000 also gives you full screen
PROMs, PLDs and Microcomputers in every editing of both memory and logic data
known technology. The technology includes
including test vectors. Light pen operation
NMOS, CMOS, ECL, Fuse Link, AIM, DEAP
and custom Z -packs for life cycle testing and
and Isoplanar-Z. Surface mount devices can
other specialized functions set the System
be programmed on an optional SMD
3000 apart from any other Universal
chip-station.
Programmer.

Single Programming Station
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Stand-Alone or Computer Operation
All stand-alone functions are operational
under remote control using either a
mainframe or a personal computer.

Approved by Chip Manufacturers
Instant Update Using

=

Easily installed'Sman Card'

Four separate user interface ports,
including two RS232Cs, an IEEE488
and a Handler Port, give the System
3000 unrivalled flexibility for communicating
with peripheral equipment. Industry standard
data files are accepted by the System 3000
and it supports all popular I/O formats for both
Logic and Memory devices.

seconds

a

Memory

Card
A unique feature of the System 3000 is that all
device libaries and programming algorithms
are contained on a Memory Card that can be
changed instantly by the user as new devices
become available. Data access is considerab'y
faster than a floppy disk -based system's and
there is less chance of data corruption due to
magnetic fields or mishandling.

Stag Electronic Designs Limited Tewin Court, Welwyn Garden City,
Hertfordshire AL7 1AU. UK. Tel. (0707) 332148 Tlx: 8953451

Semiconductor manufacturers' approval of
our programming algorithms assures the user
of the highest yield and device reliability.
Call us today for more information or a
demonstration and find how easy Universal
Programming can be.
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Sophisticated systems for the discerning engineer
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A cordless euphoria
current euphoria over CT2 cordless telephones and telepoints
(where these phones maybe used to make to make calls away from
one's home base) indicates that a revolution in personal
communicat ions is just around the corner. There is a danger, however, that
the revolution may not turn out as the marketeers are predicting, leaving the
marketplace (and the airwaves) in a state of confusion.
Telepoints are to be established as rapidly as possible, before a common air
interface (CAI) is established and agreed. Initially, handsets will employ
proprietary communications protocols and will work with only a single
operator's base station network. Thus these early purchasers may find their
CT2 phones are incompatible- read useless- if in future they change
allegiance to another operator's network of telepoints.
It is assumed (but nowhere promised) that the cost of phoning from a
telepoint will be little more than a normal payphone call, though how such
charges will fund the cost of providing the base stations is not stated.
Telepoint users with CT2 handsets will not he able receive incoming calls and
the initial provision of telepoints will not meet user expectations, leading to
frustration all round.
The target end -user price for a home system is £200-300, which means that
manufacture may well be shifted to the Far East on cost grounds; indeed talks
are already in progress. Costing the same as a video recorder, this price will
look pretty poor value to private customers. On the other hand businessmen
always rate convenience over price: they will continue to buy poserphones,
which are already on sale at prices scarcely more than this.
On all counts, the vision of a CT2 and telepoint revolution starts to cloud.
Even for cordless telephones for the home, the cost of CT2 is too high
(compared with existing offerings), and the specifications do not match the
proposed pan-European digital CT3 cordless telephone.
Meanwhile, cellular radio manufacturers are not going to allow a potential
market to slip through their fingers. They will exploit the shortcomings of the
telepoint concept and target a new *bottom edge' market with cheaper
phones. The only problem is that this will put even more pressure on the
spectrum available to cellphone users, which is already operating at capacity
in metropolitan areas. Final score: Users O. Industry O.
The
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ESEARCH NOTES
Chip repair by laser
The use of a 20W argon ion laser to repair a
fully packaged c-mos prototype chip is reported by a team at University College
London and at King's College London (Electronics Letters \ ol.24 No 24). Prior to this
work such experiments have only been
undertaken on partially fabricated circuits at

strategic points during manufacture.
The chip to be repaired in this instance
was an application -specific VLSI prototype
that contained a superfluous aluminium
link. This link, the result of a design error,
prevented the operation of the chip's clock
and hence made it impossible to troubleshoot the remainder of the circuit. Normally
it would have been necessary to fabricate a
new chip before proceeding with the functional checking procedure. so each error
discovered would have meant a re -design.
To remove the spurious aluminium link
the protective plastic packaging was first
removed using an unfocussed laser team of
around 2mm diameter. with the chip immersed in 98% sulphuric acid. In the presence of the laser beam, the acid slowly
etched away the plastic, exposing the active
surface of the chip. Then the chip was
removed from the acid and the laser focussed
through a microscope objective lens to
produce a 101m spot of blue/green light on

link. Either way an effective open circuit had
been achieved and the chip's clock mechanism made to function.
Research is now in progress to optimize
the process and to develop a complementary
technique for depositing links where they've
inadvertently been omitted during the de-

illumination the aluminium loses its protective layer and reacts readily with oxygen in
the silicon dioxide of the chip's surface. The
London group found moreover that the
reaction automatically stops when all the
aluminium has been oxidized.
\hen the chip had been washed and
examined, micro -cracks were found across
the width of the oxide left behind by the
aluminium. As yet it's not known whether
it's these cracks or the oxidation per se that
leads to the electrical open circuiting of the

sign stage. When both techniques have been
perfected they should find wide application.
not only in prototyping. but in deliberate
procedures such as gate array interconnection or the development of wafer -scale ics.

Aluminium link before (left) and after (right) laser treatment note the oxidation and
micro -cracking.
C
ti

the aluminium link to he removed.
In the presence of this high -intensity laser

Safer in -circuit IC testing
the device under test may be damaging to
another chip connected to it elsewhere on
the hoard.
In the absence of manufacturers' data on
the effects of backdriving, as it is called, JCL
have sponsored a number of different studies
on a variety of IC families, mostly TTL. Their
latest one IICL Technical Journal vol.6 No
21, undertaken jointly with Loughborough
University of Technology, investigated the
effects of backdriving surface -mounted
high-speed devices. Accelerated life tests
were
conducted on 74LS245. 74F245. and
Vr
v«
74AS245 chips (hi -directional transceivers
R
from low power Schottky, fast TTL and
R
Heat
advanced Schottky families respectively).
generated
here
The principal aim of the study was to
discover if permanent damage was likely to
Forced low
Forced high
Current
he caused by localized heating when a logic
f low
'0' or logic '1' level was fed hack into the
Current
flow
output pins of a particular chip. Obviously in
certain configurations the heat generated is
OV
likely to be intense, especially as in the cases
illustrated on the left.
The localized temperatures of the critical
Left normally low output driven high; right,
junctions were measured in an ingenious
normally high output driven low.

In establishing the validity or safety of test
procedures it is often necessary to stress
components in ways that would not be
encountered during normal operation. This
is especially true when components are
tested in situ on a printed circuit board. By
means of a so-called 'bed of nails' spring loaded multi -contact test probe it is easy to
test a digital IC in every possible input and
output configuration. The only problem is
that an applied logic level which is safe for

Heat

/_

generated
here
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way making use of closely associated diodes.
Although these diodes are primarily designed to prevent reverse bias or device
saturation they make ideal temperature sensors because their forward voltage is linearly
proportional to junction temperature.
Obviously, in the case of the configuration
shown here, it is not possible to apply a
continuous backdrive without burning out
the lower transistor. The tests therefore
employed 4.5V pulses of 20ms spaced by 2s,
i.e. a 100:1 duty cycle.
95 devices were subject to 25 such pulses
and later compared to 95 control devices in a
2000 hour accelerated life test at 125°C.
The failure rate in the backdriven group
was shown, if anything, to be marginally
lower than in the non-backdriven group. ICL
conclude therefore that even small surface mounted TTL packages can be safely tested
in -circuit as long as the mark/space ratio of
the testing pulses is kept at a suitable value
around 100:1. Of the three logic families
they found that the fast (74F245) devices
heated up most and hence took longer to
cool after a test pulse.
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Sun on the boil

R.I.P. fifth and sixth
forces
Evidence has previously been presented in
these pages (June, 1988) for the existence of
the so-called fifth and sixth forces in Nature.
Hitherto every interaction had been ascribed
to one of four well known forces: the electromagnetic force. the weak nuclear force, the
strong nuclear force and gravity.
Belief in the existence of further elusive
natural forces emerged when certain experiments showed what appeared to be anomalies in highly sensitive measurements of
gravity. In 1986, Ephraim Fischbach of
Purdue University analysed some old experimental results and concluded that there
must be a fifth force, intermediate in nature
and operating over a range of between I0 and
1000 metres. Such a force appeared in the
the calculations as a sort of negative form of

gravity.
Later experiments down

a drill hole in
Greenland pack ice, up a TV tower in North
Carolina and down a mine in Australia
seemed to add weight to the evidence for a
fifth force and also suggest the existence of a
sixth force. This latter appeared to boost
gravitational attraction by up to 4% over a
range of 500 to 1700 metres.
Now it seems that the fifth and sixth force
theories are being debunked by some of the
very scientists who invented them. In a new
analysis presented to a meeting of the
American Geophysical Union, a team from
the Los Alamos Laboratory, the Scripps
Institute of Oceanography and AT&T Bell
Laboratories in New Jersey claim that the
Greenland experiment was flawed because it
failed to take into account variations in the
density of the rock beneath the ice. They add
that, in their opinion, there is still no
convincing evidence for any more than four
natural forces.
AT&T workers now plan to repeat some of

the gravity measurements within the
homogeneous environment of the sea,
which should circumvent the present objections and settle once and for all the question
of whether or not there are more than four
forces in Nature. If there are, then it will
change our understanding of what went on
in those first few microseconds of time in
which all the processes of physics emerged
from a single primaeval force. If, on the
other hand, the fifth and sixth forces don't
exist, then physicists will have a much
harder time in their search for a grand
unified theory, a mathematical process that
will elegantly link together everything from
the behaviour of an electron to the immensity of gravitational attraction across whole
galaxies.
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Solar activity is likely to reach an all-time
high sometime late this year. \ccording to
Kenneth Schatten. a research astrophysicist
at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Centre,
solar cycle No 22 will probably be the most
active in terms of sunspots and flares since
the time of Galileo nearly 400 years ago.
Schatten and his co-workers who've been
monitoring the latest of the 11 -year cycles of
solar activity. say that since it began in
September 1986 this cycle has so far exceeded cyc;e 19. the most active previously
recorded.
Although sunspots and flares are only
observable using special viewing devices
(DON'T use a telescope even with a dark
it probably won't be opaque to
filter
harmful UV), they can nevertheless have a
dramatic effect on satellites, on -IF communications and even on the weather.
f'lost radio enthusiasts are all too familiar
with the ways in which enhanced solar
activity can temporarily dest roy the ability of
the ionosphere to refract -IF signals. The
result can often he a complete radio blackout
for several hours or days at a time. Even at
VIIF. line -of -sight transmissions may be

-

I

I

affected by the considerable increase in solar
noise emission at these frequencies.
Enhanced solar activity may be a nuisance

for radio enthusiasts hut it can be of critical
importance to the operators of military
survei lance satellites. Such satellites. which
operate in the lowest possible orbits in order
to get a clear view of the Earth's surface. are
peculiarly vulnerable to the effects of the
Sun's radiation on the atmosphere. When
this exceeds its baseline value. it causes the
atmosphere to expand and hence extend to a
greater height above the ground. As a result.
a satellite that was previously orbiting in a
good vacuum is now subject to a dangerous
amount of atmosphere drag that could cause
it to re-enter. Satellite operators, when they
can. therefore have to boost their craft into a
higher orbit until such time as the Sun's
activity subsides. (During solar cycle 21 it
was unexpected flares that caused Skylab to
re-enter the atmosphere prematurely over
Western Australia.
For most of us, however, falling satellites
are likely to present no great hazard. The
most we're likely to see on a dark night is a
more than usually spectacular aurora.
I

Good vibrations
'Anti -sound' is now a recognised technique
for creatinga hit of hush in certain industrial
environments. The idea is to pick up the
sound emitted by a piece of machinery,
invert the phase and then use a loudspeaker
to create an equal and opposite sound. If the
compressions and rarefactions in the air
cancel each other out, then theoretically at
least there should be silence.
The fact that anti -sound techniques get
more efficient as the frequency is lowered
has led the Japanese Kajima Corporation to
develop a system to counteract some of the
world's most powerful infra -sonic vibrations. namely earthquakes.
Kajima's anti -quake system works on
much the same principle as anti -sound. The
only real difference is the output device is
not some mega -loudspeaker hut a system of
massive weights on wheels. running on
tracks along the top of a building. These
weights, of a ton or more, can he moved back
and forth rapidly by hydraulic actuators
driven by computers linked to vibration
sensors elsewhere in the building. The idea
is that, if an earthquake should set the
building wobbling, the sensors will pick up
the motion and instruct the system to set the
huge roof-top weights vibrating in the opposite phase.
The company. which plans to install an
anti -quake system in an 11 -storey building
in Tokyo early this year claims that it should
reduce the severity of a magnitude -4 earthquake by up to 75%. Similar reductions are
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also expected in movements induced by the
buffeting effects of high winds.
In answer to the obvious question of what
happens if the system gets out of control.
Kajima admit that a small error of system
timing could indeed turn a minor quake into
a major disaster by amplifying the vibrations! For that reason they've built into the
software a fail-safe program that will kill the
power if things get out of hand...

Research .Votes is written by John Wilson
the BBC I Vorid Service's science unit.
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rUPDATE
Balloon amateur
fined £2500
A radio amateur who worked for the

Ministry of Defence admitted breaking
into police frequencies and helping
another radio ham interfere with United
States Navy signals.

Michael (lolland, of Pollards Hill
North, Norhury, was also said at Croydon
Magistrates' Court to have attached a
radio transmitter to a balloon.
I lolland, a 24 -year old electronics engineer, pleaded guilty to seven charges
under the Wireless Telegraphy Act.
Mr Jonathan Davies, prosecuting, said
that Holland, who had worked for a
weapons research establishment, was the
subject of a massive investigation
mounted by the police and the MoD
which had cost £48 000.
He had used frequencies of an extremely sensitive nature, including some
that were not published. He had frequencies for many police stations. He had also

..
4
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High temperature IR optics
By reducing the bulk resistivity of germanium used in the manufacture of infra red
optical systems. the temperature at which
the optics may he successfully used has been

extended to the 50 to 100°C range.
According to the manufacturer Pilkington
normal germanium becomes IR opaque at

Transatlantic optical cable
The world's first transatlantic optical fibre
cable, capable of carrying 40 000 simultaneous telephone conversations has now
been placed in service.
The result of a joint venture between BT,
AT&T and France Telecomm, the TAT -8
cable will transmit data, voice and video.
The main cable consists of six strands of
fibre; two pairs carry the traffic with the

third pair provided for back-up. It

uses

repeaters placed at 55km intervals along the
ocean floor. The cable is actually buried one
metre under the sea bed at depths of up to

Millimetric transistor
An -(EMT device specified for use up to
60GHz is now offered by Toshiba. Designed
for satellite communications systems, the
JS8903-AS high electron mobility GaAsfet
has a gate length of 0.25µm and a gate width
reduced from 100 to 120µm. The effect is to
reduce capacitance and increase inductance
making the device easier to match at high
I

frequencies. The transistor returns

a

claimed noise performance of 1.2dB at
18Gl-Izwith an associated gain of 8.5dB.
An I IEMT is a lattice matched heterojunction formed between GaAs and AIGaAs semiconductors. Electrons move from the donor
AICaAs forming a thin two-dimensional

214

elevated temperatures because. being a
semiconductor, the number of free carriers
increases rapidly with temperature. The
electrons banging about the lattice interfere
with transmission. Introducing a dopant to
the germanium reduces the resistivity.
sweeping up the free carriers.

3200ft. It relies purely on its steel armour at
greater depths: it will resist hiting sharks at
depths down to 8500ft below sea level.
There are many interesting facts and
figures associated with the cable. Each fibre
pair has a data rate of 280Mhit/s. The power
line to the 120 repeaters runs at l5kV with a
corresponding line current of 1.6A, the
operating wavelength is 1.3µm and the
branching unit for the England/France junction is located some 400km from the European coast in 7000ft of water. The British
branch comes ashore at \Videmouth Bay.
North Cornwall (pictured in E&Itll', April
1988, p.4061.

electron gas at the heterojunct ion interface.
The spatial separation of the conduction
electrons from their parent donor impurities
produces their high mobility. Normally a
thin layer of AIGaAs adjacent to the heterojunction interface is left undoped to separate
further the ionized centres.

VLSI chip plant
NEC plans to spend $282 million on a new
4Mbyte dram wafer fab in Higashi, Hiroshima. The plant is designed to turn round
30 000 6in wafers per month with sub micron process geometry. 1Mbyte static
rams will also feature in the product portfolio. It expects first production in 1990.

failed to give and acknowledge a call sign,
and had not logged his conversations.
Holland also admitted attaching a
transmitter to a helium balloon, obtaining and giving information, and aiding
and abetting a member of his radio group
to interfere with United States Navy
signals.
Many of the frequencies had now had
to be changed, said the prosecution.
When spoken to in the course of the
investigation, I lolland said "I have tuned

around".
Miss Debra Gold, defending, said that
lolland did have a licence for using his
radio equipment. He was an amateur
radio enthusiast, in fact his social life
revolved around short wave radio.
"He had no ulterior motives, and failed
to see the harm his actions could have
I

caused", she said.
He started off keeping to all the rules,
but became lax as time went by. He was in
a group of about five people who communicated with each other through the
airwaves.
They did not use a call sign amongst
themselves, which they should have
done, and they failed to log conversa-

tions.
Regarding the balloon attached to the,
transmitter, this was for "meteorological
research." This idea was to, monitor
atmospheric temperature changes for
the group's own interest.
The information received and given
was purely of social interest. They did
listen to police calls and discussed them
amongst themselves.
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Maxwell's equations
and the Crossed -field

Antenna
Reversing the form of Maxwell's equations has led to the
realisation and development of a revolutionary new antenna
system.
F.M. KABBARY, M.C. HATELY and B.G. STEWART

electrical and communications engineers are

REVERSING TI IE

A11

MAXWELL EQUATIONS

in some way acquainted

*

Rf source

O

with Heaviside's differential
form of the third and fourth

V

Maxwell equations, viz

xE= -B'
xH=J+D'

(1)
(2)

H

magnetic field

strength, J current density, B
magnetic flux density = µH, and
D electric displacement = e E. D' is called
the displacement current. Equation (1) is
Faraday's Law, while equation (2) is credited
to Maxwell for adding D' to Ampere's Law,
x H = J, to maintain charge conservation or charge continuity and thus ohtain J
+ D' as the true or total current.
Unfortunately, the understanding of these
equations still poses many conceptual difficulties for many people which inevitably lead
to shortcomings in the basic understanding
of their engineering applications. One
reason for this lack of insight is perhaps the
inability to appreciate the physical meaning
of the vector operations curl. div and grad.
Many texts and research papers often detail
the mathematical intricacies of these vector
operations but few describe in simple practical terms their physical interpretation'.
In addition to the above. it is often not
realised that contained in equations (1) and
(2) is the following extremely valuable information: (a) a time -varying magnetic field
creates an electric field (or hack EMF) and.

importantly, (h) a current or a tine -varying
electric field or both will create a magnetic
field.
The essence of Maxwell's equations, conveyed through points (a) and (b). is that
fundamentally they are reaction or field -
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electromagnetic feature can he
expressed in a more elegant and
informative way by reversing
equation (1) to give

Long coaxial cable

In these equations ' is the
derivative with respect to time,
E represents the electric field

strength,

The principle of Faraday's Law,
equation (1) as detailed by most
textbooks, is that an electric
field can he related to the rate of
change of a magnetic field. This

B'a- V xE
Circular capacitor plates showing
the surrounding magnetic fields when applied with a sinusoidal voltage V.
Fig.1.

production equations. The physical. mathematical and engineering importance of the
field -production mature maybe more readily
relayed and understood if the forms of
equations (1) and (2) are reversed(

J+D',V

(3)
(4)

xH

The reversal leads not only to

a

greater

understanding of Maxwell's equations
(which is hidden in the non -reversed form)
hut to a greater appreciation of the nature of
time -varying electromagnetics and their
associated engineering appl icat ions.
One significant engineering application.
only fully realised through the reversed form
of Maxwell's 4th equation. has been the
recent development of revolutionary antenna systems called crossed-field-anntennas
(CFA) which synthesize directly the Poynting vector S = E x H from separately
stimulated E and H fields. A fundamental
feature of these antennas is that the physical
size of the structure is small and also
independent of the radiated wavelength. a
truly remarkable concept in relation to
present antenna theory and design techniques.

which is interpreted as a time varying
magnetic flux, B', creating an electric field E
such that the negative of the curl of the
induced E field distribution is equal to the
source B'. The directive arrow is present in
the relationship to indicate that the lefthand -side causes or creates the right -hand side. The negative sign is the manifestation
of Lenz's law. In fact the application of the
reversed form of Faraday's law is fully deployed in transformer theory, where a time varying magnetic flux creates, i.e. induces, a
back EMF. Note that the E field in the
reversed form of Faraday's Law is the induced E field from B' and is not in any way
related to the independent electric field
created from free charge through Gauss's
Law.

Consider now equation (2). In magneto statics, it has always been accepted that
current produces a magnetic field through
the phenomenon called Ampere's Law. To
get across the importance of this statement
in a more meaningful physical and mathematical form, Ampere's Law should be expressed as

J,VxH
i.e. J creates

(5)
a

magnetic field H, such that
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the curl of H is equal to the source J. It is also
known (though often ignored) that a magnetic field may be related to either a current as
above, or a time -varying electric field'. The
latter source of magnetic field is sometimes
referred to as the Maxwell Law4, and may be
expressed in the more informative reversed
form as

D'aVxH

(6)

i.e. displacement current D' (a time -varying
D field) creates a magnetic field H such that
the curl of the H field distribution is equal to

the source D'. We see now the importance of
reversing equation (2) to give equation (4),
i.e. J + D'
V x H which should now be
interpreted as J or D' or both can create a
magnetic field H such that the curl of the H
field distribution is equal to the source J +
D'. The plus sign can, and should, be
interpreted as analogous to the digital -logic
OR symbol.
Unfortunately, many people fail to realise
that an H field may at any time be the
combination of two separately induced fields
from independent types of sources, i.e.
charge mot ion and displacement current.

,

Fig.2. The waveforms of V, D, J and Hi, HD., and Hp.

To
3

Faraday shield
connected to outer
sheath of coax
by conducting
sheets

-

frequency
source .
i

Large Faraday
shield (wire mesh)
Coax to

/

TI IE MAGNETIC FIELD ASSOCIATED
\ SIMPLE CAPACITOR

Part of test

trajectory
20cm

To illustrate the importance of the reversed
form of Maxwell's 4th equation and, in
particular, the feature of D' creating an
independent magnetic field from J, consider
the practical illustration of circular capacitor plates. Consider circular capacitor plates
(Fig. I) with an applied sinusoidal voltage V.
Free charges flowing into and out of the
capacitor, and also within the capacitor
plates themselves, are a source of J Also,
due to the build up of free charge in the
capacitor. E lines and therefore D lines exist
.

between the capacitor plates. The waveforms
of V, J and D are shown in Fig.2. Note that D
follows \ , while J is 900 phase -advanced from
V. As the D lines vary in strength due to
sinusoidal charge variation on the plates, D'
will create a sinusoidal magnetic field
through D'
V x HD.. Since Hu, is in
time -phase with D' then HD, is 90° phase advanced from D. Also, since J flowing into
and out of the plates is sinusoidal then J
V x Hr produces a sinusoidal magnetic field
Hr which is in -phase with J. It is easy to show
that in the vicinity surrounding the capacitor gap the magnetic field lines from J into
and out of the plates and the magnetic field
lines from D' will be concentric circles
surrounding the gap and in -phase.
Now, J flowing within the plates themselves will create a magnetic field Hp. Applying the rules of Biot-Savart to the
geometry of the plates, many components of
magnetic field produced from individual J
contributions within the plates will cancel,
resulting in reduced -strength circular field
lines surrounding the plates. We should
expect the created field Hp to be in phase
with Hj. but taking into account the geometry and the current motion within the plates,
then Hp is directed in the opposite direction
to Hr. This is equivalent to a 180° phase
change between Hp and H. The waveforms
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oscilloscope

Balanced Faraday
screened loop

Ground plane

Fig.3. Experimental set-up to measure the magnetic field surrounding

large circular

capacitor plates.
of Hr, Hu- and lip surrounding the capacitor
gap are given in Fig.2.

\ simple experiment may be carried out to
verify that Hi,. does exist surrounding circular capacitor plates. The main equipment
required is an RF signal source capable of
supplying a frequency range of 10 MIIz-100
MHz with an output voltage up to 20 V and
an output current up to 3A. and secondly a
triggered, dual -beam oscilloscope.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
circular, flat -plate
conductors (made from wire mesh) of radius
25 cm were positioned as a capacitor with an
air gap of approximately 20 cm. The capacitor was placed on top of a large conducting
ground sheet. The top plate was then connected to a signal coax. cable terminated by
two 1009 resistors paralleled between the
live inner -core and the outer sheath. The
entire volume surrounding the capacitor
gap was then Faraday shielded using a
second large conducting sheet such that no
Hr contributions from the connecting coax.
cable could extend into the region around
the capacitor gap. The Faraday shield is also
connected to the outer -sheath of the coax.
The magnetic fields within and surrounding
the capacitor were measured using a circular, balanced, Faraday -screened coax. loop of
radius 6 cm (Fig. 4), which was connected
and matched to one of the inputs of the
oscilloscope, thus eliminating standing
wave problems on the leads. To provide a
reference phase signal for the measured
As shown in Fig. 3, two

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Coax

Area 113cm
To

oscilloscope

Outer sheoth
divided
Inner continuous

Fig.4. Balanced Faraday screened loop.

magnetic fields from the Faraday loop, a
small resistor, 4.79, was placed in the live
coax. lead at the signal source, and the
voltage monitored across the resistor using
the second input to the osciloscope. This
signal also gives phase information of Hj.

Results. A pk-pk voltage of 15 V was chosen,
a frequency of 40 MI-Iz (A = 7.5m1. The
voltage across the plates was approximately
8V. Positioning the Faraday loop in the
middle between the plates, the measured
voltage and phase from the loop as a function
of distance r from the centre of the plates is
shown in Fig.5. Referenced to Ilr (taking
into account path length, etc.) then between
the plates Hp is strongest even though
mutual effects will always exist between the
loop and the plates. Moving outwards, Hp
decreases and Hu takes over, hence the 180°
phase change. The cross-over takes place
near the edge of the plates. Outside the
capacitor plates the magnetic field is therefore due mainly to D' between the plates.
at
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20

Ir-Phase

Fig.5. Magnetic field measurement at 40MHz as a function of
r. A 180° phase change is seen

change and noise

between fields within the capa-

citor and outwith the capacitor.
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practical barrel -shaped CFA. The
length of this particular structure is 70cm.
Fig.7. A

Fig.6. The "barrel -shaped" crossed -field -antenna (CFA).

This simple experiment provides proof not
only that the Maxwell law U' - V x Hi, is
functioning between the capacitor plates,
but that D' is an additional and significant
source of magnetic field surrounding circular capacitor plates at high frequency.
Though some textbooks comment on the
existence of U' within capacitor plates. the
authors fail to realise that it creates its own
magnetic field which can extend well outside
the capacitor plates.

CROSSED -FIELD -ANTENNAS
From the experimental verification of U'
within large circular capacitor plates. producing a surrounding magnetic field distribution, a revolutionary engineering design of antennas has now been developed in
which the Poynting vector S= EX H is
directly synthesized by separate E and H
field stimulus within a very small volume.
These antennas are called crossed -field
antennas'' (CFAs). Success with the CFA
systems can he said to he a direct consequence of the perception of reversing in particular the 4th Maxwell equation to gain a
full understanding of the physical reaction
or field production nature. A brief description of the operation of one particular CFA
design. the "barrel -shaped CFA". (Fig.6) is
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given below (see also photograph Fig.7).
"Large" circular capacitor plates when
supplied with high voltage will produce
strong circular magnetic fields around the
plates through U' = V X H. In the antenna
these capacitor plates are referred to as the
D -plates. Two large cylindrical plates of
short length hut the same radius as the
capacitor plates are positioned one above
and one below the U -plates. When the
cylinders are driven by an RF power source
they produce high -frequency E lines (due to
voltage difference) between the plates. These
cylindrical plates are therefore called the
E -plates. (Note that they are analogous to
the arms of a dipole antenna hut much
smaller in length than in any practical
dipole. sometimes < X/200.) The power
from the transmitter is split roughly in half
between the E -plates and the D -plates.
Through suitable design considerations and
delay arrangements between the E and U
plate voltages. a toroidal volume surrounding the U -plates is crossed -stressed with
in -phase E and II field components such that
El/ II matches space impedance. Radiation
is then produced through S = EXH and
power flows out to space as vertically polarized radio waves of intense power density.
The important features of these antennas
are (i) that they are extremely small. excell

lent receivers, powerful. efficient radiators,
and (ii) that their physical size is independent of the radiated wavelength - an unprecedented concept in antenna theory and
design. All textbooks on antenna theory
suggest that radiation is initiated solely by
conduction current flow J. In the CFA, the
radiation is not produced from fields related
to J hut from space electric fields created
from voltage build up. In addition. though
the CFA is small, it is not restricted to the
limitations of narrow bandwidth. a critical
feature of ali other inductively or capacitively shortened antennas; the measured operating bandwidth on transmitting and receiving in most CF\ systems is greater than
30%. In fact there also appears to be no
restriction in the physical size of CFAs and
they can he made as small as desired.
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includes 10 non-volatile set up files, is fully compatible with asynch onous,
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Easily operated by soft keys, with user promp s displayed on an 80 character
LCD, the Fakerscope includes an RS 232 breakout box, plus a data monitor and
message generator. The message generator can output both canned and preprogrammed data, while output flow control can be Xon/Xoff or level control.
Each Fakerscope 500 includes 8kbyte of capture RAM. Data can be reviewed
on the LCD or a separate terminal and is displayed in ASC1 1, HEX or baudot.
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Menu driven and easy to operate, the M niscope includes 8 kbyte of capture
RAM and a 32 character LCD for data display. Data on Tx and Rx is shown in its
correct relationship and the control characters displayed as symbols. The
Miniscope is powered by re -chargeable batteries, includes a mains adaptor
and costs only £295.00
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The Fakerscope 2500 has asynchronous and bisynchronous message
generator and capture facilities of up to 72kbps. It is compatible with HDLC and
SDLC formats, is fitted with a qwerty keyboard and will decode at levels 2 and
3, for both X.25 and SNA. In addition, it includes 8kbyte of non-volatile capture
RAM, a buffer search and trigger facility and a bit error rate tester. It costs only
£987.00.

Please send me more

information about:

Componedex Ltd
21 Alston Drive
Bradwell Abbey
Milton Keynes

Fakerscope 3000

MK13 9HA

Fakerscope 2500

Tel: 0908 322177
Tlx: 827570 COMPON
Fax: 0908 320 350

Fakerscope 500

G

Miniscope

Cablefaker
Or for immediate attention ring
0908 322177

Componedex Ltd
21 Alston Drive
Bradwell Abbey
Milton Keynes
Featuring a custom LCD which uses easily recog'sable mnemonics for the
signal states, the Cablefaker offers a complete RS 232 breakout and patch
facility, yet costs only £74.95.
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PIONEERS
27. Harry Nyquist (1889-1976) and Hendrik Bode (1905-1982):
from networks and noise to NASA.
The names of Nyquist and Bode go

together like peaches and cream
and are often paired in textbooks
dealing with the theory of stability
in linear networks. Unlike some
other paired names (such as Thevenin and
Norton, for example. who lived in different
continents and at different times) Nyquist
and Bode knew each other and worked in the
same company laboratories on the same
types of problem.
The laboratories were those of Bell Telephone in America and the pair's best known
contributions, on amplifier stabilization.
were the mathematical completion of the
breakthrough begun in 1927 by their colleague Harry Black with his invention of the
negative -feedback amplifier, described last
month.
But both Nyquist and Bode did far more
than their epic work on stability criteria and
the mathematical design of feedback amplifiers. They worked through a period which
might well he regarded as the classical
period of network analysis and synthesis in
telecommunications design and they worked with other giants of the period: George
Campbell. John Carson, R. V. L. Hartley. E.
II. Colpitts, Claude Shannon. and many
more.
I

iAIlIIY M'QUIST

Harry Nyquist was born at Nilshy in Sweden.
a hundred years ago on 7 February 1889: his
family name was originally Nykvist. When he
died in 1976, at the age of 87. he was survived
in Sweden by two sisters and a brother, the
brother still living at Nilshy.
Emigration to the United States beckoned
and at the age of eighteen he settled in
Minnesota, west of the Great Lakes. where
he worked for a time as a school teacher. Ile
entered university education late, graduating from the University of North Dakota at
the age of 26 with a degree in electrical
engineering. -le followed that with a Master's degree the next year and transferred to
Yale University. where he received his Ph.D.
I

in 1917.
The .\merican Telegraph & Telephone Co.
(AT&T) offered him a position at their
Engineering Headquarters in 1917. some
seven or eight years before the Bell Telephone Labs were formed. There he stayed
until his transfer to Bell Labs in 1934.
In all. he spent 37 years in the Bell System
until his retirement in 1954 and received
138 American patents, averaging nearly one
every three months and gaining a reputat ion
for providing inventions almost to order.
"I-tarry, why don't you invent this?" his
colleagues are said to have asked when they
faced a problem. whereupon Nyquist (at
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least according to legend) would do just that
over the next few days, weeks or months. At
least one former Bell colleague has suggested that those 138 patents only "suggest

his contributions to the field of communica-

tions.Those contributions include the first
quantitative description of thermal (Johnson) noise. signal -transmission studies
which helped lay the foundations for information theory and data communications.
the invention of vest igial-sideband transmission and the famous Nyquist stability criterion, which has been used outside electronics as well as within it - to describe the way
in which someone drives a car, for example.
Nyquist's first major contribution to
transmission techniques was a series of
theoretical studies of the behaviour of analogue and digital signals in transmission
systems, beginning in 1924. This appears to
have been part of a whole series of work at
AT&T which stemmed from the 1915 invention of the wave filter by George Campbell.
Campbell's filter gave an inexpensive
method of separating signals of different
frequencies on a wire line to allow dual use
for telegraph and telephone communications.
Digital signals were used in telegraph
systems and, in the 1920s, AT&T did considerable work on developing start -stop teletypewriters. multiplex telegraphs and carrier telegraph systems. Previously. in telegraphy, distortion measurements had been
very elementary hut. with this new and more
critical work, distortion began to acquire
greater importance. Nyquist and others carried out theoretical studies and laboratory
experiments and designed distortion measuring instruments for use by maintenance engineers. Nyquist also provided definitions for three types of distortion.

1926. Subsequent experimental
work led to Johnson's 1928 paper. Meanwhile Nyquist, working alongside Johnson,
analysed thermal noise mathematically using thermodynamic principles and produced
the famous formula of 4kT watts per unit of
bandwidth, where k is Boltzmann's constant
and T is the absolute temperature. Years
later. Johnson himself described Nyquist's
work as "based essentially on the thermodynamics of a telephone line, and covering
almost all one needs to know about thermal
noise'''. The next major contrihutions did
not come until the 1940s (S. O. Rice).

made in

Stability criteria. Nyquist and Bode are
however, best known for their work on
stability criteria. Harry Black's 1927 invention of the negative -feedback amplifier
solved the enormous problem of how to
reduce the distortion within an amplifier
almost to the point of elimination. As we saw
last month. Black more or less ignored
stability and assumed the amplifiers would

not oscillate or "sing".
Black's success raised other problems for.
despite his desires, the amplifiers did have a
tendency to become unstable and oscillate.
As mathematical physicists. Nyquist and
Bode were two of the men chiefly responsible
for the derivation of the mathematical
theory that enabled the systematic design of
stable feedback amplifiers to take place. This
success took time: for some years, whilst the
potential was recognised. a really good design proved very hard to achieve. A few even
regarded it as verging on being a pipe dream.
hence the comment that Black's invention

Harry Nyquist.

4kT. It was also in 1928 that the Physical
Review published. on consecutive pages.
papers by John B. Johnson and Nyquist on
thermal or Johnson noise. Noise has been
described as "the ubiquitous. unwanted,
insistent, unwelcome gate-crasher" of electronic systems'. Walter Schottky of the
German Siemens and Halske firm published
the classic paper on noise in 1918. suggesting two fundamental types of noise which he
named thermal and shot noise. Of the two.
Schottky suggested that shot noise would he
the more troublesome.
In 1925. Johnson published an important
paper on noise. Studying his data later. he
discovered evidence of a type of noise which
was proportional to the amplification of the
valves and which masked the shot noise.
This was the experimental discovery of thermal noise. now also known as Johnson noise.
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"had all the initial impact of a blow with a
wet noodle."
Nyquist's Criterion (or the Nyquist Diagram) showed what conditions were needed
if feedback amplifiers were to he prevented
from oscillating once the feedback loop was
closed: in other words, it provided a means of
evaluating the stability of feedback amplifiers. That was published in 1932. What it did
not tell circuit designers. however. was how
to achieve it. This problem was tackled by
many people. but lendrik Bode's book "Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design". published in New York in 1945,
provided the classic solution to the problem.
As a result of the work of these three men in
particular (and that of many others) the
valve amplifier (and subsequently the transistor amplifier) when properly designed
became "a high -precision instrument' as
one volume of a history of the Bell System
has proudly expressed it.

~
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RIK \VADE BODE

Bode was born in Madison, Wisconsin, on
Christmas Eve 1905. Presumably he suffered

the usual childhood problem of dualpurpose Christmas and birthday presents.
\fter schooling in Illinois and Arizona he
attended Ohio State University and graduated with a degree in 1924 and a Master's
degree in 1926, whereupon he joined the
year -old Bell Laboratories. He was soon at
work on the design of electrical filters, but in
1929 he transferred to the Mathematical
Research Group where he specialized in
electrical network theory and its application
to the problems of long-distance communications. Twenty-three years later he
became Director of Mathematical Research.
subsequently becoming Director of the
Physical Sciences and, in 1958. a vice president of Bell Labs overseeing mil itaty systems
engineering. On the way he received a Ph.D.
from Columbia University in 1935.
Bode's contribution to feedback -amplifier
design began. according to his own recollections. with a study of equalizing circuits
whose function was to provide automatic

Hendrik Bode.
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Harry Nyquist (right) discussing the travelling wave tube with its inventor Rudolf
Kompfner (centre) and John R. Pierce. Picture from AT&T Bell Laboratories.
compensation for temperature and other
variations in transmission lines. The big
problem came when the equalizers had to be
inserted into the feedback loop without
causing instability. "In desperation." Bode
recalled. "I began modifying the amplifier
proper rather than trying to tinker further
with my equalizer.... Finally. after I had in
effect redesigned the complete feedback
loop. I found could obtain a solution I". The
idea of the mathematical physicist whose
hook became a standard reference on electronic network analysis modestly expressing
his own electronic design work as "tinkering.' has a certain appeal.
It is also an example of Bode's apparent
belief that "specialists" should not restrict
themselves to a narrow specialism. "Dig
deep for good answers" may have been a Bell
Labs motto but there was also a strong belief
in the need for the horizontal flow of
information within a project through all
stages of development. design, manufacture
and installation. This information flow requires feedback. of course. and one wonders
to what extent these pioneers o' the mathematical understanding of feedback applied
their knowledge to optimizing the human
side of project management.
Because of the continuing need to make
improvements in equipment the flow of
informatior down through the lifetime of a
project or system was also recognised as
important. "Continuity in time." Bode wrote
in 1971. "from project to project. building
on the experience and techniques and skills
acquired in the development of the preceding technology, is as vital as collaboration
horizontally between development and
manufacturing engineers." Both. he added.
were used in meeting Bell System objectives.
During World War II, Bode applied electronics (in place of or in conjunction with
mechanics) to the problems of anti-aircraft
gunfire control. This resulted in a model
T-15 gun director which, though it appeared
superior to existing equipment in trials, was
not placed in production. Later Bode and W.
A. MacNair directed research and development of anti-aircraft missiles. In 1946 Bode
received a ('residential Certificate of Merit
for his wartime contributions.
In February 1945 Bode was one of five
men asked to form a team to study the
possibilities for a guided missile capable of
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shooting down future aircraft flying at
heights and speeds beyond the capabilities of
conventional gunfire. In just five months.
the group produced a report which was later
to be regarded as a classic for its thoroughness and insight. The project itself developed
into a major defence contract and established a working partnership with the Douglas Aircraft Company (later McDonnell Douglas) which lasted 30 years. The missile
was the famous Nike missile. named after a
mythological Greek winged goddess of victory. The first test firing at an aircraft was in
1951 when a token flash detonation. representng the warhead, exploded only 16 feet
from the bomber. In another test, the
missile "drilled through the entire length of
the aircraft".
Bode completed his career with Bell as
special adviser and member of the Board of
Bellcomm, a company formed by Bell as a
small part of the NASA effort for "landing a
man on the Moon and returning him safely
to Earth." as President Kennedy expressed it
in 1961. Then in October 1967. aged 61,
Hendrik Bode retired from Bell Labs after 41
year:. service to take up a second career as
the Professor of Systems Engineering at

Harvard University. There he directed
grad.aate research and taught a course on
the planning and implementation of engineering and development programmes.

fnally retired, for the second time. as
professor emeritus in 1974.
He

HONOURS

with most pioneers of their calibre. both
Nyquist and Bode deserved and received
honours. Nyquist was awarded medals by the
Franklin Institute and the Institute of Radio
Engineers. Bode the Edison Medal of the
IEEE. Nyquist died in Texas. aged 87. on 4
1pril 1976. five years after his wife Antoni?.
le was survived by a son, two daughters and
seven grandchildren. Bode died at his home
in Cambridge. Massachusetts, on 21 June
1982. aged 76 and was survived by his wife.
Barbara, and two daughters.
As

I
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The Do,:,,Line Up
of Thermal Linescan Recorders from 81/2 inches to

A range
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191/2 inches

Dowty Thermal Linescan Recorders are rugged, reliable and fume free. All recorders
full width thermal print head ranging from 81/2 inches to 191/2 inches enabling high definition grey scale recording
on paper or film for applications as diverse as military sonar and medical imaging.
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3000 Series
Recorders
A range of 12 inch single and dual channel
analogue or digital instruments with variable sweep
and delay times, triggers and input levels. This
popular Series can be bench mounted or 19 inch
rack mounted in any orientation.
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195 Series Thérmaline Wide Print Recorder

85 Series
Thermaline Video Graphic Recorder

Produces a linescan image 191/2 inches wide with a high
resolution of 200 pixels to the inch.
Interfaces available or planned include digital TTL, IEEE 488,
RS422/232, and analogue, with single or multi -input channels.
Customised interfaces can be produced for special applications.

Produces a hard copy image 81/2 inches wide
from a video signal at the touch of a button thanks
to a built-in freeze frame facility. All common video
formats can be accommodated. A high speed
linescan version of this recorder is also available.

Details of our full range of Thermal Linescan Recorders will be sent on request.
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They keep going when
the going gets tough

Dowty Maritime Systems Ltd
WAVERLEY DIVISION

Waverley Road, Weymouth, Dorset, England DT3 5HL
Tel: Weymouth (0305) 784738 Telex: 41477 Fax: (0305) 777904
A

Dowty Electronic Systems Division Company
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8051 Project.. . .?

From simple minimum chip solutions
through to complex turnkey
multiprocessor systems, Cavendish
Automation has the hardware and tools to
allow you or us to design rapid and
professional implementations.
Off -the -shelf hardware includes numerous
DACs, ADCs, bus -drivers and decoders,
and many other forms of analogue and
digital I/O cards, together with power
supplies, backplanes, card cages and
equipment cases.
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Software development couldn't be easier. Our 7034
cards text editor enables software development tor the
8051/2 in either assembler or MCS-52 BASIC.
Programs are simply blown into EPROM or EEPROM
on the card itself. When writing in assembler both
source and/or assembled code may be saved in this
way.
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Cavendish Automation

Cavendish Automation Limited
Oak Park. Bartord Road.
St. Neots. Huntingdon. Cambs PE19 2SJ.
Telephone: 0480-219457
FAX: 0480-215300 TELEX. 32681 CAVCOMG
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rUPDATE
European flat -screen tv nearing production
MARTIN ECCLES
Colour liquid -crystal TVs that are much
flatter, thinner and more robust than CRT
based sets should be in production this year.
General Electric is already producing flat
screens for cockpit applications but Philips
and Japanese companies including blatsushita. Toshiba and Sharp are working on
liquid crystal displays for domestic TV.
The only non -Japanese company competing for the flat -screen T\ market is Philips.
Together with \Varner, Philips is already
producing small liquid -crystal screens for
seat -hack entertainment experiments in
'planes and by the end of this year the
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Colour pixels in the prototype display, and
probably ín the final product, are staggered by one -and -a -half dots to give a
better picture. The polarizer absorbs about 53% of light and there are other losses,
hence the need for backlighting.

111119177
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Two criticisms of this prototype display are
its dullness and its diagonal lines. In prac-

Off

tice, dullness is certainly not a problem
and the diagonal lines disappear at about

r

lm.
company hopes to be manufacturing 6in
flat -screen televisions for domestic use.
In display terms, domestic TV ís one of the
most stringent applications. Television pictures contain fast moving images and TV
displays require high resolution, high contrast and high brightness. To obtain fast
switching of all picture elements, especially
those at the centre of the display, the Philips
liquid -crystal display uses an 'active matrix';
there is one transistor switching each picture element.
Subjectively. the picture from the prototype display compares with that obtained
from a good domestic video recorder. One of
the main problems with liquid-cr,,,'stal tv
displays has been response speed: on the
selected programme material that we
viewed, some of which contained fastmoving images, there was no detectable
image blurring at all. Viewing the display
close up, the most noticeable effect is diagonal striping caused by the one -and -a -half
dot staggering of the RGB elements. These
diagonals disappear at about lm though.
Unlike front -lit liquid -crystal displays the
back -lit active matrix appears at least as
bright as a CRT. In fact within reason its

?larch 1989
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Flat -screen full -colour televisions should
be available this year this prototype was
made by Philips researchers at Redhill.

White

-

brightness is only limited by the intensity of
the backlighting, but unlike a CRT the
active -matrix display does not lose intensity
as it ages (Philips says that a life of 10 000
hours is feasible for the new display).
Liquid -crystal displays do not like DC.
Asymmetrical LCD drive (field inversion)
would solve this problem. but it would also
cause an unacceptable 25I-Iz flicker. Instead,
the active matrix uses inversion on alternate
lines. as a result. flicker is reduced to about
1/30th of the total amplitude which is less
than that produced by a conventional CRT.
You might think that power consumption
of such a liquid -crystal would he lower than
that of an equivalent CRT, even taking into
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account backlighting requirements, but the
current 6in active -matrix takes about IOW as
opposed to about 6W for the same size CRT.
Connection of the matrix is currently
much more difficult than plugging in a CRT:
each line and row in the matrix needs a
driver and a connection. Future displays will
have multiplexers and drivers built in but
until then, connecting the flexible PCB
material leading from the matrix edges must
be quite a labour-intensive task.
Although there is no theoretical limit to
the display size, there are currently technological limits. According to Dr Alan
Knapp, leader of Philips Information Display
group at Redhill, there is no particular
continued on page 226
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probably the Cavendish laboratory, having been
established more than a century ago under the
direction of professors Maxwell, Rayleigh, Thomson, Rutherford and Bragg.
In this month's research profile, which is devoted
to the more electronics-oriented aspects of Caven-

At one of Britain's largest university physics departments
major research work is
Cambridge
carried out at three locations. These include the
Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory and the
Microelectronics Research Laboratory, but the
most significant site for electronics engineers is

ki

dish Laboratory's work. it is interesting to note that
'cold electronics' are as evident at Cambridge as
they are at Oxford (see our Research Profile of last
month and Dr Gregg's article in this issue).
MARTIN ECCLES
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460-490GHz radio -astronomical receiver (above)
being assembled and tested. When completed it will be
installed in the 15m diameter James Clerk Maxwell
telescope on top of the 4260m high Mauna Kea, Hawaii.
The framework on the right houses the actual
detector elements, as well as the local oscillator and
associated microwave electronics and the IF stages.
Control electronics, the microprocessor, and the synthesiser generating the reference frequency for the
phase -lock system are housed in the left-hand rack.
Both the framework and rack are mounted in the
telescope receiver cabin, and move about with the dish.
The receiver system will be used to make observations
of star -forming regions with very -high frequency resolution (e.g part in 106).
Clouds of gas and dust which are collapsing under the
force of gravity to form new stars, contain small
amounts of trace gases such as CO and isolated carbon
atoms. These emit radiation at certain well-defined
frequencies. By comparing the frequency of the radiation we observe with that expected we can tell how fast
the gas clouds are moving away from or towards us.
Thus we can study the kinematics of the gas clouds and
learn more about the star formation process.
Dr Rachel Padman
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is a sub-discipline of solid state physics and is con-

cerned with effects which occur at solid surfaces
(below). All of the interesting gas/solid, liquid/solid
chemical reactions necessarily occur at a surface
seemingly obvious statement, but the ability to do
proper studies of surface phenomena has only been
possible since the late 1960s and is still a rapidly
growing area of fundamental technological interest
In order to prepare atomically clean surfaces, all.
experiments must be performed inside an ultra -high
vacuum chamber (pressure ImP) so that background
gases do not contaminate the surface being studied.
Cavendish's Surface Physics Group is particularly interested in studying the absorption of monolayer films
of simple molecules (0, CO) on a surface and studying
their interaction with the surface.
Eventual understanding of the mechanisms of
molecular-surface interactions will help in improving
catalysts, in understanding oxidation processes and In
the fabrication of semiconductor devices (VLSI technol
ogy involves growing layers of material on a substrate
surface by the reaction of gases at the surface).
Erik Jensen
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Coloured vacuum vessel (above) houses two InSb
homodyne detectors for two polarizations of the incoming signal. They are cooled to 0.2K above absolute zero
using liquid-helium refrigerant
Although the detectors themselves are mounted in a
waveguide (about 0.5mm diameter) most of the signal
processing at the observing frequency is done using
quasi -optical components. The signal propagates as a
nearly parallel beam, and is collimated and focussed
using optical components such as mirrors and lenses.
The local oscillator (just seen underneath the plate
supporting the vacuum vessel) consists of a Gunn -diode
oscillator for 115GHz or 123GHz, which is then frequency quadrupled and radiated from a small horn. This as
focussed by a lens and mirror, and a small amount of
power is injected into the path by a 20% reflection off
the 98% -transmitting mylar beam-splitter and combiner.
The plane input mirror is used to align the direction of
the beam into the receiver with that arriving from the
telescope. An image of the window in the side of the
Dewar vessel can just be seen.
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Close up of the 460.490GHz receiver. The gold -
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Electron energy -loss spectroscopy Surface physics
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Scientific HB501 scanning transmission electron microscope. Specimens are mounted within the
VG

ultra -high vacuum stainless -steel column to the right of
the control console (right). A coherent electron ray, the
electrical equivalent of a laser beam, can be focussed
onto a spot only half a millionth of a millimetre in
diameter.
Transmitted electrons can be used to make atomic
resolution images displayed on the two CRTs on the
console. Electron energy loss spectroscopy, stable to
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within 0.5V in 100kV can be used to identify the atomic
species of the thousand or so atoms illuminated by the
beam. )(i ay signals are also available.
The apparatus can also be used to manufacture
nanolithography. With this
extremely small structures
technique, it is possible to condense the words in all the
books ever published in Britain into less than one square
metre. One day, the technique may be used to Create
super -small electronic chips.
Dr J. Rodenburg
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Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory
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is a research
facility cperated by the Radio Astronomy group of
Cavendish Laboratory. The principal instrument at the
observatory is an eight -element, 5km-long microwave
interferometer. This instrument is used for studying the
nature of dstant radio galaxies and the physics of the
early universe.
The photograph on the right is an internal view of one
of the very low -noise microwave receivers used on the
5km interferometer. To achieve the required sensitivity,
high-electron -mobility transistors are cooled to a physical temperature of -260°C by means of closed -cyclehelium refrigerators.
It is necessary to illuminate the transistors, by means
of optical fbres, to prevent the semiconductor being
frozen into an insulating state.
Dr S. Withington
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Superconducting receivers.

The Radio Astronomy
group at the Cavendish Laboratory is developing, in
collaboration with the Materials Science Department,
superconducting receivers for use on the James Clerk
Maxwell Telescope in Hawaii (right).
Shown above is a prototype 100GHz receiver. The
receiver is based on an extraordinary device that
consists of two superconducting niobium films separated by a dielectric layer only a few tens of angstroms
thick.
enPhoton assisted tunnelling of quasiparticles
across the
tities which are very similar to electrons
barrier allows the detection of millimetre and
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submillimetre-wave radiation with a sensitivity
approaching the quantum limit.
When used as a mixer, the device displays a number
of curious quantum phenomena including classically
forbidden conversion gain and quantum reactances.
Dr S. Withington
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FUPDATE
continued from page 223

problem to be overcome before the 6in
screen goes into production - it is just a
question of getting all the processes right to
give the necessary yield. "Display sizes will
go up," says Knapp. "hut only gradually."
Row
electrode

Column
electrode

Thin-film
transistor

Liquid crystal

....4.

display element

Earlier thin-film transistors used to switch
liquid -crystal picture elements in this way
were leaky and required an extra capacitor across the liquid -crystal display.

Specifications of prototype 6in flat TV

Beyond CT -2
Quite apart from CT2. another UHF' personal
communication system is being proposed in
government circles. Known as Short Range
Radio (SRR) it is envisaged that handsets
should be made to a pan-European system,
using much of the digital technology of CT2.
For a modest licence fee anyone would he
able to communicate with anyone else over
short distances: users would just key in the
number of the person they wished to communicate with and would he connected
automatically if the wanted set was within
range and switched on. The system is intended to combine the accessibility of
citizen's band radio with selective calling
and privacy of conversat ion.
The UK Department of Trade and Industry
has indicated that it hopes to introduce SRR
in 1992, hut will allow hand -portable sets
only - not the mobiles or base stations
described in the CEPT proposals. This is
fascinating, since it would appear to limit
the use of SRI? to extremely short ranges.
Certainly, for businessmen SRR would make
a nice on -site paging system while enthusiasts might find it excellent for hikers'
groups and marshals at sports events.
Beyond this it seems fit for very little.
Although the specification provides for

ra,irr
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community repeaters these will not be permitted in Britain. Taken together with the
ban on base stations and mobiles this will
reduce the utility of SRI? to virtually nil.
In the Government's original proposals
for Open Channel radio, it was specifically
stated that these frequencies would provide
ideal low cost communication for small
businesses, veterinary surgeons, farmers
and the like. This dream was not realised, yet
could provide precisely this kind of
facility. At least one industry source lays the
insistence for a minimal SRR system at the
door of the vested financial interests of the
private mobile lobby.
SRI?

468x288mm

Pixels
Pixel size

Aperture (colour filter)
LC effect
Contrast
Viewing angle (contrast >20:1)
horizontal
vertical
Response times
black -to -white
white -to -black
Vertical resolution
Horizontal resolution
Drive voltages

0.26 x 0.318mm
68%
twisted nematic
>50:1 (max)

IBM small, fast
a paper presented to the International
Electron Device meeting at San Francisco. a
group of IBN1 scientists have published
results on engineering IC test samples which
demonstrate a clock rate of 30G I-Iz.
Built using an experimental cmos process
with 0.251.tm geometry it holds out the
prospect of producing commercial 256NIbit
drams or processor chips with a million
gates. This compares with a current tally of
around 100 000.
The test chips were made in hulk silicon
technology and advanced processing - some
elements have a thickness of just 20 atom

In
80°
35°
19ms (10% to 90%)
llms (90% to 10%)
half PAL (288 lines)

>2.4MHz

row
column

18V
3V pk-pk white.
10V pk-pk black

layers in places.

Silicon potato chips

x
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mitter, it becomes possible to analyse scientifically the brutality of the mechanical
handling involved in gathering the crop.
(Source: Daily Telegraph)

MCA on a chip
Helping along the new accord between IBN1
and clonemakers producing machines with

the 113N1 proprietary micro channel
architecture, the Californian chip design
company PLX Technology has produced an
N1CA bus interface chip.
The NlCA1200 24 -pin device built from
CNIOS I'LA provides all the protocol logic.
drivers and input buffers needed to perform
the micro channel interface function. It
replaces up to 15 discrete logic packages
which are normally required for the interface task.

You can now put electronic tomatoes. sugar
beet and potatoes on your shopping list
although they are unlikely to catch on as a
high tech gourmet delight. They cost more
than their weight in Beluga caviar - around
£2000 each.
Designed by the Scottish Centre of Agricultural Engineering, the skins of these
artificial vegetables have a texture and density similar to the real thing but exhibit
piezo-electric effect. When the skin's output
signal is coupled into a small internal trans -

Floppy control
Intel has brought out a single -chip floppy
drive controller which is said to integrate all
the system level functions.
The 82077. which supports 2.5in drives of
up to 4Nlbyte capacity, includes an analogue
phase locked loop, data separator. a fifo for
data transfer and support for the perpendicular recording mode which will feature in
the next generation of drives.
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MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
PCB CAD, FOR THE PC/XT/AT
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Are you still using tapes and a light box?
Have you been putting off buying PCB CAD software?
Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone inc Amstrad 1640 & 1512
or Archimedes with P.C. Emulator?
Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 17" square?
With up to 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers?
Plus drill template and solder resist?
With up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range .002
to .531"?
With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range?
With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole and
edge connector fingers?
With up to 1500 IC's per board, from up to 100 different outlines?
With auto repeat on tracks or other features - ideal for memory planes?
That can be used for surface mount components?
With the ability to locate components and pads on grid or to .002"

resolution?
With an optional auto via facility for multilayer boards?
With the ability to create and save your own symbols?
That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse?
That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's?
That outputs to Dot Matrix Printer, or, with extra drivers can drive
plotter or photoplotter.
Where you can learn how to use it in around an hour?

That only costs £275.00
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS BY
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For IBM PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512,
1640, R.M. NIMBUS, and BBC B, B+, and Master.
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- Takes the drudgery out of R.F. matching
problems. Includes many more features than the standard
Smith Chart.
Provides solutions to problems such as TRANSMISSION
LINE MATCHING for AERIALS and RF AMPLIFIERS
with TRANSMISSION LINE, TRANSFORMER and STUB
MATCHING methods using COAXIAL LINES
MICROSTRIP, STRIPLINE and WAVEGUIDES.
The program takes account of TRANSMISSION LINE
LOSS. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, VELOCITY FACTOR
and FREQUENCY.
Z -MATCH is supplied with a COMPREHENSIVE USER
MANUAL which contains a range of WORKED
EXAMPLES
Z -MATCH

£130 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£65.00 for BBC B, B+ and Master

-

"ANALYSER II"
Analyses complex circuits for GAIN,
PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
and GROUP DELAY over a very wide frequency range.
Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER
CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER
CROSS -OVER NETWORKS, WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS,
TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING
NETWORKS, TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS,
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
can be evaluated by "breaking the loop".
Can save days breadboarding and thousands of pounds
worth of equipment.

£195 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£130 for BBC, B, B+ and Master

All prices Ex -VAT
WRITE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS:- REF WW

Number One Systems Ltd

Harding Way, St Ives, Huntingdon Cambs, PE17 4WR
Tel: St Ives (0480) 61778
We provide full after -sales support with free telephone

'hotline help' service.
Software updates are free within

6

months of purchase date.
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The basic elements for solid-state

image acquisition have been
available commercially since the
mid 1970s. The charge -coupled
device (CCD) was invented by
Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation and
was quickly taken up in the consumer
market, where the first major application
was the autofocus systems for 35mm SLR
cameras. This was achieved by a line -scan
array (a single line of photosites or pixels) of
a few hundred pixels in length, used to work
out the distance to the object and focus the
camera. Later, a much higher growth in the
consumer market came with the advent of
the video camcorder, which is made up of an
area array la matrix of rows and columns of
pixels) which gives a TV picture in real time.
An important application is office equipment. where CCDs are used in fax machines,
photocopiers and today in document scanners for PCs.
The applications described require very
little image processing of the video information coming from the charge -coupled device
and therefore use low-cost equipment. The
other field in which CCI)s found early application was the industrial/professional
market. where they became a small part of
major systems in equipment such as tele cine. cheque readers and even satellites.
Here. there is a requirement for very highlevel processing of the video image coming
from the charge coupled device. however,
the systems themselves are highly expensive
pieces of equipment and so the cost of this
processing power did not inhibit sales.
CCDs have been used in industrial inspection for some time. but the slow adoption of
solid-state imaging has been due to the high
cost of processing the video st ream.
I

I

I:\RI)\VARE

The hardware required for an industrial CCD
imaging system consists of the image acquisition front end, made up of a CCD
camera and the driver electronics, and an
intelligent board including a microcontroller or a computer.
CCD cameras used two kinds of technology: an area -scan system to give a live TV
picture: or a line -scan CCI) array where the
picture is made up by integrating the video
against time.
Historically, systems have been made in
the main with area -scan CCD cameras.
There is a misconception that, because you
can display the information readily on a
TV -type monitor and this information can he
readily understood by the human eve and
brain it is therefore easier to process in an
electronic system. The main fallacy with this
argument concerns the amount of information presented. For example. 1024 by 1024
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An industrial, vision -based inspection system,
using a PC or equivalent
NICK HE\ ITSON

area picture would give you a million bits of
information. If this were updated at a video
frame rate of 50 frames per second. the
downstream processing would have to handle 25 million bits of information (due to
standard video being interline transfer) a
second. This amount of information is
obviously beyond the capabilities of anything hit supercomputers. The other major
problem with using an area -scan camera is
that, if the object is moving. the laws of
probability state that the object will not he
moving at the video frame rate. This mean
that the information in the top right-hand
corner of the picture is out of sync., relative
to the position of the object. with the
information at the bottom left-hand corner
of the picture. This gives the effect known as
smearing and is a major drawback where
dimensional analysis of object is required. If
the object to he viewed is stationary relative
to the camera or if the system works on a
step and repeat basis, then an area camera is
the only possible opt ion.
The problem of smearing can he overcome
by using strobe lights or a mechanical
shutter arrangement. which also has the
effect ofallowing time for the information to
he processed during the period in which the
CCI) camera is not collecting informat ion.
The most elegant solution is to use a
line -scan array. In this method. a single line
of pixels clocks out its information, which is
fed to a trame store. The picture is then built
up against time as the object moves under
the camera or the camera moves over the
object. An added advantage of line -scan is
that resolution can be much higher than
that of area -scan techniques.

\\'ith current technology
pixel -area chip

is the

a

best

1024 by 1024
that can he

economically manufactured. However. line scan arrays of six thousand pixels in length

are commercially available from companies
such as Fairchild Weston in California. By

selecting enough clock periods, a picture
made up of six thousand pixels read six
thousand times can easily he built up. given
sufficient computer memory. Because the
amount of information processing needed at
one time is much smaller. much less computing power can he used (the processor can
he working on one line as the next line is
collected). It is also very easy to vary the
clock speed on a line -scan CCI) array and to
tailor this to the speed of movement of the
object to he viewed. This overcomes the
problems of smearing described earlier and.
although it is harder to visualize the information from a line -scan CCD. as far as the
computer is concerned it is much easier to
process this information than from an area scan camera (see Fig.11.
Another major component of any electro optical inspection system is the lighting and
optics. This is the area in which most
mistakes are made when systems are designed. 'I'he key requirements are to get an
even field of light across the object. since the
processing electronics are not able to differentiate between effects caused by unevenness of the light source and those due to the
shape of the object. To overcome the problems of lens distortion the system must
allow for programming to overcome these
anomalies.
The system described in this article uses
an IBM PC -compatible plug-in board manufactured by Sentel Dlesstechnik in Germany
for the processing of the video stream from
the CCD camera. In line -scan applications
the analogue video signal produced by the
camera is converted by a controller hoard
into a standard video signal. This signal and
some other digital signals are fed into the
plug-in hoard (CCUDlI inputs via a number
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Left is a plot of light intensity against xy axis of image scanned
through Fairchild Weston CCD camera and processed by CCUM
board. Image on display screen is letter 'P' transfer. Middle picture
is computer screen showing 8 -bit numbers for each pixel built up
of cables. where the analogue video signal is
initially digitized to an 8-bit resolution,
resulting in 256 grey levels (see Fig.21. The
grey -level value of each pixel is located at a
certain address in the image memory of the
hoard. which can he directly accessed by the
use of the PC bus. The board has a colour
look -up table which allows false colours to
he allocated to the various half -tone levels.
which can be programmed by the user as
required. This means that the image output
can he manipulated by either reverse -video
imaging, emphasizing a certain half tone or
image area. false -colour representation or
binary representation. if required. Individual half-tone levels in this colour look -up
table can he masked or lapelled, allowing
co-ordinate systems. crosswires. image windows or graphics to he integrated. .\ monitor
may also he attached.
The hoard includes 256Kbytes of onboard
ram. for the storage of the video image. as
standard. By using other ram modules. the
image memory may he expanded to megabyte. which is sufficient for complete images
of a maximum of 512 by 512 pixels each. A
memory of this size cannot he simultaneously handled under the MS DOS operating
system. so the image memory of the CCUM
has been divided into a number of segments
or windows. each of 32K bytes. through
which the image memory can he viewed.
Access to the entire image memory is provided by moving this window. allowing
operations to be handled in real time. Several CCI''I boards can simultaneously operate
in a single PC by programming the respective ports to activate the memory of each
hoard.
1

against time. It is possible to measure edges to accuracy of 0.1
pixel (one micron). Computer screen in right-hand picture shows
analogue information from line -scan camera. Intensity of light
across P shown by cursor on computer monitor.

directly accessed. For this purpose. a structure of type "row" is defined, which contains
for every image line the address of the first
pixel in this line in the image memory and
the respective page number. The CCUM
hoard is rormally programmed via a software library, which is included in the cost of
the board. This library uses a high-level
language and an easy -to -use software interface. allowing the user to operate the CCUM
as required in the specific application. The
design of the CCUM allows user programming to customize the system to various
a total of It) registers are available to
the user. sorted according to the subjects

needs:

with indications being included as to
whether the register is read or written on.
The universal counters of the CCUM allow
special applications and can he used. for
example, to display simultaneously several
camera images onto the monitor. Another
example is. when operating a line -scan
camera, two of the registers are used in
conjunction with the line -scan controller
board to detect an edge or the width of an
object via the hardware. Other registers
available on the CCUM hoard control the
A -to -D converter, the status register which
gives information on the current status of
the hoard, the camera modes register. which
selects which camera is being used in multiple camera applications and the image memory segment register, which allows the user
to state the image window he would like to
access. The aim of the hardware for the
CCUM hoard is to give a cost-effective flexible interface with the IBM PC/AT standard
hus.

PROGRAMMING

SOFT\ VARE

Programming the CCUM takes place via
registers. but the image memory can al..o he

Any system which includes a complex
camera -interface hoard should he assisted by
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hardware -orientated basic software products. Programmes of this type allow the
programmer to use the CCUM as a 'black
box to solve his specific problem, without
the necessity of detailed hardware knowle4e. although he must have a flexible
software interface so that long training
periods to learn a new programming Iangua$e or the re -writing of already existing
software is unnecessary. The basic software
for the CCUM hoard. CCUM.LIB. has been
written in Microsoft C and is also available as
the source code which allows the user a very
flexible software interface. Programme written in Microsoft C. Microsoft Pascal. Fortran. to name just a few. can he linked with
the CCUM.LIB without any difficulty. Various other software products are based on
Mic-osoft standard and will thus he compatible. Apart from the CCUM.LIB a number of
geometrical measurement, edge -detection
and outline -recognition packages are available as standard with this hoard. These are
also created using Microsoft compilers and
are thus suited for adaption. Example pro grans are available from Optimum Vision
(Tel 0730 640161.
Using CCUM. an IBM PC/AT compatible. a
Fairchild Weston CCD camera and relevant
application software. an industrial inspection system can be created for less than
£10.000. This system works in real time,
giving high -resolution industrial imaging
with both static and fairly high-speed moving objects. For example, there are applications where people wish to study the surface
of roads and rail tracks. while moving at up
to 100 kilometres per hour, using CCD
line-scan technology. Such a cost-effective
system brings the world of industrial vision
out of the realms of high cost and into the
reach of small innovative companies and
engineering groups.
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The most powerful micropro
The system s supplied with everything you need including:

-

Interface card
takes a 'short slot' in the
link in/out and control lines.

Y

Cable

-

PC

and provides

inks the interface card to the Transputer Module.

-

Transputer Module
complete T414 based subsystem,
supplied in its own sturdy case.

- independant power to transputer if required.
Development Software - folding editor, OCCAM compiler,
Power supply

downloader, terminal emulator and utilities, hosted on the

PC.

- no less than 28 fully worked examples.
On Screen Tutorials - learn how to use the system 'on -screen'.
Hardware Manual - full circuit diagrams, timing diagrams
Example programs

State of the art technology!
With major computer companies "designing -in" the
Transputer, it is imperative that todays technology
does not remain a mystery.
In short, the Transputer Training System gives you
a unique low-cost method of obtaining practical
experience fast!

-

and circuit descriptions.
TDS User Guide

- self contained tutorial guide to using

the

development software.
TDS User Manual

- the reference manual for the development

software.

-a

Introduction to OCCAM

complete self-teach course in

OCCAM.

Saves your time
Unpack, plug in and start learning. Everything you
need including self teach manuals in one package.

Now with

1/2

+

- full specifications for the Transputer.
- full specifications for the Link

Adapter.

VAT

r-

-

price course option

Attend our special 3 day course for just
£200 extra if order with the system. Normal
price of course is £400.

1414 Engineering Data

- the definitive guide to

C012 Engineering Data

Saves your money
The complete system costs just £995.00
and uses any IBM Compatible PC with 640K
RAM and hard disk as the host computer.

OCCAM Programming Manual
OCCAM.

III.

The unique Transputer Training System has been
designed specifically for education and is therefore ideal
for use in colleges and universities. The excellent self -teach
manuals, included with the package, mean that it can also
be used by engineers to rapidly evaluate the transputer and
utilise its amazing power in real time applications.

The Transputer Module houses a 15 MHz T414 with 256K
RAM and is external to the PC, so that the hardware is fully

accessable. The module includes a wealth of test points, 14
status LEDs, 16 I/O lines, EVENT input, independant
power supply, prototyping area and four 15 way D
connectors, which allow access to the 10 M bits/sec
links and control signals.
Full hardware and software support is provided
for multi-transputer applications. Simply plug
additional Transputer Modules into the spare link
connectors using the cables supplied. In this way networks
of any configuration using any number of transputers may
be realised! Each module can run one or more concurrent
processes and has access to its own local 1/4 Mb RAM and
I/O system.
The I/O connector links directly to our Applications Board,
which enables the Transputer to control DC motor speed,
temperature, analog input/output, and much more!

o

e
cessor in the world using concurrent processing.
How can give a whole class hands-on
experience of the transputer with a
budget of just a few thousand pounds?
I

If you are equipped with IBM compatible PCs
with 640K RAM and access to a hard disk,
then the answer is to use the Flight
Electronics Ltd Transputer Training System.

optional adapter.

is a subset of OCCAM 2 so
students who choose to study OCCAM further
will not have to re -learn the language.

If

OCCAM

-

As many as you have PCs. The development
software is hosted on the PC and may be run
on all the PCs in your department, provided
that you have bought a site licence. The

development software does not require
transputer to be present.

What happens when want to run
program on a transputer?

a

a

Simply take the program via a network or a
floppy disk, to one of the PCs fitted with the
Transputer Training Hardware. The program
can then be downloaded and run on the
transputer board which is mounted in its
own case outside of the PC.
Alternatively, fit each PC with the low cost
interface card, then plug the available
transputer boards into the PCs as required.
Its as easy as plugging in an RS232 lead,
there is no need to switch off the computer.

What language does the system use?

1

a

class set prohibitively expensive.

Surely the whole point is to connect
transputers together?
Parallel programs can be run and tested on
one transputer, the internal architecture of the
transputer looks after the time slicing
between processes. The same program may
then be re -configured to run on more than
one transputer. Each transputer board has
four 15 way 'D' connectors which carry the
'links' and bus signals. Using simple ribbon
cables, the boards can be connected
together to form systems with any number of
transputers and with any topology.

Thats OK for the software, but I need to
teach real time control.

with folding editor.

Isn't that a bit old hat?
Experts agree that OCCAM is quicker to
learn than OCCAM 2, and enables students
to rapidly grasp all of the essential principles
of parallel processing and its

Most transputer systems are pretty sparse
on hardware data aren't they?
Not this one. The hardware manual gives
complete circuit diagrams and a chapter is
devoted to explaining the function of each
chip. 15 test points and 6 LED indicators are
mounted on the board to allow easy access
to the most important signals.

All very well, but surely it will take
months for me to write a course to go
with the system?
No. A full 'ready to use' self teach course

plus two screen based tutorials and a wealth
of example programs are included with the
package.
Do you offer training so that I can learn
about the system quickly?

No problem. Each transputer board is fitted
with three eight bit ports, one is dedicated to
a row of on -board LEDs and the other two
are accessible via a 40 way header which
also carries the EVENT input and +5V.

Yes. A three day intensive hands-on course
is available in Southampton, and you can
save £200 if you order the course with the

We can supply an Applications Board which

Can I see the system before

has interactive closed loop DC motor and
temperature control systems which provide
'instant' applications for parallel control
algorithms. The Applications Board also
provides other facilities including A/D and
D/A conversion.

OCCAM 1, through the 'TDS' environment

you wish to experiment with custom built

I/O circuits then use our Universal Interface
Breadboard that plugs straight into the I/O

connector.
Of course, OCCAM 2 requires a transputer
board to be fitted to each PC workstation,

making

Sounds interesting how many
workstations will that give me?

I

implementation on the Inmos transputer.

system.
I

decide to

buy?
Yes, we will be pleased to demonstrate the
system anywhere in the UK. Under some

circumstances we can also lend you a
system for 30 days for you to evaluate in
your own time.

1

If

you already have peripheral units based on

the 4mm standard then the ports can be
brought out on 4mm sockets using the

FLIGHT ELECTRONICS LTD.
Flight House, Ascupart St, Southampton, SOl
Telex:

477389

FLIGHT G Fax:

1

LU.

0703 330039

ENTER 52 ON REPLY CARD

To place your order, or for further

information, call our sales department
on 0703 227721.

Call 0703 227721 today
for a free full colour
catalogue.

Cold electronics
Now that small 10K refrigerators are readily available, research
into how cooled semiconductors operate is more than just a

passing interest.

J.F. GREGG and

I. D.

MORRIS

Solid state physicists researching

Low -temperature physics research fre-

into the magnetic properties of
materials use liquid helium, 411e,
as a standard laboratory refrigerant for obtaining the low
temperatures which are frequently necessary for investigating the physics of magnetic systems. Liquid helium boils at 4.2 kelvin
(about -269°C). Some idea of the relative
"coldness" of this liquid may he gained from
Fig. 1. which shows various temperatures
on the absolute (kelvin) temperature scale.

quently encounters technical problems
which are solved by recourse to "cold"
electronic instrumentation which itself
operates at liquid helium temperatures. In
this article we discuss the advantages of
cooling electronic circuits and describe
some of the possible applications of "cold"
electronics to physics research and to other
wider fields.
Descriptions of cryogenic (from the Creek
"kryos" meaning "frost") circuits and the
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operation of semiconductor devices at low
temperatures have been outlined in the
technical literature since about 1964.
-however, the advantages of cold electronics
have become rather more marked and its
applications have proliferated with the recent advent of gallium arsenide (GaAs) devices. For reasons which we shall discuss
below, the physics of this material makes it
very suitable for low temperature working.
In the low -temperature laboratory environment there are two main incentives for
cooling electronics. The first arises from the
requirement with some physics instrumentation this it should he sited close to the
sample of material under investigation. In
practice, given the difficulty of maintaining
large temperature differences over short
distances, this often means that the instrumentation must he held at the same temperature as the sample. For example, in the case
of self-oscillating magnetic resonance spectrometers such as those popularized by F. N.
H. Robinson of this laboratory, the resonant
circuit and the oscillator must he within a
fraction of a wavelength of one another: at
UHF and low microwave frequencies. this
corresponds to a maximum separation of a
few centimetres. Proximity of instrumentation to the experiment has the additional
advantage that it minimizes the opportunities for stray pickup and RF interference.
The second and rather more important
benefit which arises from cryogenic electronics derives from the physics of electrical
noise and fluctuations. Broadly speaking,
noise is any signal which is unwanted by the
observer. Leaving aside electrical interference from such sources as domestic fridges
or local radio stations \'hich must be eliminated by careful design and electrical screening, and ignoring the frying, crackling and
popping types of electrical noise which are
characteristic of faulty components, there
are three kinds of fundamental electronic
noise which are describable in terms of basic
physical processes. These are respectively
known as Johnson noise, shot noise and
flicker noise, Fig. 2.
Noise spectra of two different types of
GaAs mesfet measured at room temperature, 77K and 4.2K. Diagram (a) is for an
NE720 from NEC, while Figure (b) shows
the data for an AT8110 marketed by
Avantek. The 77K and 4.2K results coincide so closely in places that only the 77K
points are marked. This strongly suggests
that, despite the fact that the devices are
in different refrigerants, the effective
electron temperatures in their respective
channels are very similar.
I
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Fig. 2. There are three principal types of
noise in electronics
Johnson noise,
shot noise and flicker noise.
Johnson noise is associated with the
resistive part of impedances and it arises
from the same kind of thermal fluctuations as given rise to black -body radiation from, for example, the hot filament
of a light bulb. Consequently, the frequency spectrum of this kind of noise is
completely determined by thermodynamics and at all frequencies of interest in
electronics, the noise is "white", i.e. the
amount of noise power per unit bandwidth is a constant as in curve (a). The
mean square Johnson noise voltage per
unit bandwidth which appears across a
resistor of value R which has temperature T is given by
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fluctuations in the spatial and energy
distributions of the charge carriers. Simple mathematical treatment suggests
that shot noise is also white and that the
mean square noise current per unit
bandwidth associated with a current of
mean value is given by
I

(1.38 x10 -23J/degC).
Shot noise arises in circuits which
contain a potential barrier such as that
associated with a p -n junction it a bipolar transistor or with the gate -channel
interface in a fet The current is composed of those charge carriers which
have enough thermal energy to surmount the potential barrier and it thus
varies in a way that mirrors the thermal

i2=2e1
where

e

is the

electronic charge

(1.60 x10 19C).
Flicker noise is characterised by the
fact that the noise power increases at the
lower frequencies as in curve (b); in the
textbook case, the power spectrum is
inversely proportional to the frequency
and flicker noise is sometimes nick-

Lossy passive components (like resistors)
a

certain amount of flicker noise, the latter
dominating at very low frequencies. Johnson
noise power has a linear temperature dependence, so, for example, if a resistor is
cooled to half its temperature, its noise
power is halved. One of the advantages of
cooling to liquid helium temperatures is
immediately clear
resistor operating at
4.2 kelvin delivers roughly 100 times less
noise power than at room temperature
(300K). Of course, the low -frequency noise
character will still he dominated by the
flicker noise, hut this too may reduce with
cooling, albeit in a rather less predictable

-a

way.
However, the major sources of noise in
most circuits are the active devices and the
mechanisms which cause this noise are a bit
more complex. For example, in a FET, there
will be a Johnson noise component from the
channel, shot noise originating from the
gate leakage current, flicker noise from the
contact metallization strips and carrier recombination fluctuations in the bulk semiconductor, to name but a few. Fortunately.
one or two of these noise sources usually
dominate and, in general, the noise performance of semiconductor devices improves at
low temperatures. We should stress at this

juncture that this improvement is only
significant for large temperature drops such
as maybe obtained using liquid nitrogen (77
kelvin) or liquid helium.
As you can see from Fig. 1. the sort of

Electrical conduction in an n -type
semiconductor occurs by virtue of electrons which derive from the so-called
donor states which are just below the
bottom of the conduction band. These
donor states are formed by contaminating the semiconductor with a small number of impurity atoms which have more
valence electrons than the atoms of the
host semiconductor.
Provided that the impurity atoms are
sufficiently dilute, their average separation is such that their wavefunctions do
not overlap and their electrons are effectively localized. However, if the semiconductor is at a temperature comparable
with the energy separation, in kelvin, of
the donor levels from the conduction
band edge, some of these donor electrons are thermally excited into the conduction band (a) where they are free to

Room temperature

\

100%

Completely full
of electrons
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Thermally excited electrons which
can conduct electric current

.

Localised
electrons

VALENCE BAND
ENERGY

CONDUCTION BAND
Donor levels
(partially occupied)

(a).
Low temperature
100%

Completely full
of electrons

which one experiences in the course of a year
represent very small percentage temperature changes on the absolute (kelvin)
temperature scale, so that, for example,
immersing the front end of a radio receiver
in iced water would afford a barely perceptible improvement in its noise performance
(since the absolute temperature change is

move around and so conduct electric
current If the semiconductor is cooled
to a temperature much lower than the
ionization energy in kelvin of impurities,
then the electrons all return to the donor
levels and the material becomes an
insulator as shown in diagram (b).
Diagrams (a) and (b) show electron
population of the donor levels and valerce and conduction bands for an n type semiconductor at room and low
temperature respectively. The dotted
line shows the percentage of states at a
particular energy which are occupied
by electrons. This line becomes much
squarer as temperature is lowered and
there is less thermal fluctuation to kick
electrons into higher energy states. Consequently, electrons flop into their
lowest available states (the donor levels)
leaving the conduction band empty.

Fig. 3.

atmospheric temperature fluctuations
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named "1/f noise". The processes which
cause it are not well understood and are
difficult to model mathematically, but it
is thought to derive in many cases from
device surface effects and microscopic
details of the device structure over which
the manufacturer has limited control.
This has the consequence that, unlike
Johnson and shot noise, two individual
devices which are nominally identical
may exhibit quite different degrees of
flicker noise. The frequency below which
flicker noise becomes comparable with
the white noise present depends strongly
on the type of device.
In bipolar transistors under optimum
conditions this "elbow" frequency curve
(c) may be of order 1Hz whereas in some
point-contact microwave devices it may
be as high as several hundred
megahertz. As shown on page 232, the
GaAs mesfet noise spectra which we
measured had flicker noise elbows at
frequencies of order a few megahertz
and the flicker noise component redt ced quite spectacularly on cooling.
For more detailed information on this
subject the reader is referred to "Noise
and fluctuations in electronic devices
and circuits by F. N. H. Robinson, Oxford
University Press, 1974.

of

cc

v2=4kBRT
where k8 is Boltzmann's constant

will exhibit Johnson noise coloured with

(c) typical noise spectrum
an electronic device

No electrons available

for conduction
VALENCE BAND

CONDUCTION BAND
Donor levels
(completely full)
4

ENERGY
(b)
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only a factor of order 273/3001, and might
well have rather more spectacular and undesirable electrical consequences!
The main problem encountered in designing cryogenic circuits is that manufacturers
don't build their devices for low temperature
operation and one relies for suitable active
components on the lucky accident that the
materials and device structures which have
been developed to meet some specialized
room temperature needs just happen also to
function at low temperatures. Most semiconductors just don't work when cold because the electrical carriers in the conduction band "freeze" out when the material is
cooled. Fig. 3. leaving the material looking
like a perfect insulator. Silicon is a case in
point, and at liquid helium temperatures
there is insufficent thermal energy to ionize
electrons from the donor impurities into the
conduction hand.
There are three major factors determining
how a particular semiconductor device will

behave at low temperatures. The first is the
method by which the charge carriers in the
semiconductor are produced. and therefore
the concentration of carriers at any particular temperature. The other factors are the

mobility of the generated carriers as a
function of temperature and the carrier
lifetime.
The nature of the packaging of the device
and the connections between the device and
the outside world may also affect the per-

formance quite considerably. Unfortunately.
a particular construction technique which is
ideal for room temperature operation may
prove to be the opposite at liquid helium
temperatures. For example. ceramic packaging is robust, reliable and inexpensive to
manufacture. However, the thermal conductivity of such packages can reduce by an
order of magnitude or more on cooling from
room temperature to 10 kelvin. with the
result that the semiconductor temperature
is considerably higher than that of the
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spectrum analyser displaying the noise
spectrum (between 20kHz and 350MHz) of
a UHF amplifier constructed using GaAs
mesfets. In the first photograph, the amplifier is operating at ambient temperature,
while in the second it has been cooled by
immersion in liquid nitrogen.
A

LOGIC ANALYSERS
T11000 £1595

TÁ2000 92495

TA2500 £4595

Tk3000 from £3745

Up to 112 channels. 100MHz Timing: 20MHz Stale.
State/Timing Cross Triggering and Correlation.
RS232, IEEE -488 and Centronics interlaces.

32 channels. 100MHz sampling rate.
5ns glitch capture. Glitch triggering.
4 level sequencer with event count and delay.

Multilevel conditional triggering.

RS232, IEEE -488 and Centronics interlaces.

Options from £195
Disassemblers for 68000,8086/88,80186/188:80286,Z80. 8085;6502.6800,680.64.180.8031/51.8048/49,
63/68XX, RS232, IEEE -488.
PC Data transfer softwaie.
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Cold front end of a Robinson magnetic
resonance spectrometer constructed using three mesfets and chip -packaged
metal -film resistors and capacitors. These
are mounted on the circular printed circuit
board which is visible to the right of the
photograph. The sample under investigation is inside the NMR coil on the left of the
picture. This coil, together with its air
spaced tuning capacitor form the tank
circuit of the Robinson oscillator whose RF
amplitude is monitored by ambient
temperature electronics. The spectrometer fits inside a cryostat of diameter 3.5
cms which sits between the polefaces of an
iron -cored electromagnet capable of delivering magnetic fields between zero and
1.2 Testa with a homogeneity of 1 part in
104 over a volume of 1 cubic centimetre.
When the oscillator frequency coincides
with the precession frequency (Larmor
frequency) of the magnetic spin species
under study, the spins absorb energy and
the RF amplitude of the oscillator decreases. Our thanks to James Lord for
allowing us to photograph his spectrometer.
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surrounding liquid. The differential contraction rates of ceramic package and device may
also cause problems and adversely affect
device reliability.
The free carriers necessary for the operaion of a semiconductor can be generated by
s

a

combination of three mechanisms; field

effect, thermal ionization and impact ionization. Germanium and silicon bipolar devices
rely on thermal ionization of carriers from
donor and acceptor levels separated from the
conduction or valence hands by energies of a
few hundred kelvins. They are therefore very
susceptible to carrier freezeout and cannot
be used much below room temperature.
Some materials have been produced with
very high doping levels which cause an
impurity band to he formed just below the
conduction hand edge so that carriers are
still available at low temperatures. However.
these materials are in general too heavily
doped for normal device use. Some Si and Ge
mosfet devices with heavily doped channels
do still operate at cryogenic temperatures, as
the large field gradients in the gate/channel
region are able to produce a conducting
inversion layer due to field effect
just like
enhancement mode devices at room temperature. These devices operate well at 4.2
kelvin, their performance aided by reduced
noise figure and increased carrier mobility.
In most n -type III -V compounds the impurity levels for the popular dopants lie very
close to the conduction hand edge and, due
to the very low effective mass of electrons in
these materials, an impurity hand can he

-

formed at even quite moderate concentrations of donors (for example, about 102' to
10" per m" in GaAs). It has been shown that
for n-type GaAs, the impurity hand for
certain types of dopant will start to overlap
the conduction hand edge at concentrations
of about 6 x 1022 per m'1. Hence, n -type
GaAs, InSh, Inl' and InAs devices are not
susceptible to carrier freeze -out, and operating concentrations of carriers are still available at
kelvin and colder (p -type III -V
materials do not show this effect in general,
and behave in a way similar to Si and Ge
devices.) This means that n -channel III -V
devices should he usable at very low temperatures. At present, only GaAs devices are
commercially available.
Once it has been established that the
semiconductor material will have a sufficiently large concentration of carriers available at the temperature of interest, other
factors must he considered. These mainly
concern the mobility and lifetime of the
carriers. The mobility of electrons in n -type
InSh is relatively temperature independent.
and at 4.2 kelvin is about 105cm2V-'s-' (for
comparison, in n -type Ge at room temperature it is3x 102cm2VMobility in n -type GaAs has a strong
temperature dependence: it is about 8x
102cm2V-'s-' at room temperature, rising
to a maximum of 2x 101 cm -'s-' at 100K,
and then falling rapidly to 100cm2V-'s
at
3K. Thus, InSh devices would have an edge
over GaAs for use at cryogenic temperatures
from the point of view of consistency of
device characteristics. Moreover, given the
peak in the temperature dependence of
carrier mobility in GaAs, operation of GaAs
1
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devices at 77K would be preferable to using
them at 4K. In fact, as is discussed later, it is
probable that the active regions of devices
such as GaAs mesfets do not get colder than
about 50K even when the package is immersed in liquid helium.
Devices fabricated from InP are also very

attractive. This material offers a mobility
which is by a factor of ten greater than that of
GaAs. Once again, these devices are not yet
available in any form apparently owing to
difficulty in obtaining material which is of
sufficient quality to serve as the semi insulating base for the devices, and to the
problem of making ohmic contacts onto the
material. N oreover. methods of making
Schottky harriers to the material (a critical
consideration for high -frequency devices
such as mesfets) have yet to he perfected.
However, assuming that these problems can
be overcome, InAs and InP devices promise
even better cryogenic operation than GaAs.
The higher mobility of electrons in GaAs
and other III -V devices at low temperature
comes from the reduced thermal scattering
of the carriers. This improvement occurs
mainly in cooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures: scattering at lower temperatures is
dominated by impurity scattering. This non thermal scattering can he reduced by removing the impurities (i.e. the donors responsible for the carriers!). Clever design of the
device can separate the carriers from their
donors, so that the carriers operate in
regions of pure semiconductor, where
mobility can he much improved. These
devices (hemts or high electron -mobility
transistors) have been developed for use at
room temperature, hut promise to he even
more attract ive as cryogenic devices.
One other consideration which is of importance to microwave GaAs devices is the
high -field behaviour of the carrier velocity.

current versus gate voltage
characteristics of a AT8110 mesfet for
different values of drain voltage and different temperatures. Note how the mutual
conductance of the device improves with
cooling.
Fig. 4. Drain
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Most short -gate GaAs mesfets operate with a
considerable proportion of the channel in
the velocity saturated regime. Any increase
in the saturation velocity of the carriers will
not have a direct effect on the device performance. but the nature of the relaxation of
carriers to that equilibrium high field velocity is important. If the relaxation is reduced.
carriers in the very short channel will

'overshoot' their equilibrium velocity,
shortening their transit times. and producing

a

much improved high-speed perform-

ance of the device. Hence. a long majority
carrier lifetime in the channel is very desirable. Hence, increased carrier lifetimes from

cooling provides more performance improvement.
The minority carrier recombination time
in III -V materials is strongly affected by
lowering the temperature. There can be a
reduction of a factor of 100 (InSb, n -type.
room temperature to 4.2K) in recombination rate for minority carriers, but the rate
for majority carriers varies less: in some
materials it nay even increse slightly.
Hence. again, the properties of minority
carrier devices such as bipolar transistors
will he strongly affected by cooling. but this
variation will not appreciably alter the characteristics of majority carrier devices such as
lets.

From the foregoing discussion it would
seem that GaAs fets should be ideal candidates for cryogenic operation (providing that
the channel is n -doped. to provide the all
important impurity hand for the carriers).
These devices are available commercially, in
the form of mesfets designed for CI-Iz frequency operation. They are not cheap (about
£10 to £20 per copy). but we have shown
that the right brands do operate very presentably down to the lowest temperatures
available, with significantly lower noise than
at room temperature. I lowever, there are a
number of catches.
Firstly, these devices are optimized for
operation in the gigahertz frequency regime. and their performance at frequencies of
a few megahertz and below is dogged by
large amounts of flicker noise. Particularly
in circuit applications (such as Robinson

Avantek AT8110 No. 2 Comparison of characteristics at various values of Vds
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NQR spectrometers) where the signals take

the form of small variations of a large
amplitude RF carrier. device nonlinearities
mix this low-frequency noise with the RF
signal and it is this which sets the ultimate
limit to the noise performance of high level

circuitry.
Secondly, the effect of cooling the device.
while sometimes increasing the mutual conductance (compare the room temperature
and 4K curves in Fig. 4). also has the effect
of reducing the effective output impedance
of the device which. in simple terms, may he
thought of as the resistance which shunts
100
Device

1

Device 2

----

the ideal current generator in the fet output
equivalent circuit. The consequence is that.
despite any increase in the mutual conductance, the maximum available gain of the
device is almost always reduced on cooling.
and this in turn tends to moderate the
improvement in the noise figure.
The change in the device characteristics
also changes the small -signal scattering
parameters of the mesfets. but we have
found it well worthwhile to evaluate low
temperature s-parameters for the various
device types which we have studied. The low
temperature characteristics and hence s -

NE720. Comparison of three different devices at 4.2 K

Device 3

E
c"

50

.....

.... .....

..........

-1.5

"
10

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

Vds (V)

characteristics at 4.2K of three individual devices of the same
type (NE720) for two different values of gate bias. The dotted, dashed and full lines
respectively represent the three devices.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the
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Avantek AT8110 No. 2. Comparison of charateristics at various temperatures.
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parameters are highly reproducible between
individual devices of the same type and such
variations as do occur may he accurately
predicted from room temperature measurements of loss and V 5. for the particular
devices, Fig. 5.
The final catch concerns the power dissipation of GaAs mesfets. A typical specimen
may require l -10mA at VD -3V to operate
satisfactorily and this corresponds to a power dissipation of 30mW. At room temperature this figure is tolerable, but at 4.2K it is
sufficient to evaporate liquid helium at a rate
of about 30cm:' of liquid per hour. Given that
a typical experiment would use a cryostat of a
few litres capacity and that more than one
mesfet would typically he used, this feature
can set a decisive upper limit to the duration
of an experiment. In addition. this power
dissipation, coupled with the indifferent
thermal conductivity, of the ceramic package
when cold. implies that the fet channel
operates at a temperature of around 80K
even when used ín liquid helium. This is
corroborated by the observation that the
device characteristics and noise measurements taken at 77K agree closely with the
corresponding data measured at 4K, Fig. 6.
This higher temperature operation of the let
is however not wholly undesirable since, as
mentioned above. GaAs offers optimum performance under these warmer condit ions.
On applying power to a mesfet the thermal
time constants are of the order of microseconds or less, and we have used this to
effect a dramatic reduction in overall power
dissipation into the refrigerant in some
pulsed experiments in which the electronics
need only he switched on when signal is
present.
The photograph gives some indication of
the kind of noise performance improvement
which may be achieved by cooling a GaAs
mesfet UHF amplifier in liquid nitrogen. The
circuit was constructed on a double sided
printed circuit hoard using surface mounted
(metal film) resistors and capacitors. A
similar construction style is evident in the
cold front end of a Robinson magnetic
resonance spectrometer for use between 30
and 300MIIz. The unit shown comprises a
PCB with active devices. the coil (containing
the sample) and the tuning capacitor, and
the whole assembly fits inside a cryostat of
3.5 cm diameter which in turn is inserted
between the polefaces of a 1.2 Tesla iron cored electromagnet.
In conclusion. we feel that the advantages
of "cold" electronics. which have served us
so usefully in the furtherance of fundamental physics research. will come to be
more broadly recognised. particularly when
alternative met hods of generating low
temperatures become more widely available.
Already. this is becoming more realistic
with the advent of small closed -cycle refrigerators capable of providing "temperatures of around 10K from a 13A mains plug".

Vds (V)

Characteristics of a AT8110 at room temperature (full line), 77K (dashes) and 4.2K
(dots). Note the remarkable agreement between the two sets of low temperature curves
which suggests that even when the device is immersed in liquid helium, the effective
channel temperature is probably of order 80K or above.
Fig. 6.
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Microcontroller program
development on a PC
chipFORTH is a high level language for microcontroller
program development. It combines the FORTH language
with a PC based compiler and an interactive development
environment. This allows the design, test and
documentation of code in about one quarter of the time
taken by other high level languages or one tenth that of
assembler.
C. L. STEPHENS
more functions are integrated on to
the chip of a microprocessor the cost
Ind engineering advantages of selecting the right micro for the job over "using
the one we always used become significant.
This can only he done cost-effectively if the
engineer can isolate himself from the

Program developed
into RAM

Serial port

machine code details of the new processor by
Single chip
microcomputer
using a high level language and. at the same
time. keep the cost of his development tools
low.
I/o tested interactively
Where RAM is available
With the aid of a grant from the Department of Trade and Industry's "Support for
Innovation' scheme. Computer Solutions chipFORTH development environment
has developed a new way of working called
chipFORTI I which provides interactive development on the smallest eight hit microprocessors and microcontrollers without the
Editor
need for an In Circuit Emulator (ICE). 'I'he
hardware required for development (a l'C
Assembler
Code
and sometimes a low cost rom emulator) is
Disc
under
Incremental
independent of the project's target micro
test
compiler
leaving the engineer free to choose the best
micro for the job without having to budget
Interactive
test interpreter
fora new ICE.
Microprocessors are becoming highly integrated and sophisticated. They regularly
include 16 -hit operations. 64K address
Software breakdown of a chipFORTH system
space. on -chip ram ranging between 128 and
512 bytes, and up to 16K bytes of on -chip
bytes of eprom space on the target system. as computer -to-computer links) are rerom. timers, a serial port, extra I/O lines and The PC appears to the engineer to he a VDU quired. the software can he enhanced to
A/D converters. I'he applications themselves and keyboard attached to a full disc develop- carry out these tests, because all of the
are also becoming more complicated. and it
ment system running on the CPU of the PC/target software is written in FORTI I.
is becoming common to find an on -chip rom
Alternatively. in the event that the aptarget.
with 16K bytes of applications code. Users
Of course, this is not the real case. The PC plication hoard does not provide a serial port
now favour high level programming lanthen another hardware aid (called comRO!1.
is performing the compiling and interpretguages. chipFORTI I is based on FORTH and
ing functions. but all time and I/O critical cost £ 195) is available. This device provides a
is ideally suited for I/0 -intensive operations
actions are occurring on the target board. processor -independent serial link to any
such as control. instrumentation and comWith this configuration it is possible to use computer hoard via an eprom socket.
munications.
high level commands to execute individual
TI IE CONSTRAINTS
high-level or assembler modules, change
THE ENVIRONN ENT
variables and access I/O. New definitions (or Inevitably there are time critical parts of a
modules) are added incrementally by the program which cannot tolerate any overIBMrequires
an
language
The development
chipFORTH compiler. New high level code head. To cope with this chipFORTH includes
PC or compatible to act as the development
the
can either he loaded in from disc or quickly a full assembler for creating machine code
to
the
PC
line
connects
system. A serial
(as opposed to high level) modules. These
produced on-line at a keyboard.
serial port of the single -chip micro. The code
modules can he executed and tested using
is
displayoutput
serial
system
target
Any
the
down
PC
and
passed
the
is compiled on
same interactive facilities that are used
the
can
keyboard
the
while
I'C
screen,
the
ed on
serial line to the target system for storage.
in the testing of modules written in high
target
input
to
the
test
to
provide
used
be
facilities
debugging
high-level
Interactive
hoard. \\'hen more complex protocols (such level code. The package also contains sample
are provided which require less than 256
1

Usery
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application programs which show the engineer how to drive chip -specific hardware
such as I/O ports. high-speed interrupts. A/D
converters and pulse width modulated output. These provide valuable models on which
other programs can he based.
Rom and rani locations are not restricted.
For example. when testing hardware for the
first time development can take place using
only on -chip ram. To demonstrate further
this flexibility it is worth noting that on the
8051 it is possible to operate either in
single -chip mode or with any combination of
separate or overlapping 64K program and

system even when power is lost and this is
done using an eprom. The A/D resolution
required is better than can be obtained on
chip with any of the single chip microprocessors currently available. An A/D convertor will be memory mapped into address
C000 hex fot the converter and C002 for the
control and status register. :\ 1)/A converter
is memory mapped to address C004.

agement system to develop programs as
large as 512 Kbytes.

USING chipPORTH -A
PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
The Problem. \ device is to be designed that
will read an AVD converter attached to a
thermocouple. linearize the value and
generate an analogue output that corresponds to the temperature in degrees Celsius.
In addition flexible facilities to calibrate the
system and to compare the temperature to
upper and lower alarm limits generating
relay outputs are required. This unit is to go

data areas.

THE DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT
Rather than use an expensive In Circuit
Emulator ( ICE typical price £3000) we use a
low cost rom emulator (fast ROM which costs
£ 195). This can he filled with code in less
than one second and so no perceptible break
in the interactive environment is noticed. A
serial link is available for the PC to communicate \v th the hoard and so the standard
chipFORTI-1 configuration will operate without any niocifications.

into high volume production with a number
of different opt ions being supported.

DEVELOPMENT TARO\\'ARE
REQUIREMENTS
I

The I lardware. The 8031 chip was selected as
it is low cost and has sufficient on chip ram
for the designs requirements. An on -chip
uart will be used to link to a hand held
programmer for calibration and test purposes and one of the on -chip timers will he
used to generate baud rates while the other
functions as a general millisecond timer for
the application. The on chip eprom version
of the processor is too expensive for production purposes and while the volume is
expected to ne high this will he made up of a

The majority of applications require only a
PC. hut some also need a low-cost ( £200)
rom emulator. This is needed when the
target hoard cannot he partially populated
with ram. or when it has separate date and
code spaces or when the micro is being used
in single chip mode.
chipFORT1-1 is available for the following
generic family ranges: the Intel 8096 and
8051 series (including the 8031 and other
derivatives such as Philips' 80552). the
Motorola 681IC11 and 6801/6803 as well as
the Hitachi 6301 family. It has also been
implemented on the Motorola 6809. Intel
8080 and Zilog Z80. while a version running
on the litachi 64180 (also the Zilog 2180)
includes the ability to use its memory man -

COM 'ON ENT TESTS
The first thing to do when the application
hoard is developed is to set about testing the
hardware. The basic computer side of the
system is s.mple (chip. eprom. crystal and
RS232 connector) so after performing initial
continuity and safety checks the next step is
:o try executing a program on the system. As
:his system uses a standard chipFOR'I'H
,onfigurali m it is straightforward to plug
the eprom into the socket and use this as the

number of thermocouple types resulting in
different versions which makes a masked
rom version uneconomical. Because of these
considerations the program will he held in
low cost off-chip eprom. The product requires that calibration data be held in the
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system test environment rather than write
special machine code routines. This is especially true if we are only just starting to learn
how to use a new processor.

.

@ is a chipFORTI-1 word that reads

(Load chipFORTI-I)

C> CF

(displays on the PC the
contents of the A/D status register from the
8031)

ok C002 @ 0

ok COMPILER LOAD (Loads the cross

compiler)
(Loads typical chip FORTH set of words.
EMU loads the resulting code into the fast ROM emulator)
(Sets base and comok I-IEX RT
munications towards
the target board)
(Requests current
ok .R
CPU register contents)
A= E3 SP=FF R=0104 S= EFFO U=EFF4

ok CPU LOAD EMU

This is simply used to confirm communications and in the event that the stack pointers
have not been set up correctly will provide
diagnostic details. During the application
development the content of registers is
rarely needed: otherwise. why use a high

ok C002
1

that stores a value (1)
into a locat ion the control register - this is
assumed to perform a
conversion).

ok00004!

(check volts)

ok FFFF C004 !

(check volts)

okFFC004!

(check volts)

(so we have requested a

So we can now write

-

ok C000 @ 3B
.

conversion, assumed
that the manual input
time will he enough for
it to have been completed and then read
hack a value)

:ND C002 ! BEGIN C002 @ UNTIL

following:

iii

The emulator is connected correctly
The serial link between the PC and
Applications cards is working
The chip and íts internal ram are

working.

ok12+.3

a

a

definition

-

.

(+

..:1:4le',

_i
S1
e

Cif \

;iV.5

-

F!{R,

\\.-s.\-`
C'..

F``

1

.

\

© Y :ti

.

-

_.

x
Cta
1

.

i.,V,

%

I

I.

t ,6e
;

, ,.

111

,. .-

.

s=
,1,

output:
TEST BEGIN A/1) D/A AGAIN;

Clearly we can now go on to check each of
the relay outputs in the same way and also
the eeprom.

WRITING THE APPLICATION

A/1) is its name. We
conversion and then wait in the
BEGIN UNTIL structure until its status is
non -zero, indicating completion. at which
point we read the converter and leave its
value on the stack for later use. Now we can
build a second word for testing or to aid in
calihration:

starts

initiate

:

!.

i

+

.

.+

..

~F

.

-

o`

.

'

! ;

and use the input to provide test data for the

1

and 2 on to the chipThis puts values
FORTI-I stack in the 8031's on -chip memory.
commands that the values be added together : ?A/D BEGIN A/D CR 400 MS AGAIN;
and then prints the total on the PC 1.),
which results in the 3. This has now checked This loops printing the contents of the A/D
out the ram, stack settings and basic micro on a new line (CR every 400 (hex) milliseconds (MS); we could have gone into
and chipFORTH functionality.
on
single chip computers.
of
code
chipFORTH allows the development
1

D/A C004

:

:

Now we can change the voltage on the A/D
and see what the value is by repeating the
last two steps. A more useful thing to do is to
write in a program to do this:

C000

ii

value

(! is a chipFORTI l word

!

level language?
What this has done is to test all the

i

a

from a memory location.

decimal mode hut 400 hex is close enough to
one second for our purpose. This word will
not get used for anything other than tests
but a minor variant of A/D will clearly be of
use in the application.
Nov let us test the D/A just to check that
we have wired up the high and low bytes the
right way round!

The application can now be written, probably using some of the words developed
during the tests. For this project the top
level program is
:

CO BEGIN A/I) NORMALISE ?LIMITS

1)/A AGAIN

\\

a

;

already have an A/D and D/A word, the

normalization will depend on the type of
thermocouple in use and may include
switching in cold junction drift compensation. The word ?LIMITS will check whether
the temperature is above the high or below
the low limit (set up elsewhere), setting the
relay outputs if necessary. Each word can be
tested in isolation on the target system as
was done for A/D hefore soak testing of the
application takes place. The application is
now running from a rom socket with on chip ram used for variable and stack so it is
only necessary to reorganize startup code to
begin executing the word GO on power up
and to hurn a rom.
The example is a greatly simplified description of a recent application programmed in chipFORTI-I. In reality the normalization includes complex zero adjustments,
converter gain changes, filtering and relay
dead -handing. The resulting product is the
Protech Sapphire Signal Processing Unit
shown. Using another 8031 -based hand held
controller also programmed in chipFORTI-1,
it is possible to perform either complex
factory calibration procedures or on -site
adjustments of the Sapphire unit with
prompting from the micro to ensure operational simplicity. The flexibility of the high
level chipFORTI code proved especially
valuable when it was decided to modify and
extend the calibration to take advantage of

more effective procedures.
t
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GROUP
GREAT OFFERS ON TRIED AND
TESTED USED EQUIPMENT
ATLANTIC RESEARCH

PHILIPS

Data Analyser

40A

£1950

3219

£ 1500

50MHz Analogue Storage
Scope. Will operate from DC

CAE GROUP
Portable Communications

DATATEST 11

power source 21-30V DC, dual
£ 650

3267

Tester. Gives full emulation X25
field service testing. Interprets
network activity and explains in
English words what is
happening. Up to 80 channels.
Simultaneous 17 function BERT

6010A

3581C
Selective Voltmeter
3582A
Spectrum Analyser
6033A
Power Supply
6940B
Muttiprogrammer
Word Generator
8016A
8672A
Signal Generator, 2-18GHz

Frequency Synthesiser,

£1500

9081

9702
9921

GOULD
Plotter, 10 pen, A3, IEEE

£ 600

£16500

AM/FM Generator, 520MHz
Spectrum Analyser, 0.1 to
1000MHz
9 Digit Frequency Counter,
10Hz to 3GHz

£ 1250
£ 4250
£

700

TEKTRONIX
2430

MARCONI

..

2017
-

Synthesised Signal Generator,

£5750

2 Channel, 150 MHz realtime
£ 3500
100Ms/sec sample rate, Digital
Scope
4 Channel, 150MHz realtime
£ 1750

10KHz to 1024MHz
2445
Spectrum Analyser.
£4500
Analogue Scope
30Hz-110MHz, 1Hz resolution,
,.a-.,
4112
Computer Display terminal,
£ 2650
100dB displayed dynamic
monochrome
range. X-V output, digital
4611
Hardy Copy Unit
£ 800
storage of spectral information.
464
100MHz Dual Trace Analogue £ 1500
2371
Spectrum Analyser,
£6000
Storage Scope
30Hz-200MHz
466
100MHz Dual Trace Analogue £ 1750
2430
Frequency Counter
£ 200
Storage Scope offering very
10Hz-80MHz
high writing speed.
2431
Frequency Counter,
£ 295
4663
A2 plotter, RS232 and GPIB.9 £ 800
10Hz-200MHz
Character fonts, dual
2432
Frequency Counter,
£ 400
programmable pen control
10Hz-520MHz
7854
500MHz, Waveform Processing £ 6000
2437
Universal Counter Timer,
£ 475
Scope
DC to 100MHz
7904
500MHz, Mainframe
£ 2950
2438
Universal Counter Timer,
£ 650
110KHz to 1.8GHz Spectrum
7L12
£ 4000
DC to 520MHz
Analyser Plug-in
2610
True RMS Voltmeter
£ 850
7L 18
1.5 to 18GHz Spectrum
£ 6000
6059A
Signal Source 12-18GHz
£1200
Analyser
6158A
Signal Source 8-12.4GHz
£ 950
40MHz Function Generator
FG504
£ 1500
6159
Signal Source 12-18GHz
£1500
6460
TFT Power Meter
WILTRON
£ 950
6428
Power Sensor, 26.5-40GHz
£ 100
6663A
2 to 40GHz Sweep Generator £17500

2370

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
TELEPHONE

l:>:

>:>

<:>:::<:: f

950

£ 950
£ 4950
£ 750
£ 650
£ 1250

RACAL
0.1Hzto 110KHz

6320

£

HEWLETT PACKARD

test.

FLUKE

timebase
100MHz Scope

LONDON
0753 580000
MANCHESTER 061-973 6251
ABERDEEN
0224 899522

(All prices advertised are exclusive of carraige and V.A.T.)
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Putting AX25

to work

11"hile the idea of sending data over radio is not new, the
concept of an automatic adaptive network with minimal
spectrum requirement looks particularly attractive for
both military and commercial applications.

The transmission of digital data over a
radio link is not a new idea. Commercial exploitation of packet radio or
AX25 has many new facets. Much of the
experimental work on the protocol and

transmission techniques has been carried
out by radio amateurs. who in many cases
are professional engineers. \Ve present the
latest developments.
Packet radio originated in the USA and is
based upon the well known X25 protocol.
This derivation has become known as AX25
(Amateur X25). The use of the word amateur
should not he taken to mean that the .1X25
protocol is in anyway "amateurish": it has
been developed by well respected professional software engineers who just happen to he
amateurs. An :American amateur. Eric
Scace. takes most of the credit for writing
the original CCITT X25 protocol and is now a
leading light in AX25.
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THE UK AX25 PACKET NETWORK
Until approximately 1985. the terms "packet
radio" and ":1X25" were largely unknown in
the UK. but following several technical
articles outlining the uses and benefits of
AX25. combined with the availability of
reasonably priced equipment. interest grew.
The \X25 packet network provides users
with a unique set of benefits, the most
important of which is error free exchange of
data over If' radio.
The error free nature hinges on the
initiating station getting an acknowledgement hack from the distant station, and the
error checking hits contained in each packet. The error checking is accomplished by
the sending station calculating a certain
number based upon the data being sent and a
simple algorithm. This number is transmitted along with the data.
I

At the receiving end the number is recalculated using the same algorithm based
upon the data received and if this number is
the same as the number contained in the
received packet of data. then an acknowledgement is sent tot he originating stat ion.
If the data has become corrupted. the
received calculated number will not match
the number contained in the packet. The
receiving station will then transmit a reject
message to the sending station causing the
sender to retransmit that packet.
I)ue to the frequency time sharing nature
of AX25. it is possihle for several data links to
operate on the same frequency without
causing each other undue interference. This
happens because each station automatically
checks the frequency for other traffic before
transmitting, therehy reducing the possibility of collisions. Simple low power Pbl
transceivers are quite adequate for any
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but could equally

well be used

Packet radio on VHF: station

Station
C

B

acts as an unattended relay point, making communication possible between A and

potential user to access the network. providing the sets bandwidth will pass 1200 baud
data.

Other benefits include the ability to send
and receive electronic mail from other users
and the ability to address the whole packet

community (in effect a computer circular
letter): AX25 networks can handle traffic
from BBSs similar to telephone bulletin
boards.
There are four essential pieces of equipment required for the use of AX25:
1. A suitahle transceiver.
2. A Terminal Node Controller. abbreviated

to TNC.
3. A display terminal or VDU.

Item provides the means of taking data
transmissions off air. The frequencies presently in use on the amateur AX25 network
1

are 50.671511-1z. 70.4875M Hz. 144.650M Hz
and 432.675M Hz. There is also a fair amount
of international AX25 traffic centred on
14.11M1-Iz operating at 300 baud. This article

only concerned with the VHF network.
These frequencies all operate at a modest
speed of 1200 baud. It is hoped that a
network running at 9600 baud will he operational on 1299 MI Iz in the very near future.
Item 2. the TNC. operates on the demodis

ulated data. and handles all the AX25 protocol requirements of the radio link and
passes the data to item 3. Usually, in amateur
circles. the TNC feeds a VDU or home
computer. The essential difference between
AX25 and other digital communica-
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as a

data source or sink

Station
A

o

7¿7-

Data
source
or sink

tion systems over radio (such as RTTY or
AMTOR etc), is the ahility of each TNC to act
as a simple "digipeater". This means that
every user on the network has the means of
relaying other users' traffic on the frequency
to the next more distant station down the
chain.
This digipeating occurs in the "background" of the TNC: it doesn't corrupt any
traffic the host user may himself he passing.
The only effect is a reduct ion of the throughput rate for his own data.
An example of digipeating is outlined in
Fig.1. Station A wants to exchange data with
station C. hut due to the distance involved or
some obstruction such as the hill. station \
cannot directly communicate with station.
-le therefore instructs his TNC to connect to
station C via station B. Hence station B is
used as a digipeater.
While station B is being used as a digipeater it simply listens for any packets addressed
to it. If it should receive a packet whose
header contains its cal Isign. it then checks to
see if it is intended for itself or is to be
re -transmitted to the next station listed in
the header.
For operation as an unattended fixed link,
station A would have a list of routes programmed into the terminal enabling it to
communicate with the desired distant station. Station B could he a very basic digipeater consisting of just a radio and TNC. It is
possible. in theory at least, to digipeat
through up to eight separate digipeaters. the
I
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figure of 8 being defined by the protocol.
As there are no acknowledgements between adjacent digipeaters that the message
has been successfully received, it is likely
that at some point in the chain the message
would become lost due to interference or a
collision of packets caused by two or more
transmitters operating at once. The initiating station would therefore have to try
several times before getting a successful
acknowledgement hack from the distant
receiving station.
In having to re -transmit the packet, the
data throughput and consequently overall
baud rate is dramatically reduced compared
to a simple digipeating system.
In the early days of packet this simple
digipeater worked fairly well, with many
stations leaving their equipment turned on
24 hours a day to provide a digipeater
network. Due to the rapidly increasing popularity of packet radio, it soon became unpractical to digipeat through more than two
or three stations. This was due to the
frequency becoming overloaded through
sheervolume of traffic. A more sophisticated
network had to he devised to handle the
increased traffic flow.
An answer to the problem was provided by
an American software house called Software
2000. It produced a program, held in eprom.
which was compatible with the most popular
types of TNC. It called this piece of software
NETROM.
There are at the time of writing several
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More complex packet networks are possible through the use of automatic message routeing.

other programs which offer similar facilities
to NETROM: some of these other programs
offer extra commands for the end user.
Instead of relying upon a digipeating
network operating upon a single frequency.
it enables cross links from one frequency to
another. and to have inter -node acknowledgements. Referring to Fig.2, this means
that the initiating station A has only to
receive an acknowledgement from local
Local node B then takes over
responsibility for getting the message passed
successfully to the next node in the chain en
route to the final destination. Local node B
would usually pass the data via RS232 to
another node physically co -sited but on a
different frequency. This leaves the network
node B.

input frequency clear for incoming traffic.
Node C would usually operate at a higher
data rate and form part of the backbone of
the network. Packet node I) would receive
the data off the backbone network and
acknowledge successful receipt to node C.
before passing the data to node E via a local
RS232 link. Node E would then downlink to
the destination station F using a different

frequency.
A feature of the network software is its
ability to route the message automatically to
the next node on a different frequency. It
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also maintains a list of other active nodes on
the network and a record of which node is
next in the chain en route to a more distant
node. Using the auto routeing ability of the
network, it is possible for a station to uplink
to a local node, then connect to distant node
before downlinking to the required distant
station. All the routeing between nodes on
various frequencies and hands is taken care

of automatically.
As the routeing table is periodically updated by the program. it automatically incorporates new nodes and bypasses any
nodes which are no longer active. For the UK
network to communicate with other countries some network nodes have an -IF port
connected to a suitable radio for use on
frequencies below 30M Hz.
Another more innovative method of providing worldwide linking is via satellite. At
present the University of Surrey is running a
data communications experiment (known as
the UCE). which involves the use of an
orbiting satellite that has in effect a special
type of TNC. This satellite can store up to 90k
of data which can upload from the Surrey
earth station and then down load at some
distant earth station. Obviously this system
cannot work in real time. hut still provides a
useful means of passing traffic.
I

APPLICATIONS
\ packet radio network can he used in any
situation where data has to he passed error free between two points. An example might
be the directing of an ambulance to the
scene of an emergency. where any mistake in
the passing of the exact location could waste
valuable minutes. Some motoring organizations are already using a form of packet radio
to pass information to their mobiles.
The US military have been quick to exploit
the tactical advantages of a packet network.
The adaptive nature of such a radio network
allows for an individual station to go off air
yet the system still remains functional. Also
the relatively short duration of the data
transmissions makes interception and jamming more difficult.
It also has other advantages over an open
loop data transmission system. Some public
utilities, such as the water authorities. have
many fixed data links operating in the UHF
hand. If a packet type network were to he
used. then it becomes possible to accommodate a larger data Clow on each frequency in
use. thereby releasing frequencies for other
uses. The only penalty is the initial cost. It
requires transceivers. TNCs and interfaces at
each site.
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RF MODULES AND SYSTEMS
LOW NOISE GASFET PREAMPLIFIERS
Aligned to your specified frequency in the range 30-1000MHz. Masthead or
local use.
TYPE 9006 NF 0.6dB. Gain 10-40dB variable. In the range 30-250MHz
£76 , £3 p&p
TYPE 9006FM As above. Band II 88-108MHz
£78 £3 p&p
TYPE 9002 Two stage Gasfet preamplifier. NF 0.7dB. Gain 25dB adjustable.
High O filter. Tuned to your specified channels in bands IV or V £102+£3 p&p
TYPE 9004 UHF two stage Gasfet preamplifier. NF 0.7dB. Gain 25dB
adjustable. High O Filter. Aligned to your specified frequency in the range
250-1000MHz
£102 r £3 p&p
TYPE 9035 Mains power supply for above amplifiers
£30+ £4 p&p
TYPE 9010 Masthead weatherproof unit for above amplifiers
£12+£3 p&p

FM TRANSMITTERS
88-108MHz. 50 watts RF output
TYPE 9086 24V 4 DC supply

TYPE 9087 Includes integral mains power supply
TYPE 9182 FM Exciter ±75KHz deviation. Output 10mW

£945 r £30 p&p
£1110 £40 p&p
£248 £3 p&p

1

PHASE LOCKED LOOP FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
TYPE 9113 Transmitting. Converts your specified input channels in the range
20-1000MHz to your specified output channels in the range 20-1000MHz. mV
input. 10mW output (+ 10dBm). AGC controlled. Gain 60dB adjustable -30dB.
Will drive transmitting amplifiers directly
£356 +£6 p&p
TYPE 9114 Receiving. Low noise Gasfet front-end. NF 0.7dB. Gain 25dB
variable
£356 +£6 p&p
1

PHASE LOCKED SIGNAL SOURCES
TYPE 8034 Frequency as specified in the range 20-250MHz. Output 10mW
£120 +£3 p&p
TYPE 8036 Frequency as specified in the range 250-1000MHz. Output
10mW
£1704 £3 p&p
TYPE 9182 FM or FSK modulation. 20-1000MHz. Output 10mW
£2484 £3 p&p

Please add 15% VAT on total.
Full technical specifications available on request.

TELEVISION LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified channels in bands IV or V. 24V + DC supply.
TYPE 9261 100mV input. 10mW output
£218+£10 p&p
TYPE 9252 10mW input, 500mW output
£2544 £10 p&p
TYPE 9259 500mW input. 3 watts output
£290 £10 p&p
TYPE 9263 2-3 watts input. 15 watts output
£4004 £12 p&p
See below for Television Amplifiers in bands & II
I

TMOS RF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified frequency in the range 20.250MHz. or your
channels in bands or III. 24V + DC supply.
TYPE 9105 10mW input. watt output
£2301
TYPE 9106 500mW input. 10 watts output
£2844
TYPE 9155 watt input, 30 watts output
£327
TYPE 9158 5 watts input, 70 watts output
£448

specified

I

1

1

£10
£12
£12
£15

p&p
p&p
p&p
p&p

TMOS WIDEBAND LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
TYPE 9246 watt output 100KHz-175MHz 13dB gain
£108+£4 p&p
TYPE 92474 watts output 1-50MHz 13dB gain
£1084 £4 p&p
TYPE 9051 4 watts output 20-200MHz 13dB gain
£108 +£4 p&p
TYPE 9176 4 watts output 1-50MHz 26dB gain
£254 £6 p&p
TYPE 9177 4 watts output 20-200MHz 26dB gain
£2544 £6 p&p
TYPE 9173 20 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
£3084 £20 p&p
TYPE 9174 20 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
£308 £20 p&p
TYPE 9271 40 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
£616+ £20 p&p
TYPE 9172 40 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
£616 £20 p&p
TYPE 9235 Mains power supply unit for any of the above amplifiers
£1644 £12 p&p
1

1

1

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Unit 1, Aerodrome Industrial Complex, Aerodrome Road, Hawkinge, Folkestone, Kent CT18 7AG.
Tel: 0303 893631. Fax: 0303 893838
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Croteoh Instruments Umled
2

Stephenson Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WJ
Telephone: (0480) 301818
245

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
PATCHING AND
SWITCHING EQUIPMENT
FOR DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE SYSTEMS.
"NORMAL THROUGH" PATCHING AND SWITCHING EQUIPMENT FOR
THE FOLLOWING INTERFACE TYPES:
V11, V24, V35, X21, X27, G703, RS232, RS422, RS449 VF AND COAXIAL.
NATO, MIL STANDARD AND BABT APPROVED SYSTEMS.
DISTRIBUTED MATRIX SYSTEMS FOR UP TO 4000 USER PORTS.
FULL CATALOGUES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

THE SWITCHING SPECIALISTS...

.

FESHON SYSTEMS
PINDEN, DARTFORD, KENT DA2 8DX.
TEL: 04-747 8111 (SIX LINES) FAX: 04-747 8142 TELEX: 96395 (FESHON G)
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and quick tuning the IC-R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
tu, mng
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency o, by
the main tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow, AM upper and lower SSB modes with
system
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
it
whilst
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use
that were in use Readout
is in the scan mode, this allows you to, ecall frequencies
include the
is clearly shown on a dualcolour fluorescent display Options
ORC-12 infra-led remote controlle,, voice synthesize, ondHP-1 headphones
Icom (UK) Ltd. Tel: 0227 363859. Telex: 965179 ICOM G
N.B. Authorised Welsh distribution by:
M.R.S. Communications Ltd. Cardiff. Tel: 0222 224167.

Plea se send information on 'tom products & my nearest !cam deale

IName/address/postcode:

Tel:
¡Status:
¡Post to:Icom (UK) Ltd. Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Ken: CT68BR1

1.
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C400

SERIES

* MCS-52 basic with full floating point and trig functions
* Four 12 bit A to D converter
* One 12 bit D to A converter
*

Battery backed real time clock

* 32K Battery backed RAM
* 16K Eprom and on board Eprom programmer
* Six by eight bit digital ports
* RS232 and networked RS485 interface
* Serial printer port
* Direct drive to a LCD/Vacuum fluorescent display and user
defined keypad or VDU
* Automatically calibrates to any dumb terminal

WARWICK INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS LTD
UNIT 19, RIGBY CLOSE,
HEATHCOTE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WARWICK CV34 6TH
2.2 NATIONAL (0926) 334311 - NORTH WEST (056 587) 3540
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Indepth - Datacomms

J

DATACOMMS

New users start here

of computer datacomms stems from films like War games depicting seventeen year old
hackers blithely accessing Pentagon computers and accidentally starting World War Ill.
The reality is much less romantic. Nevertheless, if the Pentagon was foolish enough to
attach its computer systems to the other end
of a telephone line then an ordinary PC plus
a nodem is all that the hacker would need to
break in.
Recent technological changes have made
it ar easier for the average Harry Hacker to
get started in datacomms. For example,
telephone handsets are no longer hard wired
in:o junction boxes. British Telecom now
installs its standard square junction boxes
in:o which the public can plug not only
phones but modems too. Armed with no
mare than a modem, a micro, suitable
communications software and a list of illicit
tetephone numbers anyone can get arrested
fo- looking into Prince Philip's private electronic mailbox!
Not all on-line systems are private there
are in fact services which actually welcome
ac. ess from the general public. The best
krown of these are electronic mail (often
abbreviated to email) services, such as Telecom Cold. along with information services
such as Prestel. Email services are growing
more ophist icated and can now he used
for sending faxes as well as
,telexes. Prestel is
- - slightly
unusual in that it
provides information not in a plain
tetl format hut in the form of pages which
carry colour and graphics - although only of
a very basic level. Strictly speaking Prestel
comes under the category of a videotext
service and as such requires special software.
More of this later.
Information is also widely held in on-line
datahases, examples of which are Fintel
(financial information) and Profile (which
The popular image

Plugging a computer into a
telephone socket provides access
to computer subculture
of great diversity.
Examination of the digital flora
and fauna will even turn up a few
useful species.

In order to go 'on-line', however, a modem is
must. A modem is the physical device that

a

has Lie job of taking digital output from a
computer and transforming it into audio

tones which travel easily down standard
teleplone lines. All that is happening is that
the signal is modulated and then demodulated by a compatible device at the receiving eid. (Hence the name is an abbreviation
of ,MOdulator/DEModulatorl. In the early
days the method of operation employed by
modems was known as Frequency Shift
Keying (FSK) whereby each modulation
represented one bit of data. With this type of
modem its speed was expressed in numbers
of modulations (measured by baud rate).
fence a 300 baud modem roughly translated
into 300 bits per second (b/s).
The next move was to play games with the
available bandwidth of the telephone line.
When BT engineers were designing what
eventually became Prestel, they came up
with a modem which could receive at 1200
baud to give something approximating to an
acceptable screen refresh time lie 1200 b/s.
This didn't leave much room for sending any
information back but they just managed to
squeeze 75 baud out of the remaining
bandwidth. In fact 75 haud was fast enough
for keying in at the speed of a competent
typist. Thus the split baud rate 1200/75
modern was born.
As always a race to improve modems
I

`_
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carries the text of newspapers and other
learned journals). However, amateurs weren't slow to get in on the act, and soon were
using their own micros to act as 'hosts' for
public messages. Such a service is now
described as a bulletin board although most
boards now carry out a range of services
including distributing free or 'public domain' software. Boards have now evolved
way beyond simplé messaging systems.

J
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developed and speed was the obvious target.
An ordinary telephone line had sufficient
bandwidth to cope with two 600 baud channels one for receiving and one for sending.
The next solution was to make each modulation carry two hits of information instead of
one. This became known as DISK (Differential phase shift keying). Likewise 2400 b/s
modems are still using 600 baud hut getting
four bits with QAM (quadrature amplitude

-

modulation). Further improvements followed with more bits being squashed into
each modulation. It is currently possible to
purchase modems which will carry 14 400
hits per second in both directions. Hence
high speed modems are designated in terms
of their bits per second rate while low speed
modems are still measured by baud rate.
Sadly this distinction has resulted in a great
deal of confusion.

Clever technology is no good just on its
own. The user must have some hope of being
able to connect the modem to another
bought from a different manufacturer.
Naturally in Europe a body was formed to
draw up relevant specifications and this is
known as the CCITT (International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee). Thus 300 baud became the CCITT's V21
standard and 1200/75 baud modems conformed to V23. Over in North America,
modem manufacturers were following rival
standards set by the Bell telephone company. Fortunately the Americans have subsequently decided to fall into line and now
follow CCITT standards for 2400 h/s and
above. Luckily the Bell and CCITT for 1200
b/s are virtually identical too!

MODEMS
Obviously modems can he equipped with all
kinds of hells and whistles so it would he hest
to outline some of their more useful features
here. To save the user from having to plug a
handset into the hack of the modem and
physically dial a number, most modems will
now do the dialling automatically - hence
they are'autodial'. For those who want to set
up their own remotely accessible system, a
modem can be made to automatically
answer incoming calls. This is called 'auto answering'. Then rather than requiring the
user to physically open up the modem's
casing and mess around with jumpers and
dip switches, manufacturers found life was
much easier if the modem altered its own
configuration through software commands.
The company which set the standard in this
area was Hayes Microcomputer Products
based in Norcross. Georgia. The Hayes command set (which starts with the letters AT
standing for attention) has now become a de
facto standard and virtually all modems sold
in this country for dial -up use are referred to
as I layes compatible.
The only other feature of a modem possibly worth worrying about is error correction. This has become almost indispensable
with the rise of data throughput speeds.
Error correction deals with the problems
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1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

STDCODE NUMBER
BOARD
52086
PSYCHOBABBLE
0534
712597
0481
JETSET
58929
MASTER CONTROL
0534
411621
HAWKS CASTLE
0344
484847
0734
ICHTHUS
4642516
THE VILLAGE
01
4785464
01
DATA CONNEXION
01
3765349
SW10 WAREHOUSE
6037581
BODY MATTERS
01
6737294
01
CHARITY HOUSE
8862813
CRYSTAL TOWER
01
01
3166488
CO-OP BOARD
2518255
01
PARADIGM OPUS
5424967
TBBS ROVEREED
01
01
8642633
PD SIG B
2003033
01
DEC CATT HOUSE
7111451
021
CENTRAL OPUS
705967
021
ACADEMICS
4441484
021
TUG II
74616
0476
STARGATE OPUS
MACTEL HQ
0602
817696
28294
0926
C -4 -CHRIST
0858
66594
WELLAND VALLEY
0706
358331
THE GAS LAMP
ACCESS FIDO
0905
52536
455444
MACTEL GREENBOX
0602
,0476
POACHER OPUS
62450
205113
CORBY TOWN OPUS
0536
NEPTUNE BBS
0274
573481
445276
LEEDS UNIVERSITY
0532
270199
DEEP THOUGHT
0247
7737739
MCIS
061
061
6789580
ULTIMATE SOURCE
4946938
TEE PEE OPUS
061
4900327
ARGUS PROJECT
091
3371519
WEST END
041
2255368
JOCKS AWAY!
031
OPUS CLYDE
041
8807863
MACTEL PHEONIX
0473
610139
717800
AIRTEL
0342
781429
SENTINEL
0628
GOSPORT APRICOT BBS 0705
524805
BOB'S BIZARRE
279644
0394
DATASOFT
0460
54615
EXCHANGE TBBS
0767
50511
65794
STAINES
0784
420164
SOFTNET B
0895
410210
TRINITY 1
0392
WORLD OF CRYPTON
0458
47608
ABSOLUTE ACCESS
471370
0425

AREA
CH
CH
CH
E
E
L
L

L
L

L
L
L

L
L

L
L
M
M
M

M
M
M

M
M
M
M.-

M
M

NE
NE
NI

NW
NW
NW
NW
S
S

S

SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SW
SW
SW

CH=Channel Islands - E=East of England - L=London - M=Midlands
NE=North East - NW=North West - NI=Northen Ireland - S=Scotland
SE=South East - SW=South West.
caused by line noise

'corrupting' data

is it is

being transmitted. The usual method is to
check blocks of data and ask the originating
modem to resend any which have become
corrupted. The MNI' series of protocols
invented by Microcom are rapidly establishing themselves as an industry standard
hut watch out also for the CCITT's V42
standard which includes both MNP and a
rival protocol LAP -M.
The easiest way to go on-line with a micro
is to run a program which allows it to
pretend to he a popular terminal such as a
DEC VT52. This is known as terminal emulation. But what is the point of using a micro
as a'dumb' terminal when it is quite capable
of handling more intelligent tasks such as
file transfer? It didn't take long for budding
hackers to write their own communications
software and in the process introduced a file
transfer protocol known as Xmodem. The
attraction of Xmodem is that it permits file
transfer between totally incompatible systems even if the actual file contains machine
code!
The good news is twofold. Firstly suitable

-

communications software exists for virtually
every kind of microcomputer in existence:
even the Sinclair ZX-81! Secondly such
programs can be obtained for little or no
cost. The authors of many terminal programs have placed their work 'in the public
domain' which means anyone can distribute
it as long as no charge is made. There is a
second category known as 'shareware'.
Shareware originated in the USA where the
idea is that the program can be freely copied.
If, however, the user feels the program is
worth something then the idea is to send off
a registration fee to obtain a manual plus
future program upgrades, etc.
Shareware is especially popular in the
world of IBM PCs and compatibles. There are
a number of extremely good comms packages available as shareware. Good examples
are I'rocomm and PC -Talk. This kind of
program is available from commercial companies like Shareware Marketing or from the
PC Users' Group. In general. the user groups
associated with individual machines oroperating systems will he an excellent source of
software. Commercially produced packages
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such as HMS' Uialup (£50) and Soft klone's
Mirror II are recommended (£70).
There are a number of features which
make for an ideal comms package. The first
is a viewdata capability which provides access to Prestel and its section specifically
aimed at computer users .Micronet. Sadly
software of US origin often lacks viewdata
compatibility as the system isn't widely used
over there. Incidentally French software will
he compatible with Teletel, which is similar
to, hut still incompatible with. Prestel.
Those which can boast viewdata emulation
also need to have a 'Mailbox' editor. This
feature enables text messages to be prepared
off-line for subsequent transmission to l'restel's electronic mail system. Mailbox.
Apart from Prestel emulation, a communications package should also include
support for text based systems. This is quite
simple and basically involves emulating a
standard Tn. (teletype) terminal. Some
programs just support DEC VT52 emulation
which for all intents and purposes is the
same. Originally it was necessary to instruct
comms software to recognise a particular
kind of modem. Nowadays virtually all modems will recognise Hayes commands so
there is no need. As a by-product of this,
most packages contain a dialling directory.
The next feature to look for in a comms
package is support for what are known as
'auto-logins.' It is general practice with
on-line systems that before providing anyone with access, a recognised user name or
identity number along with a password has
to he suplied by the caller. This process is
known as 'logging on'. .\s these have to he
keyed in exactly. it soon becomes a boring,
repetitive process. Thus most packages allow
the user to store identity numbers and
passwords against an entry in the dialling
directory for a specific service. As soon as the
software detects that a connection has been made. this log -on string is then uploaded

-

automatically.
The drawback with low-cost modems is
that they tend to he difficult to operate.
making life difficult for the beginner. For
example. ex -GPO modems have been on sale
for as little as £30. On the other hand, they
were built like tanks and about as easy to
handle. The next cheapest option is called an
'acoustic coupler'. These tend to suffer from
data corruption caused by line noise more
than the directly connected type of modem.
Single standard modems start at around £70
but the best advice is to consider one which
supports both V21 and V23. An example
would he the Pace Linnet for around £130.
Those with enough money should consider
Amstrad MC2400 which for £199 plus VAT
provides four speeds including 2400 b/s.
There is another good way of obtaining a
modem cheaply. Paying Micronet's annual
subscription of £79.95 brings with it a free
GEC Datachat (\'23 only) modem.

CABLE TANGLE
One of the greatest datacomms dangers
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comes from attempting to use a cable not
specifically designed for modem connections. [Not for nothing did Spitting Image
come out with the RS232 cable song!l. The
required interface between the computer
and the modem is always a serial port
conforming to the RS232C or RS423 standards. This is frequently used for printers
hut the pin connections are not the same.
For a modem configuration, pins 2 and 3
must not be cross connected. The best advice
is therefore to obtain the cable from whoever
supplied the modem, or buy a card modem
which fits inside the computer's casing and
therefore needs no cable.
Occasionally there are problems when
trying to use a modem on a switchboard
extension line. The normal method of signalling a number to the telephone exchange
is called pulse dialling. This system has been
supplanted by the more efficient DTMF tone
dialling method as used by P \BXs. However,
not all modems support tone as well as pulse
dialling so it is a point worth checking.
Luckily, domestic subscribers who happen
to be connected to System X exchanges can
use tone dialling from the comfort of their
homes.
Armed with comms software and a working modem, the next move is to find a system
on which to test them. With Prestel it is
quite simple. Dial 618 (or 01 618 1111).
Then use fourteen number 4s when asked for
an identity number and password. This will
provide access to some demonstration pages
supplied by Micronet. There are ways of
doing something similar with Telecom Gold.
It is at this point that some knowledge of
modem speeds/standards becomes important. On-line services will have a number of
ports supporting all the popular communications speeds. However, the telephone number may vary according to supported speed. Hence Telecom Cold's 300
haudN21 port is 01 583 3000 whereas for
V23 it is 01 583 1275.
Certain systems are sensitive to data protocol settings a really annoying trait. Put
simply some still use a 'parity' bit whereas
others have ceased this outdated practice.
Thus for Prestel and Telecom Gold, users
should select (with an option buried somewhere in the comms program) even parity
along with seven data bits when calling these
systems. For bulletin hoards, however,
select eight data bits along with no parity. It
should be easy to tell if the setting is wrong.
The screen will fill with a jumble of characters with the result that only the occasional
word will be legible.

BULLETIN BOARDS
The best means of learning about datacoms
is to call a bulletin hoard. The majority make
no charge for accessing the service. The cost
of the telephone call is the only expense. A
firm word of warning here. Bulletin boards
are addictive. It is very easy to forget the time
and stay connected for half an hour at a time.
The result is a quarterly hill of around £400.
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is not uncommon. Software which
displays the time spent on the current call is
soon appreciated too! Another wise move is
to call local boards.
To go with this article is a list of boards
supplied by Stephen Adams. Ile is the sysop
(system operator) for the Sinclair London
hoard. Stephen has broken down his list by
geographical areas so that all readers should
be able to find a board moderately close to
where they live. Not all hoards operate 24
hours a day like those included here. some
are only run in the evenings and at
weekends. Most boards can now support a
range of data speeds but those which support
1200/75 only are almost undoubtedly viewdata only. Virtually every bulletin board (or
BBS for short) carries a list of other systems
which the caller can download. The UK is
blessed with a substantial number-Stephen
Adams' list is condensed from approximately
400 boards. Those unable to access his hoard
[01 249 32381 can write to him at the address
given below fora list.
To generalise somewhat, most bulletin
hoards tend to have one theme. This might
be a type of micro
Sinclair, Acorn, Amor it could be an operating
strad, etc
system. CP/M, for example. is still relatively
popular. Boards frequently offer sections for

which

-

-

special interest groups such as radio
amateurs or even hackers. Then there are
boards which have been effectively turned
into adventure games. Into this category fell
the wonderfully named Mega Anchovy hut
sadly this type of board is somewhat
ephemeral.
Out of all the on-line electronic mail
services. Telecom Gold is by far the most
popular. It carries a host of individually
tailored services; MicroLink is aimed at
computer users. Other electronic mail providers include One to One, and Mercury.
Another email service worth a mention is
C X (Compulink Information eXchange)

which

is

virtually

a

commercial bulletin

board service hut features 'conferences' on
topics of virtually every hue and shade.
Experience has shown that most enquiring minds want to try their hand at hacking.
I-lugo Cornwall's I lackers' Handbook is required reading. It mentions such obscurities
as PSS and JANET. These are data networks

which can he accessed from an ordinary
telephone line. Packet SwitchStream IPSSI
is BT's public data network. It connects to all
the major on-line database and electronic
mail suppliers. It is necessary to have a
password known as a NUI (network user
identity) to use PSS. This can nearly always
be obtained from the information provider
and is much cheaper than joining individually. The Joint Academic Network
(JANET) is intended as a network for universities to share computer resources. Students
have a habit of using it for other purposes,
however.

Useful address:
List of BBS - Stephen Adams.
Road. London N16 7NL.

I
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Local area ne

ork

technologies
We provide a summary of local area network technologies
currently being incorporated into standards, particularly the
Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile (GOSIP).
Proprietary technologies outside the OSI standardisation
sphere are not included; their importance will decline over the
coming years as European procurement initiatives push the
market down the OSI route.
ANl)IZEW I IAIlt)IE
the moment you cannot huy a Ian
system (i.e. hardware and software)
that fully implements an OSI functional profile hut you can buy the lower -level
technology on which such future Ian systems will he based. This article considers the
only hardware of that available technology
and makes no attempt to cover the large and
complex subject of the software.
The physical transmission medium used
in lans is either copper -based, using twisted
pair or coaxial cable, or optical fibre based.
Some individual Ian technologies can support more than one type of media, usually
depending on different speed options.
Two different data transmission techniques are used on the physical media: base hand and broadband. Baseband is the familiar voltage level signalling technique like
TTI. levels or RS -232 in which each hit value
is signalled by a particular voltage level (or
current in the case of a 20m:\ loop). Broadband employs the use of radio frequency
moderns to encode the hit values as frequenAI
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cies. Use of multiple frequencies allows
different signals to he multiplexed down a
single cable.

TOPOLOGY
Topology refers to the way in which the
transmission media are interconnected to
form a complete system. There are three
main types of network topology: star, bus
and ring. In the star configuration, every
node on the system has an individual connection to a central point where the routing
is controlled. The obvious example of this is
a telephone exchange. Star topology has not
proved popular in fans.
In the bus configuration, every node on
the system is connected via a tap of some sort
to a single network cable. Obviously, this
introduces the problem of deciding when
each node should send or receive. this being
the task of the access protocol which usually
operates on the basis of time division
only one node sends at a time. determined by
the protocol. Only a broadband system can

-

support more than one node sending at a
time by virtue of its frequency subdivision of
the media bandwidth.
In a ring configuration, every node is
connected to its two neighbours, usually on
a one-way basis, i.e. it receives only from its
neighbour on one side and transmits only to
its neighbour on the other side, and so on
until a complete ring is formed. Thus a
message from one node to the adjacent node
from which it receives must pass round
almost the entire ring to reach its destination. passing through every node on its
journey. Again, deciding which node speaks
when (in originating a message, not in
passing one on) is on the basis of time
division.

ACCESS :v1E'THOI)
The three access methods in widespread use,
out of those currently defined are CSM,VCll,
Token Ring and Token Bus. 'These three,
together with the much less popular Slotted
Ring, are defined in the fundamental 8802
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In
series of international standards that form
the physical layer standards upon which the
OSI functional profiles rest.
CSMA/CD stands for Carrier Sense, lultiple \ccess/Collision Detect and has to be the

worst mouthful of an acronym around: why
didn't they call it CaSMACoI)? At least you
can say that! It is used in topologies such as
Ethernet. It is based on the principle that
each node with a message to send listens to
the bus, waits for any messages in progress
to finish, waits a short period, sends its
message and listens while doing so to detect
any collision caused by another node doing
the same. If a collision is detected the node
waits a further short, but random, period
and tries again. The snag with this technique
is that when the bus starts to get busy the
collision rate rises and the throughput fails.
hoth at an alarming rate.
Token Ring uses an electronic equivalent
of the old railway token concept to determine which train has permission to use a
length of single track. It is more complicated
in that there are multiple levels of priority
and other features hut, essentially, a node
with a message to send waits for an electronic token to arrive, accepts it, inserts its
message into it and sends it on. Each
message contains the address of the node for
which it is intended and each node checks all
incoming traffic for tokens, messages for
passing on and messages intended for it.
Tokens are passed on unless needed for
outgoing messages as are messages for other
nodes. Only messages for that particular
node are copied to the host attached to that
node: they are then sent on round the ring.
marked to indicate their acceptance so providing the sending node with an acknowledgment.
Token Bus uses tokens in a similar way to
a token ring but with those changes caused
by the different underlying topology. Effeclively, a logical ring is created on a physical
bus with each node able to send directly, to
the intended recipient without the data
passing through all the intervening nodes.
The nodes' sequence is determined by a
numbering scheme instead of a physical ring
connection.

EMERGING
TI;CI INOLOGII;S
Although optical fibres are being included in
the standards for CSb1A/CI) and Token Bus.
they are really just physical layer replacements. an alternative to copper -based connections. Only one standardised network
technology is specifically for optical fibres.
P1)1)1 (Fibre IJistrihuted Data Interface).
This takes the form of a dual ring capable
of up to 1000 nodes and a maximum data
rate of l001Mbit/s. It doesn't yet form part of
the OSI family and the few implementations
that exist are large and expensive. If the cost
comes down enough it could become the
dominant high speed LAN technology. An
enhanced FDDI II. able to carry digitised.
live speech is on the way: try that on

Ethernet!
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The big sleeper - ISDN. the Integrated
Services Digital Network, is nothing less
than the ultimate replacement of the world
analogue telephone system, the largest manmade network in existence. It is an all -digital
system offering 64khit/s point-to-point data
transfer channels which can he used for
speech. data. high-speed fax. slow -scan video
or anything else that can he carried over a
6lkhit/s "bit pipe". Standardisation is well
under way and products are starting to
emerge following pressure by the European
Commission to keep things moving. 1\'hen
operating it will, essentially. provide a gigantic star topology network operating on a
local, metropolitan, national and interna-

tional scale.
At the an level, the new generation of
Integrated Services PBXs will route connections within a site and route data for remote
destinations over the external public ISDN.
The day of a digital telephone on your desk
with a 64khitls port on the hack offering you
high speed X.25 links to anywhere on the
network must appeal to all those who have
used slow speed PADs. Provided that the
standardisation problems of configuring OSI
lans over an ISDN can he solved and existing
building telephone wiring can he used
(much claimed, but not yet conclusively
proved) the ability to install a Ian in a

building without special wiring and the
potential for instant wide area connectivity

The table below shows which Ian technology
uses which connector.
Technology Access
CSMAICD
CSMAJCD
CSMAICD

Tap

Token Bus

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

Media Connector
TP
15 pole Dtype
Coax N type ("thick" Ethernet)
Coax BNC ("thin" Ethernet)
TP
8 -pole modular
Coax Ftype (broadband)
Fibre FSMA
8 -pole modular jack
Coax BNC
Coax Ftype
Fibre Duplex

TP

Token Ring Ring

TP

4

Slotted Ring Ring

TP

15 pole Dtype

ISDN
ISDN

Basic

FDDI

Ring

TP
Primary TP

pole MIC

8-pole modular jack
8 -pole

modular jack

Fibre Duplex

(TP = Twisted Pair)

Connector and the eight -way modular jack
(like the US telephone connector, but eight
pole). For coaxial cable. many familiar connectors are used like BNC. N. F and some
perhaps less familiar types like TNC and
twinax. Optical fibres use either FSMA. the
fibre version of the widespread SMA miniature 1W coaxial connector, and Duplex, a
special twin fibre connector developed for
F1)1)1.

may he enough to offset the relatively low
data transfer rate (compared to other Ian

technologies).
Ironically, the one Ian technology you
might encounter most often in the future,
because it will he in your home, may he one
you have probably never heard of. 1-IES. the
-tome Electronics System, was regarded as a
hit of a joke by some members of the
standardisation community when it first
surfaced about three years ago. It has come a
long way since then and the sheer versatility
offered by the overall system is impressive.
Are you ready? It will work over a twisted
pair. coaxial cable, optical fibres, power
lines. air borne infra -red and radio links.
It is intended to carry everything from
slow speed lighting control, security. white
goods (the gadgets in your kitchen) and
brown goods (the gadgets in every other
room). through telephone, voice. hi-fi grade
audio switching. and high speed data. to
ISDN. fax and video routing. It will link
many types of medium in a single installation through gateways and universal interfaces on the attached devices. making them
independent of the transmission medium.
Network addressing could he a key issue
though, to stop your TV remote control from
inadvertently defrosting next door's freezer!
If the low-level stuff is put into silicon chips
and the far -East manufacturers start using
them then it could all happen.
1

.r

CONNECTORS USEI) IN L\Ns
For the copper -based technologies the connectors used with twisted pairs are the 15
way D -type. the MIC Medium Interface
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SA
Item

Non -Linear
Cost

Range
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large

74LS
Resistors

Capacitors
Sil Tant's
Other IC's
ie

AGE
SPICE
Analogue Circuit

(1

from lop
from 1p
from 5p
from 25p
from 10p

Range
Range
Range
Range
Range

Simulator £245 complete

off price)

74/40/14/LM

Those Engineers have a reputation for supplying the best value -for-money in microcomputer -based circuit simulation software Just look at what the new fully -integrated SPICE
Advanced Graphics Environment (AGE) package offers in ease -of -use. performance,
and facilities:
SPICEAGE performs four types of analysis simply, speedily, and accurately:
Module 3 - Transient analysis
Module - Frequency response
Module 2 - DC quiescent analysis Module 4 - Fourier analysis
1

Cost (1 off price)

Item
Z8420AB1

Z8430ABI
Z8440AB1

Cost

Item (CMOS)

£ 1.00

Z84C20AP
Z84C40AP

£2.00
Cost

Item
SRAM 4K

(1

off price)
30p
£2.20
£3.00
90p
£ 1.50

1

UPD42832C-150L
M M 65256PB-15
MAB8031AH12P
ICL7107CQH

Cost (1 off price)

Item IC's

70p
70p
25p

PBD 3535
Tea 1060

51240

£3.20
£1.50
£ 1.75
£1.00

27256-15
UPD6537GMC
U PD8206G M C
UPD449G-15NC
Cost

Item

(1

Frequency response of a low pass Illter

circuit
Quiescent analysis

2 DC

SPICEAGE analyses DC voltages

,..

.:.a.+>.r.

50p

£5.00
£2.00
Cost

50p
£1.00
80p

50 way
40 way
36 way
25 way
16 way

70p

55p
35p
Cost

Item
Large range of Papst Fans includ ng:
45" dual voltage 120-240
PSU Power One 15V 1.35A
Rockwell R5310-18
Rockwell R5325-11
Rockwell 10464-13
B -B Sample Hold Amplifer SHC80KP
B -B A/D Converter ADC84KG-10
B -B Isolation Amplifier 3656BG

We also have

a

(1

off price)

from £7.00 to £12.00

£20.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£10.00
£25.00
£25.00

range of semiconductor, switches,
IC sockets and much more.

potentiometers, linear dots.

We also buy component and computer stocks.

For full list send 50p and addressed envelope.

Write to:

COMPUTER PLUS
8 Acres, Great Totham Road, Wickham Bishops, Witham,
Essex CM8 3NP.

Telephone: (0621) 892049
42 ON
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Fourier analyses

SPICEAGE performs Fourier transforms on transient analysis data. This
allows users to examine transient analysis waveforms for the most prevalent frequency components (amplitude plotted
against frequency). Functions as a simple
spectrum analyser for snapshot of transients Automatically interpolates from
transient analysis data and handles up to
512 data values. Allows examination of
waveform through different windows.
Powe'lul analytical function is extremely
easy to use.
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Transient analysis

The transient response arising from a
wide range of inputs can be examined. 7
types of of excitation are offered (impulse.
sine wave. step. triangle, ramp, square.
and pulse train): the parameters of each
are user -definable. Reactive components
may be pre -charged to steady-state condition. Up to 13 voltage generators and
current generators may be connected
Sweep time is adjustable. Up to 4 probe
nodes are allowed, and simultaneous
plots permit easy comparison of results.
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Spectrum of rectangular pulse train
(Fourier analysis)

your work involves designing, developing or verifying
analogue or digital circuits, you will wonder how you ever
managed without Those Engineers circuit Simulation
Software.
A good range of properly supported and proven programs is
available and our expert staff are at your service.
If

rhotii Engineer LM
.

`i_rhoo®

Anzlmw171
P-tkr [re.tr-~~
FAX 01.435 1941.

REPLY CAIRI)
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Impulse response of low pass filter
(transient analysis)

Tel 01-435 2771

ENTER

`F:
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3

10p

26 way

rl'

-

£1.66

Item - Cable
Flat T isted Pair
Flat
Flat
All prices
Flat
per metre
Flat
Flat

in

any network and is useful. for example, for
setting transistor bias. Non-linear components st.ch as transistors and diooes are
catered for. (The disk lib-ary of network
models contains many common'y-used
components see below). This type of
analysis is ideal for confirming bias conditions and establishing clipping margin
prior to performing a transient analysis.
Tabular results are giver for each node:
the reference node is user -selectable.

off price)

LED's: Red, Yellow, Green, Clear. Diffused
Green LED Display 45mm
Red LED Display 12.7mm
2x20 LCD Module
5.3 Digit A/D LED

a clever hidden
benefit. It first solves for circuit quiescence and only when the operating point is
established does it release the correct
small -signal results. This essential concept is featured in all Those Engineers'
software. Numerical and graphical (log 8.
lin) impedance. gain and phase results
can be generated. A 'probe node' feature
allows the output nodes to be changed
Output may be either dB or volts: the zero
dB reference can be defined In six different ways.

SPICEAGE provides

£1.80
95p
95p
£1.50

Z8410ABI

Frequency response

1
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Cost-effective array of a million computers is ideally suited
to Europe's air traffic control problem, weather
forecasting, and a host of hitherto impossible tasks
IVOR CATT

0

ccasionally, a number of technical advances come together to
give a quantum leap forward.
This occurred recently as a result of three factors - the increased density of components on an integrated circuit, the successful fabrication of
fault -tolerant complete integrated circuit
wafers at Anamartic Ltd, and a new approach
to structuring these wafers called the Kernel
Logic Invention. The result is that the latent,
explosive power of semiconductor technology can he unleashed - one million compluters working together in an array to solve
large, complex problems at high speed.

HISTORY OF WAFER
SCALE INTEGRATION
The first attempt to achieve WSI was at Texas
Instruments in the USA in the 1960's. A wafer
was made with an array of ordinary, identical
chips with conventional bonding pads.
These chips were then probed in the usual
way, and a record of which were good and
which were faulty was fed into a large
computer. The computer designed a unique
final layer of metallization which would
interconnect the good chips on that particular wafer and avoid the bad. The major
problem with this approach, and the reason
why it failed, was that it was necessary to
assume that this last layer of metallization
would have 100% yield.
The other famous debacle in WSI was at
Trilogy. Amdahl, the father of the IBM 360
series of computers, left IBM and succeeded
in taking a share of their massive market
with his company Amdahl Corp. He then
ventured out to beat IBM's fastest computers
for speed by cramming an IBM look -alike
machine into five wafers, where signal lines
and therefore signal delays would be less.
Amdahl raised $250 millions on Wall Street
in the biggest start-up in history. His wafers
used a conventional approach to fault tolerance. A wafer was very complex, and had
over one thousand wires bonded to it. The
failure of his WSI and of his company in the
early 1980's was the second major blow to
the credibility of WSI. It is doubtful if the
assertion in the Butcher article (see bibliography) that Trilogy made working wafers
is true.
Other companies have approached the
use of wafers in ways which would lead to
their supplying only a niche market. Wafers
have been used as a substitute for the PCB,

INTRODUCING KERNEL LOGIC
An improved approach to wafer -scale integration became possible hack in 1972
because chips of reasonable yield contained,
or would soon contain, as many as 10.00(
components. Using an external piece of
special test circuitry composed of 100 TTL
packages, a single row (spiral) of perfect
chips could be 'grown' into an imperfect
wafer each time power was switched on to
the machine (see panel). Burroughs Corp.
(now Unisys) at Cumhernauld built threeinch working wafers which demonstrated
the feasibility of the spiral approach. The
same successful team of engineers later
moved to Sinclair Research Ltd (renamed
Anamartic), where in 1985 they successfully

manufactured the first pre -production
working wafers intended for the market. A
four -inch wafer full of 16Kbit drams used the
spiral algorithm to interconnect the good
memory, bypassing the had. to a total of
0.5Mhyte on the wafer. However, because of
the slump in the ram market at the time, this
product was never brought to market. In
1989. Anamartic will market a solid-state
disc made up of a pack of six-inch wafers
containing 1Mbit drams to a total of about
20Mhyte per wafer. Its size could he come thing like a six-inch cube.
In 1987, 15 years after the spiral algorithm was patented, the number of components in a chip of reasonable yield had risen
to one million, an increase of one hundred
times beyond the vintage of that invention.
The Kernel Logic patent exploits the fact
that much more 'fault tolerance' capability
can he designed into today's dense chip.
To understand kernel logic, think in
terms of the faults in a wafer. One model
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A DIGITAL ANALOGUE OF REALITY
The first signs of the new concept appeared
in my own writing 2(1 years ago (Neu'
Scientist, 6 March 1969). later developed in

with flipchips bonded onto them. Laser
mending of faults has also been tried, but
such expensive doctoring of wafers falls
outside the mainstream of attempts to exploit the wafer for its potential low cost and
high reliability. The Butcher article discusses other WSI projects at length.
suggests that tiny faults exist at random
points across the wafer. so that if a wafer
with 250 faults is cut up into 500 chips. half
of them will contain a fault and so he
scrapped. Now consider a tiny section at the
south-west corner of each chip. which call
the kernel. If this kernel is small enough. its
yield will he very large. It is easy to calculate
I

'

t'K Patent 1377859. described in Wireless World. July

1981.p 57

the size of kernel required so that 80%, say.
of the wafers manufactured will have a
perfect kernel in the corner of every chip on
the wafer. The other 20"tá of manufactured
wafers - those with chips containing one or
more faulty kernels-are scrapped.
When power is switched on to the wafer,
the kernel logic spontaneously puts its chip
through a test routine, and decides whether
the chip it controls is perfect. If it isn't then
the kernel logic cuts off communication
with the outside, and the faulty chip disappears from the system.
Chips adjudged by their several kernels to
be perfect are allowed to intercommunicate.
Th .re is then a simple procedure whereby
control circuitry outside the wafer is informed as to which chips are perfect and
which chips have been removed from the
two-dimensional array. Perfect chips are
instructed to link up into an array structured
according to the needs of the external
control circuitry. (Workers in artificial intelligence would restructure the machine to
match the structure of their data).
Communication into and out of the wafer
is by means of signal lines at both ends of
every column and also of every row of chips.
The structure lends itself naturally to expansion into a Cartesian array of interlinked
wafers, resulting in an array of 1000 by 100(1
processing nodes. each with its own microprocessor and 1111 bi t ram, at a cost of the order
of one pound per processing node.

"Computer Worship.' (Pitman. 1973. page
128) in which I discuss 'situation analysis'
and 'situation manipulation'. .\ clearer,
more developed outline was published in
this journal in my January 1984 article
'Advance into the past'. (see The Nub of
Computation, page 59). (The \ray in which
an array processor composed of kernel logic
nodes would tackle problems is more clearly
stated in 1984 because at that point the
appropriate hardware possibility existed.
whereas it did not a decade earlier.) More
recently, in the television series "The Mind
Machine" on BBC 2 in September last year,
the concept is clearly stated. usefully validating the approach.
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These wires give lowe resistance and faster
links than is possible with the standard
aluminium metallization on a chip. This
means that awafer will contain a set of about
100 vertical wires stitch bonded from top to
bottom of the wafer. Each wire is connected
to a pad on each chip that it passes over.
These wires are then extended across to the
two adjacent wafers, the wafer above and the
wafer below. Each group of four wires
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for air traffic control over Europe new data
would update the array in a ripple -through manner every second. Aircraft collision
avoidance
Parallel work in cognitive science has
been done by Kenneth Craik and Phil
Johnson -Laird, see bibliography.
The idea that I have nurtured is that
future events should be predicted by speeding up the system clock and projecting a
----data cube' into the future. We do not have
- '
predictive algorithms. Ra(hc,, in the cas of
~
~~
airline collision a"oJunce, for instance. we
lift the current data state in our data cube
into a second array, running at a faster clock
rate. Two aircraft projected into the future
teach occupying a larger and larger volume
`
of space into the future to cover all possibilities) then collide, and the collision of the two
over -size aircraft is reported back to the
...bo achieved by transferring current
current data cube, pointing to a potential
data to an identical machine in the higher
hazard in the near future. This forward
pages of the iMbit rams which will in effect
projection is soon erased, to be replaced by a
be accelerated into the future by increasmore recent valid current data cube. which
ing the clock rate.
in its turn will he accelerated into the future
that it isgoodorfaulty. ripplingoutwarcs, so
in search of pos ible hazards. This approach
that one or mor replies are received by the
probably has a different conceptual base
external controller via a path of good ciips.
from the more conventional approach of
The controller then studies the pattern of
calculating all kinds of possible hazards, and
good and bad chips and instructs most of the
it seems to he more comprehensive and
good ones on how to link together to make a
easier to effect. (Tills second data cube could
perfect two-dimensional array.
conveniently reside in higher pages in the
The architectural constraints of this fault
same iMbit ram as the original data cube.)
tolerance lead to the extremely powerful
array processor machine described here. The
KERNEL LOGIC ARRAY PROCESSOR
standard kernel logic array processor contains a two-dimensional array of 1000 by
1000 processing nodes. Since each indiTo configure good chips (processors) in a
vidual wafer contains an array of perhaps
wafer, the externa controller can send in an
only 30 by 30 processing nodes, we have to
instruction with a physical chipadJ,eso The
use 1000 wafers in order lo give the one
address has two fields, an easting and a
million processing nodes in the standard
northing. This class of instruction has its
machine. |tis therefore necessary toii/r,'
address decremented each time it passes
connect the rows and ccolumns of an array
through a chip so that the address becomes
of 30 by 30 wafers to give one million nodes
00 00 when it reaches its destination. A chip
interconnected in a two-dimensional array.
that is seven chips in and 13 up has a physica
Four wires are stitch bonded down each
address 1307.
column of chips (=nodes) on each «afe,.
The interrogated chip then sends a reply.
In a kernel logic parallel processing array

~

'
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comprises a ground line. a power |ine, a
clock line and a data line. The transmission
line represented by the pair of wires, ground
and clock, is capable of deliveringa 100MHz
clock rate. Also, serial data can be clocked
into each node at a lOOMbitIs rate. Such data
includes 'global' instructions. broadcast to
every processing node in parallel.
In practice, the number of wires will
probably be reduced to three, and 'OV'willwill be
delivered instead through the wafer substrate. Various other deviations are possible
in practice. For instance. to improve fault
tolerance. the columns of stitch -bonded
wires will probably he at an angle of 45° to
the rows and columns of chips (nodes).
Another possible variation will be for one set
of four stitch -bonded wires to serve two
columns of chips (processing nodes) rather
than one, but discussion of such deviations
hereobscures the grand design.
Each chip (=node) will lìave the ability to
communicate 100 Mbit serial data locally to
its four neighbouring chips to the north,
east, south and west This will hc via conventional aluminium surface metallization. In
of a wafer
the case of ch
however, local east -west inter -chip data
lines will be bonding wires connecting the
data lines from the right-hand edge of edge
chips to the left-hand edge of chips in the
next wafer to the right. Similarly, local
north -south between -Wafer inter -chip data
lines will be bonding wires connecting the
data lines from the bottom chips of one wafer
to the top chips of the next wafer below. In
addihion to these. the columns of global
stitch -bonded wires down a wafer will be
extended between wafers, right down
through the column of3O wafers. So a single
global wire will have 1000 stitch bonds, and
traverse the full height of the 1000*mfe,
macfline. That is, it will traverse 30 wafers.
Each node comprises a processor. something like a serial 6502, and one megabit of
ram. It also contains four serial outpu ports
and four serial input ports, enabling local
data transfer with adjacent nodes to the
north, east, south and west. Each local
inter -chip link can support data transfer at a
serial hit -rate of lOOMbitIs. (The result looks
much like a two-dimensional array of transpvto,o interconnected through their serial
ports.) The normal operating mode will be
for all processing nodes to simultaneously
carry out a series of instructions (a program)
globally broadcast to all nodes down the
vertical stitch -bonded wires. Hm*ovo,, the
global array controller will sometimes hand
control to an individual processing node.
whereupon a processor will implement a
subroutine stored in its own ram.
The instruction set will include typical
.

classes of microprocessor instructions, with
some additions, as follows. First, there will
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Connections between adjacent processing
nodes have to be extended between wafers, as shown. In practice wafers may need
to be arranged as an hexagonal or triangular array rather than a rectangular array.
be configuration instructions, which deal
with the configuration of a perfect array of

Small part of a
30 X 30 wafer array

Locals
Extension of
inter -chip local
links

processing nodes by bypassing the faulty
nodes. There will be local intercommunict ion instructions, when each node will transfer data to its neighbour to the east, and so
on. In many cases, a flag in a node will
determine whether that node will carry out a
particular global instruction. There will be a
new class of conditional (jump or branch)
instructions, when a processing node decides whether it will become autonomous
for a short time. obeying a subroutine in its
own 1.lbit ram instead of obeying instructions coming down the global stitch -bonded
lines.
Practical considerations will have a strong
influence on the choice of ram and processor. Since the development time for a stateot-the-art ram is four years, it is necessary.
to benefit from the latest increases of ram bit
density, to base the kernel logic design on
the leading ram manufacturers' process,
whether it he Mbit, 4 N1hit, or whatever,
even though the ideal memory size at a
processing node is somewhat less, perhaps
only 100 kbit. We then aim to take advantage
of developments in microprocessor hardware and software and try to get the ram
manufacturer to agree to mix a modified
state-of-the-art processor into the ram
wafer.
1

Globals
Stitch bonded
power and clock
lines across wafer
and between wafers

Inter -chip (inter node)
local data transfer
links

-J
I I

chip

Stitch bonded
aluminium wire
enhancing power
and clock supply

STITCH -BONDED CLOCK AND
F01\'Elt WIRES

Bonding pad

f

Conventional chips use narrow lines of
aluminium metallization on their surface to
deliver power and clocks to every part of the

on chip

Li

circuit.
Anamartic retained this approach in their
successful wafer -scale engineering using my
spiral approach. I Iowever. the resistance of
such interconnections, already a minor
embarrassment in a large. high power chip,
became crippling in the case of a wafer, with
its longer distances and greater total power
(i.e. current). However. the problem is not
severe if, like Anamartic's. the wafer merely
houses dynamic ram. At any one time in an
Anamartic wafer, only one ram on the wafer
is being read and only two more are being
refreshed. The rest of the wafer consumes
little power. Our situation is different, because we have processing nodes active at the
same time throughout the wafer. Limitation
on power delivered would mean limitation in
the speed of those processors. which is
unacceptable. Processing nodes must all he
capable of operating at maximum speed all of
the time.
Fortunately, stitch bonding technology

is

ideal for the purpose. At a cost which is only
a fraction of the cost of the processed wafer,
parallel columns of aluminium wires can he
stitched across the wafer, reducing the
effective resistance of the aluminium track
beneath. The yield on such stitch bonding is
ven, high, and faults, on the rare occasions
when they do occur are to a harmless open
circuit to the bonding pad (the aluminium

beneath covering for the break) rather than
to a short. These wires can he either 0.12 or
0.25 mm in diameter, giving the kind of low
resistance needed both for power lines and
for high-speed clock lines. Further, the
characteristic impedance of the transmission line made up of the pair of lines (clock
and OV) that delivers the clock is reasonable
and convenient to drive.

Globals, power,
Local

inter -chip
communication
links

clock and data
lines. Aluminium
metallization across
wafer boosted by
stitch bonded wires

'chip' or processor node is linked to the
outside world in three ways: software selectable links to adjacent good chips,
conventional metallized power and clock
lines not shown, and stitch -bonded 0.13
mm wires to enhance power and clock by
reducing resistance and increasing speed.
A
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CAN YOU PROGRAMME IT?
The kernel logic machine comprises a twodimensional array of 1000 by 1000 processors, each with its local 1 Mbit ram. The
processor will be something like a 6502
microprocessor. In normal operation, program instructions will be broadcast in parallel from an outside controller to all one
million processing nodes, which will obey
the instructions in parallel, but operate on
different, local data. (This is SIMD single
instruction, multiple data.) The instruction
set will include the groups of instructions
contained in a 6502 or Z80, with some
additional groups.
One small group of instructions will control the configuration of the perfect 1000 by
1000 array from a larger, imperfect array.
This (re) configuration will take place every
time the machine is switched on, and gives it

-

fault -tolerant, self-repair capability.
Another small group of instructions will
cause local inter -node communication of
data in parallel. For instance, one instruction would cause every node to exchange a
particular word of data with the node immediately to the north. This local, ripple through, intercommunication will be fast,
but it will take 20 cycles for a word to
traverse 20 processing nodes. (It will he used
for the zoom facility mentioned elsewhere.)
A 20 -hit delay is of course less significant
when working serially.
It is possible for the external controller to
relinquish control of one group of nodes, or
even of all processing nodes, so that each
node can carry out a subroutine stored in its
own 1Mhit ram. (At any time, the central
controler can regain control of all processing nodes.) Generally, when this occurs,the
external controller would divide up the one
million nodes into no more than four or five
groups, and each group will act in concert.
The notion of a million processing nodes all
implementing different programmes at the
same time is unthinkable, not because of
technical limitations, but because of the
impossibility of assembling enough humans
(programmers) for enough time to dream up
all the different activities for so many computers. Of necessity, groups of processors
will act in concert, obeying the same series
of programming code, though not necessarily applying it to the same data. When the first
kernel logic machine has been delivered and
become operational, a significant fraction of
all the processors in operation in the world
will reside in that one kernel logic machine.
It follows that they must operate in groups,
and not as individuals.
On initial memory load from the external
controller, each Mbit memory is loaded
with a number of flags. These can he employed later by the global program to define
which sectors should, for the next period of
time, run under global control, and which
under their own local routines. The "flag' in
each memory might he merely the address
or 'grid reference' for that processor.
Recapture of control by global instructions could be effected by the equivalent of
the Z80 DMA, or less preferably by interrupt.
Using DMA. local control is relinquished
when the marker (flag) in local memory is

-
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Potential targets need not be thresholded in a kernel logic machine because it will not be
overloaded when the number of targets tracked -eaches 100 the overload point for
today's early warning systems.

-

found, calling for a return to global control.
Programming the kernel logic machine is
straightforward because its structure mirrors the structure of the problems to be
solved by the machine -weather forecasting,
air traffic control, and so forth.

a
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KERNEL
APPLICATIONS OF TI
LOGIC MACHINE
I

For the last 20 years I have suggested that
something on the lines of the Kernel Logic
Machine is ideally suited to a large range of
important applications. At last the technology has arrived and made it possible to
construct the machine we always wanted. It
will lead to enormous cost savings and speed
improvements in many applications covered
by the general descriptors finite and linear
element analysis, finite difference methods,
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). In
"Supercomputers and the need for speed",
New Scientist. 12 Nov 88. page 50. Dr Edwin
Calea, research fellow at Thames
Polytechnic, says
"The flow of air, water, burning gases, the
Earth's atmosphere, ocean currents and molten metals provide scope for the partnership of
computational fluid dynamics and supercomputers."
"Only supercomputers can provide the
speed and memory required to perform the
detailed calculations for the complex geometries aria flows encountered in the design of
aeroplanes, automobiles and ships."

.. manufacturers

are already

approaching the limits of the capabilities of
single processors....."
"Only parallel processing - the concurrent
use of more than one processor to carry out a
single job - offers the prospect of meeting
these requirements."

Calea talks in terms of a partnership of a
supercomputer with CFD software. The software causes the single -processor (von
Neumann) computer to behave like an array
processor, hut at a heavy cost in loss of
speed.
As Calea says, the physical processes
involved in flow behaviour occur on a very
tiny scale, so CFD divides the flow region
into thousands of small computational cells
and solves the governing equations in each
cell. Generally, applications involve perhaps
one million cells. A conventional, singleprocessor computer is caused by software to
compute the next change in each cell one at
a time, so that its speed is reduced by a factor
of one million - hence the need to start off
with a very fast computer. Even then, this
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massive drop in speed is unacceptable, and
the application demands parallel processing,
when duplicate hardware is devoted to each

cell. The kernel logic machine provides this
multiplicity of hardware.
Galea's article estimates the total sales of
supercomputers so far to be $1000 million,
and says the market is growing. Most supercomputer applications, and the applications
which are expensive in computer run time,
are CFD. The kernel logic machine will
cause an acceleration in the growth of the
supercomputer market, because applications which were too slow and expensive to
run on a Cray machine or on the small-scale
array of a dap or perhaps 100 transputers,
will he successfully attempted on a million
processor kernel logic machine. This is a
ven attractive market: the development of
computer graphics for a space adventure
movie; a task taking one hour on a kernel
logic machine which previously absorbed
the run time of a $5 million Cray machine
for months. Another lucrative application is
whole -world modelling in real time for the
purpose of weather forecasting. This is only
practicable on a kernel logic machine.
Applications for the kernel logic machine
include airborne early warning systems, air
traffic control Europe, in which one
machine in London is linked to a second
machine in Milan and a third in Barcelona,
etc., TV image enhancement, TV compression for satellite transmission, aerodynamic
design of motor cars, aircraft and spacecraft,
study of airflow through gas turbine engines, weather simulation and forecasting,
prospecting for oil and gas by analysing rock.
structures.

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING AND
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
In modern warfare, enemy aircraft attack by
approaching very low and at high speed. so
that they appear over the horizon only a
short time before they reach their target.
The defensive response to this is to have an
aircraft flying high up so that it can look over
the horizon with its radar, and give early
warning of attack. The radar continually
scans a cone of space stretching in front of it,
starting at top left and ending at bottom
right. In each complete scan, it transmits a
series of pulses, one in each direction ahead
of it. A single scan creates one picture
"frame", but the reflections from "targets".
or enemy aircraft, are weak. By repeated
scanning, it builds up a picture of what is in
the space. This picture is developed by a
process of repeated addition of frames
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as -burn-through". This process relies on the tact that the noise is random and
averages out, whereas the target recurs in
successive frames. and grows out of the
noise.
The scanning of the space is similar to the
scanning of a TV camera, except that at every
point in the raster there is a further. depth
scan in the third dimension. If a pulse from
the transmitter is reflected from a more
distant target. the reflection arrives hack
later. and thus its distance can be determined. A Nimrod or A\\'\CS radar aircraft
groans under the weight and volume of the
digital signal processing hardware needed,
plus the massive power supplies needed to
generate the DC power to drive the hardware. plus the generators needed to generate
the electric power. plus the fuel needed to

known

supply the generators, plus the cooling
equipment needed to cool the hardware.
The conventional approach is for the
aircraft's digital signal processing to look for
over -large signals being received by the
radar dish among the random noise. "These
larger signals might he reelections of the
aircraft's own output bouncing hack off the
target. However. they might just he noise.
The procedure is to sum up repeating larger
signals from one region of space. and at
some point make the decision that this must
represent a target.l'his target is then tracked
through the region of space being monitored. The practical problem is that each
target which has been identified and is being
tracked consumes more time in the central
von Neumann computer, and the total system overloads and fails if more than a
handful of targets are detected. We have to
ask the enemy to limit the number of aircraft
they use in their initial surprise attack.
By contrast. the kernel logic machine
commits one processor in its array to one
element in the raster of space. Within that
processing node. the first page in its Mhit
memory is committed to the cube of space
nearest to the aircraft. Further pages in
memory are committed to further cubes of
space. all of them in the same direction from
the radar aircraft, hut at different distances.
'I his way, space is divided into one thousand

reinforced from that region of space: or
alternatively to diminish down towards zero
each time the radar scanner picks up no
reflection. Uncertainty over the latest direction and velocity of an amoeba -like possible
target results in the amoeba growing into a
larger probability volume. However, at the
same time. failure of the target (signal) to
rise above noise during the last scan (last
frame) leads to a reduction of its probability
weighting at all points within its amoebae.
Air t atfic control Europe would use
essentially the same machine, with minor
enhancements. Europe will he divided into
1000 by 1000 squares, each of one mile
square. lowever, since this is inadequate for
the London airspace. an enlarged model of
I

For air traffic control Europe Kernel Array
Processor commits one processor to the
airspace above each one square mile of
earth, one page of ram per 10,000 feet of
height Higher pages are committed to an

enlarged data cube.

30 miles square around London will be
housed in the upper reaches of Mhit rams
of the array processor. This model will use
the full 1000 by 1000 array, and so provide a
high precision array of 30 by 30 nodes for
each square mile. In an ordered manner
similar to the action of the zoom lens in a
camera, the local London micro -model and
the Europe macro -model will update each
other once per second. During this update.
the new data will ripple through the array in
parallel in an ordered manner.
The reporting of position and speed by a
commercial aircraft will result in the collapse down to point size (a single processing
node) of a tracking aircraft which, because of
increasing uncertainty resulting from lack
of recent position reporting or recent definite radar detection, had developed into a
large amoebae.
1

Aircraft collision avoidance will

he

achieved by causing the current data cube
contained in the kernel logic machine. that
is the most recent record of location and

10,000

ft

above

Luton

/

/

1

million data cubes in

a

1000 by 1000 by 1000

array. although in fact the array only contains one million processing nodes. The
third dimension is accommodated by stacking up through pages in ram. (The disadvantage is that there is only one set of inter -node
communication links, not one set per page
of ram. so there is a resulting drop in local
inter -node communication data rate proportional to the number of segments
("pages") used in a ram.) Possible targets
need not he thresholded into definite or
downgraded to random noise in the kernel
logic machine. because such a powerful
machine will not he overloaded if the 1mmher of targets tracked exceeds 100 the point
at which today's early warning tracking
systems overload.
Parallel processing in an array makes
implementation of the tracking software
much more straightforward and fast. Each
detected target is a sort of amoeba which
moves through the array, carrying its amplitude. velocity and probability with it. to he

10,000 ft above
London

-
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velocity of all aircraft, to he transfered to an
identical machine (in the higher pages of the
Mhit rams) which will he accelerated into
the future by (in effect) increasing clock
rate. Potential hazards between a pair of
aircraft will then be flagged up because of
actual collision between two of the growing
(future tense) amoebae in this accelerated
machine, one representing each aircraft that
is at risk.
TV IMAGE COMPRESSION
The cost of transmission of TV signals by
satellite can he high. We may be able to
justify investment at source and at destination in order to reduce the data flow needed
to send one TV channel. If we use the
standard kernel logic machine, each TV
frame is loaded into the 1000 by 1000
processor array in parallel down 1000 columns. Since a TV frame has far less than
1000 by 1000 pixels. we would need only one
quarter of our standard machine, costing
well below $1 million. Also, since the power

of the machine is still far greater than is
needed for the purpose, we will probably
make each processing node time share between four or eight pixels, thus reducing the
cost of the machine from $3 million for the
standard array to $200,00( or so. There are
1000 input channels in parallel, each channel having a serial input rate of 100Mbit/s.
This gives a total input data rate of
100.000Mbit/s: well above the hit rate ofa
sequence of rasters of TV pixels. The compressed result is outputted down the columns, exiting from the array at the bottom.
The compression will involve comparison of
the new frame with previous frames, and the
most recent 20 frames will he stored in the
array. It is possible that the compressed
output will travel in parallel down the
columns of processors. and then finally exit
to the right along the bottom (extra) row of
processing nodes, which will have a hit rate
capability of 1001Mbit/s.

WHAT IS CATTS SPIRAL?
There is only one proven method for generating a perfect array of chips out of an
undiced wafer that contains faulty chips
among the perfect ones. My approach is to
develop a one-dimensional array (spiral) of
good chips, adding further chips on to the far
end, but all testing being under control of
external test circuitry at the beginning, near
end of the array. Each prospective additional chip is put through its paces by instructions travelling down the developing array
through the chips already passed as good
and already included in the array. If the next
chip is adjudged faulty, it is disconnected
and another chip adjacent to the penultimate one is tested out instead.
In my approach, the distinction between
faults in manufacture and faults developing
in service is blurred. On switch off, the array
connections are destroyed all links having
and the array is reconbeen volatile
structed from scratch each time the
machine is powered up.
The chip does not test itself. The problem
that a mad chip might demonstrate its
madness by reporting that it is sane is
evaded by having the main testing hardware
outside the wafer. But all the same, the fact
that powerful test -dedicated circuitry and
also chip interconnection logic will consumme only a tiny portion of today's chip's real
estate is exploited.
steal up on wafer -scale integration in a
somewhat crabwise fashion. If (as is clear)
-

-

-

I

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
A recent article by Dr E. Galea (see bibliography) discusses the pressing need for array

processors in aerodynamic design and the
ideal machine is clearly the standard kernel
logic array processor with one million processing nodes. Galea shows that wind tunnel
testing is unsatisfactory for car design because the ground beneath the car 'moves',
introducing major errors in the results. This
is one of many reasons why supercomputers
are gaining favour in such applications.

TV IMAGE ENI WNCEMENT
If. as seems likely, a reasonable performance
TV data compression machine will only cost
$200.0011 or so by reducing the number of
processing nodes and making the survivors

WE \TI I E R SIMULATION AND
FORI?CASTIN(,

time share between four or eight pixels. then
the same machine will be attractive for TV
image enhancement. We can envisage all
sorts of modifications to the video tape being
programmed in via such a machine. \Ve
could correct for errors in shooting, and also
programme in the background to a scene
being shot in much more sophisticated
ways. developing forward from the blue
background.

The kernel logic array Processor will commit
one processing node to each square mile of
area. This is a good example of finite element
analysis. where pressure, temperature. etc
in one square will affect adjacent squares.
and the array processor will have the power
to let these effects ripple through the array.
Weather forecasting will radically improve
as a result of the greater (and also more
appropriate, because distributed.) processing power.
A network of kernel logic array processors
will make possible. and highly profitable. the

ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL SCAN
IMAGES

real-time monitoring of weather throughout
the globe giving highly accurate forecasting
through the absence of the edge problem.

X-ray and ultrasound scanning machines are
expensive. and so sophisticated processing of
the resulting images may be justified. Further. it is likely that if we add more image
processing power using the kernel logic
array, we will be able to tolerate lower
quality in the scanning hardware, and therefore lower price.
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we should start off with all chips, good and
bad, cheaply interconnected during chip
manufacture, and then open and close these
connections by volatile information as a
chaap way to exclude faulty hardware, it

becomes inevitable that the major unit will
beof maximum size- i.e. a complete wafer.
If I ask a mad man (mad chip) whether he
is mad, then surely his answer is useless?
The flaw in that remark is that I could ask not
the whole chip, but only a small portion of
that chip. Now today, it is possible for a
portion of the chip to reply to such a
question, yet that portion to be so tiny that
the possibility of its being faulty can be. for
practical purposes. ruled out
There are three weaknesses in the spiral
approach. It is a one-dimensional array so
access is limited to one entry point This is
particularly limiting if the array contains
many processors, each one needing continual input of raw data and also needing to
deliver the results of its data processing.
The second and third weaknesses result
from the high resistance of the aluminium
lines across the surface of the wafer. This
limits the amount of current and therefore
power that can be delivered to the wafer.
And secondly it limits the clock speed to
30MHz. Both of these are more damaging
for an array processor than for an Anamartic
wafer which is quietly storing data in ram. All
three weaknesses are overcome in the kernel logic machine.
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or more.
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Class A/AB mosfet
power amplifier
effects on performance of capacitors
and transistors, and a practical design to
illustrate some solutions

A discussion of the

J.L. LINSLEY HOOD

The design of audio amplifiers. like that
of any other equipment for use in the

sound reproduction chain, suffers
from the difficulty that, since its purpose is
to produce a response from a human sensory
organ, the quality of the final result cannot
be determined. with absolute confidence.
from engineering measurements alone. nor
can anyone he certain that the stage has been
reached at which no further worthwhile
improvements could he made.
!Many attempts have been made to relate
engineering specifications to perceived
sound quality. hut these have been complicated by the fact that the ear, like any other
sensory organ. varies from person to person,
and from time to time. It is also a very poor
instrument for assessing sound quality and
its memory of sound characteristics is even
worse. Nevertheless, in spite of its apparent
insensitivity to some quite major defects in
the reproduction of the audio chain - such as
significant amounts of second harmonic
distortion - it can he exceedingly perceptive
of some others, especially if trained to listen
for them.
TI I E EMERGENCE OF THE
SU13J ECTIVISTS'
It is a matter of historical observation, and
some considerable regret, that circuit design
engineers have. in their enthusiasm to exploit new technology, allowed new and unsuspected forms of signal distortion to occur
because of their reliance on test procedures

such as measurements of total harmonic
distortion at full output power. which had
not shown anything amiss.
This discrepancy between relatively poor
observed sound quality and high claimed
performance specification was noted by the
lay users of the equipment and tended to
undermine their confidence in the validity of
engineering specifications as a whole, rather
than causing them to demand that fuller.
and more searching. test measurements
should be made.
It also led to the growth of the opinion
that specifications, on their own. were
meaningless as a measure of performance,
and to the emergence of a minor host of

self-appointed pundits. together with a
number of magazines dedicated to their
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views, who claimed particular skills in assessing the quality of equipment, by listening to
its performance on a suitable range of sound

recordings.
This abandonment of instrumental tests
in favour of 'subjective' judgments has led to
the proliferation of claims. some of which
are exceedingly unlikely on any engineering
basis, about the benefits of a host of add-on
bits and pieces, and has now led also to the
evolution of design procedures based on
ideas which are supposed to be good for
sound quality. without reference to any
instrumental test results.
Since whether or not these design techniques do indeed lead to better sound quality is
often judged by the same people who proposed these ideas. this approach tends to he
self reinforcing and self sustaining and renders their proponents impervious to any
arguments based on physics or engineering
principles.
A recent article by Self' provided a salutary reminder that it is impossible to make
progress in any form of technical development without performance standards which
are both measurable and verifiable. against
which the effect of design changes can he
seen. and against which the validity of design
theories or calculations can he tested.
In general.
agree entirely with Sells
views, though I entertain a few reservations
which I made in a subsequent letter.'- "These
arise because I am well aware of the mistakes
which have been made in the past, when
circuit designers have offered designs which
were clearly less good than they should have
been - in respect of residual 'crossover
distortion' artefacts: or because of proneness
to 'slew -rate limiting: or because of inadequate loop -stability margins when used with
akward LS loads: or because of poor transient response under reactive load conditions: or because of output device protection
systems which caused premature 'clipping'
on LS systems which had a low impedance at
some part of their frequency response: and
lack adequate confiso on and on - and
dence that contemporary test procedures
will reveal all of the faults which may
remain.
In particular. feel that while a great deal
of work has been done in reducing the
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magnitude of steady-state non-linearities.
not enough attention has been paid to
circuit behaviour under discontinuous or
transient signals, where prominent inter modulation effects may arise. Measurable
malfunctions may therefore still lurk in this
area.

This concentration on steady-state harmonic distortion figures is probably due. for
commercial reasons, to the excessive importance which the layman attaches to the
number of zeros behind the decimal point in
the quoted TFID figure as a criterion of
quality.
Steady-state measurements may also tend
to minimize the result of sudden changes in
signal level upon components which are
sensitive to thermal or voltage -dependent
effects. such as capacitors and semiconductor devices, and I do not think that we are
adequately knowledgeable to be confident
that no audibly untoward effects whatever
will occur as a consequence of these known
shortcomings
particularly when these
phenomena can be quite clearly seen with
other physical test procedures.

-

CAPACITORS
Capacitors are the most complex of all the
'passive' components. in respect of their
underlying physical behaviour, and differ
considerably from the notional 'pure' capacitance which one might depict with the
symbol shown in Fig. 1(a). A broad distinction can be drawn between 'polar' (i.e..
'electrolytic'). and 'non -polar' (i.e.. film,
mica or ceramic dielectric) types, in terms of
the effective equivalent circuit introduced by
the component hut, in general. this will he
more nearly that of l" ig. 1(b).
In this. C is the effective capacitance of the
un't. which will he somewhat dependent on
frequency. temperature, and operating voltage. In series with this element of capacitance is a resistance. Rk. representing the
dielectric -loss factor. which is strongly dependent on temperature and operating frequency. and in parallel with C is the leakage
resistance R1 -alsoverytemperature dependent.
In all capacitors. there will be a series
element of resistance. Rs. and a series inductance. L. simply due to the mechanical
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Fig.1. At (a) is a "pure" capacitance, which
is more nearly represented by the equivalent circuit at (b). The diode in (c) represents the unidirectional conductive path in
an electrolytic capacitor, while (d) shows a

generator and resistor to indicate the
stored charge and dielectric hysteresis
exhibited by film dielectrics.
construction of the component, with a small
amount of inherent distributed parasitic
capacitance. C,. which can probably he
ignored except at radio frequencies.
Electrolytic types. In these there will also he
a unidirectional conductive path, l), in series
with a further non-linear resistance Rd as
shown in Fig 1(c), which comes into effect if
the polarity is reversed, hut can also have an
effect under zero polarizing voltage conditions when these have persisted for some
time, due to the gradual deterioration of the
electrolytically formed dielectric layer.
The action of the polarizing voltage has a
complex electrochemical/ionic effect and, if
reversed polarity conditions are allowed to
arise, modifications to the nature of the
dielectric layer can permanently affect the
other characteristics of the component.
\s regards the common electrolytic capacitor types, the tantalum -head types are
more compact for a given capacitance value.
have a lower series inductance and a higher
reverse breakdown voltage 12-3V vs. about
0.5-1V for aluminium types) and a dielectric layer which is more resistant to deterioration during zero polarizing voltage
conditions. On the other hand, the equivalent series resistance (ESR) is significantly
greater and even more non-linear than that
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of equivalent aluminium types. Tantalum
head capacitors are only available in relatively low working voltage forms.
Non -polar film dielectric capacitors.
Although these avoid some of the undesirable characteristics of the electrolytic types,
they can suffer to a much greater extent
from dielectric hysteresis and other stored
charge effects of the 'electret' type, represented in Fig. 1(d) by the generator E. and
the series capacitor Ce.
The possibility of building into the dielectric layer a semi -permanent polarization,
usually by heating the material above its
first -order transition temperature and then
allowing it to cool while exposed to an
electric field, has been known and exploited
in `electret' microphone diaphragms for
some years, hut it can also arise in normal
use with suitable materials. In general, the
proneness of a dielectric material to this
effect is dependent on its molecular structure and upon its crystallinity, physical
hardness and rigidity.
Of the commonly used film dielectrics,
those such as poystyrene, polycarhonate or
polysulphone. from which thin films are
made by band casting from a solution, are
both limp and amorphous and are therefore
less likely to retain molecular-scale electromechanical distortions than the more rigid
and highly crystalline types of film such as
those based on polypropylene or polyesters
which are manufactured by biaxially stretchinga thicker extruded sheet.
However, the molecular (polar) asymmetry of the solution -cast materials is typically
greater. with the exception of polystyrene. than that of polypropylene, say.
which makes a clear preference difficult.
A desirable quality in these components is
that they should he compact, and offer a high
capacitance/volume ratio. Unfortunately.
since both the dielectric constant of the
material and the dielectric loss factor are
dependent on the asymmetry of the polar
groups within the molecule, it is implicit
that the desirable qualities of low dielectric
loss and high capacitance values cannot he
obtained in physically small components.

Stacked film/foil capacitors, where the
conductor/dielectric combination is assembled like a pack of cards, offer a lower series
inductance (Ls) than spiral wound forms. In
all of these types, film/foil components offer
a lower series resistance, (Rs). and a
higher leakage resistance. 1R1). than the
metallized -film types. hut are physically
more hulks'.
Ceramic dielectric capacitors. Certain
piezo-electric ceramic materials, such as
titanium dioxide, barium titanate. and
barium titanate zirconate. offer dielectric
constants in the range 80-50.000, which
permits the construction of very small.
high -capacitance and low-ESR components.
However, the frequency and temperature
dependence of capacitance and dielectric loss values of these capacitors can he very
high. which limits their use to RI' applications where the overriding consideration is
fora low ESIZ.

hot II

Other types. Both mica and air dielectric
components are free of most of the problems

noted above, but are only available in small
capacitance values. Waxed -paper dielectric
components are now, thankfully, seldom

found.

TRANSISTORS
Transistors are the other main source of
non -ideal behaviour in electronic circuitry,
in that they are strongly temperature, current, voltage, and frequency dependent in
nearly all of their characteristics. Bipolar
(NPN/PNP) junction devices are had in all
these respects, though manufacturing techniques have lessened the effects of some of
these and circuit layouts have been evolved
to reduce the ititluence of others.
A major residual problem with bipolar
junction devices is that of 'hole storage'
which prevents a clean current switch -off
following a high -current pulse. This can be
minimized by ensuring that the device is
never driven into saturation, hut hole storage effects are always present. These
defects are at their worst in power -output
stages because of the high peak currents
involved and it is in this position that fets
and mosfets offer their greatest advantages.
The mosfet is a particularly attractive
device to use in this application in that, since
the conduction mechanism is that of an
electrostatically induced charge layer in a
relatively lightly doped substrate. it does not
promote hole -storage effects. It also has a
better -IF response, which facilitates the
design of staple negative -feedback systems.
and their greater independence of gain on
output current improves circuit linearity.
When optimally biassed, their quiescent
characteristics can also he less temperatureI

sensit ive.
Power mosfets are available in several
forms, as shown in Fig. 2, of which the two
most common are 'U' and 'T', named after
the shape of the active region or the nature
of the current flow, and shown in 2(b) and
2(c).
Various manufacturers have introduced
their own versions of these opologies, to
opt imize advantages or lessen disadvantages
but in general the 'V or 'U' mos types are
faster. hut less rugged and less well suited to
complementary polarity than the 'T mos
forms. They all suffer from a high gate
source capacitance. particularly in the higher current versions where multiple parallel
channels are employed to lower the impedance of the conducting path. and this factor
must he horn in mind in designs employing

them.
They are also prone to gate/source breakdown
if the
causing device failure
permitted gate/source potential is exceeded,
and this also must he guarded against in the
design. This problem exists because, unlike
small -signal (IZF) mosfets, or -mos logic
elements, protective zener diodes cannot he
incorporated within the diffusion structure
without introducing the possibility of thyris-

-

-

tor action.
The remaining design problem is that,
because of their excellent -IF response, it is
possible that IZF oscillation may occur. in
the tens or hundreds of MHz range. due to
the unwise layout of external connecting
wiring. Some care should he taken to avoid
I
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parallel paths for gate and source or drain
leads, and gate stopper resistors should he
employed where necessary, especially in the
output stages. These should not be too large
because of the presence of the fairly substantial gate source capacitance, which can he at
least nF. in the case of power devices.
1

AN ALL-MOSPETAUDIO
PO\\'ER AMPLIFIER

D

D

Ib1

lc)

U-MOS

T-MOS (or D-MDS)

\Vilh the various design considerations discussed above in mind. and since small -signal
U-mos transistors are now available in both
P- and N- channel versions at a reasonable
price. it seemed to be an interesting exercise
to design an audio power amplifier using
only mosfets. The objects of the circuit
design were to limit the need for capacitors
in the signal path. and to adjust the circuit
component values so that the capacitor/s in
the negative feedback path. where their

imperfections could have a direct influence
on the performance of the circuit, could he
of non -polar type.
My original intention was to use mosfets
throughout. hut these are more expensive
than bipolar devices. In places, such as in the
constant current sources, where there was
little or no signal voltage and no particular
advantage seemed to be offered by the use of
have therefore opted
a mosfet transistor.
for the less expensive bipolar component.
The final circuit layout chosen for the
amplifier is shown in Fig. 3 and is of fairly
conventional form. A pair of P -channel
mosfets, (Tr1/Tr.4). is arranged as an input
long-tailed pair, fed from a constant -current
I

source. (Trl/'Fr2), driving a single N channel, small -signal U-mosfet gain stage
Fig.3. Final

Met

Silica
Polysilicon conductor

Direction of current flow
Fig.2. Three forms of the power

R4

There is always a temptation for circuit
designers to 'lily -gild', but experience suggests that more elaborate circuit structures
aimed at further reducing already -low 'fl -II)
values also make the problems of loop
stability more complex. and may impair the
overall transient performance.
In the design of Fig. 3. the ''Lohel' network
C17/R13, together with the small capacitor.
C,,,, is all that is needed to provide an
adequate gain and phase margin in the
feedback loop; CI is employed in a position
which greatly lessens the tendency to slewrate limiting, in comparison with the more
conventional and less satisfactory technique

negative feedback for a given overall loop
gain, as a means for 'cleaning up. a less -good
performance.
Again, since the output impedance of both
Trb and Tr; is very high, and is largely
independent of operating voltage within the
range employed, did not consider it necessary to 'bootstrap' these devices to improve
their linearity or to lessen the dependence of
I
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in which C10 would he connected between
drain and gate of Tr; to provide a 'dominant
lag' form of HF compensation. This latter
approach gives better TIII) figures at the
upper end of the frequency passband, hut
impairs 'slew -rate' characteristics and tran-

the circuit are fed from separate supplies, to
lessen the need for a very low source resistance from them. With the circuit shown.
there will he no significant penalty in channel separat ion from operating both channels
from the same low -power and high -power
supply lines.
With conventional circuit -design procedures, it is quite easy to design stabilized
power supplies with an output impedance
which is only a small fraction of an ohm. To
the 'subjective -sound' fraternity
among
whose current fads is the employment of
entirely independent power supplies for each
channel, with massive and costly reservoir
capacitors (hut only in a crude rectifier/
capacitor system), and filing cabinet sized
mains transformers
I would observe that,
to obtain a supply line impedance of 0.1
ohms at 51-Iz would require a reservoir
capacitor of 0.3F. Four of these would not
appear to be a cost-effective (or space saving)

sient behaviour.
As I have already said I do not feel that
there is any particular virtue in striving for
ultra -low THI) figures certainly not below
the 0.01% level at the expense of circuit
complexity and cost, or with the possible
penalty of impaired or more complex transient response. The design shown, though
relatively simple in layout, has an excellent
performance in respect of both TI -ID, (better
than 0.01"6 at all power levels. within the
frequency range 20-5k1 Iz. and less. than

-

-

-

-

0.0:1% up to 20k1-Iz) and step -function response which is quite free of ringing and

overshoots.
Layout, and power supply. Circuit designers
tend to assume that power supply lines will
he pure DC. of a known and stable value and
devoid of signal residues or mains frequency
ripple, and tend to ignore the ill effects
which might arise if this is not the case.
While there are well known circuit techniques which improve the degree of supplyline signal rejection. it is more elegant to
remove this problem at source by using
properly stabilized DC supplies. With modern devices this approach offers no problems
and any well designed supply circuitry will
suffice.
I
would also recommend that both the
small -signal and the power output parts of

Trn

your

alternative toa stabilized PSU.
In the case of the feedback -path DC blocking capacitor, C5, would prefer that
this should he of polycarhonate dielectric
type and. if this is of spiral -wound rather
than of stacked -foil type, it should itself he
bypassed by a smaller stacked -foil component to lessen the impedance of this path.
Operation mode. I noted above that this
design was intended to operate 'largely in
class -A'. My experience and observation over
a number of years suggests that the hulk of
domestic listening, even with relatively inefficient loudspeaker units, is at peak output
power levels in the range 0.1-3 watts.
I

For a nominal speaker impedance of 8 0,
this could he met with an output stage
quiescent current of 0.4 amperes/channel,
set by tlzU. On higher output -power demands, the circuit slides quite gracefully
into class -AB operat ion.
Those quoted in Fig. 3 will allow a
maximum output level of about 35-40 watts/
channel, with a static thermal dissipation for
each output device of some 14 watts, for
which adequate heat sinking (3° C/watt for
each device) should he provided. For higher
power class-A operation, a higher quiescent
current should he chosen, with more massive output device and power supply heat sinking. Beyond ly values of IA. it would
probably be helpful to parallel the output
devices, together with their associated emitter and gate -stopper resistors.
Overload protection. would prefer this to
be provided by a simple re-entrant style of
current limit in the power supply itself,
which could he combined with some electronic sensing circuitry to shut down the PSU
in the event of an unacceptably large DC
offset appearing at the output terminals. The
Hitachi output mosfets appear to he sufficiently rugged for simple gate -protection
zener diodes to prevent device breakdown.
I
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Hart Electronic Kits Ltd.. of Pen)'lan Mill.
Osweslrv. Shropshire. SY10 9AF, can supply
all the components needed for this design.
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into a storage oscilloscope and spectrum analyser.
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The Strobes Signal Acquisition System when attached to your
Apple Macintosh or IBM PC (or compatible) will provide you with all the
software and hardware required to emulate a two channel, variable time
base, variable trigger Storage Scope PLUS a two channel 40kHz
Spectrum Analyser.

FEATURES
0 to

100kHz sample speed at up to 16384 samples per channel

14 bit resolution A to D converter.

Automatic notification of software and hardware upgrades and
accessories (eg Noise source for transfer responses)
Low cost. System includes all software and hardware to get you going.

Please rush me:

Phone or FAX orders also accepted with
VISA BANKCARD or MASTERCARD
Phone (64) 4 835183 FAX (64) 4 838046

POST TO: Strobes Engineering Ltd

(tick box or boxes)
More information about the Signal Acquisition System
Format
Sample disk at $NZ25.00ea Qty
Signal Acquisition System at $NZ1395.00 incl freight
Disk format reqd
Number of systems
Special Instructions:
PAYMENT BY Cheque(encl) [1] VISA MASTERCARD El BANKCARD
NAME
Phone
Deliver to:

28-30 Happy Valley Road, PO Box 7349
WELLINGTON
NEW ZEALAND
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Communications
test equipment
Farnell Instruments Limited
manufacture a wide range of test
and measuring instruments for
use with mobile radios, pocket
pagers and other communications
equipment. Instruments include
synthesiized signal generators,
transmitter test sets, communications test sets, power meters,
automatic modulation meters,
frequency meters, etc.
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Field portable units, bench or rack
mounting models and complete
systems are available. The
latter are for manual use or microcomputer control via GPIB bus.
Various software packages for
standard measurement routines
and sell -test diagnostics are available. These allow non -technical
staff to test complex communications equipment.
Designed and manufactured in
Britain, a short form listing of
Farnell communications test

equipment follows. Further information is available on request.

MODEL
PSG620H
PSGc20
PSG1000
SSG520
SSG1000
SSG2000

IA52J
TTS520

PTS1000
CTS520
352C

DESCRIPTION

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

100kHz to 520MHz portable synthesized signal generator
10MHz to 520MHz portable synthesized signal generator
10kHz to 1GHz portable synthesized signal generator

SGIB-B

GPIB (IEEE488) Interface bus for SSG520ITTS520 combination

SWIB
F952

10MHz to 520MHz synthesized signal generator
10Hz to 1GHz synthesized signal generator
10Hz to 2GHz synthesized signal generator

OB1

15MHz to 520MHz linear amplifier
10MHz to 520MHz transmitter test set
15MHz to 1GHz portable transmitter test set
100kHz to 520MHz communications test set
Spectrum Analyser 300kHz to 1GHz

TM8
AMM (B)
TM10

GPIB (IEEE488) 32 channel switching unit
Power supply programming module for use with SWIB
non dedicated
GPIB (IEEE488) interface
GPIB (IEEE488) interace with AID converter and digital panel meter
non dedicated
Autoranging r.f. millivoltmeter 10kHz to 1Ghz+
Automatic modulation meter 1.5MHz to 2GHz
Directional rf. power meter 25MHz to 1GHz

2081

RF power meter

FM600(B)

Digital frequency meter 20Hz to 600MHz

OB2

-

Most models NATO codified

Send for further details of the complete range of Farnell test and measuring instruments.

v

Farrell

FARNELL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
SANDBECK WAY WETHERBY WEST YORKSHIRE LS22 4DH
TELEPHONE 093761961 TELEX 557294
ENTER 56 ON REPLY CARD

DATA

ACC, SITION
USING THE
IBM PC
This article discusses how the IBM PC XT or PC AT can be
used for data acquisition; no consideration is given to the
source of data and throughout the discussion an 8 -bit A/D
convertor (ADC) is assumed to provide the digital data.
The article covers all aspects of the transfer of data from
ADC to, in the first instance, computer memory and
subsequently, for logging purposes, to an ASCII file.
The PC XT and PC AT buses are
widely used and have achieved

industry -wide acceptance. The
PC Xi bus is an 8 -bit data bus
implemented in a 62 -pin edge
connector. The PC AT bus adds 16 -hit data
operation, via a second. 36 -pin. edge connector, and also includes additional interrupt lines and DM \ channels. One feature to
appreciate about the buses. a consequence of
the operation of the Intel 8086 and 80836
microprocessors. is the way in which they
treat I/O (Input/Output) and memory devices as distinct devices: memory and I/O
devices can occupy the same address space

without any contention. The potential conflict is avoided by having separate read and
write lines for the two types of devices. Dlost
add-on cards for PCs are I/O-mapped hut it is
possible to memory -map add-on cards
provided the card's memory is mapped above
the host's memory.

-

216

-

The main bus signals
full details are
given in the IBM or equivalent technical
reference are outlined below: the details
given apply to the PC AT bus hut the only
signals that are not common to the PC XT
hus are the eight additional data lines and
some of the interrupt lines. Each signal is
specified as an I. O or I/O signal to indicate
an Input. Output or Input/Output signal.
The construct IO..nl indicates an n+ I wide
signal bus.

-

-

SAI0..191 (I/O) address lines for memory
and I/O devices. The 20 address lines can
access up to IN byte of address space. Note
that I/O address space only extends to 64 K.

CLK (0) System Clock. Frequency is dependent on computer. The frequency of this
signal should not he considered definitive as
the signal is really intended for synchronising purposes.

RESET UK\' (0) - used to reset external
logic during power -up time. This is an active
high signal.
S1) 10..151

(I/01- system data

lines.

SD is

the least significant.
IRQ,r-11M. IIZQ IKQr,, IIZQ14. is (I) interrupt request lines. They are prioritised.
with the highest priority signal first, in the
following order: 9.10.1 1.12.14.15.3.4.5.6.7.
To generate an interrupt, the IHQ line is
raised from low to high. The line must he
reset when the interrupt is serviced.
IOIZ (I/O) - instructs an I/O device that the
microprocessor is ready to accept its data:
i.e. the device must drive the data lines.
Active low.

-

IOW (I/O) instructs an I/O device to read
data off the data hus. Active low.
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IC

IED1R/SMEMW-equivalent of IOR/IOW
for memory devices. Active low.
S

AEN

-

isolates the processor and other
devices from the bus also known as the I/O
channel - and passes control to the DMA
control ler. Active high.
I

-

IAROWARE DESIGN OF
INTERFACE CIRCUITRY

with any bus, the interface circuitry
always depends on the particular application: there is no unique way of interfacing to
As

the bus. However there are two main factors
that have to he considered in all circumstances:
a)

Loading

- each

bus output can only drive

up to two LS TTL loads. It is therefore
advisable to buffer all inputs to the I/F
(interface) card. This also serves to protect
the host in the event of a fault on the I/F
card. In addition, some bus inputs have

certain current -sinking thresholds which
have to he observed. It is always advisable to
refer to the Technical Reference of the
particular computer you are using.

-

certain input lines are
shared by many boards- data lines being the
most obvious example - and the designer
2.

Contention
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must ensure that not more than one bus
component activates these lines at any one
time. \Iso, certain lines must not he activated for longer than a pre -determined
period and these criteria have to he rigidly
observed.
In our example, the I/F card is I/0 -mapped
as the ADC is a single address device.
Because the AI)C produces an 8 -hit data
output, and to ensure that the card can be
used on a PC XT or a PC AT computer. 8 -hit
data operation is employed. Also there is an

-

-

I/O address space
300 to 31F Hex
especially reserved for prototype cards and
our I/F card is mapped into this space.
The interface circuitry is shown in Fig. ).
The circuit includes an ADC and a D/A
convertor (DACI. A brief description of the
circuit is given below.
ICI.,.3 serve to buffer the system address
and data lines. ICI is an address decoder, and
its output, 10 -DEC, signals an UO operation
at an address between 300 I-lex and 31F Hex.
10 -DEC is used, via I)BE, to enable IC:1 and
this ensures that IG1 is only enabled when
the card is addressed: this prevents contention with other cards on the bus. IC5 is used
to subdivide the address range 300 to 30F
into eight 2 -byte segments to provide separate enables for the ADC. DAC and any other
device on the card.

WIRELESS WORLD

1

2
3
4
5

9

1, 10, 19

10

16

8

16

8

20

10

Fig.1. Interface circuitry for an I/O -mapped
eight -bit device. Asterisks indicate active low signals.

The output of the AI)C is latched into IC6
by the End -Of-Convert (EOC) signal available from some .ADCs: if this signal is not
available then the sample clock can he
suitably delayed to provide such a signal. IC6
is mapped at address 300 lex. The EOC, or a
similar, signal will he used to signal to the
host, either direc ly or indirectly, that data is
avai 'able this is discussed below.
The DAC. which is included for the sake of
completeness, is mapped at the address 302
Hex. The DAC is not discussed further in this
article and exact details of its operation cycle
I

-

are left to the prospective user.
Tie signal ENI is used to enable a device
mapped at address 304 Hex; the use of this
signal is discussed in the next section.
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immediately after the event.
\ ersatility- the host can service a number
of peripheral devices because. unlike polling, it does not have to constantly interrogate each peripheral. Furthermore. the host
can undertake lengthy tasks. especially if
they are not time critical, without jeopardising peripheral servicing.
h1

Read

status
register

The disadvantages are:
Get and
store
data

Y

new dat
available

Is

-

Reset
status
register

programs using
a) Increased complexity
interrupts are more difficult to write and
dehug.

N

h1

Perform other
tasks

Fig.2. Polling provides an
is available.

attractively simple

SIGN 1L1,INC TECHNIQUES
There are two main methods of signalling to
the host that data is available:
a) Polling.
h) Interrupts.

Polling

is a simple concept to understand
and it is illustrated graphically below in

Fig.2.
In our example. the EOC signal sets a
status register (which can he a 1) -type
flip-flop) to indicate that a sample is present.
The program loop running on the host
includes a routine which reads the status of

-

the register. If this status register is set i.e..
data sample is present
then the routine
calls on acquisition routine to read and store
the data sample.
The main advantage of using polling
simplicity - is thus immediately apparent:
programs can he written in a high level
language and are easy to write and dehug.
The main disadvantage of using polling is
that the host is not directly informed of the
presence of data: if the host has to perform a
lengthy task in its loop. then data can he
easily lost. However when the tasks in the
loop are short. polling is a highly convenient. and also a very fast. method of getting
the data into computer memory.
The hardware and software to support
polling are not discussed here as elements in
the discussion of interrupts more than adequately cover these aspects.

-

a

-

Interrupts, as the name suggests. involve
directly signalling to the host that a

peripheral - \DC in this case - requires
servicing. Hardware interrupts in the IBM
PC XT and PC AT are initially handled by the
interrupt controller chips - Intel 8259As.
The PC AT has two of these chips and the PC
XT has one. The interrupt controller translates the hardware interrupt into. effectively,
an INT n instruction. where n is the interrupt number associated with the hardware

268

Servicing overheads

-

-

responding to an

interrupt has an inherent time overhead. It
is instructive to examine exactly what this
entails. \\'hen the host detects an interrupt,
it completes its current instruction. saves its
status registers and instruction pointer on
the stack. calls the appropriate service
routine - which must ensure that all the
general-purpose registers are saved on entry
and restored on exit, and finally restores its
method of signalling to the host that data
status registers and instruction pointer
when the interrupt has been serviced. There
is a thus a minimum amount of time that
must he expended in servicing any interrupt.
interrupt. The processor then responds by These considerations ultimately limit the
invoking a special subroutine - an interrupt rate at which interrupts can be generated
service routine. The address of this service and faithfully serviced - in our case. it limits
routine is stored in computer memory and is the acquisition rate.
known as the interrupt vector address. As it
It is not possible to exactly determine the
is required to invoke the user's service
maximum throughput of a program using
routine when the interrupt is detected, the interrupts as it depends on processor clock
vector address has to he altered to point to speed, processor type. complexity of service
the user's own routine. This is known as routine and bus performance. lowever a
redirecting the interrupt and will be discus- hall -park figure can he obtained by counting
sed later.
the total number of clock cycles in the
Clearly. as in the case of polling. a scheme interrupt service routine instructions.
using interrupts requires supporting hard- adding to this total the number of interrupt
ware and software. I3efore discussing these
entry cycles (number of cycles required by
aspects. it is worth outlining the advantages the INT instruction) and then multiplying
and disadvantages of using interrupts.
the total number of cycles by the time -per I

The advantages are:
a) Accuracy

- response

cycle. It is then usual to allow a 20 per cent
margin to allow for bus limitations.

of the host occurs

Circuit for generating a hardware
interrupt. IRQ7 is the lowest -priority interrupt.
Fig.3.
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LISTING 2

iANULING INTERRUPTS

I

Listing 2: this short routine stores the acquired data in

\ circuit for generating a hardware interrupt
shown in Fig.3. The interrupt is generated
on 114)7- lowest priority interrupt. The EOC
signal sets the interrupt and the IRQ7Enable

a

file.

is

;the next two lines should be included in main progam data segment
filename
'C:\TEST',0
DB
file hand
DW
0

signal is used to reset it. IRQ;Enahle acts as
an interrupt enable/disable when it is set
low/high: the interrupt is reset by disabling
and then enabling it. IRQ;Enable is activated
by writing to the LSB at I/O address 304 I-lex
(i.e. the EN1 signal is used to enable the
latch IC 1. Note also that RESET DR\' resets
the interrupt during computer power -up.
The software routine to support the use of
interrupts is generally written in assembly
language. although some high-level language compilers can support interrupt
routines
e.g. Microsoft C -compiler Ver.
5.1. The code for supporting IRQ; is shown
in Listing 1. It assumes a working knowledge
of 8086 assembly language programming.
the Microsoft macro -assembler and Dos
211ex-type interrupts. and an appreciation
of some of the features of interrupt cont rollers. The code can be divided into two logical
sections: a section dealing with the housethese tasks involve, in the
keeping tasks
first instance, preparing the system to handle the interrupt and, ultimately. restoring
the system parameters to their original state
before the program is exited - and a section
1

;the following code can be included as a routine after the data has
;been acquired, the original interrupt parameters restored and before
;the main program is exited.

;create file
mov
lea
mov
int
mov

]

;write to file

;close

300h
3025
304h

mov
mov
int

bx,file_hand
ah,3Eh
21h

1
,disable hardware interrupt
mov
ax,lh
MOV
dx,Snable_addrsss
out
dx,ax
;

disable

interrupt controller from responding to interrupt

021.5

end of

20h
020b

ctrl address

data
index
old_segment
old-offset
old mask
acquired data
stored
data

SEGMENT public

code

SEGMENT public
ASSUME cs:code,ds:data

Ow
UN
Ow
DB
On

interrupt code

MOV

ell

int

mov
MOV
mov

¡

2000

UUP(0)

,memory area where acquired data

él.irg7_vacno
h,25h
21h
ds

is

ati

ax,data
ds,es

al,irg7 vecno
x5,355
21h
ex,es
old segment,ax
oloffset,bx
d_

ds,a
de.

mov
mov

al,irg7_vecno
ah,25h

ah.iCh
21T

mov
int

int_sery ice
:load data

segment address into ds

:get

,es:bx contains old vector

PRO

NEAR

push
push

ax

h

ex
is

push
push

tlx

-2

MOV

address

mov

Out

:store old vector address

MOV

da
ex,

int

21h

pop

ds

SEG inc service
lnt service

$.2

old mask,al
al,Irg7_mask.
esk_address, al
$e2

interrupt
mov
ax,0
mov
tlx,enable_addreso
out
dx,ax
Int

stl
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interrupt

ax, data
ds, as

s

to irg7

ell

¡clear and disable

r.,l

do,anable_address
dx,ex

routine - get and store data
:get next sample
ds,AO address
inv
ex,d
mov
bx, index
BYTE PTP scquired_data[bx],al
Inc

loop

ds

:Interrupt service

¡ds:dx contain nc. vector address

ouch es keyoard check, which enables

:return to dos

st1

old vector address

loop:
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ds,ax

exit:

lea

:insert some procedure,
:to be exited
imp

dx;old offsot
ax.old segment

pop

7

enable interrupt controller to respond
al, mask_address
in

,enable hardware

ewe

int

7

push
MOV
Mon

imp
mov
and
out
imp

du

0
7

address

push
mov
mov
mov

¡redirect irq7 interrupt vector to point to int _service routine
MOV
mov

$2

,restore interrupt vector

ENDS

mov

al, old mask
mask address,el

mov
out
imp

;vector number

OPh
sirs

E01

otartt

bx,file hand
cx, index
dx,acquired_data
ah,40h
21h

;end of code

Listing 1: code for supporting IRQ7, in 8086 assembly language.

irg7 vecno

mov
mov
lea
mov
int
file

LISTING

irg7_mask
mask address

cx,00h
21h
file_hand,ax

dx,filename
lea
mov
al,l
mov
ah,3Dh
int
21h
;add EOF code to end of acquired data
mov
BYTE PTR acquired_data(index],EOF
inc
index

-

enable address

dx,filename

;open testfile

-

AD address
DA address

ah,3Ch

loop

service

index

before

clearing interrupt.

cli

,disable interrupts

aoy

out
imp

a1,EO1
ctrl address.al
$a2

mov
w ow
out

aa,o
:enable hardware
fa, enable add reos
dx,ex

pop
Pop
pop
pop
pap

ds
dx
cx
Cs
ax

;clear

interrupt controller

Interrupt

ire;
ENDP

code

ENDS

stack

SEGMENT stack
DO
ENDS

Nd OUP(?)

stack

END

start
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dealing with the interrupt service routine
procedure int-service.
The initial housekeeping tasks are:

-

which is the

Redirecting the IRQ7 vector to point to the int-service
routine - i.e. modify the interrupt vector address associated
with IRQ7 to point to the int-service routine. This is achieved
by reading and storing the original vector address. The original
a)

segment and offset addresses are stored in old__segment and

old_offsetrespectively.

1

h) Enabling the interrupt controller to respond to the IRQ7
interrupt. 'I he master controller, which handles IRQ to IRQ7.
is I/0 -mapped at address 20-3F. The contents of the register at
address 21 I-lex determine which of the interrupts is enabled.
The contents of this register are modified to ensure that the
controller responds to IRQ7.

c) Enabling the hardware which actually generates the
interrupt. This is achieved in our example by writing 0 to I/O
address 304 Hex.
To restore the system parameters, the above steps are
reversed: the I/F card hardware is disabled from generating the
interrupt. the interrupt controller is disabled from responding
to IRQ7 and the original vector address is restored.

INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
The main tasks in the service routine are:
a) Reset the hardware generating the interrupt
304 Hex.

CONTROL SYSTEMS
This single-Eurocard's got almost everything you need to
develop and implement a simple control system, with
expansion potential over the popular STEbus. On -board is a

powerful 8 -bit microcomputer with on -chip BASIC interpreter,
memory sockets. I/O and EPROM programming facilities. All
you need to start developing a target system is a working
knowledge of BASIC and a VDU. Here's what you get:
.1

8052 pC WITH 8K BASIC, 256BYTES RAM

- by writing

1

to

b) Read the next sample and store it. The data is stored in a
memory area with the start address 'acquired-data': the
variahle'index' is used to scan this memory area. The size of the
memory area is set at 2000 bytes hut this parameter can he
easily changed.

interrupt controller. This is necessary as it allows
the controller to respond to subsequent interrupts. The
controller is cleared by writing an End -Of -Interrupt E01 code to its control register. Note also that the processor is
prevented from responding to further interrupts via the CLI
instruction before the controller is cleared: this is to prevent
the processor responding to another interrupt before the
service routine is existed.
c) Clear the

-

-

-

d) Enable the hardware

interrupt.

THREE COUNTER -TIMERS, INTERRUPTS
J FOUR 28 -PIN MEMORY SOCKETS
UART,

J TWO RS232C CHANNELS
0 EPROM PROGRAMMER
J STEBUS SYSTEM EXPANSION INTERFACE
The BASIC is designed for process control applications: entering
a program into RAM. debugging, testing and blowing into
EPROM can be achieved in minutes. The complete board costs
just £212! Phone for a catalogue detailing this board, 50+

FILE STORAGE OF ACQUIRED DATA
Listing 2 is a short routine which stores the data. in computer
memory. into a file. "I ne ,.amber of bytes is indicated by index.
Before the data is stored, an End -Of -File (EOF) code is tagged
onto the data. This EOF code can he any byte which is not
generated by the ADC. It is intended that this section of code is
and the two data
inserted before the 'exit' label in listing
declarations are inserted in the main data segment. It is left to
the user to determine the EOF code, as it depends on the range
of codes produced by the \I)C.
1

STEbus expansion options. and other 8052 board variants:

Oscom

ONTROL SYSTEMS LTD

Arcom Control Systems Ltd
Unit 8 Clifton Road. Cambridge CB 1 4WH Tel: (0223) 411200:
Fax: (0223) 410457 Tlx: 94016424 ARCS G: Easvlink: 19014905
ENTER 57 ON REPLY CART)
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HPPLICATIONS S
Dual -conversion
f.m. receiver

Vcc

Two applications for the NIC3363 narrow hand \'HF I l receiver are presented in the
device data sheet. This one is a 49A1-Iz
synthesized receiver which. together with
the b1C 45166/7 frequency synthesizer. does
all the work from r.f. input to demodulated
output with just two i.cs. 5/Moro/a. ,\lacro
Marketing. Burnham Lane. Slough. BerAshire SL 16L\. 06286 4422.
1

R.f.

5V

From pll

input

'phase

4967-49 97MHz

detector

10n

.-11

120

50

L-

To MC

145166/7

10245M

X1

TOaá,0»

,---cc

I100n

--I

Intelligent modem

\

1100n

Primarily, the FX429 1200 -baud modem is
intended for Band Ill trunked radio systems.

^

l

'Data output
Volume

Mute
200k

8k2

5

1,

2

to

T10n

1

68k

but it also has more general-purpose ap-

1

100k

plications.
Publication 1)/429/2 from Consumer Dlicrocircuits describes hmv the full -duplex device operates in sufficient detail to allow
design of both Band III and general-purpose
radio or line -data modems. Consumer "Microcircuits. ll'heaton Road Industrial Estate

Re tov

audio

Murota CFU 4550
X2 Murata SFE 10.7M
X1

180p

g440,

L.

-

l

3k

output

iToko RMC2A6597HM

680y

--J

East. It 'i t ham. Essex C.118 3TD.

Carrier detect
time constant

Vbias
Data

Receiver message

Receiver

format

input

FF,n

Sync

ece ve'

.>nr

Byte
counter

detector

--

Receiver checksum true

checker

Low

Recovered clock

add

4

Checksum

-41-

mit

Data

Receiver carrier

detect

i

Rece: ve
data

Status

register

register

Transmitter
data buffer

data

SYNC

.

Rx CARRIER DETECT

-4-

Rx CHECKSUM TRUE

-.-

..
.f

i

Rece: er

+
-f

buffet
Checksum

SYNT
Rx DATA ROY

Tx DATA ROY
Tx IDLE

TIMER EXPIRED

Transmitter
parity enable

generator

Al
A0

Microprocessor
interface

Transmitter
data register

Transmitter
Rx ENABLE

D7 -D0

Control

register
Vs5

-

FFSK

Rx MESSAGE
FORMAT
Tx PARITY ENABLE

Clocks

By e

counter

SYNC

-

SYNT

-e-

Tx IDLE

-+-

Rx DATA ROY
Tx DATA ROY

XTAL/CLOCK
Clock
XTAL

generators

Timer

output

transmitter

Tx ENABLE

-*-4.-

Interrupt
generator

IRO

1.008 MHz

output
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APPLICATIONS S
120.0
110.0

100.0
VCE=SV

a-

90.0

bit
= on integer bit or
sign extension bit
s= the sign
i

.

f

o

the binary point
a fractional bit

=
=

Two 24 -bit mixed

50.0
10-10

70'ó

10"8

1c

10-2

10-4

(amps)

routines for mixed and real -number addition
and subtraction, signed multiplication and
signed division. totorola. Macro-11arketing
Burnham Lane. Slough. Berkshire SL 161..`'.

the device has only ten code -select input
pins. Such a large number of combinations
is possible through the use of three logic
states on the code -select pins logic high,
logic low and open circuit.
These two diagrams, from the device data
sheet, show how the 5500 acts either as a
code sender or receiver.

In coding mode, the coder completes
three coding runs then stops automatically
after every power up. In decoding mode. the
data input is temporarily closed and one of
the outputs is activated when the code is
recognized. Philips Components. Mullard
house. Torrington Place. London WC] 711D.
01 580 6633

062864422.

Coding inputs

Positive supply
voltage

Designing for low
input -bias current

IE4

Cosc

In bipolar analogue systems, input bias
current can he reduced by lowering collector
current. hut in terms of noise. slew rate and
bandwidth, low collector currents can have

510
13 112

16

2

Darlington input configurations.

ill`10'9

Ig

6

IInterface
I
Oscil atorl
monostable

20

1171:

f

adverse effects.
as

shown. solve some problems hut cause
others: voltage gain suffers. and so does
offset voltage. application note 3 from Micro
Linear. 'Design Techniques. for Low Input
Bias Current'. describes these solutions in a
little more detail. and it discusses input bias
current cancellation. Micro Linear. Amhar
Cascom Ltd. Kahan. Close. Arleshurv. Buckinghamshire HP193RS. 02.9643-í 141

Unsigned fractional part

One of the unusual features of the 56000
DSP chip is that its one -chip multiplier
directly supports fractional data formats,
and it indirectly supports integer data formats. Motorola note \PR3/D describes how
it does this, and presents well documented

-

Vin

0

port

Sigried integer

60.0

numbers

32 31

47

-Y 80.0
70.0

siiiiiii.ffffffffffffffff
siiiiiii.ffffffffffffffff

Where

Fractional
and integer
arithmetic
for DSP

Comparator

Data

input

24
15

I

Shift register

3

Coder/decoder
drive

S2

ñ

Output drive

Electronic lock

4 S1

It is possible to select any one of 31"-2
security codes on the TE:15500 coded locking circuit, and each combination is directly
selectable in hardware. despite the fact that

133n
VpToYIE1

47N

16

2

14

13

12

11

\4Vp

TEA5500
TEA5500T
1

E1-10: code
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I

H,L,oO )

5

6

7

-

10

3
8

47N

16

mpl:f er

pulse
shaper

2

Data

E

I E3 I E4
12

6

7

IE10IE9

I

5

BPwS0

9

1E2

13

ONO

H=data0
L=d

ata

11

I E5

10

TEA5500
TEA5500T

&

I

14

51

4
3
8

8

(Open

collectors)
to load

9

1E it&

1

10-1: code 1 H,00, Ll
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TAYLOR RF/VIDEO MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS
MEASUREMENTS
MADE EASY
: TJ'rHfl}NtAr
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UNAOHM EP741FMS
FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Frequency

Continuously adjustable via a geared -down vernier as follows:

Range:

IF

Band I
FM Band
Band III
Band H
Band U

3M-®

Frequency
Reading:

TV Bands
digit counter with 100KHz resolution
FM Band
digit counter with 10KHz resolution
Reading Accuracy: reference Xtal +/-1 digit.

Function:

NORMAL: picture only
ZOOM
2 to 1 horizontal magnification of picture
picture + line sync pulse [with chromaburst if TV signal
is coded for colour]
panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected

TV Monitor

I

-4
-5

38.9MHz
46 to 106MHz
88 to 108MHz
106 to 290MHz
290 to 460MHz
460 to 860MHz

:

:

Panorama:

band and of tuning marker.

ó®o

..

icecar--1

,.,_

P .
,

._

t.
--

-

Panorama
Expansion:
Analogue

Adjustable expansion of
frequency.

Range:

-60 to 13OdBuV in nine 10d8 steps for IF.
ANALOGUE: brightness stripe against calibrated scale
superimposed on picture tube. The stripe length is proportional
to the sync peak of the video signal.
BNC connector. 1Vpp max on 75 ohm.
+12V/50mA max. Power supply source for boosters & converter
tunes in and displays CCIR system I TV signals. Other standards
upon request.
[1] Video input 75 Ohm. (2] 12V input for external car battery.
(3) Output connector for stereo earphones.

a

portion of the spectrum around the tuned

20 to 40dB. Static measurement of received signal. Scale calibMeasurement: rated n dBuV [at top of picture tube) to rms value of signal level.
DC/AC Voltmeter: 5 to 50V.
Measurement
20 to 130d3uV in ten 10dB attenuation steps for all bands;

it

J

Measurement
Indication:
n

Video Output:
DC

Output:

TV Receiver:

Additional
Features:
Price:

£1344.001 exc. VAT

and Carriage.

UNADHM FSM5987 T.V. FIELD STRENGTH METER
INPUT
Sensitivity:

from 20dBuV to 110dBuV [-40dBmV to 50dBmV] or 10uV to 0.3V,
in eight 10dB steps.
dB reading proportional to peak value for video signals; proportional
to mean value for AM or FM sound signals. For both signals scale
calibrated to rms value and expressed in dBuV. Two more scales are
available: volt from 0 to 50, and ohm from 0 to 2000 ohm. Battery
status is also provided.
+/- 3dB for bands & Ill
+/-- 6dB for bands H & IVN
75 ohm unbalanced; DC component blocked up to 100V.

Reading:

Accuracy:

I

Impedance:

FREQUENCY
Range:

.

.0. tY
......

d BA/

EI.rll MO

46 to 860 MHz as follows:

O ,j o

I

Reading:

4 digit LCD readout. 100KHz resolution

Price:

£378.00

5,

-----

1

1.
n

1.1.-1
:.i J - I

P,

.

r
r

^`

KM,

Ei

{

.-..':9

.. Q4Q'
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UNAOHM EH 1000 TELETEXT AND VIDEO ARt]ALYZER

1000

Function:
urn

1

10:19

n
`,.
'47'_

)r

exc. VAT and Carriage.

1,1111,

--

$1111111

III 1111.

46 to 106MHz
III
106 to 206MHz
H 206 to 460MHz
IVN 460 to 860 MHz

Band

Lpi

`/2,` Z'
..Z,..,,,_,-,--,-,-,..,..,A`"

n

-_,_ti -r~-,

i
w-

i

,,,.,
_

r
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1

-TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND.
TEL: 061ó52 3221

TELEX:

66991.1

FAX: 061-626 1736

ENTER 23 ON REPLY CARD

Pattern display of RE and video -frequency teletext signals by
means of eye pattern diagrams both in linear representation and
lissajous figures [0 and X). Une selection: display of video signals
and line by line selection. Measurement of modulation depth.
Teletext: monitoring of teletext pages.
RF Input:
Freq. Range: 45 to 860MHz. Frequency synthesis, 99 channel
recall facility, 50KHz resolution, 30 channel digital memory. Level:
40 to 120cBuV; attenuator continuously adjustable. Indication of
the minimum level for a correct operation of the instrument.
Impedance: 75 ohm. Connector type: BNC.
Video Frequency Minimum Voltage: 1Vpp. Impedance: 75 ohm or 10K ohm in case
Input:
of a through -signal. Connector type: BNC.
Teletext Input:
Voltage: 1Vop/75 ohm.
Teletext Clock
Voltage: 1Vpp/75 ohm. Measurement: Aperture of eye pattern:
linear or Ussajous figures, selectable. Indication: directly on the
Input:
picture tube. A calibrated scale shows percentage of eye pattern
aperture. Error: the instrument introduces an error of <5% with
video input and 20% with RF input. Jitter on regen d clock: 25ns.
Une selector. Selection of any TV line between the 2nd and the
625th scanning cycle by means of a 3 digit thumbwheel switch.
Oscilloscope:
VER-ICAL CHANNEL: Sensitivity: 0.5 to 2Vpp/cm. Frequency
Response: OC to 10MHz. Rise time: pre E. overshoot 2%. Input
Coupling: AC. Input Impedance: 75 ohm/50pF.
TIME BASE: Sweep Range: 20 to 10ms (1.1/2 frames]; 32;
64/192us 11/2; 1; 3 lines] Linearity: +/-3%. Horizontal Width:
10 divisions; x5 magnification.
Price:
£1670.20 exc. VAT and Carriage.
Eye

I

p

d
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NON, CODING
D SPREAD SPECTRUM
In part 2 of this short series on advanced communications
techniques, the author examines the system known as direct
sequence spread spectrum.
L.C. WALTERS
n last month's article, we saw that it
is always possible in theory to effect,

for a given communication performance, a linear exchange of bandwidth
for signal-to-noise ratio. I also
showed that for input signal-to-noise
ratios less than a threshold level, r, say (I
suggested r,= I/4 or -6dB as a practical
criterion), this linear exchange is close to
the maximum attainable; but that for higher
signal/noise ratios a logarithmic exchange
could be envisaged. I discussed a somewhat
simplistic model to demonstrate how the
linear exchange might be implemented. but
pointed out that this model was of little
practical use in general.
1Ve now consider more realistic implementations. In all cases I shall implicitly
assume a radio communication system,
though most of the properties discussed
could apply to carrier -borne or base -band
line communications and sometimes also to
other systems such as radar or sonar.
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REDUNDANCY
All bandwidth expansion involves redundancy in some sense. That is to say the bandwidth is expanded by sending more "data"
than is required for the desired information

transfer. However, while for error
correction/detection the transmitted data
and the information are closely functionally
related, this is not necessarily the case when
one seeks only a linear exchange of bandwidth for signal-to-noise ratio.
It is possible to expand the bandwidth of a
signal in a variety of ways. For example, one
may intermittently change the carrier
frequency. This results in a so-called
frequency -hopping system (briefly discussed
last month) for which the "instantaneous"
bandwidth is much less than the total hand with used. This technique is well known: its
major properties are fairly obvious and so is
the general nature of its implementation,

even though the details of such implementation may involve some subtlety. For these
reasons I shall not discuss it further here
except to comment that in general terms it

-

should theoretically permit the previously
described linear exchange in respect of
jamming provided that the jammer is unable
to anticipate the movement of the carrier. It
does not, however (contrary to some assertions), readily provide low detectability; and
indeed it is often easier to detect the presence of frequency -hopping transmissions
(and even to locate their source) than to
detect many conventional signals. On the
other hand, in the absence of information
encryption, it is appreciably more difficult to
intercept and extract the information from
frequency -hopped transmissions.
Bandwidth may also be expanded by decreasing the duty -cycle: that is to say, by
transmitting discontinuously. For example,
a binary communication signal could he
transmitted in short pulses (or bursts of
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such pulses) with substantial intervals
(perhaps irregular) between them. Such
systems are sometimes called time -hopping
systems. and again the signals are fairly
readily detectable (though less so than frequency hoppers) but can permit the linear
exchange provided the jammer is unable to
predict future patterns in the time domain.
The third type of spreading is direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) which is
the chief topic of this article.
DSSS
Conventional radio systems employ a single
frequency carrier; or in other words. a very
narrow -band carrier on to which the information is impressed. Thus, a characteristic of such systems is that the information
bandwidth is very much greater than that of
the unmodulated carrier. Consequently, the
total bandwidth occupied is determined primarily by the information bandwidth.
though it will also depend to some extent on
the type of modulation employed.
In contrast. DSSS systems employ a carrier whose bandwidth is much greater than
that of the information to be conveyed. (It is
arguable that the same applies to other
bandwidth expansion techniques such as
frequency hopping, but there is a very real
sense in which it is a more fundamental
feature of DSSS).
There are many ways in which a wide band carrier can he generated. hut by far the
most common and convenient is to phase modulate a conventional narrow -band (i.e.
sinusoidal) carrier with a wide -band signal.
Almost always. the latter is a binan' (or
quaternary) signal, usually derived using
some sort of logic clock. It can be represented (in the binary case) as a sequence of
Is and Is (or Os). i.e. as a binary code or a
combinat ion of such codes.
As for other spectrum -spreading techniques, for success in countering jamming (or,
for DSSS. in achieving low detectahility) it is
highly desirable (though, in the jamming
case, often less essential than is sometimes
thought) that the jammer or interceptor is
unable to predict the wide -hand carrier
wave -form. For this reason, the codes
chosen are almost always some form of
pseudo -random sequence. Ideally they
would be derived from a truly random source
such as thermal noise, hut since their use
demands the availability of replicas at the
receivers, pseudo -noise two-levei codes are
much more convenient. When used for
DSSS they are termed "spreading codes".
Since we are here concerned only with
principles, I shall henceforth restrict discussion to implementations which employ as a
carrier a sinusoid which is phase -shift keyed
(i.e. phase reversed) by a binan' pseudorandom sequence. (The possibility of extension to more complicated constructions
such as quadri-phase modulation is fairly
apparent hut implementations can involve
some quite complex features.)

-

BINARY CODE
The choice of binary code is of considerable
importance in DSSS systems. primarily because of the reception techniques normally
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employed. In general, one seeks good auto correlation properties. That is. that the
result of multiplying the code (represented
as Is and - Is) by a delayed version of itself.
and then adding linearly a predetermined
number of successive resulting binary digits
should be of very small magnitude for all
delays other than zero (where, of course. the
sum will equal the number of digits summed). Here we need consider delays only in
terms of whole numbers of code bits or clock

periods. (For DSSS systems these periods
are often called "chips".) This restriction
simplifies the reasoning and the description
and does not in any significant manner
invalidate conclusions. even for delays involving fract ions of chips.
The general question of code generation
and determination of auto -correlation and
cross -correlation properties is highly complicated and involves advanced mathematics
of some profundity. It is still the subject of
much research by mathematicians. For the
present we shall merely note that one type of
code which is quite popular in many applicais that known as a maximum length or
m -sequence. although such sequences have
some drawbacks, their auto -correlation
properties (when the summation is over the
whole code length) are excellent. For the
purposes of this article we shall henceforth
assume the use of an m -sequence as a
spreading code. though many practical systems use rather different codes.

tions

M -SEQUENCES

If a clocked binary shift register has its input
provided by a logical combination of the
contents of its last and some intermediate
stages it is called a feedback shift register. If
it has n stages, then during any clock (or
chip) period it will contain n binary digits.
(the "fill"). which may he deemed to represent an n -hit binary number. Since there are
two possible values for each hit, there are 2"
possible fills for the register. I however, if the
feedback logic is linear, (e.g. obtained using
only exclusive -or gates) then one of these
fills (such as "all 0") will be self-generating
and will result in a completely static or
unchanging fill. Consequently, only 2"-1
binary fills are possible if a dynamic situation
is to he achieved.

In general. such a register will produce a
limited number of fills forming a sub -set of
the whole set; hut it is possible to select the
intermediate stages and the feedback logic in
such a way that every one of the possible fills
occurs at some time: and since the feedback
is assumed linear, the whole sequence must
then repeat. As a result, such a sequence
(taken, for example as the succession of hits
from the last stage or from the feedback
logic) is a maximum length or nn -sequence.
and for an n -stage register is 2"-1 chips
long.
In general there is more than one combination of feedback stages and logic which
will achieve this for any given n. giving rise
to more than one m -sequence of a given
length. For these, although the fill cycles
through all possible values but one. the
order in which it does so differs for the
different m -sequences. Note that one of the
fills will be the "all ones" set of n is and that
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Shannon and the Gibraltar inquest
At the recent Gibraltar inquest a technical
witness, Dr Michael Scott, suggested that it
was technically impossible for the IRA members to have detonated a bomb in the
supposed target area from the point at which
they were shot His argument appeared to be
tha; using a nominally powered radio (sited

where the shootings occurred) normal
speech was not intelligible at the supposed
target site because of inadequate signal
strength, i.e. inadequate signal/noise ratio.
The absurdity of such an assertion is

-

obvious from Shannon's equation,
see page 48. January
C=Wlog2(1+S/N)
issue. Typical VHF FM speech reception will
fail at a signal-to-noise ratio of the order of
6dB to 8dB. But to operate a switch one
needs only to receive one binary digit (bit) of
information and it would not be unreasonable to assume that one might be prepared
to transmit for say one second to achieve
this. Thus the information rate involved
could well be of the order of one bít per
second. According to Shannon, and assuming the 25kHz bandwidth typical of many vhf
transmitters and receivers, such capacity
corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of

-45d8.
Even assuming an inefficient implementation operating at as much as 14dB below this
performance, (i.e. at -31dB), "successful"
operation could be achieved at a signal-tonoise ratio some 30dB below, (i.e. 1000
times less than) the level at which speech
would fail and far below the measurement
capability of any conventional equipment

the next digit fed hack from the feed -hack
logic must be a zero. (If it were not, then the
fill would not change on that or any succeeding clock cycle, and so we would have a static
situation instead of a dynamic one). Moreover. each fill can occur only once in an
m -sequence cycle so any m -sequence of
length 2"-1 chips will contain no sequence
of I:: longer than n and only one sequence of
exactly n Is. When n is very small, the
number of possible m -sequences is also very
small, but as n (and hence the sequence
length) increases it becomes possible to
generate more and more different m sequences from a given length of register.
Thus for n=5 there are just 6 different
sequences of length 31 chips. For n=7 there
are 18 sequences of length 127: for n= II
there are 176 of length 2047; and for n=19
there are 27 594 of length 524 287. It should
be noted that it is quite easy to generate
m -sequences of enormous length. Thus, a
64 -stage register. even if clocked every microsecond, could be connected to produce
an m -sequence which would not repeat for
nearly 600 000 years!
All m -sequences have the property that
their autocorrelation function, computed
over one complete cycle of 2"- chips is I
for all (integral chip) delays other than zero
(or 1 multiple of the sequence length) where.
of course it is 2"-1. Clearly, however, this
admirable property can hardly be exploited
for very long codes. For example. the n=64
case cited above would involve a delay of
600 000 years before one could even transmit the complete code, let alone perform
1
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Correlation process. Waveform(e) is the product of

correlations: and not even our most
maligned communication services would
contemplate that!
Shift registers were originally used (and
still are) to generate suitable spreading code
sequences, but the ubiquitous microprocessor is resulting in increasing use of
code generation by software, at least for the
lower clock rates.

CARRIER BANDWIDTH

f

is phase
If a sine wave of frequency
switched by a binary sequence with a clock
(i.e. chip) period T, then the resulting broad
hand "carrier" waveform will have a power
spectrum of the form

GIf)=Plsimrrlf-f1T/Tr(f-fITI
where P is a factor defining the total power.
This spectrum has its energy primarily conto 10+l/T.
centrated in the range
(Over 90% of the energy lies in this range.)
In other words we may assess the IZF carrier
bandwidth as 2/T.
For simplicity we shall assume that all the
information to be conveyed is expressed in
binary form as a sequence of Is and -1s.
lowever. since for DSSS the information
bandwidth is much less than the carrier
bandwidth. each information bit has a duration which is many times that of a spreading
code chip, i.e. many clock periods. It is
usually desirable and convenient to ensure
that each information hit is an integral
number of chips long and starts and finishes
on a clock edge. However. this is not
essential. It is also usually (though not
always) desirable and convenient to employ
the same type of modulation for information
as for generation of the wide -band carrier. In
the case of phase reversal modulation (PSK),
this is equivalent to modulating the ariginal
sinusoid with the algebraic product of the
spreading code and the information sequence. each expressed as (s and -1s. Alternatively, it is equivalent to modulation of the
sinusoid by the output of an exclusive -or
gate fed by the spreading code and the
information, both expressed in terms of
and O. This is perhaps the simplest type of
information modulation and will he
assumed in the following paragraphs though
other techniques have also been employed in
practice.

f-I/T

I

1
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(a) and (d).

N2(t)=C2(t)=+1=DC only

DETECTION OF SIGNAL
Almost all DSSS systems rely heavily on
correlation processes for detection and reception of signal. Correlation is discussed
briefly below, hut may he shown to be
equivalent to true matched filtering. Indeed.
some DSSS systems actually employ socalled matched filters for this purpose hut
they are usually not true matched filters in
so far as they respond to an appropriate input
pattern whenever it occurs. In contrast, a
true matched filter will respond to this
pattern only if it also occurs at a precisely
defined epoch.

CORRELATION
The finite period auto -correlation function
RT(T) of a waveform Flt) is defined as the
average value over the period (T) of the
product of F(t) and a delayed version of itself.
Flt -T) where T is the delay. Thus

t+T
R ;1T1=

¡

TJ

F ( t)Flt-T1dt

to

In general. it will be

a function of the
However. in some circumstances it may he independent of t,,. and
one such case arises when Flt) is an msquence, 1' is the sequence duration or
repetition period, and T is an integral multiple of the chip period. As indicated in the
section on m -sequences, we then have (for
sequences taking the values +1 and I):

"starting point

t,,.

-

RT(T)=

-1

T

mT where m is an integer

IZT(m1')=2"-1
In general, of course. the product of a
waveform with a delayed (or non -delayed)
version of itself will he a third waveform
whose statistics differ from those of the
original. If the two waveforms are noise -like
or randomized, then the product will also be
noise -like and even after low-pass filtering
(equivalent to the integration process of
equation 19) the output will remain noise like even for T=O. In other words, if N(t) is a
noise waveform,

Thus R7(0) is pure DC for a binary waveform
is primarily a non -DC function for
hut
RT(T)

Teo.

The correlation process is illustrated in
Fig. 1 in which time is represented on the
horizontal axis. Waveform (a) represents a
binary reference waveform, C(t). Waveform
(b) is the same waveform in perfect synchronism with (a) corresponding to T=0, i.e.
it is also C(t). Waveform Ic1 is their product
C210=1, i.e. pure DC.
Waveform (b) is said to correlate perfectly
with (a). Note that if either (a) or (b). but not
both, is inverted, the product becomes -1,
i.e. DC of opposite polarity. This is an
important property. Waveform (d) is the
reference waveform (a) but shifted in time to
give C(t+T) and waveform (e) is the product
of (a) and (d) which has only a small DC
component and some AC components containing quite high frequencies. In this case,
the correlation (at the shift r) is said to he
small. (Note that it is irrelevant whether one
considers delayed or advanced waveforms
since, reverting to equation (19), the integrand F(t)Flt-T) is identical to Filt)F1(t+T)
where FM) has been written for Flt -T). If
Flt) is such that R;(T) is independent of the
then from equation (19)
"start time
there is no difference between that equation
and the similar equation using F1.)
If we now imagine that (a) is a transmitted
waveform hut that binary information is
impressed by reversing its polarity if the
information hit is a -1. and if, at the

t

receiver, we produce the synchronous waveform (b) but with no such reversals, then the
product of the two will alternate between +1
(positive DC) and -1 (negative DC) in
precise agreement with the information bit
stream.
If the input waveform is translated to
radio frequencies by a linear modulation
process, the same principles will apply,
although depending on the modulation/
correlation implementations some further
demodulation maybe required.

FUNDAN ENTAI. FEATURES

N2(t)= DC+AC ("self-noise)
If.

however. N(t)

is a

binary

sequence

IN(t=CIt11 taking only values +1 and
then

.

-1,

may summarize the essence of an archetypal DSSS system as follows, with C(t)
(taking values + and -1 I representing the
\We

1
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binary spreading code and 1(t) (also taking
the values + I and
l
representing the
binary information sequence.
At the transmitter, the transmitter signal

-

I(tIC(t)(!t)

is given by

rC-phase

modulator
Cos

C(t)xsinwt= cos[wt-(a/2)xl(t)xClt)I
(info) (\\B carrier) IWideband I \VB) PSK
110x

C

Iwt''21(t)C(t)I

Itl

I

Figures 2 and 3 show a transmitter and
receiver according to the above functions. As
indicated by the dotted lines, it is often (but
by no means always) possible or convenient
to use. in the transmitter. a sinusoidal initial
carrier (sinwt) whose frequency is related to
the spreading logic clock rate. (For example.
the clock could be derived by counting down
from the frequency w/2'r.)
\Ve now have the problem of generating
C(t) at the receiver and getting it in synchronism with the received signal. \Ve also
have the problem of providing a narrow band
local oscillator. sinwt. in phase synchronism
with the output from the despreader. These
two functions are here considered separately
because they are often performed separately.
though conceptually they might be combined and in some cases have been. Here. as
elsewhere, I shall merely indicate a possible
technique for solving each problem. You
should not infer that they are the only
possible techniques or even necessarily the
hest for any particular implementation.
They are. however, well -tried techniques in

Clock

Fig. 2.

Code

Carrier

generator

generator

Transmitter essentials in

a

I

Code

defined in terms of a particular algorithm or
of a particular set of shift register feedback
connections and combining logic. then CID
can be reproduced at the receiver. It is also
apparent that provided this receiver code is
in perfect synchronism with the received
signal. the system will work well regardless
of the auto-correlation properties of the
code. (\Ve here ignore some subtleties related to intelligent jamming.) However. in
general the receiver code will not be synchronized with the incoming signal ab inilio
and it is in the process of obtaining such
synchronism (or "code acquisition") that the

auto -correlation properties are particularly
significant.
Note that the accuracy required for synchronism is within a small fraction of a chip
period, so that for typical clock rates of say
IOMI-Iz this implies accuracy of the order of
I ()nanoseconds. For immediate purposes we
shall consider a base -band system only and
ignore complications due to translations to
higher frequencies.
In principle. of course. one could envisage
a huge hank of correlators, each fed by the
received signal and by a delayed version of
the locally -generated code, the delays being
slightly different for each correlator. If there
were sufficient correlators to cover all conceivable code phases Iwithin the acceptable
small fraction of a chip error), then the
correlator giving the largest low frequency
output power within the information bandwidth would be that for which the local code
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It is clear that if the spreading code C(t) is

(t)

Carrier

Clock

generator

common use.
CODE ACQUISITION

typical direct sequence spread system.

receiver for

a

DS

spread system.

and the received signal were most nearly

synchronized.
In practice. the cost and complexity of
such a system would normally be prohibitive. though some systems do incorporate
partial parallelism of this sort. Consequently, code acquisition is normally attained by
means of a serial search procedure.
In passing. it is important to realize that
DSSS systems are expected to work at very
low signal-to-noise ratios (i.e. much less
than unity or OdB) so that the idea of
detecting the received signal directly and
extracting the modulation (including the
spreading code) is a mere pipe -dream. Indeed. it is only by the correlation process
that the signal can be extracted.
The idea of sequential searching immediately imposes constraints. Since the
synchronizing precision required is within a
small part of a chip period, the search must
either be quantized into similarly small steps
of local code delay or must progress continuously at a correspondingly low rate. In
the quantized case. the search must be
halted after each step for a sufficient time
(the integration period T) to allow adequate
assessment of the degree of correlation: and
the more powerful the system (i.e. the lower
the signal/noise ratio to be nandled), the
longer this time must he. In the continuous
case, the "sweep" must be sufficiently slow
that it does not, over the correlation or
integration time T, result in a relative
displacement or drift of more than the
permissible fraction of a chip period. Thus
the search is slow. and in the absence of any
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other timing information must he expected
sometimes to need to proceed through
almost the entire length of the code.
For long codes. the corresponding time to
acquire code lock can be prohibitively long:
times of hours, days. months. years, centuries or millenia can easily emerge from the
relevant arithmetic and indeed many practical systems do allow minutes or even. in
exceptional cases. a small number of hours
to attain lock. Nevertheless. for most purposes. it is necessary to acquire lock in a time
much less than an hour and often much less
than a minute.
A.; a result. various subterfuges are employed to achieve more acceptable synchronization times. Most of these result in some
theoretical degradation of performance. but
two are especially simple to appreciate and
are of some importance in practice.
Firstly, if both transmitter and receiver
contain very high precision (e.g. atomic)
clocks and have previously been synchronized. for example by the use of transfer
standards, then the only timing error between the received and local codes at the
receiver will he due to propagation delay
(and equipment delays which can be measured and allowed for). If this propagation
delay is also accurately known then no code
acquisition system is required in theory.
However. even if it is not known precisely.
for radio systems it will not normally exceed
a few milliseconds; and if the approximate
separation of transmitter and receiver is
known, the actual uncertainty in delay may
he much less. Only a very limited search is
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Fig. 4. Signal

hand component centred on that IF or RF.
Unless the received and local codes are in
synchronism or very close to it, the output
will be like wide-hand noise of low power
density so that if it is followed by a narrow hand filter and rectifier (or low-pass filter in
the base -hand case) the output will be small.
I fence we may terminate the search when
such output attains an adequate magnitude.
This also gives rise to a scheme for maintaining code synchronism when once achieved.
The circuit which performs this tunction is
called the code lock loop and is sometimes
switched into the system only when synchronism has been detected. Figure 4 depicts a signal acquisition system.
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a DS
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spread system.
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Fig. 5. Code lock loop. This generates three versions of the local code, slightly shifted
in time or phase.

sufficient for code lock in such cases.
Secondly. systems such as the US GPS
(Naystar) satellite system can also provide
highly accurate time references to both
transmitter and receiver. thus reducing the
need for atomic clocks. Naystar itself employs DSSS as an interference -resistant
means of communicating its information.
If no high precision timing ís available.
then one may employ short codes so that the
amout of searching required is limited to
this shorter code length. However, short
codes have some potential disadvantages in
respect of both intelligent jamming and low
delectability: and so they are often combined
with long codes in such a way that the short
code is used primarily to achieve code lock
which is then "transferred" to the long code.
a relatively simple process since the two
codes can be driven by the same clock. The
chief weakness of such schemes in respect of
jamming is then restricted to the initial code
acquisition period and is usually far less
serious than is sometimes believed. Nevertheless, all schemes to expedite code acquisi-
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lion introduce some potential degradation of
overall performance, though its exploitation
by a jammer may he much less easy than a
superficial examination would suggest.
We shall henceforth ignore these complications and merely consider how one
might implement an acquisition system
involving sequential search, and for simplicity we shall assume that the local code is
advanced in steps of some suitably small
fraction of a chip period. Al each code phase
position the code phase is held for the
selected integration (or correlation) period,
here assumed to be the m -sequence repetition period (T). and the correlation factor is
evaluated essentially by assessing the bandwidth of the resulting output. For example,
if the correlation is performed at base -band.
then. when synchronized. the output will he
dominated by a large narrow -hand component centred on zero frequency. i.e. a low
frequency component.
If. on the other hand. correlation is
performed at IF or at RF then the synchronized output will he dominated by a narrow -

There are many variants on the basic theme
for code lock loops but we shall here describe
only one of them, commonly known as the
"early -late gate" or "delay lock" loop. In this.
three slightly time or phase shifted versions
of the local code are produced, the phase
shift or relative delay being the same between successive pairs. If the codes, in order
of increasing delay, are designated CE. Ch,
and Ci, (for early. prompt and late) and if
each is fed to a correlator for which the other
input is the received signal, then when Ci» is
in synchronism with the received signal, the
"prompt" channel will have maximum de spread output (used for information extraction) while the "early" and "late" channels
will both have despread outputs of magnitude rather smaller than the prompt channel
hut virtually equal to each other. Thus the
difference between these two outputs will he
nominally zero. But if the codes CE, C1, and
C1. "drift" with respect to the incoming
signal then one of them will he nearer
synchronism than the other and its output
will therefore he greater. The difference
between the two outputs will then be nonzero and. in the base -hand case. the polarity
of this (DC) difference will depend on which
is the larger and hence on the "direction" of
the drift. It can therefore be used to control
the phase of the local code (usually by
controlling the clock frequency) so as to
maintain synchronism in the prompt
channel.
Figure 5 shows a code lock loop based on
these principles but does not explicitly show
the circuit (outlined in Fig. 4) for detecting
synchronism in the prompt channel and
switching in the loop itself.
In passing. it may be noted that the code
lock loop does not have to be switched in
after synchronism despite the advantages of
so doing. If it is left permanently in circuit it
can actually acquire lock prior to maintaining it.

SIGNAL EXTRACTION
In the implementation of Fig. 4. once code
synchronism is achieved the output from the
central prompt channel will he a narrow band (i.e. sinusoidal) carrier, phase -reversal
modulated by the information waveform
1(t). This output is represented by Ilt)sinwt.
To extract IIt) we must employ a coherent
demodulation technique which requires
generation of a reference signal sinwt as
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indicated in Fig. 3. This is achieved by
feeding the signal output into a square -law
device: and because Ilt) is a binary waveform
and 122(t1= I its output will he

I

It) sin wt

.

12(tsin2wt= r/2- 1f2cos2wt

If a narrow band filter, centred on w/Tr

is now
applied, a relatively pure signal of the form
cos2wt is available which can be further fed
into a frequency halving circuit to produce
±sinwt. (Small phase errors arising from
the filtering etc. can be measured and
allowed for.)
Figure 6 shows a signal extraction system
based on this principle. Note the inherent
uncertainty arising from frequency halving.
That is to say we produce either +sinwt or
-sinwt hut we do not know which. Thus use
of this output for coherent demodulation
produces either Ilt)or -1(t).
Various techniques can be used to resolve
the ambuiguity. For example, a predetermined code sequence can he incorporated
within the information sequence 1(t1. If this
appears inverted at the receiver output then
that output can he inverted to correct the
"polarity". This approach demands reasonably stable propagation delay between transmitter and receiver. and so a rather more
popular technique is to employ differential
encoding of the information delay between
transmitter and receiver, and so a rather
more popular technique is to employ differential encoding of the information. In one
implementation of this, the phase of the
carrier is reversed whenever the data hit is
+1. The information is then extracted by
comparing the received hit phase or polarity
with that of its immediate predecessor.
Thus, even if the reference sine wave in the
receiver is inverted, the information will still
be correctly received apart from one or two
bits at the heginning of reception. Allowance
can easily be made for this.
Differential encoding tends to double
error rates because if one hit is incorrectly
decoded the following one will probably be
also. In other words errors will tend to occur
in pairs. However. if the error rate is sufficiently low (and after despreading it should
be). differential encoding is a very useful
technique.

EFFECT OF NOISE AND JAMMING
For simplicity and ease of understanding we
have so far considered noise -free signals at
the receiver. Since a major aim of DSSS is to
counter high levels of interference we shall
conclude with a brief discussion of what
happens when the signal is deeply immersed
in noise of some sort. \Ve must note, however, that all the processes described above.
with the exception of the code -lock detection
and coherent detection regeneration circuitry. are linear, so that noise and interference
can he viewed as entirely linearly additive
features. (This also applies if, as is usual, the
received frequencies are heterodyned down
to some lower intermediate frequency.)
Referring to Fig. 3. if the input signal
contains additive noise or jamming which is
uncorrelated with the signal, that component will also, in the correlator. be multiplied by the local code C(t). If the noise
bandwidth is wide. this will make it even
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I2(tsin2w=1 t t-cos2wtl

±

sinwt

s1(t)

Fig. 6.

Carrier regeneration: signal extraction system based on a narrow -band filter.
would in any case give some protection of
this type; but if the receiver locks on to the
shortest delay path signal (which can be
arranged by choice of code search "direction-) then other replicas, delayed by more
than say a half-chip period, will he rejected
in the same way as other interference.
Indeed, with further complexity it is possible
to conceive receiving systems with parallel
reception which accept several differently delayed versions of the signal, to correct for
the delays (which are easily assessed from

wider. If it :s small (e.g. a sinusoid), it will he
spread to give the same sort of spectrum as
the original DSSS signal. On the other hand.
all the energy in the true DSSS signal will
have been translated into the narrow bandwidth of the information. The ensuing filter
will therefore pass almost all the signal
energy but reject all hut a small fraction of
the noise energy. Of this small amount, on
average half will be "in phase" with sinwt and
half in quadrature, and this last half will be
further rejected after coherent demodulation and filtering. Hence noise and interference rejection of a high order is achieved.
The first, and major, noise reduction also
applies to the signal used for regeneration of
the carrier sinwt (Fig. 5). To reduce noise
further in this circuit, a very narrow band

filter at the double frequency may he employed since this filter does not even have to
accommodate the information bandwidth.
In practice one might use a fairly narrow hand filter followed by an injection -locked
oscillator to achieve the desired very narrow
band filtering. This oscillator could beat the
double frequency or at the desired output
frequency w/21r, thus performing filtering
and frequency halving simultaneously.

Note the importance of performing correlation before coherent demodulation. If
one were to attempt the two processes in
reverse order, the nonlinear "square -law"
device would result in the translation of a
substantial amount of noise from the entire
RF bandwidth into the narrow bandwidth of
the filter whose output is used to determine
the required phase of the local oscillator. In
consequence. this oscillator would he subject to much greater phase jitter, resulting
in degraded performance.
ilost of the description above is related to
analogue implementations. This is quite
deliberate since in many instances these are
the only feasible techniques at the present
state of technology. However, in many other
instances a primarily digital implementation
is possible. In fact, implementation is heavily constrained by system parameters and
current technology, so it is not useful in an
article of this kind to pursue the matter
further. Suffice it to say that entirely digital
implementations would in many cases demand extremely high clock rates.
Before concluding, should mention one
other property of spread -spectrum which I
have so far ignored. If the chip period is fairly
small compared with likely differential propagation delays. then DSSS provides significant protection against multi -path propagation and fading. The inherent redundancy
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the relative code delays in the various channels) and then to combine the outputs
coherently (with appropriate weighting for
signal -to -noise -ratio) to provide maximum
use of all the received energy. One such
system was in fact implemented in the late
1950s3. but whether the complexity is justified by the performance gain is a matter of
debate.
Finally, I should mention the possibility of
systems in which many transmissions exist
simultaneously within the same (wide)
bandwidth. Since all hut the signal to which
the receiver is locked can be considered as
interference and will therefore be rejected,
such "multiplexing" is possible and does not
demand any sort of "co-operation" between
the transmitters in respect of timing (cf.
time division multiplexing, TDM) or frequency allocation (cf. frequency division
multiplexing. FDM). It therefore offers
attractive features for some applications.
However, to ensure that each receiver locks
on to its intended signal, it is necessary that
each transmitter has its own distinctive
spreading code. This gives rise to the description "code division multiplex" or CDM
for such schemes.
When C i)M is employed, it is essential that
there is little risk of the receiver locking on
to the "wrong" code, even if the signal level
associated with that code is much greater
than that of the desired signal. To ensure
this, the cross -correlation properties of the
set of codes employed is of great importance:
any again, highly advanced mathematics is
involved in deriving such sets. Again, also,
this continues to provide an area of research
for mathematicians. In a future article I shall
mention a type of CDM system which received much attention in the 1960s and early
1970s.
In the next article the author will consider
error -correction and detection systems.
Reference

Communication Technique for Multipath
Channels. R. Price and P.E. Green. Proc. IRE.
March 1958.
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Sequencing of the check, program and
verify phases is controlled by address lines
A14.15, which are the two most significant
outputs of the counter. \\'hen both lines are
low. i.e. on the first time through the count.
pins one and ten of IC9 and A14 provide
signals for disabling the buffer and setting
the 555 to its fast mode. Comparator IC8
compares output of the copy with the disahled master; if they are not the same.

33011

A15

74LS00

10

data changes.

74LS02

A14

74LS00

_9- `

4k7

Both 2746 and 27128 eproms can he copied
quickly and easily using only a handful of
standard i.cs.
Two 393 counters are clocked by a 555
timer that can he set for two different
timings - fast for erase checking/verifying
and slow (10 to 50ms set by the potentiometer) for programming. All reading and
programming is done while the clock is
high, leaving the low period for address and

11

10

105

Ready

Eprom copier

A7

5

1

33011

.5V
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IC4
A8

4
10

1k

7415393

11

4

p

14

13

10

AD

L

IC5
74LS00

output of IC8 goes high, taking the D input of
IC10 high to stop the count and light the
error led. If all locations are FF, the count
continues until All goes high.
During the programming cycle, IC9 pins
one and ten together with A14 enable the
master rom. enable the buffer and select the
slow clock. When A14 is high and A15 is low,
programming pulses from the 555 pass to
the rom via IC9, pin 5 and IC5, pin 6.
Verification is achieved in the same way as
blank checking but with the master enabled.
To change from 2764 to 27128, clock
input to IC4 is taken from A6 rather than A7
and A7 and A13 are swapped. A facility for
overriding the erase -checking phase is included for occasions when an attempt at
programming a rom was unsuccessful and a
second cycle is needed. An oscilloscope is
needed to set the programming pulses.
D. Pinch and J. Wike
South Wales Radiotherapy and Oncology
Service. Velindre Hospital Cardiff

Check prom

blank,over ride

Z80 accelerator
In Z80 systems with no dynamic ram, the
processor wastes time producing refresh
cycles. This is also true for systems using a
separate dynamic -ram controller.
Provided that the processor is running at
4MHz or slower a cycle can he gained by
applying an 8M1 Iz clock during refresh. This
accelerator, which gives speed gains of up to
25%, requires the use of an 8MI Iz Z80 but all
other existing components remain the same.
Note that the two seemingly redundant Or
gates are to introduce delays. A two -to -one line data selector is unsuitable for this

application.
N. W. Wright
Bandley Chipware
Appleby. Cumbria
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Accurate lamp timer
Mains -derived pulses determine delays of
between 0 to 49.5s in this accurate lamp
timer. 7vó ten -way switches set the time
a fine control for 0-4.5s and a coarse control
for 0-45s. Manual start and start and stop
buttons tuns the lamp on and off.
In my prototype, the optorcoupled triac

-

IC9
5

74LS02

250k

-

was rated at 24W and the bulb at 60W
hence the second triac. Exercise great care
in construction, following the regulations

regarding equipment connected to the
mains.
S.J. Churchman

Richmond
North Yorksh. re
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FCIRCUIT IDEAS
of which is compared with the sampled
original signal in the second clock cycle.
After being amplified by 255, the difference

Economical l6bit
converter
Two eight -bit data converters and a
switchable-gain amplifier could be used to
make an economical 16bit a -to-d converter
suitable for audio use.
Input is buffered, sampled, then fed to a
differential amplifier with programmable
gain. During the first clock cycle, gain of this
amplifier is one so the original signal is
converted directly to digital form and stored
to the latch as the eight most -significant
conversion bits.
These bits feed a d -to-a converter, output

->

signal is fed to the d -to -a converter to
produce the eight least -significant bits.
For an a -to -d converter with 101.Ls conversion time and a d -to -a converter with 1µs
settling time, a sampling frequency of,
FS

is

1

(12+12)µs

+5V
680

25k

Input

Green

2V1

7 Logic

'1'

1k

680

-40kHz

25k

Logic 0'

Red

fast enough for audio purposes.

For the programmable amplifier, input
buffer and sampler, suggest an NE5534.
Data conversion could be carried out by a
1

680

25k

ZN427 and ZN428.

Yellow

Input

1>

Sample
&

hold

8bit

circuit
a-

Buffer

8b't

to-d

High Impedance

LS374

25

converter
Z N427

C04066
o

a

8bit

Clock

16bi

Logic tester

ZN428

circuit
o

255R

bit
-to -a

Power consumption of this tester is about
10mA. Potentiometers allow the thresholds
to be set to suit a variety of logic technologies.

8
d

LS374

converter

R

Analogue output

Igor Sinovcic
Split, Yugoslavia
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NEXT MONTH
Decoding satellite TV transmissions
When the film companies demanded a foolproof system of programme encryption from
Rupert Murdoch's Sky Channel with a £25
million forfeit as the price for breaking the
code, they put every self respecting hacker
under starter's orders. Reach for the sky with
Electronics & Wireless World.

ELECTRONICS

The enigmatic ball bearing

& WIRELESS WORLD
KII

Would you believe that ball bearings can be
made to rotate by passing a large current
between the inner and outer sections of the
ball race? We didn't either until Bulgarian
dissident Dr Stefan Marinov demonstrated the
effect. It wasn't a marginal one either. Whatever its origin, it possessed enough speed and
torque to remove the skin from the editor's
thumb.

I..

Satellite R transmission hackers start here

--

The electrifying enigma

of the hall -hearing motor

00Ps: Object Oriented
Programming
Industry Insight test and measuoment

Object oriented programming

A designer's guide to RS232
Spitting Image knew what it was doing when it
wrote the RS232 song in praise of the total
confusion surrounding the subject. If you
don't find the subject a system designer's joke
read the article and gain confidence to laugh
with all the rest ofthem.

282

\.

i

n

. ,S-

I

Conventional programming languages provide an applications framework which accepts
data into the holes within the frame. Customising the application depends on filling the
holes in a specific way. 00Ps integrates the
supporting structure into the data to form a
series of communicating objects which combine to form the application.
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KBFS-1

REAL TIME VIDEO
PROCESSORS

THE BEST THERE IS?
A very high bandwidth video

* 800

framestore
* 35MHz

*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

sample rate. 14.5MHz bandwidth. Real
time capture and display. 8 bit greyscale.
image
User
definable
size:
2048x625;
1300 x 1024; 1024 x 875 etc.
Asynchronous input and output data rates allows
slow scan inputs with video outputs.
Arithmetic and logical functions between live and
stored image.
Input and output lookup tables.
Pseudo colour outputs.
Proven fast DR11W interfaces to Unibus, Q -bus,
VME etc.
Cameras, Monitors and printers available.
British designed and built.
Custom versions available.

pixel x 576 line image capture and
processing 7MHz bandwidth.
Real time recursive or incremental averaging
and subtraction over 256 frames.
Real time histogram equalisation and image
normalising.
Arithmetic and logical functions between live
and stored processed or unprocessed
images.
no truncation or
16 -bit processing store
rounding errors.
Separate buffer store for display and
transparent computer interfacing.
British designed and built. Full technical
support.
Custom versions available.

-

-

*
*
*
*

Please contact either Dave Griggs or Dan Ogilvie at:
Please contact either Dave Griggs or Dan Ogilvie at:

OGGITRONICS LTD

OGGITRONICS LTD

Poole House, 37 High Street, Maldon, Essex,
England CM9 7PF.
Telephone: (0621) 50378 or 54993

Poole House, 37 High Street, Maldon, Essex,
England CM9 7PF.
Telephone: (0621) 50378 or 54993

ENTER39ON REPLY CARD

ENTER 40 ON REPLY CARD

-

with 30 days guarantee. Supplied with Manuals. This is a very small
Used equipment
sample of stock. SAE or telephore for LISTS. Please check availability before ordering.
Carriage all units 16. VAT to be added to total of Goods and Carriage

f

TEST SUITE
Automate any process quickly and easily using TEST SUITE. This new
program generation environment uses Microsoft Windows to give the
programmer the best possible tools for producing test software. The suite
allows the basic program structure to be generated from simple menu
selections, then the details are filled in by learning operations either from
current interactions with the IEEE 488 bus or from device windows. A
complete program can be produced very quickly.
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Decoding RDS
Following his examination of the RDS signal in last month's
article, the author goes on to describe a practical
implementation of the non -executive functions
SIMON J. PARNALL
Autotuning is obviously the single
most important benefit that listeners
will he able to derive from RDS. The
ability to drive from A to B without having to
re -tune, without even being aware that the
set is re -tuning for you, is a highly significant gain for the motorist.
Aware of this fact, car radio manufacturers are actively developing the ISI necessary
to pack the autotuning features into the
standard DIN/ISO case. An RDS decoder
interfaces with, and controls, the synthesized tuner in such a set. It may well he that
the only RDS display feature incorporated in
such a set is the I'S (programme service)
name.
In this article should like to ignore the
car radio market and describe instead the
type of decoder which might well he built
into a hi-fi tuner, concentrating on the
display aspects of RDS. The design I shall
describe could, of course. he used in the car
but does not have any of the executive
functions that an RDS car receiver would
have. Its only interface with a receiver.
unless power is derived from the latter. need
he a feed of stereo multiplex, derived after
the IF stage and before the stereo decoder.
I

DISPLAY FEATURES
In deciding upon the RDS features to support in this design it was necessary to
eliminate any feature that required the unit
to interface with the tuning control system
of the set, simply because a generalized
design could not he produced which would
interface with a wide range of commercial

receivers.
Instead, features which may he displayed
have been selected, the only possible exception being the provision of uncommitted
open -drain outputs for the TP and TA flags.
These could be used for executive control
(e.g. raising the volume. stopping a cassette)
but are intended to he used for external
lamps or leds.
The RDS features supported are as follows:
PS
programme service name
PTY programme type

radiotext
clock time (date not supported)
CT
TP
travel programme
TA
travel announcement
-laving decided on the above features, the
choice of a suitable display had to be made. A
RT

I

dot matrix LCD module offering lower-case
letters was selected. Lower case letters are
particularly important when displaying the
PS names of BBC local radio stations because the names are often condensed by
omitting vowels. and legibility decreases
dramatically if upper-case letters are used to
display the result.
The EBU has defined the meanings of the
PTY (programme type) codes. These may be
expressed in as few as eight characters, hut
16 characters provide room to express the
codes without any unfortunate abbrevia-

tions, "Serious Classics.' for example.
However. radiotext requires up to 64 characters. A display offering this amount of space
would be large and costly, therefore I decided to use a smaller display and introduce a
scrolling action, bringing the radiotext message. character by character, through the
available window at a readable rate.
Three basic display modes were chosen.
all fitting on to a 16 -character display module: Node 0 (PS and time); Mode
(programme type): and Mode 2 (scrolling
1

radiotext).
Radiotext messages are formatted by the
BBC as two lines of 32 characters. 64 in total.
Text is often centred on these two lines by
the introduction of leading and trailing
spaces. It was important that the text should
look sensible on the scrolling 16 character
display: therefore it was decided that the unit
should condense multiple spaces, reducing
such intervals to one to aid intelligibility.
Clock time information, although transmitted every minute (only by the BBC at
present in the UK). may not be accurately
decoded every time. The decoder must
therefore maintain its own internal clock
and lock this to CT information when decoded.

RUS DEVICES
Hybrid devices incorporating the 57k1Iz
handpass filter. synchronous demodulator.
hi -phase symbol decoder and differential
decoder are now available to OEMs. One
such device, made by Blaupunkt Gmhl of
\Vest Germany. is used in this design. It
Recovery of the raw data is dealt with by a
hybrid module (left); implementing an RDS
receiver is largely a matter of software. In a
commercial receiver, the same microcomputer could control the synthesizer.
I

O

,

O

4
o

,

,

O

Circuit diagram of the complete unit. Suitable LCDs are Sharp
LM16155 and Hitachi LMO2OL or
Fig.7 (right).

LM087LN; this last includes a LED back
light. Specialized components and completed modules are available for details,
see text footnotes.
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The microcomputer is reset by TrI and its
associated timing components. The reset pin
of the processor is used to supply power l
the on -chip eprom during operation. To
ensure that the supply voltage of this pin is
within tolerances, RI, the supply resistor,
must he of a low value. The 479 resistor
specified meets this condition.
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Fig.8. Spectrum of the multiplex signal.
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Fig.9. Decoding RDS groups: this one is type 2A.

requires only

a

few external components.
Iz crystal for the phase -

including a 4.332M1

locked loop - this frequency being 76 times
that of the RDS suhcarrier.
Using the hybrid bit -decoder it was possible to consider building a decoder processing hoard the same size as that of the display
module itself (90x36mm). To achieve this
aim it would he necessary to build the group
decoding and display control functions into
a fairly small area. The decision was made to
use a single -chip microcomputer with on chip ram and rom. The 68701 from Motorola
offered a simple display interface, an on -chip
timer. 128 bytes of ram and 2kbytes of rom.
It is a version of the mask -programmable
6801. Several speeds are available but the
cheapest. the 1MHz device. may only he
clocked at up to 4M1-Iz. A faster device would
enable the hybrid's crystal to he shared hut
the relative costs negate this advantage.
Thus the slowest device is used, with a
separate crystal.
The most important question of all was:
would the 68701 he capable of performing
the decoding matrix calculation and syndrome evaluation in less than one hit period
(842µs)? This is an essential requirement if
the unit is to synchronize to an RDS signal as
rapidly as possible. After much work the
maximum hit service time was reduced to
820µs. This may seem to leave very little
time for the processor's other activities.
Indeed during synchronization this is so, but
in normal operation the syndrome calculation need only he made once every block, 26
hits. 'I he only activity at other bit periods is
to transfer the received hit into a buffer: this
takes 600. including all interrupt service
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At least three physically and electrically
equivalent LCD modules may be used in this
particular unit. One of the litachi devices
specified has the added benefit of a led
backlight facility. If this device is used the
hacklight power may he disconnected (to
reduce power consumption) by removing
Lkl. Viewing angle is optimized as usual by

latency. Thus in overall terms only 11% of
processor time is spent at the hit -service
level, leaving 89% for group processing and
display control.
I

IARD\VARE

The circuit diagram of the unit is shown in
Fig.7. It centres on three main components:
the MC68701 single -chip microcomputer,
the liquid -crystal display module and the
RDS decoder IIC1). Two power -supply voltages are used, 8V for analogue circuitry and
5V for digital devices. The two rails are
derived from a common supply and separately regulated by IC4,5. The use of a low
drop -out regulator for the 8V rail enables the
unit to operate from a supply of as little as
8.6V. If D. the supply reversal protection
diode, is included this figure will rise to 9.2V.
?laximum supply voltage is determined by
the specification and dissipation of the two

regulators.
The microcomputer operates in Mode 5.
In this mode the device supports on -chip
ram and rom. hut decodes 256 bytes of
address space off -chip. This is known as the
expanded non -multiplexed mode. Mode
selection is made by setting the voltages
present on P20, P21 and P22 upon reset. In
this application these are permanently fixed,
since Port 2 is unused. fort 4 echoes the
lower eight bits of the internal address lines.
and iu-s marks accesses to the 256 byte
external space. Since we require only two
byte of external space for the control status
and data registers of the display modules,
only P40. the least significant hit of Port 4. is
used. Port 3 extends the internal data bus
off -chip.

Two external interrupt mechanisms are provided on the MC68701: a maskable, level
sensitive interrupt (uio) and a non-maskable.
edge -triggered interrupt (»u). The RDS hybrid hit -decoder produces a 50% duty cycle
bit -rate clock with a rising edge at the centre
of each bit cell. Use of the IRQ pin would have
necessitated an external flip-flop circuit to
prevent multiple triggers at each clock
period. The Nau pin required only one inverter. and the availability of a spare NOR gate
from the display interface permitted the
incorporation of a switching facility, controlled from Port I. This is used to enable/
disable NMI triggers.
Individual bits of Port may he assigned
as either inputs or outputs. Bit 0 is the RDS
hit -stream input. Bit I is an output, used to
disable x ii triggers. Bits 2 and 3 are used, as
inputs, to set the display mode. A single -pole
changeover push-button is connected to
these lines as shown in the circuit diagram.
Bit 4, an input, selects an automatic display
feature when grounded, and Bit 5. also
assigned as an input, is currently unused.
Bits 6 and 7, outputs, drive Tr.> and Tr3 to
indicate TP (traffic programme) and TA
(traffic announcement) respectively.
1

SIGNAL INPUT
The unit requires a feed of stereo multiplex.
This is the signal presented to the stereo
decoder within a receiver. It contains base hand audio. pilot -tone, stereo-suhcarrier.
and now RDS.
Some receivers incorporate a low-pass
filter to remove signal components above
53kHz. Ideally the signal should he extracted
before the filter.
Any DC component in the input signal is
removed by C4 before this is presented to the
load, R7. Transistor TrI gives a gain of about
14dB. Potentiometer R7 should he adjusted
to obtain an overall multiplex envelope of IV
pk-pk at the collector of this transistor,
measured at TP1. This corresponds to the
peak deviation of ±75kl-Iz specified for FM
broadcasting in Europe.
Modulation

Deviation (kHz)

Maximum

75

1.0V

Pilottone

6.075
2.0 (no mod.)
1.2 (no mod.)

81mV
27mV
16mV
13mV

RDS
RDS (Radio 3)
RDS (min.)

1.0 (no mod.)

Voltage (pk.pk)
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Spare bits

This adjustment is most easily made by
setting pilot tone level to 8lmV, as shown in
the above table. Pilot tone is of constant
amplitude, and easily recognised on an
oscilloscope. I recommend Radio 3 as a
source for making this adjustment. The wide
dynamic range in classical music offers
periods of near -silence when pilot tone
dominates the audio signal.
\'hen the input level is correctly set the
hit -decoder should have no difficulty with
RDS signals at the minimum level specified
by the EBU (an injection of 1.Okl-Iz).
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Fig.10. Type 4A group.
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and loop.
The interrupt handler is invoked by each
falling clock edge. As mentioned previously
the length of time taken for the consequent
servicing maybe as little as 60p.s. or as much
as 820µs. Variations in interrupt service
time are a function of the degree of completion of the accumulated block and group.
Maximal time is taken when the received hit
results in completion of a block and completion of a group. This happens when successive blocks yield syndromes A, B. C/C', and
D. The interrupt handler signals this event
by setting a flag, indicating that the group
buffer contains the four consecutive group
data words. This is known as the fork flag.
The loop code checks the state of the fork
flag whenever it waits for completion of
display activity or for the timer. If set, the
fork flag indicates that the processor should
service a received group. This is performed
by the fork code and must be accomplished
within 22ms (one block period), as at the end
of this period a new Block I would be
expected to overwrite that held within the

huffer.
The fork service code inspects Block 2 of
the group to determine which group type is
presented. Our decoder responds to a subset
of the possible group types, using those
which carry the major features supported.
Other groups are ignored. Types OA and OB
have already been described and shown
(Fig.4,5). The other supported types are
shown in Fig. 9, 10, 11.
A software handler for each of the supported group types uses the group data
buffer to update the internal database for the
PS. PTY. 7'P, TA, RT and CT features.
\dditionally. when received, the TP and TA
bits are written directly to the relevant
physical lines (Port 1). ensuring that these
lines reflect a change in state as quickly as
possible.
The loop code. as its name suggests.
repeats continually until it is interrupted, or
voluntarily passes control to the fork code.
As such it may be described as a background
task. The loop operates on a 0.05s cycle,
waiting for the internal timer to indicate the
elapse of this period before repeating. A
count of 0.05s cycles is maintained in the
variable TICKcoiNT. Twenty "ticks" constitute
one second. When ricVCouNT reaches 21, the
count is reset to zero and the hours, minutes
and second variables maintained in memory
are accordingly increased. Thus the unit is
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Bo TP

l'he software is divided into three parts, each
operating at a distinct 'priority'. These
priorities are, respectively, interrupt, fork
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Fig.11. Type 15B group.

not reliant upon the minute -by -minute reception of type 4A groups for accurate
timekeeping. but has its own "flywheel'.
maintaining an accuracy of about ± lOs per
day. When successfully decoded. a type 4A
group updates the time variables and resets
TicKcouNT to zero, synchronizing internal
timekeeping and preventing double increments.

If the automatic display option is selected.
by holding P14 to ground. the display mode
is automatically incremented at 20s past
each minute. or whenever Dec.w reaches 1.
Normally the display will show PS and time:
at 20s past the minute's edge PTY will be
shown. and 1.4s later the radiotext message
will scroll across the display. Three seconds
after completion the display will return to PS
and time.

DISPLAY MODE
At the start of each loop cycle the display
mode control button is sampled, de -bounced
(using a parity test) and compared with the
last value read. A positive edge calls for the
display mode to be incremented.
The display mode is held in memory as

two nibbles:
U.?IODE

I

DECAY

or
represents the number of 0.1s
intervals left in this display mode, and is set
to 15 every time the display mode is inand DEovY were 6
creased. If D.MODE were
(0.6s remaining in Mode 1), then after a
button press D.?IooE would become 2 and
DEcoY 15 (1.5s remaining in Mode 2). On
subsequent cycles at 0.1s intervals when
TICKCOUNT is even, the DEC,w value is decremented. When this reaches zero D.mooe
itself is reset to zero. This facility holds each
higher display mode for 1.5s before returning to the basic mode. If the button is
pressed again during this period the next
display mode is engaged and so on. This
mechanism could support as many as 16
modes, but at present only three are used.
The display cycle rate is halved when Mode
2 (radiotext display) is selected. resulting in
about right for
a 51-Iz character rate
scrolled text. \s mentioned earlier, multiple
spaces are condensed to one for intelligibility, rendering the complete time to display a
message as a variable. As each character is
written uC.CAY is held at 15, holding the
timeout period (now double because of the
reduced rate) until the last character is
D.NIODE

2).

is the actual display mode (i.e. O.

DECAY

1

-

written.
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SYNCI IRONIZATION CONTROL
One important aspect of the operation of this
device is the use of a confidence count to
monitor block synchronization. The unit
does not make use of the bit -slip detection
and correction system described earlier because of the complexity and increase in
memory requirements. Instead, a confidence count monitors the number of valid
and invalid syndromes detected. The first
valid syndrome detected sets the count to 42;

subsequent valid results increment this
number by 4. to a maximum of 60. An invalid
syndrome decrements the count by 1. Re synchronization (i.e. a bit -by -hit syndrome
check) is performed when the figure drops
below 41. When the figure drops below 10.
the input signal is assumed to have disappeared, and the RDS programme -related
features stored in memory are re -initialized
to their default state.
The author would like to thank the BBC's
Director of Engineering for his permission
to publish this article.
Specialized components and completed modules
are available for the decoder design. For details.
send a stamped. addressed envelope (or two RCs1
to the Eá1111' editorial office, marking your
covering envelope "RDS". A copy of the authors
object code for the 68701 is available from the
same source. as a Motorola S -format hex listing.
Simon Parnall is a senior design engineer with
the BBC. which he joined after graduating from
Imperial College, London. in 1980. Ile has been
involved with RDS since 1986. mainly in designing the BBC's implementation of the system, and
has written much of the software for the central
RDS computer at Broadcasting House.
I
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storage sub -system traditionally

meant Winchesters.

Magnetically -coated hard disks
are still the first choice of the vast
ajority of systems builders
although other technologies are catching
up. In particular, optical technology could
become the developer's preference of the
1990s. Naturally. hard disk manufacturers
disagree hut there is a considerable body of
disinterested opinion which concurs.
A look at the development of hard disk
sub -systems over the lifetime of the PC
standard suggests there is still plenty of life
left in magnetic storage. When IBM's PC/XT
erupted onto the computing scene five or six
years ago. its full height. 10Mb Winchester
had an access time of around 80ms. Phenomenal though it seemed at the time.
probably few imagined how quickly that
10Mh could he gobbled up and how slow
such a device would seem when servicing
today's enormous applications. At the high
end of today's market, you subsequently find
hard disks with capacities of up to 330Mb.
and average track -to -track access times of
well under 20ms.
Although access time is a common rule of
thumb method for assessing hard disk performance, it is not the only one nor is it
necessarily the most meaningful. It only
describes how quickly the readhvrite heads
move on average from one track to the next.
The data transfer rate is often more helpful
when evaluating disk sub -system performance as a whole. as it takes into account the
design of the controller and the drive's

electronics.
Controllers convert the operating system's instructions into specific head movements and have a strong influence on end
users' perception of computer performance.
For example. many of today's highperformance controllers include large quantities of cache memory that boosts the disk's
performance out of recognition. One 80386 based PC controller has an integral hardware
cache of 3151B that. when tested, returns
track -to -track access times of half a millisecond and data transfer rates of tens of
megabytes per second. The consequence for
the user is almost instant response - as'long
as the data required is al ready in the cache.
Controllers also determine the number of
sectors per track that can be supported. and
the type of drive. Here too developments
have overtaken expections with the PC industry spawning a wider range of formats
and of drive types than was at first envisaged.
This development has had serious repercussions for the type of interface employed to
integrate computer and hard disk systems.

DEVELOPMENTS
MANEK DUBASI I
microns, motor speed variations were high
at between one and four percent. and stepper
motors - used to position the heads above
the tracks-were relatively inaccurate.
The ST506 was designed with the relatively low data densities that flow from such
technological constraints.
The drawbacks are not confined to relatively poor performance. The original designs didn't include checking and error
correction, which meant that error rates had
to be kept to an absolute minimum.
More prevalent these days is the Enhanced
Small Device Interface (ESDI) which is

I
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command
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ST506

interface

SMB/s data stream

I

Hard disc

I

ES01 /SCSI

THE INTERFACE
Between the computer and hard disk subsystem of most PCs can he found the ST506
interface, which Seagate derived in 1980
from its tloppy disk controller. In a modified
form, it became the IEEE 412 specification
and was used first in the PC/XT. The technology in the ST506 reflects the state of hard
disk technology at the time. For instance,
manufacturing accuracy of contemporary
hard disks was relatively low. Flying heights
of hard disk read/write heads were over 12

-

ST506

Low or
high-level

Host system

becoming a stamp of respectability for PCs at
the mid to high end of the power spectrum.
It was created by a consortium of 22 manufacturers out of a desire for better hard disk
performance. It followed improvements in
the manufacturing tolerances of the drives
themselves. Particular improvements include tighter motor speed tolerances- commonly around one percent; flying heights of
10 microns or less; and more coercive media
now 600-700 oersted as against 300-350
oersted in 1980. ESDI also supports formats
of up to 34 sectors per track and a maximum
formatted capacity of 340Mb. The upshot is

High-level

Storage

command

sub -system
including

Host system

Optional
daisy -chained
SC S1

devices

ESD1,SCS1

interface

I

17 max)

10Mb/s data stream

The ESDI standard puts a degree of intelligence into the disk interface. This leaves the system
host CPU free to get on with other jobs
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one it shares with the more powerful standard SCSI (Small Computer System Interface). With a single command, the host
computer can initiate formatting. leaving
the controller to deal with the :echnicalities
the number of sectors. tracks and so on.
The host can be oblivious to the drive's
physical nature.
Miniscribe, a leading hard disk maker,
anticipates that the standard interface for
the more powerful PCs of the future will he
SCSI. which can also handle data transfer
rates of up to 10Mbibs. Like ESDI, it is media
independent but it also allows up to seven
devices to be daisychained off the back of any
single SCSI control device. I luge amounts of
data then become accessible to a single PC
through the SCSI conduit.
SCSI's flexibility results from its data
transfer method. It talks not in terms of
heads and cylinders but in blocks of data.
These could originate from any storage
device, whether optical. tape or even those as
yet unthought of. It delivers its best per=
formance when mounted with blocks of
data. Miniscribe predicts that SCSI will
eventually supplant the ST506 altogether.
On top of improvements in controller
technology. refinements in media technolothe magnetic film itself - mean that
gy
more data can now be packed into a smaller
area of the disk. One consequence is the
widespread adoption of Run Length Limited
(RLL) encoding, patented, and introduced in
1986, by IBM. Standard controllers use a
data storage method known as Modified
Frequency Modulation (IM FM ). But by packing 50 percent more data per unit area RLL
controllers can turn a 20Mbyte drive into a
30Mbyte drive. RLL is more prevalent on
200Mhyte drives and upward hut is infiltrating the lower, commodity end of the market
as costs fall.
In recent months controller manufacturer, Perstor, has launched a further enhancement called Advanced RI,L (ARLL. Perstor's
claims for ARLL include an expansion of
hard disk capacity by at least 80 percent.

-

i
(

that the interface can offer double the data
throughput of ST506. up to its maximum of
10Mbit/s.
And finally, due to the proximity of the
data recovery circuitry to the read/write
head. mounted within the drive itself. ESDI
is less prone to externally -generated errors.
while at the same time being more fault tolerant due to more sophisticated error
correction.
ESDI. like other computing standards,
has been implemented by various manufacturers in ways that suit them. Western
Digital's ESDI copies the drive tables off the
disk into shadow ram. where they can be
altered to cater for new types of drive as they
emerge. \\'D also builds drive tables into its
controllers' rom bios and adds value by

including utilities such

as

a

-

formatting

program.
Part of ESDI's higher performance stems
from its ability to delegate. Unlike the
ST506. it possesses some independence from
the main system. This permits a limited
degree of multi -tasking, so that the host can
carry on processing while the controller is
accessing the disk. Another advantage stems
from its so-called common command set,

A BETTER FILM
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Magneto -optical
layer

Magneto -optical disks are not yet a
commercial reality. The laser heat written magnetic domains in the magnetic
layer produce a polarisation twist in the
optical layer of just a few degrees.

simply swapping a standard controller for an
RLL equivalent is likely to produce unpredictable results. While a modern. high quality platter can provide a reliable basis for
a high -density storage device with a high
data throughput, not every disk is capable of
storing data reliably at such densities. RLL
controllers require a high coercivity of 600700 oersted. motor tolerances of less than
one percent and a highly accurate head
positioning mechanism. Not all drives are
capable of meeting such standards. One RLL
user I know found this out the hard way.
The quality of the hard disk platter is
crucial. Modern manufacturing methods
mean fewer and smaller surface imperfections. With a flatter platter, read/write heads
can fly closer to its surface. with distances
between the two components of between
eight and 12 microns being typical.
Tolerances of this magnitude have been
compared to flying a Boeing 747 at one inch
above the ground: a human hair is four times
as thick.
Rotating at 3600 rev/min, the platter's
ferric oxide coating is being driven to ever
higher packing densities. The lower the
altitude at which the read/write head flies,
the more tightly defined the domain from
which data is read. That enables manufacturers to reduce the distance between each
data fragment as well as between each track.
Higher densities can he attained through
thinner but more coercive coatings. Ferric
oxide coatings as thin as 30 millionths of an
inch have served up to now but the material
is reaching the limits of its performance. The
response has been to abandon iron and coat
the disk with a film of magnetic cobalt 1.5
millionths of an inch thick. The aluminium
blanks are plated with nickel, polished and
then either sputtered or plated with cobalt.
Protection is provided by a finishing layer of
carbon.
Being thinner, the magnetic field is more
concentrated, making it better suited to
low -flying, narrow -gapped heads. Not only is
cobalt harder and more wear -resistant than
ferric oxide but it has a higher coercivity.
enabling it to carry a stronger magnetic
field. As an added bonus. thin film cobalt
reduces the number of defects caused by to
air hubbies and impurities, leading to fewer
bad sectors and adding further to capacity.
Read/write heads have changed to meet
the demands. Conventional heads are built
up of ferrite wound with a coil of wire. To
reduce their size, instead of physically winding wire round the head, the spiral winding
is laid down in a series of etched depositions
-thin film -on a Klock of titanium carbide.
Thin film heads are less susceptible to
external electro -magnetic noise but are
twice as expensive to make. Despite their
improved performance, such heads are
found mainly in high capacity drives, typically of 100Mbytes or more. The major thin
film head manufacturer is IBM.
But the next five years could see 170Mbyte
or larger drives in ordinary personal computers as more applications involve networking.
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COLOUR MONITORS

PRINTERS

16' Decca, 80 series budget range colour monitors. features include PIL tube. attractive teak style case, guaranteed 80 column
resolution, only seen on monitors costing 3 times our price, ready
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs Manufacturers
fully tested surplus, sold in little or hardly used condition with 90 day
full RTB guarantee 1000's Sold to date.
DECCA 80 RGB - TTL
SYNC input for BBC type interface etc
DECCA 80 COMP 75 t I composite video input with integral audio
amp & speaker ideal for use with video recorder or TELEBOX ST or
any other audio visual use
Only £99.00 (E)

HIGH DEFINITION COLOUR
BRAND NEW CENTRONIC 14" monitors in attractive style moulded
case featuring hi res Mitsubushi 0.42 dot pitch tube wini669 x 507
pixels. 28Mhz bandwidth. Full 90 day_guarantee.
£159.00 (E)
Order as1004-N2 for TTL sync RGBfor BBC etc
£189.00 (E)
1003-N1 for IBM PC etc fully CGA equiv
£169.00 (E)
1005-N2 RGB interlace for OIL 85 columns.

20

11

& 22" AV

Specials

Superbly made UK manufacture, PIL tube, all solid state colour
monitors, complete with composite video and sound inputs. attractive teak style case. Ideal for a host of applications including Schools,
Shops, Disco's, Clubs etc. Supplied In EXCELLENT little used condition with 90 day guarantee
22' Monitor £185.00 (F)
20' Monitor £165.00 (F)

MONOCHROME
MOTOROLA M1000-100 5" CRT black & white compact chassis
monitor measuring only cm 11.6h ,12w 22d. ideal for CCTV or computer applications. Accepts standard Composite video or individual
H & V syncs. Operates from 12v DC at apprx 0.8a.Some units may
have manor screen marks. but still in very usable condition Full
Only £29.00 (C)
tested with 30 day guarantee & full data
Fully cased as above, with attractive moulded. desk standing swivel
£39.00 (C)
and tilt case Dim. cm t2h,14.5w26d.
JVC type 751-7 S' ultra compact black & white chassis monitor for
12v 0.7á DC operation Dim cm

11

h.14w,18d. Simple DIY circuit data

included to convert data and separate sync input to composite video
Input. Ideal portable equipment etc, Stippled with full data.
Brand New £65.00 (B)
KGM 324 9' Green Screen, Little used fully cased, mains powered
high res monitors with standard composite video input Fully tested
£49.00 (E)
and in excellent condition
20" Black & White monitors by AZTEK COTRON & NATIONAL
All solid state, fully cased monitors, ideal for all types of AV or CCTV
applications. Units have standard composite video inputs with integral audio amp and speaker. Sold in good, used condition- fully
Only £85.00 (F)
tested with 90 day guarantee.
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HAZELTINE ESPRINT Small desktop 100 cps print speed with both
RS232 and CENTRONICS Interfaces. Full pin addressable graphics
and 6 user selecable type fonts. Up to 9.5 single sheet and tractor
Brand New Only £199.00 (E)
paper handling
CENTRONICS 150 series A real workhorse for continuous use w tit
tractor feed paper, either in the office, home or factory, desk standing
150 cps 4 type fonts and choice of Interfaces. Supplied BRAND NEW
Order as:
150-SN up to 9 5' paper handling
£185.00 E)
£225.00 E))))
150-SW up to 14.5" paper handling
£245.00 E
150-GR up to 14.5' paper plus full graphics
When ordering please specify RS232 or CENTRONICS interface.
I

POWER

-

SUPPLIES

All power supplies operate from 220-240 V AC Many other types from
3v to 10Kv in stock Contact sales office for more details.
PLESSEY PL12/2 Fully enclosed 12v DC 2 amp PSU. Regulated and

New £16.95 (B)
protected Dim cm 13 5 x 11 x 11
AC -DC Linear PSU outputs of 5v 5.5a. -5v 0.6a. 4 24v 5a. Fully reguNew £49.50 (C)
lated and short proof Dim cm 28 x 12.5 x 7
POWER ONE PHC 24v DC 2 amps Linear PSU fully regulated
New £19.95 (B)
BOSHERT 13088 switch mode supply ideal disk drives or complete
system. 5v 6a. 4 12 2 5a.-12 0 5a. -5v 0.5a Dim cm 5 6 x 21 x 10.8
New £29.95 (B)
BOSHERT 13090 same as above spec but outputs of '- 5v 6a. r 24v
New £39.95 (B)
1.5a + 12v 0.5a, -12v 0.58
12v
GREENDALE 19ABOE 60 Watt switch mode outputs + 5v 6 a.
la -12v la, + 15v 1a.D. 11 x 20 x 5 5
RFE Tested £24.95 (B)
CONVER AC130-3001 High grade VDE spec compact 130 watt
NEWBURY DATA
Ultra Fast 240
switch mode PSU Outputs give ' 5v 15a. -5v la. &-12v 6a. Dim 6.5
NDR 8840 High Speed
x 27 x 12.5 Current list price £ 190.
Our price New £59.95.00 (C)
FARNELL G6 40A Compact 5v 40 amp switch mode fully enclosed
£449 !I
New £140.00 (C)
A special purchase from a now defunct Goverment Dept enables us FARNELL G24 5S Compact 24v 5 amp switch mode fully enclosed
to offer you this amazing British Made quality printer at clearance
New £95.00 (C)
prices SAVING YOU OVER £1500 II the NDR8840 features high
ONLY
speed 240 cps print speed with integral, fully adjustable paper tractor giving exceptional fast paper handling for multi part forms etc The
EXPERIMENTORS PSU
(C)
features 10 selectable type fonts giving up to 226 printable
ungivingt
characters on a single line. Many other features include Internal
Made
to the highest spec for BT this unit gives several fully
electronic vertical and-horizontal tabs, Self test. 9 needle head. Up to
prote 'ed DC outputs most suited to the Electronics Hobbyist.
15.5' toper, 15 miiion character ribbon cartridge life and standard
+5v 2a, 1 &-12v la,- 24v la and 1 5v fully floating at 50ma.
RS232 serial interlace. Sold in SUPERB tested condition with 90day
Ideal for school labs etc Quantity discount avaiable.
Only £449.00 (F)
guarantee
Fully
tested with data
RFE - Removed From Equipment
EPSON model 512 40 column 3.5" wide paper roll feed, high speed
matrix (3 lines per second) printer mechanism for incorporation In
point of sale terminals, ticket printers data loggers etc. Unit features bl
The AMAZING TELEBOX
directional printhead and integral roll paper Teed mech with tear bar.
QQ
Requires DC volts and simple parallel external drive logic.Complete
with data. RFE and tested
Only £49.95 (C)
EPSON model 542 Same spec as above model, but designed to be Brand new high qualify, fully cased .,_7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner sysused as a slip or flatbed printer. Ideal as label, card or ticket printer. tem Unit simply connects to your tV aerial socket and video monitor
Supplied fully cased in attractive, small, desk top metal housing. Com- turning same into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry if your monitor
plete with data. RFE and tested
Only £55.00 (D) doesn't have sound, the TELEBOX even has an Integral audio amp for
PHIIJPS P2000 Heavy duty 25 cps bi directional daisy wheel printer. driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output for Headphones or Hi Fl sysFully DIABLO, OUME, WORDSTAR compatible. Many features In tem etc. Many other features: LED Status indicator, Smart moulded
dude full width patten - up to 15' paper, host of available daisy wheels, case..
case. Mains powered, Built to BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV
single sheet paper handling, superb quality pdrrt. Supplied complete sou
or video etc. Supplied BRAND NEW with fulf year guarantee
with user manual & 90 day guarantee plus FREE dust cover & dais Carriage code (B)
wheel.
BRAND NEW Only £225.00 (E)

FLOPPY DRIVE SCOOP
Drives from Only £39.95

cps

Only

Printers

Special Offer

£16.95

monitor
QUALITY COLOUR

1

TV SOUND

Most of the hems in this Advert, plus a whole range of other
electronic components and goodies can be seen or purchased
at our

& VIDEO

TUNER

South London Shop **

**

ONLY

£29.95

Located at 215 Whitehorse Lane, London SE25. The shop is
on the main 68 bus route and only a few miles from the main
A23 and South Circular roads. Open Monday to Saturday from
9 to 5.30, parking is unlimited and browsers are most welcome. Shop callers also save the cost of carriage.

TELEBOX ST for monitors with composite video Input £29.95

TELEBOK STL as ST- but fitted with integral speaker
£34.95
TELEBOK RGB for use with analogue RGB monitors
£59.95
('oi,',,r Iwo o.cJ., jib ud, nn ( It R(itt,crsiun Sill sultahk (01111M-0 n,\I
stated are removed from often BRAND NEW equipment, fully
hpc
tot.
seowns(',\II
mr mnihin I)\1,\ dheeinrcquc.r I',\I ,ea rscas
tested and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All units
offered operate from 4 5 and 4 12 volts DC are of standard size and
accept the common standard 34 way interface connector.
TANDON TM 100-2A IBM compatible 40 track FH double sided
Keep sourly. rani. ('1101 and 12111A1111 nit oar
Only £39.95 B
budgets.
I DRAM) SI 0' c,. ding fun,
TANDON TM 101-4 FH 80 track double sided
Only £49.95 (B Moderns to suit all applications andstaff
if you
Please contact our technical sales
AC FANS
Specrty 240 or 110 v
JAPANESE Half Height double sided drives by Canon, Tec,
longib
ACID
require
more
Information
or
assistance.
Ma
ntenance
LEAD
free,
sealed
x 80 x 38
Fan
80
3'
dim
£8.50 B
Toshiba etc. Specify 40 or 80 track
Only £75.00 (B)
A300 12v 3 Ah
£13.95 (A) 3.5' ETRI slimline 92 x 92 x 25
£9.95 B
TEAC FD55-F 4086 track double sided Half Height
PURCHASE
SPECIAL
A300
Ah
A
120
120
6v
3
£9.95
4"
Fan
Dim
x
x38
£9.95 B
Brand New £115.00 (B)
A300 6-0-6 v 1.8 Ah
PFE £5.99 A As above - TESTED RFE
Only £4.95 C
V22
1200
DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
round
x
Rotron
10v
10'
3.5"
B
£10.95
NICKEL
CADMIUM
Il
ONLY £149
34 Way Interface cable and connector single £5.50, Dual £8.50 (A)
Quality 12 y 4 Ah cent ack Ongliwlly made DC FANS
Papst Miniature DC fans 62x62x25 mm
5.25" DC power cable £ 1.75. Fully casecf PSU for 2 x 5.25" Drives MASTER SYSTEMS type 2/12 microproces- for the TECHNICOLOUR video company
£15.95 A
£19.50 (A) Chassis PSU for 2 x 8 drives
£39.95 (B) sor controlled V22 full duplex 1200 baud. This this unit contains 10 high quality GE nicad, D Order 812 6-12v or 814 24v
£12.50 B
fully BT approved modem employs all the latest type cells configured in a smart robust 4" 12vOC 12w120x 120x38
8" DISK DRIVES
4'
24v
DC
8w
120
x
120
x
25
£14.50 B
the
stag- moulded case with DC output connector. Dim
features for error free data comms at
£12.95 A
SUGART 800/801 single sided refurbished
£175.00 (E) gering speed of 120 characters per second cm 19.5 x 4 5 x 12.5. Ideal portable equipment BUHLER 12v DC 62 mm
of
hl,,.,
,n
si,e'k
and
of
her
fans
and
en
(',\I
BT
phone
bills
tiio'>
refurbished
you
75%
of
our
SUGART 851 double sided
£260.00 E) saving
BRAND NEW £24.95 (B)
etc
or SAI' fur more details
MITSUBISHI M2894-63 Double sided switchable Hard or Soft site- data connect time II Add these facts to our 12v 17 Ah Ultra rugged, all weather, virtually
for
BRAND NEW £275.00 (E) give away price and you have a superb buy !! indestructable refillable NICAD stack by
SPECIAL OFFER Dual 8" drives with 2mb capacity in smart casé Ultra slim unit measures ody 45 mm high with ALCAD. Unit features 10 x individual type
with Integra! PSU
ONLY £499.00 (F) many integral features such as Auto answer, XL1.5 cells in wooden crate. Supplied to the
Full LED status indication, RS232 interlace MOD and made to deliver exceptionally high
Please call for availability or further info.
Remote error diagnostics. SYNC or ASYNC output currents & withstand long periods of RACAL-REDAC
real time. colour drafting
use, SPEECH or DATA switching, integral storage in discharged state. Dim cm 61 x 14 x PCB layout
system
£3950
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous EINSTEIN. the mains PSU. 2 wire connection to BT line etc. 22 Cost over £250 Supplied unused & tested DEC VAX11/750 inc 2 Mb Ram DZ, and lull
slightly
used
tested.
EXCELLENT
Supplied
fully
with
Instructions
£95.00
ffil
complete
TPC2000 professional 3 piece system comprises: Quality high res
doc
etc
Brand
New
£8500
GREEN t2 monto. Sculptured 92 key keyboard and plinth unit con- condition with data and full 120 day guarantee. EX EQUIPMENT NICAD cells by GE HP7580A 8 pen digital At drum plotter with
Removed from equipment and believed In IEEE interface
tainingthe Z8OA CPU and all control electronics PLUS 2 integral
As
New
£4750
LIMITED
good_
used coluitbn. 'F' size 7Ah 6 for CHEETAH Telex machine
TEAC 5.25' 80 track double sided disk drives. Many other features
(o) £8 (B)but Also
£995
QUANTITY
'D' size 4Ah 4 for £5 (B)
Include Dual 8" IBM format disk drive support. Serial and parallel
1.5 kw 115v 60 Hz power source
£950
outputs, full expansion port 64k ram and readyto run software. Sup500 watt INVERTER 24v DC to 240v AC sine
new £330.00(E)
plied complete with CPM, WORDSTAR, BASfC and accounts pack- CONCORD V22 1200 baud as
wave 50 Hz output
Mb
NEW
£275
BRAND
85
(E)
V221200-2400
DS
£399.00
CONCORD
BRAND NEW
age.
SOLDER SYSTEMS tin lead roller tinning
RIXON Ex BT Modem 27 V22 1200 £225.00 (E)
ONLY £399
Full
machine for PCB manufacture
£350
DATEL 4800 / RACAL MPS 4800 EX BT
Original price
pri0ce Ouarantee.
VER
DATA SYSTEMS multi user INTEL
modem for 4800 baud sync use.
£295.00 (E) End of line purchase enables this brand new CALLAN
EQUINOX (IMS) 5100 system capable d running either TURBO or DATEL 2412 2780/3780 4 wire modem unit
unit to be offered at an all time super low price. based UNIX system complete with software
£2750
NEC D2246 8" 80 Mb disk drive features and 40 Mb winchester disk drive.
standard CPM Una features heavy duty box containing a powerful EX BT fully tested.
£ 199.00 (E) The
ppII
rd SMD WAYNE KERR RA200 Audio, real time frePS11. 12 slot S100
CPU
nd industry
MODEM 20-1 75-12C1) BAUD for use with
£3000
Inllterrface, Ultrar high speed data transfe and quency response analyzer
Two Individual Z80 pukboards whha192k of RAMu allow lthe duse of PRESTEL
£49.00 (E) access times leave the good old ST506 inter - TEKTRONIX 1411/R PAL TV test signal
etc EX BT fully tested.
multi user software with upto 4 RS232 serial Interfaces. Many other
£6900
features include battery backed real time dock, all IC's socketed etc. TRANSDATA 3074 300 baud acoustic coupler face standing Supplied BRAND NEW with standard.
Brand New £49.00
hell manual
Only £399.00 El TEKTRONIX R140 NTSC TV test signal
Units in good condition and tested prior despatch. no documentation with RS232 I/O
to Dual drive, plug in 135 Mb sub system forIBM standard.
RS232 DATA CABLES 16 ft long 25w D
£875
at present hence price d only £245.00 F)
A) AT unit In case with PSU etc. £ 1499.00 (F HP 3271A Correlate system
Only
£350
£55.00 (B) IMS A930 FDC 25 way D socket Brand New
S100 PCB's IMS A465 64K dynamic R
£4.99 (Al Interface cards for upto 4 dives on IBM At PLESSEY portable Microwave speech data
As above but 2 metres long
controller £85.00 (B). IMS A862 CPU & I/o £65.0d (B)
link .12v DC. 70 mie rangeThe pair £275.00
new
Brand
at
£395.00
A
new
type
£295
etc
available
BT
plug
for
socket
&
cable
SAE for full list d other S100 boards and accessories.
19" Rack cabinets 100's in stock from £ 15.00
A MASSIVE purchase of standard 5 25' disk drives enables us to
ofle you prime product at all time su ter low prices. All units unless
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RECHARGEABLE
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SPECIAL INTEREST

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Only £149

Disk Drives

Only £299(E)
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All prices for UK Mainland UK Customers must ADD 15% VAT to total order value. Minimum order, cash f5, Creait Card 10. Official account orders from
Government Depts Universities Schools & Local Authorities welcome- minimum account order value f35. Carriage charges (A) £1.50, (B) 03.50, (C)
£6 50 (D) £850, (E) C 1000. (F) C15. (G)Call All goods are supplied subject to our standard conditions of sale All guarantees given on a relum to base basis.
We reserve the right to change prices 8 specifications without prior notice. Bulk Trade & export enquiries most welcome

MAIL ORDER

&

OFFICES

Open Mon -Fn 9.30-5.30
32 Biggin Way,
Upper Norwood,
London SE 19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
1000's of Bargains for callers
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood, London SE25

DISTEL

© The ORIGINAL

FREE of charge dial up mta base
1000'5 of items + info ON LINE NOW!!
300 baud 01 679 1888, 2011/75 01 679
6183. 1200 FDX 01 679 8769

ENTER 51 ON REPLY CARD

1

ALL ENQUIRIES

01 679 4414
FAX 01 679 1927
TELEX 894502

ACTIVE
A -to -D and D -to -A converters
8 -bit A/D converters. Two c-mos 8-bit serial
I/O A -to -D converters feature a 64.s
conversion rate - including sample -and -hold
acquisition - that allows digitization of a OV
to 5V sine wave at 40kHz with better than

45dBsignal/noise Micro Linear Corporation
408 433 5200

Active hybrid circuits
BICMOS channel -less arrays. AMCC
announce the channel -less
Q6000B and Q1400013 BICMOS logic arrays
in channel -less architecture, with 5 760 and
13400 equivalent 2-input Nand gates
respectively. The architecture uses macro
cells rather than rows of transistors, as in the
sea -of-gates. Applied Microcircuits

Corporation 0256 468186

Depletion mode mosfets. Siliconix has
introduced a family of high -voltage,
depletion -mode mos transistors. They have
the normally -on switching aspects of a I -let,
and the speed and performance
characteristics of a mosfet. The mosfet
offers the high speed of a mos device and an
on -resistance as low Olt. Siliconix Ltd 0635
30905
RF mos power transistors. Power mosfets
for HF, VHF and UHF transmitters have
output powers ranging from 2.0 to 300W.
Additions in the near future will extend the
range to UHF and add features such as wider
bandwidth and higher gain. Philips
Components 3140 757189

Linear integrated circuits
Half -bridge driver in surface -mount Half-

Crystal oscillator. The QC6112 quartz
crystal oscillator has an operational
frequency range from 200kHz to 16MHz,
accurate to within 100ppm of the nominal
frequency. It is c-mos compatible. Salford
Electrical Instruments Limited 0706 67501

Data communications

products
Optical -fibre transceiver. NEOLINK 1312
has been designed specifically for f ibredistnbuted data -interface (FDDI)
applications. It is a transceiver which
operates with an optical -fibre cable having
62.54m core diameter and 1254.m outer
diameter, conforming to the physical layer of
the FDDI specification. NEC Electronics (UK)
Limited 0908691133

Synch/asynch conversion.

4215405

Discrete active devices

The IDT75MB38 is a high-speed, c-mos, triple
8 -bit, video D -to -A module that can be used
in place of the TDC 1318 or BT 109. The
IDT75MB38 offers the benefits of high speed
with low power, running at 125 MHz. It
features an on -board voltage reference.

Microlog Limited 04862 29551

conversion. Data rates up to 64Kbits/s are
supported. The asynchronous character
lengths can be from 8 to 11 bits including
start, stop and parity bits. Micro Call Ltd 084

A one -chip

solution to the problem of synchronous -to
asynchronous data conversion comes from
Micronas. The MAS 7838 consists of two
separate data channels which can he used
for both async-to-synch and synch-to-asynch
-

bridge driver integrated circuit, Type
Si9950DY. contains a complementary pair of
50V, 0.311 on-resistance MOSPOWER
transistors connected in a half -bridge
configuration. Siliconix Limited. 0635 30905

Quad switched -capacitor filter. The
LTC 1064 is a quad clock -tunable, switched
capacitor filter that can be used to
implement up to 8th order Cauer.
Butterworth, Bessel, Chebyshev and other
filters. The noise, speed and offset
performance of the new device compares
favourably with discrete fast -op-amp RC
active filter realization. Linear Technology
(UK) Limited 0932 765688

Single -rail op -amp. The ALD

-

1701 c-mos

operational amplifier can operate from
single -sided voltage rails ranging from 2 to
12V. Slew rate is0.7V/us and the useful
bandwidth is 700kHz. No frequency
compensation is required. Steatite
Microelectronics Ltd 021 643 6333
,

Voltage regulator. The STA 2931

(typically 0.4mA at 10mA output), and
maintains regulation with input-output
differential typically down to 0.05V. ITT
Semiconductors. 0932 336t 16

is

Optical Devices

Programmable logic.

Programmable logic arrays

GaAs chip set for optical -fibre
transmission A set of GaAs ICs that provides
a transmit /receive interlace for optical -fibre
communications at data rates of 2.4 Gbits/
second. The set consists of a multiplexer and
a laser diode driver for the data transmission
functions and live devices that provide signal
conditioning and demultiplexing at the
receiver end of the fibre. Micro Call Ltd 084
421 5405

Multichip led device. A multichip light

-

emitting -diode packing designed for use with
the EAO Series 11, Series 19 and Series 99
illuminated pushbutton switches. The use of
several chips on a single substrate produces
a very wide angle of illumination. Highland
Electronics (Distribution) Ltd 0799 26699
Pin photodetectors. UV -enhanced pin
photodetectors are now ava table with active
areas from 19.5mm' up to 900mm2, and
with a choice of packages. Absolute
responsivity is typically 0.16 A W at 250nm
and 0.65 A/W at 950nm. Spectral coverage

Arcom STEbus interlace
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breakdown curve, which allows them to
provide a guaranteed 60A 20ms capability.
Plessey Semiconductors 0793 36251
Hall -effect power IC. A custom integrated
circuit merges Hall -effect sensing with the
control circuitry. protective functions and
high-current output drivers to power a new
series of brushless d.c. fan motors. Sprague
Semiconductors 44 932 253 355

uses a GaASP-on-Gap orange die and Gap on -Gap green die to produce luminous
intensities of 5.0mcd from a 20mA drive
current. The led dies are matched for
uniform light output and are produced in a

-

Flat electrolytics. The FLK series of flat
aluminimum electrolytic capacitors from
ECC Electronics features a maximum
operating temperature of 105 C and high
capacitance values - 22,0004F for 10VDC
capacitors and 3904F for 250VDC types.
Capacitors in the range feature ripple
currents as high as 4A.. ECC Electronics (UK)
Ltd 0494 36113
are designed to provide 'snap in insertion to
PCB power supplies. The series is designed
for use in applications that rerfuire a high CV
from the smallest possible size. The
capacitors operate over the temperature
range of -40 to 85 deg C. AVX Limited 0252

Miniature feed -through capacitors. The
Stettner 2700 series of miniature feed
through capacitors features a voltage rating
of 160V DC and capacitance values ranging
from 1.5pF to 5600pF. The devices offer low
series inductance values and'eature series resonant frequencies of over 200MHz
Steatite Insulation Ltd 021 6436888
SM metallized -film capacitors. Multilayer,

surface -mountable film capacitors )Surfitm
Type ST) are available in capacitance values
from 0.014f to 22µf in±5%.±10%and
±20`. tolerances at 50VDC. C.&C.D. Ltd

0494 882848

Connectors and cabling
Phase -adjustable sma connectors. This
connector is a combination of connector and
phase shifter that allows phase adjustments
and trimming to be performed during and
after installation. Available in two models,
5999-1 for 0.141 in cable and 5999-2 for
0.085in cable. these coaxial phase shifters
permit repeatedly accurate. c.mtinuous
phase adjustments. March Microwave Ltd
037644277

Colour filter windows.

-

Avalanche transistors are characterized by a
negative resistance region in their V -I

Dual -colour led lamps. Model LL232EG

Displays

y

Avalanche transistor. The ZTX415 is for
use in laser -diode driving and fast highvoltage/high-current pulse generation.

Filters. A new series of T-circuit filters is
rated at up to 530VDC/375VAC, 400Hz
within the temperature range 5°C to
125°C. Of hermetically sealed coaxial
construction, the filters are specified over
the frequency rage 30kHz to 1GHz and have
BS9121-F001 I approval. Beck Electronics
Limited 0493 856282

-

(tÍÍihllu

Power semiconductors

Passive components

333851

I141111

The GAL6001
programmable logic device utilizes highperformance E'CMOS to achieve a
maximum clock -to- output delay time of 15
nanoseconds, a 25ns maximum setup time.
and a 3Ons maximum propagation delay
time. The use of Lattice E' cell technology
also provides reconfigurable logic and
reprogrammable cells. Silicon Concepts
Limited 0428 77617

PASSIVE EQUIPMENT

Low -profile electrolytics. LPR capacitors

is a 5V

positive -voltage regulator in TO-92 plastic
package. It has a low quiescent current

190.1100nm. Hero Electronics Limited

0525405015

NFI has introduced

integral colour -coordinated filter windows.
designed for various led, plasnia and CRT
alphanumeric displays. A number of windows
of different colours can be inclJded within a
single membrane assembly. N.F.I. Group Ltd

0983526535

white diffused T-1 Ya package. Each lamp
can be lit independently to produce a
mixture of the two colours. Kentec Limited

0732456188
Fluorescent displays. Azure displays are
constructed using either 14 segment or 5 x
dot matrix characters which produce
excellent readability and offer a viewing
angle of 130°. Characters can be arranged
ina single or multi -line format and up to
15mm in height. The Azure displays are
provided in a base blue/green colour.
Norbain Technology 0734 764411
7

Membrane with leds. A range of membrane
switch panels features surface -mounted.
light -emitting diodes implanted within the
membrane sandwich layers. The resulting
panels are much cheaper than systems using
PCB-based membranes. Diamond H
Controls Limited 0603 45291/9

Instrumentation
2

Gsamples/s oscilloscope.The

HP54114A accessory for the HP5411 I D
digitizing oscilloscope. increases the
maximum sampling rate of the oscilloscope
from one to two gigasamples per second.
The additional sampling speed has increased
the single-shot bandwidth of the 541 11 D
from 250MHz to 500MHz. ensuring that
glitches as narrow as 500 picosecond can be
captured. Bandwidth filters provide 6,7 and
8 bit vertical resolution. Hewlett-packard Ltd

089572020
20MHz oscilloscopes. Two 20MHz
oscilloscopes incorporate many features
normally found only on instruments with
bandwidths up to 50MHz at f295 for the
0X722 and £335 for the 0X725. Features
include an X/Y mode and variable hold -off.
Both instruments are also fitted with curve
tracers. ITT Instruments 0753 824 131

Acoustic -intensity vector analyser. VC
4100 offers a 'versatile method of
determination of a noise source in factory

-

areas or auditoria. The system allows the
plotting of the flow or distribution of energy
in an area or from a machine. Hakuto
International (UK) Ltd 0992 769090

Datacomms analyser. Model 7E803

is a

data communications analyser, which
carries out error performance
measurements from 50 bit/s to 2 Mbit/s. The
instrument stores and dates faults. The
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20MHz oscilloscope

7E803 embodies V24, V35, X24/V I I and
64Kbit/s G703 integrated interfaces.
together with V24/V28 interfaces for remote
control and printer. Tekelec
Communications Ltd 0734 771020

Multimeter. The Fluke 80 series multimeter
measures frequency, duty cycle,
capacitance and provides min -max -average
recording in addition to the more common
DMM functions. Next Generation
Instruments Ltd 0908 260560

Instrumentation tape recorder. The

SCR

8100 is an 8 -channel digital instrumentation
recording unit. The system incorporates up
to eight signal -conditioning amplifiers which
can be selected from a range of 12 plug-in
modules, which include a high -gain DC
amplifier. a transient capture module, a
thermocouple amplifier. a variable
attenuator and a high -impedance adaptor.
Earth Data Limited 0703869922

seconds. it can process hundreds of boards
in a few hours. Capa Ltd 0202 304551

Monolithic pin driver. The EL2021

is a

pin -driver circuit that is desigred specifically
to include all the functions necessary to drive
programmed voltages into difficult loads.
Primarily, it has a programmable slew rate
from near zero up to 250 voltsper

Enhanced controller chip- An enhanced
version of the 80052 8 -bit microcont,oller
features an enlarged rom area and a 32 -bit
timer reg ster Designated 83C154. the
controller permits clock speeds of up to
I 6MHz. Rom capacity is 161.bytes and the
new part is pin- and functionally-comatible
with the existing device. Matra Harris
Semiconductor Ltd 0344-485757

Multiple CPU

OS -9/68000 V2.2. For low-

microsecond. Microelectronics Technology
Ltd 084468781

Surface -mount assembly tool. Bench -top

Interfaces

dispensing unit applies exact amounts of
solder paste and adhesives for attaching
surface -mounted devices. Incorporated in
the unit is an adjustable vacuum pickup
pencil for easy handling of components.
Fluid deposit size is controlled by selecting
air pressure, pulse time and dispensing tip
size.

-

converter. The LT 1026 is a
converter for a 4 volt to 10 volt input
and up to + 18 volt and 20 milliampere
output. The LT 1026 convertsa single -input
supply to a dual output of higher voltage. The
device uses bipolar switched capacitor
technology, so no inductors are needed
Linear Technology (UK) Limited 0932
765688
DC -to -DC

HP 71100XL scalar spectrum analyser
provides a broad range of transmission.
reflection. and distortion measurement

capabilities for general-purpose Component.
sub -system. and systems testing.
Capabilities include a 124 dB dynamic range
with fast continuous sweep and an average
displayed noise of 134 dBm. As part of the
HP Modular Measurement System, the HP
71 100XL extends from 100Hz to 2.9 GHz options extend this capability to 22 or 26 5
GHz. with or without preselection HewlettPackard Ltd 0895 72020

-

Printers and controllers
Electrostatic plotter. The Hewlett-Packard
7600 monochrome electrostatic plotter is
capable of producing an A0 -sized plot in
seconds using the Integraph drawing
package. It has the feature of being able to
produce a solid fill area at the same speed as
the rest of the plot. Protek 01 2456844

Graphic plotter. The Plotmate XY-500
graphic plotter runs at 30cm/s and has
automatic selection of l0 pens provided as
standard. It has full implementation of HP -GL
with features such as Bezier curve fittingard
complex polygon fills. The XY-500 retains all
the compatibility with BBC graphic
commands. Linar Graphics Ltd 0686 29292

Production equipment
Bench top soldering. The Modusol bench

DC/DC converters. Measuring only 2 x 2
x 0 375 inches. the 1500/2100 series of
15W1 20W DC/DC converters has a power
density of up to 13.3W/in' The converters
features 2 I input covering a wide voltage
range from 9.18 VDC. to 36-72 VDC with
three families of single, dual and triple output
voltage configurations, 15/20W. Amplicon
Electronics Limited 0273 608331
Dip miniature DC/DC converters. Power
Industries Series offers single or dual 5, 9, 12
and 15V outputs at 0.3-6W from 5. 12,24
and 48V inputs. There are over 100 models
of non -regulated and regulated converters.
including special LAN -converters. Ericsson
Components AB 0203 553647
OEM power supplies. The'RL 300" gives
300W in the same space as conventional
20uW models The air-coolec units also offer

four outputs (with voltage adjustment on
each), and a choice of 115 and 220V inputs.
Coutant Electronics 0271 63781

D -to -A

input/output

High noise -immunity serial interface. The
SL80I is a serial communication controller,
offering eight RS -485 ports on a single -height
Eurocard for the STEbus, for use in
applications requiring reliable, high-speed
serial data transmission over distances up to
2 km in noisy environments The board is
capable of full duplex operation at
asynchronous speeds to 38400 baud and at
synchronous speeds to I Mbit/s. DSP Design
Limited 01-482 1773

-

board provides connection between the
standardized digital I, 0 of STEbus computer
systemsand the range of Opto -22 digital
signal conditioning racks Cigital I/Ois taken
direct from the STEbus computer board with
a 50 -way ribbon cable connection to the
SPB22 interface and this converts the
standardized STEbus format to the Opto -22
scheme Arcom Control Systems Ltd 0223
411200

into system controller. The 70618 is an
inexpensive RS23,- 'IEEE 488 converter
whichenables a PC to become an IEEE 488
controller without sacrificing any PC slots
The converter is a length of cable with an
enlarged 25 -way D connector shroud
housing the interface. Dryden Brows Limited
PC

0703229041
Vision imaging systems. A high -resolution
imaging system for the processing cf
information discharged from the camera, by
linking Fairchild CCD technoiogy with plug-in
IBM XT/AT-compatible inter'ace boards and
software by Sentel Messtechnrk GmBH The
Sentel CCU -M interface boards can control
up to four line-scan orsolic-state TV
cameras Optimum Vision 0730 64016

256K eeprom. The Samsung 256K c-mos

All-position mercury -wetted switch. C.P.
Clare has launched its all -position mercury
wetted MYAD switch. The MYAD is 16mm in
length and contains a symmetrical I form. A
contact with specifications cf 30 W/350V/ A
contact rating and a 2000VDC breakdown
voltage All these parameters are available in
-

top soldering machine has been designed to
provide fast and efficient PCB soldering for
boards up to 200 x 255mm in size. It can be
used to solder only a few boards at a time cr.
with a cycle duration of approximately 90

Interface for STEbus. The SPB22 interface

Memory chips
Switches and relays

1

a range

of 35 to 60 At or Ni.
International 010 12 23 33
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Clare

Programmable memory.
Reprogrammable memory offers eprom or
eeprom performance at a similar cost to
cram The PEROM requires only 5 volts and
can be completely reprogrammed in only
four seconds. Ambar Cascom offer a 256K
PEROM, the AT29C256 in a 28 -pin dual -in
line package. Ambar Cascom Ltd 0296
434141

Programming hardware
Programmer up -grade.

An upgraded
module for the PP39 portable programmer
and the PP40 series of Gang and Set
programmers supports bipolar compatible
eproms in 0.3in wide packages and the
newer "Skinny DIP' 0.3in wide packages
Stage Electronic Designs Limited 0707

Software

DC -DC

Scalar/spectrum analyser system. The

now available. The Flash Pack isa half -card
size programmer board that fits into a single
expansion slot on any IBM PC XTr AT. The
unit also has a ribbon cable connected to a
40 pin ZIF DIP socket. and MS/DOS
compatible software Amega Electronics
Limited 1256 843166

332148

Electron cs 0223 213333

048062225

Cheap flash from Amega. 48F512 and
48F010 flash eeproms made by Seeq are

32041 CV, FN analogue interface circuits
feature Lincmos silicon -gate procese
technology Both interlace chips are
systems, each held on a single chip. Hi-Tek

nominal supply of 5V Maximum current for
all models is 100mA The modules are flow
solderable and can operate over a
temperature range from 20 to f 85'C. FR
Electronics 0202 897969

internal error correction Emm Dense-Pac
Ltd 0682 72134

Analogue interface chip. The TLC 32040
CN/FN (dual in-line/surface mount) and TLC

complete A -to -D and

DC -DC PSU modules. With a footprint of
only 43 x 10.5mm, the DCV501. DCVI 201
and DCV 1501 will deliver 0.5W at I.2W and
1.5W at 5V, 12V. and 15V respectively, from a

8. 24K x 8. 32k x 8. 128k x 8, 64k x 16.
8k x 16 and 16k x 16. feature access times
of 55.70 or 9Ons These devices utilize

-

cost VME OS-9 multiproces,or systems.
each pro:essor comprises a choice cf
68000 or 68010 CPU, 512 Kbytes dual
ported diam, two serial ports. and 128
Kbytes eorom area Bicc-Vero Electronics
Ltd 0703 266300

Power supplies

Rack mounting LCR bridge. The 6458
offers 0.1 Y measurement accuracy of L. C. R.
D and Q at three test frequencies of 100Hz.
14Hz & 10Hz. It is intended for remote
operation and has full talk/liaison facilities
via both IEE-488 and RS232 interfaces: all
functions are also controllable from the front
panel. Standard features include four terminal measurements and 2V DC bias for
electrolytic capacitors Prism Electronics
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An 80386SX-

compatib e chip set enables manufacturers
to build an 80386SX computer with a total of
nine devices, plus microprocessors and
drams. The G-2 chip set supports the current
80386SX processing speeds at 16
megahertz with no-wait states In addition.
the chip set contains a full hardware
Extended Memory System (EMS) 4 0
capacity. and features PAGE Mode
interleaving and Shadow ram for fast
memory access G-2 Ltd 0344 426544

amal

1

0

eeprom (KM28C256( is designed far
applications up to 10.000 write cyc es per
byte and over 10 years of data retention
Features include 150ns maximum access
time, low power, fast write -cycle times. and
enhanced write protection. Dram Electronics
Ltd 061 429 0626

C-mos eeprom family. A family ofc-mosbased eeprom modules, organized as 16 x

Asic design software. MHS has launched
design software package which offers four
high-level user interfaces for its own ASIC
processes The four input options are state
diagrams, Boolean equations, truth tables
and Micro Instructions. Matra -Harris
Semiconductor Ltd 0344 485757
C

Language debug for Z80.

a

XRAY, a C

language -orientated debug for the Z80
microprocessor, is now available for the Zilog
Z80. Initially, it is hosted on IBM PC (or
compatible) running MSDOS, but other hosts
will be released soon. The XRAY debugger
simulates a target environment for program
execution and testing. Microtec Research

Limited 0256 57551
Lab View Version 2.0. LabVIEW is an icon
based graphical programming system that
simplifies engineering and scientific
programming on the Apple Macintosh SE.
and Macintosh II personal computers.
Version 2.0 now has a graphical language
compiler, diagram rubberbanding. complete
clipboard cut -and -paste capabilities,
multiple object selection and other
enhancements Amplicon Electronics
Limited 0273 608331
-

Lotus Measure is a software package that
collects data from instruments and down
loads directly onto a 1.2-3 worksheet for
analysis, storage and display It automatically
collects data in real time from a wide range
of instruments directly into I.2-3 worksheet
cells. Amplicon Electronics Limited 0273
608331
OS -9 development on IBM PC. PCBridge is
a development

and supervisory system
which allows the user to develop OS -9
applications on IBM PCs, XTs or ATs (or
compatibles) PCBridge resides on the PC
host system with a special utility package
resident on the OS -9 target system.
Microwave Systems (UK) Limited 0489
886699

Pascal compiler for Transputer. Hawke
Components announces a Pascal compiler
that can be used to build programs running
on a single IMS T414 and IMS 7800
Transputer, or used in contunction with the
Toolset (IMS 0705) to program networks of
Transputers. ISM D712 runs under LOD on a
Transputer add -in card for the IBM PCAT
allowing programs written in Pascal to be
ported to the Transputers. Hawke
Components Distribution 01-979 7799
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MICROWA

DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS
Local distribution of broadcast signals by microwave is the
subject of much conjecture. Jim Slater of the IBA peers into the
near future
J. N. SLATER
example of a microwave distribution system that has been the subject
of many reports in the technical press
anticipates the use of a low -power microwave transmitter mounted on a lamp post at
the end of the street to carry one or more
channels of video to receiving dishes
mounted on the roofs of the houses in that
street. Although this might be possible, we
shall see that this scenario is rather too
simplistic to he practicable in many cases,
but it does at least serve to illustrate the
basic principles of MVDS systems.
The popular theory which, as we shall see
One

later is quite wrong, says that, because
microwaves only travel by line of sight, the
signals will he restricted to within a short
distance of the transmitter, providing a truly
local service without any chance of interference to viewers in nearby communities.
Thus, the same frequencies can he used in
adjacent areas, giving rise to the possibility
of almost unlimited numbers of local stations. Since the frequencies used are in the
microwave hands of 2G1-1z and above. there
should he no trouble in finding a few
hundred megahertz to carry dozens of different television channels. and there should
also he plenty of room for the wider bandwidth, higher -definition television
channels of the future.
This type of system. which would appear
to provide broadcasters with everything they
have ever wanted, also has great appeal to
the operators of cabled distribution networks. it is well known that the most
difficult and expensive part of a cabled
distribution network is the so-called 'last

mile'.
The costs of digging up the road and
making individual connections to all the
houses in a street are colossal in a country
like this where we insist on cables being
buried. Imagine, then, a cable system which
terminates at the local ^1\ US lamp -post: the
multiplicity of cable channels could then he
transmitted by microwave from the lamppost, to he received on small dishes provided
by the cable operator.
MVDS is sometimes called 'wireless cable'.
and is commonly said that it will prove the
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saviour of the cable television industry. of subscriber supplied information from a
Although would not like to decry that view. stationary transmitter to multiple receiving
facilities at fixed points designated by the
I think that there is far more to the subject
than is usually envisaged. The same technol- subscriber".'
The FCC allocated only two channels to
ogy that allows signals originating from a
cabled distribution network to he radiated provide services throughout the whole of the
from a lamp -post at the end of the street United States, and only one channel was
could also provide many different neigh- allocated to any licensee in any given metrobourhood radio and television broadcast politan area, the service originally being
stations.offering a choice of programmes called a Metropolitan Distribution Service.
previously undreamed of except on the The channel allocations for MDS are
6M I-Iz wide
2150-2156M Hz
Channel
major cable networks of the United States.
2156-2162M1Iz 6Mllzwide
Governments and broadcasters are con- Channel2
stantly being homharded with requests for Channel 2A 2156-2160M Hz 4M I Iz wide
more truly local broadcasting. This demand The second channel can only he used at its
for community or neighbourhood broad- full 6W-1z bandwidth in some areas of the
casting has so far proved difficult to satisfy USA, other areas being restricted to 4M l iz.
The FCC originally expected MDS services
even in radio broadcasting, and seems totally
impossible for television where we already to he used for the transmission of high-speed
have over 3500 transmitters sharing just computer data, facsimile. and message
forty-four channels in the relatively tiny transmissions as well as for television, and
slice of the UI-IF spectrum that has been although all these uses have occurred, it is
the transmission of television programmes,
allocated for broadcasting.
As with so many new developments, this generally for payment. which has put MDS
one started in the United States. and since on the map. This ties in well with what has
1974 something like 200 MDS (Multipoint been found in a different field, that of
Distribution Service) transmitters have been Specialised Satellite Services. A similarly
wide range of service applications was forebuilt.
seen by the British Government when it
advertised six new licences for SSS earlier
N ULTIPOINT DISTRIBUTION
MDS
this year. but once again the vast majority of
SERVICES
applicants wanted to use the satellites priIt is important to note that these MDS marily for some form of video distribution.
transmitters are not multichannel. and are
During the late 1970s, NI DS proved a great
effectively low -power television transmitters success in the United State, first of all being
which operate in the microwave hands. The used to carry recently released films to
Federal Communications Commission has hotels and apartment blocks, and later to
defined MDS as "A common-carrier service serve individual homes. Several large towns
intended to provide one-way radio transmis- in the USA had a single -channel MDS service
sion (usually in an omnidirectional pattern) and millions of households could receive a
service of this type by the early 1980s. There
MVDS Microwave Video Distribution System
were some financial problems caused when
MDS
Multipoint Distribution System
pirate down -convertor units came on to the
MDS
Metropolitan Distribution System
market at low cost. depriving the MDS
MMDS Multipoint Microwave Distribution
System
operators of much revenue, hut it was the
MMDS Multichannel Microwave Distribution
steady growth of multi -channel cable sysSystem
tems in the USA that really caused a signifiMMDS Multichannel Multipoint Distribution
cant drop in the number of subscribers to
I

1

-

System

M3VDS

Millimetre-wave Multichannel
Multipoint Video Distribution Service

MDS services in the early 1980s. Viewers
F. C. C. Rules &

(regulations Part 21. Subpart C.
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who had previously been happy tc pay for an
extra programme service via ó11)S frequently
decided to change over to cable services
which could give them far larger numbers of
programmes to choose from at little extra
cost.
These problems for the MDS operators led
to the FCC being lobbied for more channels
so that multichannel services cou:d he introduced, the aim being to enable the MDS
industry to provide real competition for the
cable operators.

-

MULTI -CHANNEL MICROWAVE DISTRIBUTION SERVICE

AMMUS

By June of 1983 the FCC allocated twelve,
6M1-Iz-wide channels at just above 2.5CHz,
slightly higher frequencies than those used
for the existing MDS services. This then

allowed multichannel microwave distribution systems to be set up, and almost 17,000
applications for licences were received by the
FCC. This caused many problems and delays
and it was not until 1987 that some of the
major conurhations in the USA could actually make use of MMDS services. The first
company to get into multichannel microwave distribution with full FCC approval was
Microband in New York. and its system is
designed to compete head-on with the cable

March 1989

Fig.4. FM 10 -channel MVDS plan with

Arrangement of
service areas

lattice arrangement.

companies. offering similar numbers of
channels at less cost.
The American MMDS transmitting stations, some of which consist of little more
than a microwave module mounted on a
lamp -post. radiate standard NTSC
amplitude -modulated. vestigial-sideband
television signals in standard 6MHz bandwidth channels. The transmissions are normally divided into 'high -power', which
means from 10 to 100 watts. and can provide
a service area of up to about 35km radius.
and 'low -power'. from one to ten watts
which might typically cover a radius of three
to four kilometres.
The normal technique. especially for the
higher -power systems. is to use ar individual solid-state transmitter for each programme channel, and then to combine the
2.5 CI-Iz outputs before feeding the combined signal to one or two broadband transmitting antennas. See Fig. 1.

audio, and metering and carrier -level adjustments are also sometimes included. Since
the equipment is. in many cases. intended to
work at the end of a cable system, and since
historically MMDS and cable systems have
been seen as complementary, the output
frequencies of the modulators are usually
chosen to be at standard cable television
frequencies, usually in Bands I or III. The
channel frequency is usually generated by a
crystal oscillator forming part of the modulator, although it is obviously possible to
use a synthesized oscillator if it is felt that
there might be a need to change frequencies.

Each transmitter is modulated using a
separate AM modulator, rather like those
used for standard cable systems, accepting
composite video and audio at its input, and
giving a combined audio and video output
signal. On the high -power systems, it is
usually possible to adjust the modulation
depth of the video, and the deviation of the

An incidental advantage of using the
standard cable channel frequencies before
up -conversion is that, when the signals are
down -converted in the viewers' home, they
will automatically be on the normal cable
channel frequencies, which can simplify
matters for the cable operator, who can use
his normal cable receivers without modifica -

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

The output signal from each modulator is
then fed to an up -convertor, which is
phased -locked to the master oscillator, and
then to a 2.5CHz amplifier stage before
being fed to the combining unit. The up convertor frequently consists of a balanced diode mixer with a passive output filter and a
high -stability local oscillator.
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Lion. This compatibility can also help the
operator who wishes to change over from an
MMUS system to a cable system after an
initial period of using MMUS before his cable
system is fully developed and installed. This
technique of using MM DS to provide
'wireless-cable' services to customers more
quickly than could be achieved by laying
cables, is often known as cable 'pull through', and is being considered by several
UK companies as a temporary measure.
Low -power MMDS installations generally
have a simpler arrangement of equipment,

since it is now possible to huy

a

single,

vide. For this reason, then, link -budget
calculations are usually used for MMUS
services, although we must of course remember that other factors as well as the
strength of the signal will have to be considered, including the need for protection
against possible co-channel interference
from other nearby transmitters using the
same frequency. Microwave signal strengths
will also vary with weather conditions and,
since the signals travel virtually by line -of sight, there may be many unserved locations
within any nominally served area: ghosting
may also cause problems in some areas. The

low-cost solid-state common
up -convertor and power amplifier, which can feed the transmitting aerial directly.

8

with either omnidirectional or
cardioid horizontal radiation
patterns. Gains of around
10-13dB are common for the
omnidirectional arrays, with
perhaps another 3dB being
available from the cardioid
designs. Remember, though,

path loss (dB) = 103.3 + 201og D,
where U is the length of the path in miles.
Assume a path length of 10 miles,

then path loss = 103.3 + 20 log 10

= 103.3+20
= 123.3 dB
A typical 50cm receiving dish

Transmitters

from Intelsat &
Eutelsat

28.62-28.89G H z

Participants

a

Boltzmann's Constant =

-228.6 dBW/I Iz K
1.38 x 1023

UHF
Antenna

Trial

might have

gain of 15dB, and we shall assume that the
noise figure of the receiver is 3dB.
To find the random noise floor, use the
equation
noise = Boltzmann's Constant
+10 log bandwidth +10 log
Dishes receiving
temperature in K.

Transmitting aerials for
MMUS can he either dishes of
around 50cm diameter or slot
aerials or dipoles. Gains of
around 16-18dB are common.
In American MDS systems,
much use is made of slot arrays

The path loss can be obtained from the

formula

i.e. 101og

therefore.
noise =
4

Satellite
TVRO Units
4

UHF

Demodulators

-228.6 + 10log
5.5x106+ 10 log
290 (ambient
temp = 17°C)

= -228.6+67.4+
Autolevel and
Pre -emphasis

24.6

Baseband to
omposite Signal

= -136.6dBW
The signal-to-noise ratio is then

8 Channel

Monitors

4-- Splitters

Patch Panel

21

- 123.3+15-3+ 136.6

= 46.3dB

that the American MDS systems
Fig.5. BT M3VDS system parameters.
are rather like straight trans This is better than we need, but is only the
mining stations aiming to cover as large an normal technique used to overcome the
variations in signal strength is to increase figure for the link; any noise in the incoming
area as possible, whereas some M\'US
signals, whether these are from a satellite
power.
stations will he intending to cover relatively
Let us now look at a typical link budget for feed or a videotape machine, will reduce the
compact communities which will allow for
overall signal-to-noise ratio.
a 2.5G1-Iz MVDS system so that we can gain
the use of higher -gain directional aerials.
some idea of the figures involved, first
FREQUENCY SHARING
considering how good a picture we require.
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
Broadcasters use the CCIR five -point gradSince radio waves at 2.5GI Iz are unaffected
Low-cost receiving equipment for the 2.5
ing to subjectively assess pictures.
by sporadic -E and only very rarely subject to
GI-Iz MVDS transmissions is readily available
quality
grade
impairment
tropospheric ducting, there is very little
in the United States, and generally consists
imperceptible
excellent
5
chance of co -channel or adjacent -channel
of the dish, a low -noise block convertor good
4
perceptible but not annoying
interference occurring, especially since the
fair
3
slightly annoying
preceded by a 2.5G1-Iz hand -pass filter, and a
poor
2
annoying
transmitter powers are usually kept fairly
set -top box or 'indoor unit'. This provides
very annoying
bad
1
low, and alternate polarizations are used to
the power supply for the convertor and
To give some idea of what this means, a give discrimination between wanted and
allows for channel selection and for the
connection of the MVDS signals to the normal domestic VI IS video recorder gives unwanted signals.
Frequency sharing in parts of Europe
pictures of around grade 3. For a broadcast
receiver as well as those from the normal
\'HF or UHF antennas. The indoor unit will system we. of course, wish to provide rather which want to adopt 2.5GI lz MVDS is likely
better picture, so for the purpose of our to be very much more difficult, since towns
also contain the circuitry required to descramhle the pictures in systems where calculations, assume that we are going to using M\'DS may well be only a few
attempt to provide pictures of at least grade kilometres apart. The number of available
some form of scrambling is used. See Fig.2.
Fifty -centimetre dishes are reasonably 4, let us say grade 4.5. This corresponds to an frequency channels is likely to be fairly
unweighted video signal-to-noise ratio of restricted, and if a large number of programeasy to mount and. with a heamwidth of
mes is to be provided a carefully worked out
around fifteen degrees, their installation around 40dB, so we must aim for this figure.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the chain frequency plan will be necessary. The Irish
should not pose many problems. In the
between the transmitter and the receiver Government is currently planning to make
United States, modified versions of perfoThe Republic of Ireland the first country in
corresponds to the following link budget.
rated dish aerials are also used, as well as
Europe to have a country -wide MVDS serdesigns which are Yagi based. See Fig.3.
transmitter EIRP
vice, and their plan is to provide 11 television
path loss
channels to virtually the whole of the
SIGNAL STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS
+ receiver antenna gain
population within a period of five years.
receiver
noise
In UHF terrestrial broadcasting transmis+
random
noise
floor
sion. we usually calculate the field strength
MVDS FOR THE UK?
= signal-to-noise ratio
required to provide pictures with a particular signal-to-noise ratio with a given type of Assume a 10W transmitter for the example, At the end of 1987 the DTI and the Home
which it is convenient to regard as a power of Office commissioned management consulreceiving aerial, hut when using microwaves
10dB\V. There will he some loss in the tants Touche Ross to investigate the use of
it has become traditional to use link -budget
transmitter feeder, say 4dB, and the antenna microwaves for broadcasting in the UK. The
calculations. since these work well when
considering the point-to-point links which will have a gain of say 15dB, giving a net Touche Ross report turned out to be very
optimistic regarding MVDS systems, and
EIRP of 10-4+ 15=21dBW.
microwaves have usually been used to pro-

-
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said that a national microwave transmission
system could he providing services as early
as 1991 if the British Government so decided.
Without giving any more than a cursory
look at the possibility of introducing more
up-to-date television systems such as MAC,
the authors of the report make their calculations of the required spectrum space on the
asumption that the 'obvious standard' to use
is amplitude -modulated PAL system with a
bandwidth of 8M Hz.
On this basis they calculate that about
1

400MHz would be required for a 12 -channel
nationwide service, and that a 30 -channel
system would take up about GHz. It was not
part of the Touche Ross brief to see whether
spectrum space could he made available, but
this would obviously he vitally important in
determining whether a practical service
could he established. The report looked at
three possibilities for microwave broadcasting frequency bands: their so-called 'low frequency' hand between 1000 and 6000
MHz, the 'medium -frequency' band from 6
to 20 GHz and the 'high -frequency' band
from 20 to 70 CI z.
1

I

1GHzto6GHz

-maturetechnology.inexpensive
equipment.

6GHz to 20GHz -technology still developing.
20GHz to 80GHz technology immature, some years

-

before domestic equipment could be
made available.

These divisions seemed rather strange to
those of us who know a little about propagation conditions in the various hands. but it
turned out that the authors had chosen this
division because it made sense in terms of
equipment costings. Because MVDS and

medium -power C -hand satellite reception
equipment is readily availahle in some parts
of the world at reasonable cost, the report
considered that if MVDS were to be allocated
a hand somewhere within the range of
to
4G Hz there would be an excellent chance of
a mass market developing very quickly.
2.5G1 Iz MVDS equipment is to he used in
Ireland in the very near future, and so it
might appear that 2.5G1 Iz would be the ideal
band for our use. Unfortunately for the
hackers of that scenario, until very recently
there seemed very little chance of the UK
frequency allocation being granted around
this part of the spectrum, since it is currently very well used. The UK broadcasters are
now using around 12 channels for ENG
vision links in the 2.5G1-Iz area, and sound
and vision links also make daily use of
frequencies around 1.5G1 Iz and 5.5G1-Iz and
7GIIz, so broadcasters are not going to be
lobbying heavily for these frequencies to be
used for MVDS!
The IBA Engineering Division has recently taken an interest in \1VDS at 12 GHz, and
their engineers believe that it would make a
great deal of sense to use the 12GHz band for
MVDS purposes, since this could allow the
millions of viewers who, they hope, will be
buying satellite receiving equipment to use
the same equipment for M\'DS - a truly
low-cost solution!
If this idea were to be adopted, frequencies
in the DBS Band 11.7 to 12.5 GHz might well
he available for MVDS use. When the \VARC
plan for satellite broadcasting was drawn up
1
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in 1977 it was by no means certain that
receiver manufacturers would he able to
build receivers capable of covering the whole
of the broadcast hand, since low -noise GaAs
fet amplifiers were still in the research
laboratories and it was felt that the only way
to obtain sufficient gain would be to restrict
the bandwidth. For this reason the five
channels for each individual country in
Europe are all positioned in just one half of
the band. The UK was allocated five channels
in the lower part of the hand, which means
that there is a strong possibility that the
upper part of the hand could be used for
MVDS without causing interference to other
satellite operators, since the MVDS signals
would he radiated from relatively low transmitting masts with aerials designed to concentrate the energy in the terrestrial service
area. In other words, it is most unlikely that
anyone with a dish pointing up in the air at a
satellite would pick up interference from an
MVDS transmitter. In addition, in the years
since 1977 satellite receiver technology has
progressed faster than originally anticipated, and modern GaAS fet amplifiers now
comfortably cover the whole of the 11.712.5 GI Iz band which makes the idea of a
dual-purpose satellite/MVDS receiver operating at 12 CI Iz a practical proposition.
Figure 4 shows how this frequency sharing
could work.

THE POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
PICTURES FROM MVDS
All existing and planned MVDS systems use
ordinary NTSC or P\L amplitude modulated, vestigial-sideband transmissions, using the same standards as are used
on terrestrial UI-IF and \'I IF systems. If the
12 GI Iz system suggestion were to be taken
up. however, as well as the advantages that
have indicated. there would he the potential
for the adoption of a better, more modern
broadcasting system that has already been
adopted for direct broadcasting from satellite
the MAC system, using frequency
I

-

modulation.
UK DBS Characteristics
Multiplexed Analogue Components - MAC
frequency modulation -240 less power needed for
the same s:n. compared with AM
27 MHz -wide frequency channels
multi -channel digital sound/data system
built-in conditionalaccess/encryption
built-in future enhancements/wide screen/EDTV

Comparison of S/N ratios for AM and FM
Mt DS signals
For a video S/N ratio of 45dB (weighted
luminance) in each case
AM VSB 5.5MHz bandwidth
C/N + peak sync. carrier/noise in 5.5MI-Iz +
46dB

Carrier to noise density + 46 +
106) = 112.9dBHz

10

log (5.5 x

FM 27 MHz bandwidth
C/N + carrier/noise in 27MI Iz = 44-30 =
1dB

Carrier to noise density =
106) = 88.3dBI Iz

14

+

10

log (27 x

Therefore difference in carrier power =
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112.9

- 88.3 = 24.6dB

An FM MVDS system of the type being
described would also gain from having the
advantage that the co -channel protection
ratio would he around 30dB, rather than the
45dB which is needed for the Al1I-VSB
services, and this would mean that transmitters using the same frequencies could he
more closely spaced, allowing better coverage with a given number of channels. FM
systems are also less sensitive to interference
from transmitters on adjacent channels.
which again allows us to re -use frequency

channels more often.
Terrestrial AM UHF transmissions use
polarization discrimination at transmitting
and receiving aerials to achieve Netter use of
the band, and it should similarly prove
possible to use polarization at 1261-Iz on our
MVDS systems.
By siting the various MVDS transmitters
at appropriate distances apart and using a
combination of different groups of frequencies. polarization discrimination and
carefully -shaped transmitting aerial radiation patterns. IBA engineers believe that a
nationwide service of ten new television
channels could be provided within a bandwidth of 400MI-Iz, or this could be increased
to twelve channels if 480MFIz could he
found.
As Fig.4 shows, it has been assumed that
four separate groups of ten frequencies
would he used over and over again in a
carefully laid out lattice pattern of transmitter areas. This is something of an oversimplification, because the topography of the land
is tremendously varied, so that real -life
service areas will he far from circular in
many cases. We also have the problem that
12GHz signals are deeply attenuated by
anything that obstructs their path, including both buildings and trees. This means
that in any nominally served built-up area
there will be many potential viewers who will
have difficulty in receiving a clear line -of sight transmission, and it is this so-called
'urban clutter' that may make life difficult.
Even with 2.501-Iz systems, clutter is known
to bring problems, and these will be accentuatedat 12G1-Iz.
One advantage of 12G1-Iz systems is that
fairly high gains can he achieved with small
parabolic receiving aerials, which allows us
to think realistically of viewers being able to
use saucer -sized dishes on poles above their
houses, this periscope -like antenna arrangement enabling viewers to see above the
rooftop clutter to the local transmitter. A
corresponding disadvantage of this idea is
that it may conflict with planning regulations.

THE MAC SYSTEM FOR MVDS
I mentioned earlier that it would make sense
to use MAC for MVDS because viewers will
already he equipped with MAC satellite receivers, or that is BSB's earnest hope! Using
MAC would also bring to MVDS all the
advantages and enhancements that MAC is
bringing to satellite services, so providing
better quality pictures with the option of
wide-screen viewing and higher definition in
the future.
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If MVDS services use MAC they will! he
able to compete effectively against satellite
and cable services which will soon be offering the higher definition wide screen pictures that will become the norm in the next
few years. An MVDS system using PAL with
AM-VSB would he condemned to obsolescence from the day of its opening, and would
he a retrograde step as far as the development of the radio and television industry in
this country is concerned. The recent report
of the Home \ffairs Committee recognised
this. and recommended to Government that
it should consider the development of'IVDS
in the 12GHz hand as part of an integrated
programme distribution service.
HIGHER AND I-IIGI-IER?
The parameters of what B'I' regards as
typical 1M3VDS system are shown below.

a

15-20 channels
100m1V transmitter power per channel
FM deviation 16MHz
PAL system (could support MAC)
Transmit antenna gain 15dB
Receive antenna gain 27dB
Receive bandwidth 3011 Iz
Threshold carrier -to -noise ratio 14dB

-

Unfaded carrier -to -noise ratio 22dB
Video S/N 52dB
Picture quality better than CCIR grade 4
(good)

-

There are, however, currently two major
snags with 30G1-1z. The millimetric wave

amplifiers needed are currently high -cost
items used for professional communication
purposes and costing many thousands of
pounds. BT engineers are confident, however, that this snag will shortly be overcome
since the latest generation of monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MM ICs) has
now started to become available in production quantities. and they believe that within
five years GaAs MMICs will he available at
prices to suit consumer equipment.
The other snag with using 3061-Iz in
rather more fundamental. Since the signals
behave somewhat like rays of light, any
obstruction such as a tree or a tall building
will kill the signal virtually completely, and

built-up or tree -lined environment.
INTERACTIVE

N

VDS?

it is generally accepted that MVDS
systems are essentially one-way, I would like
to speculate on the possibility of households

Although

having their own miniature microwave
transmitters which could squirt signals hack
to the MVDS transmission point, which
must obviously he within line of sight. I have
been looking at the simple microwave burglar alarms that are now on the market for

just a few pounds.

it is predicted that as many as 30% of the
These consist of a solid-state microwave
viewers in a nominally served area would oscillator mounted in a cheap metal horn
remain without satisfactory signals. Work is which radiates signals at around 10GIIz.
in progress to see just how had this effect They are currently very crude devices, but
would he. and whether it will he possible to are cheap and effective, and I reckon that
use tiny fill-in transmitters to cover these with just a little bit of research effort a device
gaps.
suitable for allowing domestic users to talk
For some years now communications hack to their MVDS transmission points
have been possible at even higher frequen- could he developed. I would not, however.
cies. although once again only using very like to solve the potential interference probexpensive professional equipment and some lems that a street of terraced houses each
MVDS protagonists have suggested that transmitting its own microwave signals
within a few years it will he possible to could cause!
Broadcasters and cable protagonists have
manufacture domestic equipment which
will permit the use of frequencies around been living through interesting times this
601-IGz. As one goes higher in frequency it is last year or so. and you may remember that
generally easier to obtain a wider chunk of to cause somebody to live in interesting
spectrum for your service, so that it is times was an old Chinese curse; things
anticipated that many tens of channels could haven't been so different for those with an
he provided in this area. Against this, howev- interest in the future of broadcasting!

Thc Archer Z80
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er, go the inevitable laws of propagation.
a service
to a high percentage of the customers in a

with all the difficulties of providing
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FFEED4ACK
non -electromagnetic action.
Nothing in our text hooks
establishes that the signal speed
is limited by light speed. It is
inferred, because we suppose
that charge does not travel faster
than light speed, but we know
that the charges carrying current in wires do not travel at
anything like the speed of light,
yet their electromagnetic action
causes current to exhibit that
speed of light. There are two
actions in the field set up by the
electric charge: one is the action
at the electromagnetic wave
velocity and the other is the
direct Coulomb action. The latter is assumed by many to be
subject to the same propagation
delay via what are known as
retarded potential effects, but
there are those who question the
theory.
(If) the Coulomb action does
propagate at faster-than -light
speed, the Obolensky effect is

Faster than
light?
The following is an edited version of some of the correspondence we have received as a consequence of the article by
Obolensky and Pappas in our
December issue. Regrettably.
there is insufficient space to
reproduce all of it in full.

Coulomb action

fascinating is that the
test configuration has the ability
to overcome the familiar problem of the relativist who insists
that there must he a way of
synchronizing clocks at the test
locations before the flight time of
a signal can he measured between those locations.
The remarkable fact is that the
onset of the precursor signal sets justified because it is a weak
the clock running at the receiv- signal that could arise from
ing location and the subsequent direct electrostatic induction
arrival of the dominant electro- progressively propagated along
magnetic pulse gives the second the transmission line with no
time check, the time difference speed of light limitation.
in relation to the length of trans-I. Aspden
mission line being such that Visiting Senior Research Fellow
superluminal speeds are re- Dept of Electrical Engineering
corded. This result clearly shows University of Sout hampton
that the precursor signal travels
very much faster than light
What

is so

I

Switches,
sparks and arcs

speed.

The telegraph equation concerns the travel of an electrical

signal along a transmission line
that is essentially resistive and
am troubled that, having
capacitive. No inductance is observed my Causality Triangle
assumed. When a step signal is Experiment employing snitch applied at one end there is a closing wave structure, our
definite delay before any measur- "joint" paper advanced your unable signal arrives. Then there is supported opinion that the
progressive signal build-up. observed effects were due to
Obviously, one cannot just mea- switch -open wave structure.
sure the speed of propagation by Oscillographic evidence shows
initiating the time measure from why the observed effects are due
the moment the build-up is seen. only to switch closing. The
If that is all that is measured in oscillograph correlates the inthe Obolensky test it cannot be stantaneous current and causatrusted as an indication of super- tive voltage measurements to
luminal signal speed.
eliminate conjecture about
The point is that the dominant switch -opening inductive flashelectromagnetic signal arrives back.
after the onset of the precursor
The spark modes involving insignal and we know the domi- ductive flash -back have been innant signal has travelled at light vestigated with a view to writing
speed as determined by the ina paper in support of Webber's
ductive restraints.
"two -fluid" electric current.
The precursor signal has Both positive -going "huge
travelled in a way governed by spikes" and negative -going coheI
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rent surges can he shown to
coexist in a unique energy resonance. This impulse cohering
energy resonance appears to reduce total entropy. It may also
model natural lightning, since
the current surges appear to
display lightning's 50 microsecond spark st ructu re!
To introduce this contact opening spark/arc mode into my

Causality Triangle Experiment
requires eliminating the two
68 000 ohm current limiting resistors. They are simply replaced
with an inductor having the
same DC resistance.
made a
115 0011 ohm inductor by winding 10 miles of #42g magnet
wire on a standard 3in spool.
This 10 miles of ordered space is
simply added to the wire connecting the opposed reflectors. It
is noteworthy that this added
line impedance has only a negligible effect on the so-called
"huge spikes" of current. In addition, this arrangement becomes
sosensitive tostrayAC fields that
no external battery is required to
effectively replicate the superluminal causality effects that
demonstrated publicly in 1982.
In addition to clarifying the
I

I

difference between contact
sparking and contact arcing, this
modality provides an easily measured example of negentropy as
well as clear evidence that
causality links are connected by
instantaneous action -at -a distance. spin angular momentum change.
have completed numerous
experiments and employed entirely different modalities; in every case, the superluminal cause
or pilot wave is seen to precede
the material effect by one pi radian. This demonstrates the
I

"last shall

be

first", time -

reversed sequence, widely

re-

ported in optical phase conjugate resonance. The consistent observat ion of"two-fluid"
spin current components demonstrates the existence of spin
waves. The magnetizing rector,
which globally connects cause
and effect independently of time,
can he studied by simply correlating the instantaneous cause
and effect currents. in both the
real and complex domains.
I
have established that differential current measurement
can isolate the evanescent

common -mode subluminal current signals. By also modifying
the relay magnetizing method
and grounding both reflectors,
artefacts introduced by stray
magnetic and AC field gradients
can be eliminated. The apparent
anisotropy. with respect to
charge polarity and direction,
can be largely removed without
changing the observed superluminal signals.
Alexis Guy Obolensky
President Bromion Inc.
NY. USA

Catastrophe and
creation
Ludvik Kostro's article in the
March issue reported that "it (the
ether) not only conditions the
behaviour of inert masses, hut is
also conditioned, as regards its
state. by them".
Einstein was clearly talking
about action, and thus about the
energetic states of mass and
space which I see as capacitive
and inductive energy stores respectively, representing order
and chaos: then let us accept that
order must embody a plan and
that mass is a plan of ordered

Limiting Sub

Masses

within

a

random field of LSMs.
For Einstein's statement to be
fulfilled, there must be an itera-

tive equation between the
energetic states of mass and
space. i.e. between my (momen-

tum) and 1/2mv2 (kinetic energy),
from which we may deduce that
v=2, the combined approach
velocity of the two energies during the interaction in which
space "winds up" mass and vice
versa. The v' of KE is due to the
planar full frontal which mass
provides to the energy during the
interaction.
Now, v=2 whether the interaction is vast and cosmological or tiny and local: if mass is
fixed relative to the viewer the
energy appears to move at twice
the speed of light because the
viewer is linked to the mass: this
might he likened to the speed of
the current outside the wire as it
is guided by the wire. To understand this. one much invoke
Catastrophe Theory and say that,
with adequate excitation, bonds
can be broken and the plan destroyed: we are talking about the
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plan of the electron which jumps
out of the wire as a cloud of
LSMs, commencing the act of
radiation through the field while
leaving an instantaneous hole.
Catastrophe is an instantaneous
change from order to chaos because there is no half-way state.
but a domino catastrophe might
take time because of propagation
delay.
In Obolensky's experiments. it
seems to me that what the sensor
coils are detecting is the inverse

of catastrophe (i.e. creation)
when the electrons reform in the
holes in the wire: this action
occurs at all points along the
wire more or less simultaneously, hence the enormous spikes.
The length of wire does not add
distance to the path.
James A. Macl-larg

through air (at c) and the transmission through coaxial cable (at

Difference or
absolute?
The article contains several clues
to its own downfall
Consider
the case where the transmission
line length is 56ft and the antenna base line (capacitor plate
spacing) is 10ft. The common
value of c is about it per
nanosecond.
The circuit is broken at one of
the mercury vapour relays and
the charge starts to build up on
the capacitor plates. This sends
out a wavefront through air in all
directions at very close to c. 56ns
later, much spread out, this
reaches the points where the
screens of the coaxial cables enter the oscilloscope: these inputs
are only a few inches apart and
about equal distances from the
relay that opened, so a small
signal starts to build up on both
traces simultaneously. This signal builds up slowly as it is joined
by other hits of the wavefront
which intercepted the coaxial
screen further away from the
oscilloscope and then came in at
a speed rather less than c.
Meanwhile, the main highlevel signals from the pick-up
coils are coming down the inside
of the coaxial cahle at about two
thirds of c (as is usual for coax.).
The cable nearest the relay which

...

1

length of 74.5ft (22.708m)
75.692ns
in air
12.269ns
in coaxial cable
36.577ns
difference
1

Propagation time of one metre
longer cable (23.708m)
79.027ns
in air
117.215ns
in coaxial cable
38.188ns
difference
Apparent extra time to travel
metre

1

38.188-36.577ns
=1.611ns

1

between the transmission

\\'ooler
Northumberland
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opened delivers its signal 84ns
after opening (56ft at 2/:rc). The
other cable delivers its signal 10
or IIns later than this. as expected through having to travel
an extra loft between the capacitor plates. through air.
The result is exactly as
observed, without the need for
any faster -than -light travel: a
gently rising signal on both
traces starting 56ns after the
start, followed by a large pulse on
one trace 28ns later, and a large
pulse on the other trace 10-1 ns
later. The only observation
which holds any water is the
transmission between the capacitor plates at exactly the speed
expected: the speed of light in
air. \\'hat the authors call transmission at twice the speed of
light is due to the difference

=%sc).

Tim Bierman
-tendon
London NW
I

14

writer of the following letter
made roughly the same points as
the above. but presented these
The

calculations.

Apparent speed of light
(distance/time)

im/1.61ns
=6.21 * l(18m/s
This result is the same as that in
the article and is brought about
by the manipulation of mathematical quantities which are
DIFFERENCES and not ABSOLUTE values. If the authors had
considered the arrival times with
the initiation of the relay as the
reference. then it should have
been apparent that the event
followed the initiation at the
speed of light.
Neville Carrick
Andover
I lampshire

'rime taken to travel a distance
equal to the coaxial line length
hut in air

t, = I/c
For the example of 74.50 for
1(=22.708m),

t,= 75.692ns
Time taken to travel a distance of
74.5ft in a coaxial line with a
relative permeability of 2.2
tc =112.269ns

Difference in arrival times at the
oscilloscope

112.269-75.692ns
=36.5773ns
If the calculations are made for
the other line lengths quoted in
the article it works out just as

well.
By applying the same calcula-

tions to the experiment where
the extra line length is added, an
extra insight into the results is
obtained.

Propagation time for short

Leakage
For many years
been undertaken
coupling between
axial cables. For

research has
to study the
braided cothe last few
years have become involved in
the research program and the
article seemed to highlight a few
effects which have been observed
in cable coupling experiments.
If two braided coaxial cables
are set up in a parallel configuration and one of the cables is
connected to a signal generator.
a small amount of signal will leak
out of the cable due to the
braided nature of the cable. The
fields from the leaked signal will
propagate in free space which the
other cable will pick up. Could it
not be this leaked signal which
the other cable is picking up? \Ve
have found that if the cahles are
far enough away from each other
and any surface, the velocity of
the wave will he that in a free space condition (3 x 108m/s).
I

The environment is very important on the propagation characteristics of any 'signal' existing
between the two cables. \\'e have
found that if you bring two
braided cables near to the
ground then the velocity of the
wave existing between the two
cables reduces. This might explain why the 'fast signal' reduces when the cahles are
brought near an object or
ground. Any changes to the environment will cause a change to
the propagating wave.
The level of 'leaked signal' is
dependent on the transfer impedance (Z,) of the braid. so is the

level of the 'quick signal'
changed by using a different type
of cable i.e. a coax. which has an
outerconductorwhich is solid?
throw these observations
into the 'pot'.
Julian M. Tealby
I

University of York
What travels faster than the
speed of light in coaxial cables?
Radio -waves in air, of course. \t
the closing of a relay there will he
a large RF pulse which can he
expected to leak to the coaxial
lines down their length. The earliest event seen on the 'scope is
thus due to leakage closest to the
'scope. The effect of the slower
propagation velocity in the
cables (I calculate 2 x 108 m/s)
disperses the pulse in time. -lad
the cables been laid on the
ground then this unfortunate
break -through might have been
greatly reduced.
C. G. Flewellen
Institute of Oceanographic
Sciences
I

Godalming
Surrey

Unbalanced

currents
Might one suggest that the authors repeat the experiment using open -wired balanced line. or
using a balanced -to -unbalanced
transformer at the launch end?
Many an amateur operator can
tell tales of 'hot' gear with unbalanced currents travelling on the
screen of a coaxial cable - caus-
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ing feeder radiation, lithe sparks

\\eren't enough!
The coil used at the launch
end will include such an unba-

lanced current, travelling at a
velocity close to C (in free space.
the line supported above ground.
somewhat similar to a Cobau
line' with a severely mismatched
launcher). The TEM wave in the
coax., however, will travel at a
substantially lower velocity. due
to the dielectric material in the

transmission line. Taking a
velocity factor of 0.75 for the
coax.. the time delay will be
approximately 1.57 µs/m, with
some phase shift due to the
reactive nature of this signal's
coupling to the oscilloscope input. The stretching of the pulse
into a ramp as displayed on the
oscilloscope can also he postulated as due to the capacitative
nature of the coax. cable.
As to the anisotropy of the
velocities with regard to direction. I'll leave that to A. E.
Einstein et. al for the explanation!
Dave Hicks GOIZY
Aldershot
Hampshire
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Common -mode
One very basic aspect of the

experiment which is not mentioned at all in the article. and

which the experimenters
perhaps neglected to take into
account. is the huge common mode voltage change which
occurs at the same time that the
mysterious low-level signals are
being generated.
At the moment that a relay is
energized, the voltage of the
small section of antenna wire
through the current probe next
to the relay changes by 250V.
This change is capacitively coupled to the current probe and
travels as a common -mode signal along the associated transmission line. The outer conduc-
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tor acts as signal path. and the
return path is diffusely spread in
the space around it. approximately as in a surface -wave
transmission line. (See e.g. G.
Goubau. "Designing Surface\Vave Transmission Lines". Electronics. vol. 27 pp. 180-184.
April 1954). The dielectric
medium is primarily air. and
hence the signal travels at a
velocity of about 300 0011 km/s. It
arrives at the outer case of the

oscilloscope in some way.
Through minimal asymmetries
in the oscilloscope construction
or mismatches in component
properties. this comn on -mode
signal of perhaps several hundred volts can easily cause effects
corresponding to an apparent
differential signal of several mA.
Since the potential of the oscilloscope as a whole with respect to
the space around it is being
changed, it is no surprise that
the apparent signal appears on
both input terminals. The described effect corresponds to a
common -mode rejection ratio of
about 80 dl3 - a figure of which
no oscilloscope manufacturer
needs to be ashamed.
The velocity of about twice (he
normal speed of light, which the
authors deduce for the low amplitude signal along the transmission line. also has an alternative explanation based on the
common -mode hypothesis. Pappas and Obolensky determine
this velocity from the difference
in arrival times of the low-level
signal and the first high-level
spike. In my hypothesis. Pappas
and Obolensky determine this
velocity from the difference in
arrival times of the low-level
signal and the first high-level
spike. In my hypothesis. the lowlevel signal travels at about
300 000 km/s (0.3 m/ns) on the
outside of the coax. cable as
described above. The high-level
spike is the real signal generated
by the current probe, which
propagates as a differential -mode
signal between the inner and
outer conductors of the transmission line at a veolcity of about
200 000 km/s (0.2 m/ns). the
velocity CI as reported in the

article.
If the length of the transmission line in meters
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is set

to L.

then the travelling time of the
low-level signal is (1/0.3) ns and
the travelling time of the highlevel signal is (1./0.2) ns. The
time difference is therefore (U
0.6) ns. And the "velocity" of the
low-level signal (distance divided
by time difference. as defined by
the authors) is U(U0.6) m/ns. or
0.6 m/ns. or apparently twice the
speed of light in a vacuum.
The hase wire also may be seen
as a surface -wave transmission
line with a diffuse return path
consisting of the ground and the
space between the capacitor
plates. It is not unreasonable to
suppose that the parameters of
this "rei urn path" will playa role
in the measured velocity.
Changes in temperature and/or
humidity of the air as well as the
distance and orientation with respect to the ground change these
parameters to some extent. and
may therefore account for the
minimal velocity changes.
can think of several experiments to provide evidence for or
against my alternative theory. If
Pappas and Obolensky are inwould be happy to
terested.
discuss such experiments with
them.

seconds the trace of either cable
becomes increasingly negative
and visible. I take it that the
brightness of the trace is enhanced electronically when a signal is present.
What all of the above means is

this. What the authors believe

is

an instantaneous signal entering

the oscilloscope is simply a signal leaving it: not instantaneously. but after a delay time of UC
seconds. During this delay time
the trace remains unenhanced.
so invisible.

Ingoing
signal

TD

0

to

- Tp = L/C

Observed
signal

Outgoing
signal

I

I

Heutink
Eindhoven
The Netherlands
F.

When one of the two relays is
excited with 12V AC at 601-Iz and
the other non -excited relay is
closed. the (primary) base wire
induces AC signals in the (secondary) coils feeding the two coaxial lines. These equal AC signals feed into the oscilloscope via
its plates and, by some internal
rectification, charge up the entire CRT (i.e. gun, grid. deflector
plates etc.) uniformly. Such a
uniform charge would not be
revealed on any beam trace.
Forget, for the moment. any
signal coming into the oscilloscope via the two coaxial cables.
When the non -excited relay is
open, this uniform charge on the
'scope starts to decay after a
pause of L/C seconds. (L being
the length of either coax. and C
the speed of light). As this charge
decays, its plates lose their
potential relative to its entirety.
so that after a pause of L/C

Now that we have dealt with
this (previously -induced) signal
leaving the oscilloscope. let us
deal vith.the signals entering it
when the above relay is operated
as above. (The reason for dealing
with these outgoing and incoming signals separately is because
they overlap (time -wise) hence
the trace is composite.'
We repeat the above sequence

for the incoming signal to the
oscilloscope. When one of the
two relays is excited with 12V AC
at 6111-Iz and the other non excited relay is closed, pulses of
I)C from the 250V DC battery
charge the large capacitor plates.
Now forget, for the moment.
any signal coming from the
surreptitiously -charged oscilloscope plates and travelling along
the two coaxial cables. The DC
charge on the large capacitor
plates begins to flow along the
coaxial cables, taking L/C
seconds to reach the oscilloscope. After the above L/C second
pause, the trace on the oscilloscope starts to rise, and steadily
increases in positive direction.
When the non -excited relay is
opened, a mighty surge occurs as
the large capacitor plates discharge. setting up oscillations.
This causes the massive spike on
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Fig. 2

the trace.
Now (still considering only
one of those double beams on the
oscilloscope) we combine those
outgoing and ingoing signals
which are travelling along the
coax. line we are considering.
When we do this combining for
either line, we shall obtain a
curve with a flattened part near
the supposed beginning of the
trace (referred by the authors as
the origin).
To sum up, then, we can say
that signals along coaxial cables
behave as we would expect them
to do.
A. -I. Winterflood
London. N I 0
I

Strays
Typically. for polythene or PTFE
insulated lines, the velocity is
only about two thirds that of
light. Thus for, example, it would
take 150ns rather than 100ns for
a signal to traverse 30m (100ft
approx) of normal 50 ohm coax.
cable. a difference of 5Ons. If you
do these calculations for the various cable lengths mentioned,
the time difference obtained is
very close to the 'time lapse'
values given in Table I.
Next, it should he realised
that, when an oscilloscope is
triggered from the signal that is
being displayed, the resultant
trace contains absolutely no information about the time the
signal originated or when it arrived at the input socket.
Thirdly. coax. cables are not

Fig.

Oscilloscope

0

Earth

I

via

/k.R
Velocity

mains
lead

Stray

Z

Velocity '2C

1

capacityT

'Wire over a plane'
transmission line
(Zo circa 30051)

w ////////////////////////////l////////////////////////////////%/////i
perfect; signals can leak in or out
of them.
Finally, circuit strays are often
very important, particularly
when one is trying to measure
signals of a few tens of millivolts
in the presence of an unscreened
circuit switching two or three
hundred volts. For example. it
would take only -80dB of stray
coupling to produce a 25mV signal at the oscilloscope.
Figure I is an equivalent circuit showing one of the coaxial
lines together with what I think
are the important strays. For
convenience it is the one going
to the end of the base wire with
the energized relay. This can he
simplified into Fig. 2 where vi is
the voltage induced in the current transformer and C, is the
total effective stray capacitance
from the end of the coaxial line to
the equivalent earthed voltage
source v, that would produce the
same effect as the base wire and
its various strays.
Although the actual waveform
of v,. may be found a little diffi-

cult to visualize. it should he

quite apparent that rapid
changes equal to half the supply

voltage will occur. These couple
via Cr to a 'wire over a plane'
air -insulated transmission line
formed by the outer of the coaxial line and the earth, and propagate towards the oscilloscope
at a velocity close to that of c.
Some of the energy in this wave
will leak into the coaxial line and
travel down it at about 0.66c.
Suppose the transit time for
the 'wire over a plane' line is T.
Then the transit time for the
coaxial line will be about 1.5T.
Suppose also, for the moment,
that C. is large and that v,. is a fast
voltage step starting at t = 0. For
time t < T nothing will he seen at
the oscilloscope. At t = T the
wave will arrive at the oscilloscope and with it the signal that
leaked into the very last hit of the
coaxial cable. As t increases the
signal that leaked nto earlier
hits of the cable will also arrive at
the oscilloscope adding to the
existing signal until at t = I .5T
all the cable will he contributing
to the signal. Thus, assuming
that the oscilloscope triggers as
soon as the signal becomes non
zero. the signal will appear to
ramp linearly from zero over a

To battery
Relay

To ac supply

coil

b

At`

\o ?
I
I

.

HCe

Leakage

Í

1

To
oscilloscope

Coaxial lines
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I

.A.

I

I

II

_

To other
plate

Transformer

I

Z

,t

Z
T

/////////////////////2///////////// 7////////7/// //ii/iiii/ii//ii7iii7/
1

period of 0.5T and then remain
constant. Of course Ce is not
large and v,. is not a simple
voltage step, so the signal seen
will not be a simple ramp but
must always start as one. Further. at t = 1.5T the signal from the
current transformer will reach
the end of the coaxial line and
add its (large) contribution to
the signal seen at the oscilloscope.

Judging from the photograph,
for most of their length the two
coaxial cables are separated by a
distance no greater than their
height above the ground. Thus a
similar hut somewhat smaller
leakage will occur into the
second cable giving rise to a
ramp type signal on the other
channel of the oscilloscope. As
the distances from the energized
relay to the cables as they
approach the oscilloscope are

virtually identical, the 'ramps'
will start together. Closer to the
wire the distances to the two
cables are by no means identical
so the later parts of the 'ramp'
base

waveforms will diverge.
The impulses from the relay
also propagate along the base
wire to the other current transformer and are coupled by its C,.
into a 'wire over a plane' transmission line formed by the
second coaxial line. A similar
leakage effect then occurs with
this one but this time the second
cable has the greater 'ramp' signal. Reflections back and forth
along the base wire will produce
further sets of 'ramps' of various

polarity and amplitude with a
periodicity dependent on the
length of the base wire. The
summation of all these signals is
what is seen on the oscilloscope.
The first three waveform pictures in their article show this
effect quite well.
P. F. Cascoyne
\Vantage

Oxfordshire
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SCHLUMBERGER 4021 'Stabllock' transceiver
test sets, comprises AM/FM/PM signal gen, mod
meter, frequency counter, RF power meter, AF
generator. AF mV -meter, distortion meter
£1950
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TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
TF1152A/1 RF power meter 0-25W 250MHz
£75
TF1245/1246 O -Meter and oscillator
£500
TF2015/2171 UHF AM/FM signal generator with
synchroniser
£750
TF2162 MF attenuator 0-111db in 0.1db steps
£100
TF2001 AF signal source/monitored attenuator
£200
TF2300 modulation meter AM/FM to 1GHz
£250
TF2300A as above with deviation to 1.5KHz fsd
£350
TF2300B modulation meter as above
£450
TF2356 level oscillator 20MHz
£400
TF2501 power meter 0.3W fsd DC-1GHz
£150
TF2600 millivoltmeter AF 1mV-300V fsd
£75
TF2600B video voltmeter m V -300V fsd
£175
TF2604 electronic multi-meter
£150
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
£400
2828A/2829 digital simulator/analyser
£1.500
2833 digital in -line monitor
£275
TF2908 blanking 8 sync mixer
£250
6460 RF power meter
£350
6460/6420 power meter/microwave head
£495
TF893A audio power meter m W-10W fsd
£75
TF995B/5 AM/FM signal generator 0.2-220MHz
£250
TF2213A XV crt display
£100
TF2015 AM/FM sig. gen. 10-520MHz
£595
50.2W 50ohm RF load with power meter
£100
2092C noise receiver, many filters available
£500
2091/2092A noise gen/receiver 8 fillers
£750
TF2370 110MHz spectrum analyser
£3.500
TF2100 audio oscillator
£125
TF 1066B AM/FM sig. gen. 10-470M Hz
£295
6630A/6646 sweeper 8-12 4GHz
£750
2123 function generator 200kHz
£125
893B AF power meter
£350
2019A synthesized signal generator 80kHz-104DMHz £2.950
2018 synthesized signal generator 80kHz-52019 Hz
£2.250
6056B signal source 2-4GHz
£850
TF 1313A 0.1 % universal LCR bridge
£250
TF2011 FM signal generator 130-180MHz
£195
TF2012 FM signal generator 400-520MHz
£195
1

1

AVO 8151 LCR universal bridge
AVO RM215F2Insulation tester 0-6KV
AVO RM160/3 megohmmeter
LYONS PG73N Bipolar pulse generator
DRANETZ 305 digital phase -meter 2Hz-700KHz
PHILIPS PM 5590 TV IF Modulator
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF TV Modulators
PHILIPS PM1590 mHz-2mHz synth. function gen.
PHILIPS PM8235 multipoint pec recorder
STOLTZ A.G. prom programmer M2 Maestro
RACAL 9911 120MHz counters in carrying cases
RACAL 9102 DC -1 GHz 30W power meter
RACAL 9083 2 -tone signal source
RACAL 9084 104MHz synthesized sig. gen. GPIB
WAVETEK 1503 sweeper 450-950MHz
1

£250
£350
£150
£295
£400
£1,500
£250
£950
£495
£250
£125
£150
£300
£1,500
£450

WAYNE KERR B642 Auto Balance bridge
£295
VALRADIO inverters 24V DC-230V AC from
£75
RHODE 8 SCHWARZ k W 50 ohm load. N -types
£250
BRUEL 8 KJAER 4428 noise dose -meter
£295
RIKADENKI 3 pen chart recorder
£450
SCHLUMBERGER SRTG-GA63 selective call test set
£1,750
TEKTRONIX 0S245PU oscilloscope system. Brand new
£1.250
TEKTRONIX 465 100MHz oscilloscope
£650
TEKTRONIX 475 200MHz oscilloscope
£1,000
TEKTRONIX 7D12M/2 AID converter plug-in
£350
TEK 2901 time -mark gen' £250.
7S11 sampling plug-in £600
TEKTRONIX 178 IC fixture £250.
Tek' 606 XY monitor £250
TEXSCAN WB7130.950 sweep generator
£950
TEXSCAN 9900 300Mhz sweeper/display
£350
PHILIPS PM2554 AF milli -volt meters
£125
PHILIPS PM5165 IF sweep generator O.1 Hz -1 MHz
£325
PHILIPS PM5324 RF generator 0.1-110MHz AM/FM
£450
1

10Khz-350MHz Spectrum Analyser.
Type 8557A 10Khz-350Mhz in 1821
mainframe Plug-in perfect.. crt a little
low so
JUST £1.500

1122A power unit for let probes
116026 transistor fixture
8007B pulse generator
87335 pin modulator
400F milli -voltmeter
529A Logic comparator
105295105267 Logic troubleshooter
331 A distortion meter
334A distortion meter
53006'5305B 1300MHz 8 digit counter
34005 millivoltmeter
382A(P) P -band attenuator 0-50db
415E :.wr meter
4204A decade audio oscillator
431 B6C/478A microwave power meters horn
65165 power supplies 0-3KV 6mA
70466(07) 2 -pen XV plotter high-speed
8018A(01) serial dala generator
5011T logic troubleshooting kit complete
400FL mV -meter
3438A digital multimeter HPIB
8165A !unction MHz-50MHz
84445 (opt058 0.5-1300MHz) tracking generator
85655 22GHz spectrum analyser
435A/3481 A RF power meter 8 head
(Other heads available)
3581A AF wave analyser
28710 thermal graphics punter
8620C Sweeper mainframe 8 plug-in 0.01-2 4GHz
HP855213/85565 spectrum analyser plug -ins
HP3575A Gain/phase meter Hz-13MHz
HP4OCEL AC Voltmeter
HP75e.3A Log Voltmeter/Amplifier
HP86'OA/002. Signal generator 0.5-1024MHz AM/FM

f195
£395
£495
£250
£250
£275
£295
£750
£950

f295
£175

f250
f295
£295
£250
£250
£1,000
£1,000
£500
£325
£450
£2.250
£1.750

1

1

f8.000
£750
£ 1.250

£250
£2,250
Pair £1.950
£1,500
£250
£250
£1.500

ADDITIONAL EX -STOCK T & M KIT
PHILIPS PM8043 XVT Plotter A4
C750
PHILIPS PM3256 oscilloscope 75MHz portable (LP £1.875) £750
PHILIPS PM667 High-res' 120MHz counter (LP £582)
£ 195
PHILIPS P1.18220 single pen chap recorder
£195
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ SMS synthesized sig gen' 0 4-520 MHz

f

1.500
IFR (Field Tech) Spectrum analyser A-7550 with tracking generator
and receive options (LP C7K)
£4,950

LEADER signal generator LSG216 0.1-30MHz 8 75.I15MHz
AM/FM
£600
FLUKE 37 digital multi -meter
100
BRUEL 8 KJAER 3347 Real time 1/3 Octave analyser 12130
frequency analyser 4 4710 display unit)
£950
LYONS PG71 pulse generator
£100
TEKTRONIX D701/DF1 logic analyser (no probes)
£100
VARIACS (Claude Lyons) 0-270V. 20A 100 15A f75 8A
f45
GOULD ()SA600 digital synthesizer analyser
£250

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLO IN EXCELLENT, FULLY
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED
ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

f

f
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Versatower:

range of telescopic towers in static
and mobile models from 7.5 to 36
A

metres with tilt-over facility enabling
all maintenance to be at ground level.
Designed in accordance with CP3 Chanter V; part 2.
1972 fora minimum wind speed of 110 kph in
c3nditions of maximurr exposure and specified by
p-ofessionals world -wile where hostile
ewironments demand the ultimate in cesign, quality

e

aid reliability.

SJitable for mounting equipment in the fields of:
CDmmunications
-

-

Security surveillance
CCTV
Meteorology
Environmental monitoritg
Geographical'survey
Defence rringe-finding
Marine and aero navigation .
F oodlighting
Airport approach_lighting
Eirther.details available on reqüe

The new Antex guide to
Temperature Controlled
Soldering
New Temperature -Control

.41

complete the coupon or clip to your

ETRUMECH ENGINEERING LIMITED
Portland House. Coppice Side. Browntlls
Walsall. West Midlands WS8 7EX, Englland
T3lephone: Brownhills (3543) 452321
T3lex: 335243 SEL.G.
F3x:0543 361050
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low-cost PC based logic analysis - from Thurlby
Now you can use your IBM-PC or compatible computer as the
basis of a sophisticated logic analyser system.
Tlwin, 1206

IA -PC
.,LI}IQ1

I

t_

LA-PC Link is an interface package which links your computer
with the low-cost Thurlby LA -160 logic analyser to provide facilities
normally associated with only the most expensive analysers.

...rtia)

--_

Sophisticated data state listings

''

'

I

f<

"'

13'l:SL':,
ff ~'e 11,1:11.

Up to 32 words per screen in multiple data formats.
Scrolling by line, page or word, plus random page access.
Rapid screen compare facility. Full repetitive word search.

High resolution timing diagrams
Sixteen channels of 64, 256 or 1024 samples per screen.
Instantaneous pan and zoom. Moveable channel positions.
Dual cursors with automatic time difference measurement.
16 or 32 channels, clock rates to 20MHz
Operates with all versions of the LA -160 with or without LE -32.
Comprehensive data annotation
Each data and control input can be allocated a user -defined label.
Data files are date/time stamped and can be fully annotated.
Full disk storage facilities
Data files can be saved to disk and recalled for comparison.
Data includes the analyser's set-up conditions and all annotation.

0

--

-

a1ti11r.

¡OW.
pÓits

Versatile printing facilities

1

(- j

a

III Thurlby)

p

designed and built in Britain

State listings and timing diagrams with annotation can be printed.
Colour or mono display; keyboard or mouse control
Colour, monochrome or text -only modes suit any display adaptor.
Parts of the programme can be controlled by a mouse if required.
Terminal mode for uP disassemblers
Acts as a terminal for use with Thurlby uP disassembler ROMs.
If you already have an LA -160 logic analyser the LA -PC Link interface package costs just £125. If you don't, an LA -160 with LA -PC
Link costs from £520.

Thurlby Electronics Ltd
New Road, St. Ives, Cambs.
PE17 48G Tel: 104801 63570
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Oasis Instruments
OASIS VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT SYSTEM
1114"

I

NEW VERSION

- NEW INTERFACES - HIGH SPEED OPTION

The OASIS Virtual Instrument System (VIS) emulates conventional OSCILLOSCOPE,
CHART RECORDER, PROCESS MONITOR, MULTI -CHANNEL DVM, X/Y PLOTTER
and DATA LOGGER in one easy to use package. Also Spectrum analysis.

HARDWARE
VIS includes a precision 16 channel A-D converter, with programmable ranges
and read rates of 50k R/s at 8 bit, 25k at 12 bit (100k and 60k with high speed
option). This simply installed unit has proven long term stability and reliability.

SE

PM

ME

1111111111.111111Z11
.

..

Erna

SOFTWARE
The Menu -driven acquisition, analysis and display programs combine
on -screen set up of measurement parameters, SPREADSHEET data
manipulation and a range of display formats, with ZOOM and ON -SCREEN

MEASUREMENTS.
Total data mobility from measured information to memory, disk, screen and
HARDCOPY output, including screen dumps.
The OASIS VIS carries full documentation to allow the beginner or
professional programmer to create new interface applications or personalised
instrument emulations.

PRICE.
For fast delivery, phone your order
on 0603 747887. Technical queries
answered and requests for further
information on this number.

PC-XT/AT

The price of the complete system is less Man any one of the instruments it replaces.
Prices exclude VAT, P&P (£8). High speed option add £160.
The Virtual Instrument System is supplied complete no further components are
required just plug in to your laboratory computer.
Digital to Analogue and industrial interface options POA

-

-

-

- £499, Nimbus - £499, BBC/Master - £399, New Archimedes Version - £499

The Street, Old Costessey, Norwich NR8 5DF.
Tel: 0603 747887

Design Consultancy
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A desperate race
for people
DOM1
people are the key to success in

information technology. All the
hardware available cannot compensate for a lack of skilled engineers to develop systems that
meet the precise needs of the user.
Information itself is the cornerstone of
successful business: training the right number of professionals to make a structured use
of IT is an industrial responsibility.
The problem is that industry as a whole
has not fully assumed its role as prime IT
trainer. A traditional over -reliance on recruitment of graduates and poaching from
rivals has left many companies without the
drive to train within the ranks. And it is
mid -career training which will be an essential part of industry's attempts to ensure
enough skilled IT people come through.
Government statistics show the IT skills
situation is already desperate. Around 30 000
unfilled vacancies exist at any one time.
compounded by a reluctance among technology graduates to enter industry. Falling
numbers of young people into the 1990s, the
rapid pace of technological development and
demands from an increasing range of companies for IT recruits are all factors adding to
the problem.
Last December the House of Commons
Trade and Industry Committee released its
first report on information technology.
Although the published findings contained
only two paragraphs on the training issue.

I'ANCUCCI

the committee's position was clear. "The
best solution to the worsening IT skills
shortage is increased in-service training...
says the report. "Companies need to invest
more in training. Time and again our witnesses referred to the need for professional
management retraining on a sustained
basis."
The committee heard testimony that the
UK's training record is inferior to its international rivals. The present training gap is
blamed on cutbacks during the recession
earlier this decade and high staff turnover
deterring investment. But UK companies
still fall below the minimum level of spending on training. "Best practice is for four to
five per cent of payroll costs being spent on
growing management competence while the
UK average is only one per cent," says the

that investment in training should he
disclosed in company accounts.
The report was broadly welcomed by both
trade bodies and companies, such as the
Electronic Engineering Association and
lewlett Packard. But one of the committee's
witnesses complained that the training recommendations did not go far enough. "We
would have liked to have seen the disclosure
of training costs recommended to a standard
formula: say. training as a percentage of
turnover." said Tim \\'ehh, national officer
for the Manufacturing, Science and Finance
Union. "It would also have been helpful for
more to have been said about employee
rights to re-training, as a part of the contract
of employment."
Webb and MSF have campaigned for over
a year to get companies to sign a model

report.
Evidence was provided by the Secretary of
State for Industry that companies are now
putting more cash into gaining. but the
committee wants more proof that the "re-

agreement which guarantees in-service
training, so far without much success. Other
unions have tried less publicly than MSF to
get ink on similar agreements, with similar

volution in attitude" has taken place.
Two recommendations were made by the
committee about IT training:

that Government compile and publish
comparative figures and trends in the UK
and competing countries for expenditure (in
terms of both money and time) by industry
in training both in IT skills and in management generally;

I

results.
Reluctance by companies to pledge themselves to training, betrays a common fear
over commitment to an investment always
seen as disposable in hard times. The spread
of IT throughout the economy could change
this. Sectors such as retailing and financial
services are pitching for IT and communications specialists with competitive salaries.
Companies will he forced into training just
to survive.

Responsive, not reactive
Companies often fail to plan for manpower needs during technology cycles
and so suffer a skills crisis, according
to a leading training company.
"Lots of companies are not geared to
forward planning and then technology
moves faster than the minds of people
planners", said Howard Wright, general
manager of BOC Training Services in west
London. "\Vhen a company buys a system,
say an IBM or Amdahl box, it should last
about five years. During that time future
training should he planned, hut often the
technology is here before we know it and
training becomes reactive."
BOC can train between 1500 and 2000
people a year. with extra provision on a
client's site. Communicat ions. networks and
data processing are all areas covered in the
courses. Particular emphasis is given to local
area networks. operating systems, struc-
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tured programming methodology and systems analysis. This indicates where future
skill demands will lie.
Evidence that IT has spread throughout
the economy is contained in BOC's client
base. One hundred people at Trent Water
Board were trained in AS. an uncommon
computer language. British Gas in Croydon
ran two computer groups. mixing experienced staff with graduates through BOC.
Rothmans. Sainsbury's and Eagle Star go
to BOC, alongside high-tech companies
such as Apricot and Ferranti.
Most of the people tutored by BOC are
experienced technical staff who need to he
reskilled to meet the fresh IT demands on
their employers. Wright believes that encouraging signs are coming through that
industry and commerce are grooming personnel specialists to plan IT training more
coherently.
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s
ICL Training's ClassNet networked classrooms, provide an ideal learning environment for students demonstrations by the
lecturer appear simultaneously on the
screen on the student's terminal. There is a

-

strong emphasis on hands-on training.
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RAEDEK ELECTRONICS
Tel 021-784 8655

`

BANNERLY ROAD, GARRETTS GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B33 OSL, ENGLAND
Fax 021-789 7128
Telex No 333500 CROSAL

y

,81 Electron

W

CRT's

r

Tubes
IGNITRONS

MAGNETRONS

1.

RECEIVING
TETRODES

R.F.
MOTOROLA
THOMSON

TOSHIBA

KLYSTRONS

RECTIFIERS

SPARK GAPS

TRIODES

7.ec g;

+

SOCKETS & ACCESSORIE

Power Transistors

REGENCY

MITSUBISHI

NEC

/

TRANSMITTIN

GENERAL ELECTRIC

- CSF

,.

Yra

PLANAR TRIODE

THYRATRONS

TRAVELLING WAVE

r

G

R.C.A.

WILSON

JOHNSON-

T.R.W.

PHILIPS

MSC

ACRIAN

-

MULLARI

AMPEREX

Induction Heating
Equipment and Ancillary Spares
H.F/11.F.

NEW AND SECONDHAND GENERATORS

SOLID STATE CONV
CARBON FREE HOSE

RF CERAMIC CAPACITORS

WORK COILS

f

H.F. TRANSFORMERS

WATER FLOW SWITCHES

CARBON RESISTORS

-OSCILLATOR VALVES

WHEN ENQUIRING PLEASE STATE WHICH PRODUCT IS OF INTEREST.
ENTER 44 ON REPLY CARD

DID YOU KNOW?
AUDIO ELECTRONICS ARE
DISTRIBUTORS FOR
TEST INSTRUMENTS
HAMEG: METEX: BLACKSTAR: GW: HITACHI
CROTECH: TEST LAB: THURLBY: ALTAI
THANDAR: Scopes, Generators, PSU's,
Counters, DMM's, MM's, Pattern Gen, etc.

AUDIO PRODUCTS

I

SOUND LAB: SEAS: McKENZIE: PHONIC

ALTAI: ADASTRA: Microphones, Mixers,
Speakers etc.

SECURITY 4
Control Panels, PIR's, Sirens, Doorphones,
Intercoms, CCTV etc.

TV -VIDEO
Distribution Amplifiers, Cables, Dubbing Kits,
Enhancers, Aerials etc.

SUPPLIERS TO I

TRADE

RETAIL

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

EXPORT

Our wide range of Joysticks, backed by 25
years' experience, volume production and a
proven reliability allows us to offer versions for
almost any application. Delivery of standard
samples or small quantities is just a few days
and large scheduled orders can be phased in
within a week or two. No exorbitant low
volume surcharges, no 8-12 week lead time
just what you want when you want it at
very competitive prices.

-

POTENTIOMETER
CONTACTLESS
MICROSWITCH
HEAVY DUTY

EDUCATION

- CALLERS WELCOME

AUDIO ELECTROf1ICS
TELEPHONE 01-724 3564
301 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1BN
SALES 01-2581831 FAX: 01-724 0322
ENTER 63 ON REPLY CARL)
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ELECTRONIC
JOYSTICK
CONTROLS

INSTRUMENT
CATALOGUE
Ref TG UK Send
SAE A4 with
£1.50 STAMP

1,

-

2 or 3 AXGS

PWM Solenoid Drivers
Specials
1

PC

to 10,000 per annum

Write or phone for details to:

FLIGHT LINK CONTROL
Unit

Maltings, Turk Street, Alton,
Hants GU34 1DL.
Tel: (0420) 87241/4. Fax: (0420) 84203.
Telex: 858628 TELBURG
12, The

ENTER 69 ON REPLY CARD
ELECTRONICS d WIRELESS WORLD
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CONNECTORS
AND CABLES

SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

- Cossor Oscilloscope

Latest bulk Government release

CDU150(CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general purpose
bandwidth DC to 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm
Dual Channel - High
brightness display (8-10cm) full delayed time base with gated
mode - risetime IONS illuminated graticule
Beam finder Calibrator KHZ squarewave power 100 120V 200V - 250 volts
AC - size W 26CM - 14CM deep - WT 12.5 KG - carrying handle,
colour blue, protection cover front containing polarized viewer and
probe (1)
mains lead. Tested in fair
camera adaptor plate
condition with operating instmclil-s -£150.00.
Racal RA17L Communications Receivers. 500KC/S to 30MC/S
in 30 bands MC/S wi6e from £175. All rece ers are air tested and
calibrated in our w rkshop supplied
dust cover operation
Racal Ancillary Units
instructions circuit
on
for all receivers mostly always in stock Don 10 Telephone Cable
1/2 mile canvas containers or wooden drum new from £20 - Army
Whip Aerials screw type F sections and bases large qty available
now P.O.R. Test Equipment we hold a large stock of modern
and old equipment. RF and AF Signal Generators - Spectrum
Analysers
Counters - Power Supplies - Oscilloscopes
Chart Recorders all speeds single to multipen XY Plotters A4
A3 - Racal Modern Encryption Equipment
Racal Modern
Morse Readers and Senders Clark Air Operated Heavy Duty
Masts P.O.R. All items are bought direct from H M Government
being surplus equipment price is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries.
Phone for appointment for demonstration of any items, also
availability or price change V.A.T. and carriage extra.

CABLE ASSEMBLIES AND
TEST LEADS MADE TO
ORDER
Coaxial or multiway.
RF, video, audio and data

-

-

-

1

-

-

RF test leads using high quality
coaxial, double braid and tough
PTFE cables available.

1

ined

-

-

-

-

-

-

Price guide: BNC 1.0m lead only
£3.50. Using high quality RG58,
£6.20 using double braid PFTE.

Customers already include
several universities and
polytechnics, government
departments, broadcasters and
cellnet.

WAVEBAND
ELECTRONICS

EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS,

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW,
BRADFORD, BD11 2ER TEL NO.
WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT

Lon Howell, Denbigh,
Clwyd LL16 4AN.
Tel: 074 571 2777.
3

(0274) 684007.

- VALVES - PLUGS - SOCKETS,

SYNCHROS ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

ENTER 36 ON REPLY CARD

ENTER 380N REPI

EPROM SRAM DRAM - EEPROM -2716.2732.2764 27128
27256-27512-4116-4164-41256-2114-6116.6264-CMOS
-

-

-

AND LOW POWER

-

INTEL - MOTOROLA

-

AMD

8085-68000-Z80A-80186.8086

EASY PC EASY

hr nra
tot

is a

powerful Pig desigt program combo,

I

w th n

chemahc drawing pnckoge Up to 8

ROLAND PLOTTERS
New IC(X) series plotters at unbeatob a pit e .t Ad with 03 P oo r ha ding 8 pens and 42omm/sec plotting
speed Parallel and sepal intcrfoces and sift pen landing with automatic origin setting on all models 1700
model ha, addition of lectrostatic paper hold and X Y coordinate display 1300 model also has manual pen
six d odlustrnent and t Mb butter
I

DXY 1100

E715.00

DXY 1200

0050.00

[1250.00

DXY 1300

PAP L10.00

MARCONI TRACKERBALLS

LEDs

adapcr twit lamb to link the iro kirk d to th, Arch no d, t noble it to directly replace
the Archimedes mouse
Bare Trarkerball (No Software)
E45.00
BBC Model with software
E59.00
P&P on
Adapters to drive BBC Mouse software
E8.00
Trackerballs
Aechimeces Adaptor
019.95
E1.15
We now have on

Lowest prices worldwide for memories, digital, linear IC's.
Send for complete components catalogue
UK -£1.50. Export £2.50

-

PVS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Deansgate Court
Deansgate Manchester
244

M3 4BQ
0860 399945 24 Hrs. Telex 668986 Fax 061-832 6934

ENTER 32 ON REPLY CARD
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PC

tyns plus upper and lower silk screens Board sire up 'o 7
I 7" Powerful loom and pon features
fm IBM P(/XTfAT and compatibles with 5126 RAM
[270.00 P&P free.

PCB TURBO V2 unbearable full feature auto routing IBM P(8 designer Bounds up to 32"x37" with 6 layers
Output to pen plotter photoldoner, dot matri, printer or laser printer Minimum requirements IBMiXI/Al
compotiha (286 or 386 processº) wrh 640K Ram and 10mb hard dr-c CGA, EGA or VGA colour graphics
adopter E675.00 P&P free.

Connectors
Suppression
Switches.

&

P(6 is a powerful Rom hosed printed Uri uit board design programe suitable for all BBC computers A
second eprom is optionally available to mid a powerful auto track routing facility to the program This
util ses o rats nest moat rot tire and allows any component to be 'picked up' and moved around the board
with ,ut ferwrg to resp^ufy comixnent interconnections The full autoroute for lines ore available even on a
standard une,panded model '13'
PCB autoroute is remarkable. No similar software comes near the price.
PCB manual track routing
E85.00
PCB onto-routing
Acorn User Aug 88
PCB Plotter driver
035.00
P&P free
[185.00

IBM PCB Software

Semiconductor es
Sensors
Ferrite Cores 11/
Optoelectronics
Semiconductors
Thermistors
Integrated
Circuits
Potentiometers

Phone i,61-831 7086

Í

BBC PCB SOFTWARE

MICROPROCESSORS
NEC

CARD

PI N EAPPLE
:SOFTWARE

MEMORIES
-

Y

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

IBM model (serial interlace)

E199.95

irn:kerballs also avo labSe fat other computers, please phone for details

MITEYSPICE, SPICE.AGE AND ECA

-2

Three very powerful ereurt aual,sis packages Mrteyspice is available for the BB( range of computers, and
Spice Age and ECA 2 -or the IBM anmd compatibles, Spice, Age is a new product for the IBM range which
provides facilities for transient and founer nnolysrs as well as D( and frog response performance

Miteyspise (for BBC and Archimedes)
Spice Age (IBM PC'XT AT 5126 Ram)
ECA-2 (IBM PC X1,AT 2566 Ram)
LCA-1 (logic Analyser for IBM's)

[119.00
from E70.00
E675.00

[350.00

P&P

free

'Pineapple Software. Dept WW, 39 Brownlea Gardens,
Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex IG3 911L Telephone: 01 -599 1476
Add I 5% VAT to all prices 01-599 1476

ENTER45ON REPLY CARD
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PHONE.

P.

.0474 560521
FAX
0474 333762
BC1841B

Semiconductors
AC125
AC126

0.30
0.45

AC127
AC128
AC I 28K
AC141

0.20
0.28
0.32
0.28
0.34
0.45
0.22
0.31
0.25
0.28
0.25
0.37
1.15
2.50
1.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
2.50
1.95
2.50
2.50
3.50
0.60
0.65
0.65
0.45
0.65
0.40
0.60
1.95
0.42
0.85
1.50

A(141K
AC142K

AC176
AC176K
AC187
AC187K
AC188

A(188K
ACY17
AD142
AD149
AD161
AD162
AF106
AF 114
AF115
AF116

All

17

AF118
AF121
AF 124
AF 125

AF126

AF127
AF 139

Al 150
AF178
AF239
ASY27
ASY77

8(109B

2.95
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.12

BC114A

0.09

115

0.55

BC116A

0.50
0.19
0.24

BC107B
BC108

B(1088
BC109

8(117
BC119
BC 125

8(212
B(2121

0(213
B(2131
8C214
BC214(

8(2141
B(2378
8(238

1239
BC251A
13(252A
BC258
BC258A
BC284

0.25

8(140

0.31
0.25
0.21
0.24
0.12
0.09

B(141
BC142

8(143
BC1478
BC 148A

8(300
BC301

B(303
BC307B

8(327

0.09
0.30
0.12
0.09
0.55
0.15

BC149
BC153

B(157
BC159
BC161

1708
BC171

BC

BC328

1337
BC338
BC347A

1(461
B(418

0.09

BC] 73B

0.10
0.10

BC174
BC171

0.09
0.15

8(178

0.15
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09

B(172B

BC

BC207B
BC208B

6.95

AU106
AY102
B(107A

BC

8(204

182

8(18218
8(183
0(1831

0.09
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.09

2.50

AN7145M

AN124
AN214
AN2140
AN236
AN239

2.50
2.50
2.50
1.95

607150
407151

484240P

2.80
2.50
2.95

(631231

1.95

(A31401
f016016

2.0

AN247
AN260
AN262
AN264

86521
CA1352E
CA3086

2.50

3.0

AN271
AN301

2.95
3.50
2.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

AN303

66313
AN315

AN316
AN331

AN342
AN3621
AN612
AN6362
AN7140

2.0
2.15
3.95
3.50

867145

CA3I3EM
C631405

HA1137W
HA1156W
HA1306
HA1322
HA1339A
1141366W
HA1406
HA1551
LA1201
1.41230
LA3201
164101

VIDEO SPARES 8 HEADS
Please phone with your
recorder model no for our

quotation
3HSSV for Ferguson/1V( 27.50
3HSSUIN for National
29.50
Panasonic/Philips
3HSS3N for National Panasonic
39.50
NV777/330
3HSSN/4HSS for Notional
Panasonic
29.50
35.00
3HSSH for Hitachi
3HSSU3N for National
35.00
Panasonic
35.00
3HSSP for Sharp
3HSS6NA for National
75.00
Panasonic Industrial
3HSSU2N for National
Panasonic
39.50
3HSSSF for Fisher/Fidelity 35.00
311550 for Amstrod/Sarsho/

Triumph
PS3BS for Sony SLCS 6

35.00
7. etc

35.00

39.50
05301 for Toshiba
P54825 for Sony SLC20/30 etc
39.50
PS5B3S for Sony SLC8/C9 etc

Philips V2000

49.50
65.00

VIDEO BELT KITS

Akai VS9300/9500/9800
Amstrad 7000/Saisho/
Triumph
Ferguson 3V16
Ferguson 3V22/JVC

1.50
2.75

2.95

Ferguson 3V23/JVC
1.17700
Ferguson 3V29/JVC

1.50

087200

2.75

Hooch VTI1/33
INDUSTRIAL AND
SPECIAL QUALITY

BD101

1.25

BF355

BD702

1.25
0.90

BF362

1.50

BF311

1.65
0.35
0.65
0.39
0.20
0.22
0.27
0.22
0.38
0.26
0.34
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.35
0.28
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.14
0.40
0.20
0.15
0.30
0.35
0.28

1394

BD201

0.30
0.26

130203

0.10
0.09
0.13
0.35
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.10

BD136

BD137
BD138
BD139
BDI40
BD144
BDI50C
BD159

80160

80202
80204
130222

BD223
BD225
BD232
130233

BD236
BD237
BD242
130246

80376
80379
BD410

8(550

0.10
0.14

B(557

008

130436

0.10
B(639/10 0.30
19.50
BCY33A

130437
BD438

BD434

BD510

1.50
2.95
1.95
3.50
3.50
1.50

2.50
3.95
3.25

1(7120

3.50
5.50
5.50
4.95
0.45
1.50
2.95
2.95
3.50
3.15
2.95
2.30
1.50
1.50
2.00

LC7130
LC7131

LC7137
1M323K
LM324N

LM380N
LM380N8
1613831
LM390N
1M101I
M51551
M515131.
M515211
MB3705
MB3712

2.75
2.75
2.75

E N T MULTIPLIERS
UNIVERSAL TRIPLER
DECCA 30
DECCA 80
DECCA 100

DECCA 1730

2040
2110

ITT CVC1-9
ITT CVC20/25/30
ITT CVC45
PHILIPS 0815501
PHILIPS G9

697

CME822W
CME1523W
(RE 1400

11.01

PVE
POE

1178
BF179
BFIBO
BF 181

BF182
BF183
BF184
BF185
BF195
BF 197
BF 198
BF 199
BF 200
BF 240
BF 241

B1245
BF256LC
BF 257

731/25

RANK 1204
SIEMENS TVK76/1

2.75

SIEMENS EUROPA
THORN 1500

3.75

THORN 1600

2.75
3.15
1.50
1.75
2.75
3.75
3.90

5.45
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.35
5.45
6.95
6.35

6.35
6.95
6.95
6.00
6.50

BF335
BF 336
BF 337
BF 338

E11363

BF422

1423
131457

BF458
131467

BF493
Bf4995

14997
81039
BFR40
BF R81

BFR88
BFR90
BF 091
BF T42
BF 143

BFWIO

BIWII
BFWI6A
BF W61

BFW92
BFX29
BFX84

61085
E11086

BFY18

THORN 3500
THORN 8000
THORN 8500
THORN 9000
THORN 9600

NI

STICK
TV13 STICK
018 STICK
TV20 STICK

BFY50

BLY48

88100
BR101
136103

BR303
8RC4443
811139

BSW64

135060
1.25
13TIOOA/02 0.85

BT106
BT116

BU105
NU 108

88124
08125
B6126
BU204
BU205
BÚ208

062088

7.95
7.95
11.50
11.50
516463
5110015
7.95
STK0029
7.95
5110039
7.95
TA7061AP 1.50
TA7072
2.65
TA7073
3.50
TA7108P
1.50
1671200
1.65
TA 7129P
2.50
TA7130P
1.50
147137P
1.00
1.50
TA7146P
TA7176AP 2.95
TA7193P
3.95
TA7203
2.95
TA7204P
2.15
TA7205AP 1.15
TA7208
1.95
TA7222AP 1.80
4.25
167227P
1.95
1672280
167310P
1.80
TA7314P
2.95
47321P
2.25

SPECIAL OEFEER
100 PER TYPE

BÚ2080

88326
BU3265

06407
BU408
BÚ4264
BU500

885088

r

TELEX
966371
TOS -PM

'

86807
BUY20

'TAA3I0A
1AA3204
1483508
TAA5508

144570

1.25 inch 0/B OP

006 each
04.00

250MA 500MÁ 750MA IAmp
I.SAmp 2Amp 3Amp 7Amp
IOAmp
1.25 inch A/5

@ 0.15

TAA62I
3.95
1AA6305
2.95
TAA66IB
1.95
168700
1.70
1AA930
3.95
TBA120A9B/C
8.00
SA/SBR/U

786395
TBA396
TBA44044

1844800
TBASIC

TBA5100
TBA52(
TBA5200
186530
TBA53C0

106540
TBA5400

D9

11000

DIO21060
DIO 230GM

D13.61160
DI 3.630GH

45.00
59.00
59.00

1750

16021V

2.95
14.95
5.50
2.50
9.50
1.50
1.50
5.50
4.50
5.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
1.00
0.75
2.50
1.50
1.00
1.50
12.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
10.00

1602N

0.45
0.45

262626
2N2905
253053

1.98
0.40
0.75
0.48

M1E350
M1E520

0(23
0(25
0(26
0(28
0(29
0(32
0(42
0(44
0(45
0(70
0(71

0(72
0(75
OC81

0(84
0(139
0(171
OC200

T6029V
16036V
T9002V
19011V

104440

0.55
0.42
0.95
0.95
0.45

TIP33(
TIP34B
TIP41A
TIP41(
TIP42(
TIP47
TIP48
TIP50
TIP120

0.45
0.47
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.60

TDA1001
1DA1003A
TDA1006A
10111010

2.95
3.95
2.50
2.15
TDAI005
2.25
TDA1035
2.50
TDA1037
1.95
2.15
TDA1044
TDAI170
1.95
2.15
TDAI180
TDA12700 3.95
TDA1327
1.70
1042002 0.95
1062003
1.95
1042010
1.95
1042020
2.95
TDA2030
2.80
TDA2140
3.95
1082150 2.50
TDA2151
1.95
TDA2160
2.50
1062524
1.95
TDA2530
1.95
TDA2532
1.95
1062540
1.95
TDA254I
2.15
TDA2560
1.15
1042576 4.50

1.95
2.50
1.65
2.20

T( A940

0.43

TIP3IC
TIP32C

1.95
1.45
1.45
1.00
2.50
1.95
10A70
1.95
11367500 2.65
TBA800
0.89
TBA810AS 1.65
TBA810P
1.65
TBA820M 0.75
1868200 1.45
TBA890
2.50
TBA920
1.65
TBA950/20 1.50
TBA990
1.49
7849900 1.49
TCA270
2.50
TCA270S0 2.50
106650
2.50
1(A760
2.50
6.95
101800
TCA900

TIP30(

19015V
T9034V

TBA5500
TBA560(
TBA5600
1BA570
1006510
TBA673

1(A8305

T9038V
THY] 5/80
THY15/85
TIP29
TIP29(

0.45
0.55
0.55
0.75
2.15
2.15
3.95
2.25
2.25
0.40
0.42

TV106

79106/2
1RFOI12

201100
201308
201711
2N2219

2N3054

253055
203702
203703
203704
263705
253706
203708
203733

4.95
1.75
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.75
8.50
3.65

B4 CHASSIS
8S CHASSIS
BS FLOATING
87 CHASSIS
878 CHASSIS

876

PCB

BIG

PCB CERAMIC

-

-

3.95..

)

9.65

0.65

B7G SKIRTED CHASSIS
B76 SKIRTED PCB
076 SKIRTED PIKE
CHASSIS
BOA CHASSIS
BOG CHASSIS
CRT

-

¡

B9A PCB
I
B9A OCB THIN
I
B9A CHASSIS
BOA CHASSIS
SHOCKPROOF
BOA SKIRTED CHASSIS
BOA SKIRTED CHASSIS
CERAMIC PINCH

0.65
0.95

0.9ío0.85
0.85
0.45

0.45e'0.95
3.95

3.50..
1.25

0.65

B94 SKIRTED PCB
B9D CERAMIC PCB
B9D CERAMIC CHASSIS
89G CERAMIC CHASSIS
B108 CHASSIS
BI38 CHASSIS
BI 4A CRT (38P11
OCATAI VINTAGE
CHASSIS

1.25
0.95 Ns
0.95 N.
2.50
0.50
0.50
1.95

OCTAL CHASSIS

0.65
0.95

O(TAI

PCB

GIANT

7

NUVISTOR
SK406
SK410
SK.IIOS
SK6I104
CHIMNEY ISK4101S)
SK610A1
UX4 CHASSIS

F16101GM

3.50
1.95
1.95
2.95
0.50
0.50

UXS CHASSIS
807 CHASSIS
X9V CHASSIS
11R6E_CHA5S15

hOVAL

0.75

0.80
0.75
0.75
0.55
0.95
1.95
4.50
0.80
2.50
0.95
0.95
2.20
1.15
1.75
0.50

211364

0.12
0.12

010
0.12
0.12
9.50
2.75
1.35
3.50
1.95
1.15
0.42
0.48
0.60
0.45
0.95
16.50
16.50
0.95

263773
203792
2N4280

264427
254444
205294
2N5296
205298
2N5485

205496
205641

205643
2SÁ329

1062581
1DA2582
TDA2593
TDA2600
TDA2610
TDA2611A
TDA2640

1062655
TDA2680A
TDA2690
1DA3310
TDA3510

1083560
.1064050
7084600
TDA9503
TEA1009

UP(41(
UPC566H
U10515C2
UPC1001H

8110200
UPC 1024H

UP(102514
UPC1028H

25(14138 250
0.50
25(1449
0.75
25(1628
1.50
25(1678
3.75
25(1945
0.95
25(1953
0.80
25(1957
2.95
2S(1969
1.50
25(1985
1.15
25(2028
1.95
25(2029

212078

1.45
0.85
2.95
1.95

25(2091
25(2098

25(2166
25(2314
25(2371

25(9310
25119
25133

0.80
0.36
0.95
0.55

035

35K88

0.95

1181H
UPC1182H

UPC 1365C

1.25
1.50
3.95
1.50
2.95
2.45
2.95
3.95

UPC200211

1.95

2.95
2.95

UPC

2.9S

UPC

6.50
2.50
1.95
3.50
4.50
2.75
2.45
2.95
3.50
3.95
2.95
2.50
3.15
1.35
3.50
2.95
1.50
1.95
2.95
1.50
1.95
1.95

80C1191V
UP0350C
UPC1353C
UPC1360

UP021141C 2.50
555

0.35

0.60
0.

741

0.35
0.50
0.35
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

747
748
7B08
7805
7812
7815

UPO 032H 0.95
UP( 1158H

800167(2

0.75
1.95

BYX36-150R

0.10
0.13
0.16
0.17
0.06
BAI54
0.15
BA156
0.30
BÁ157
0.75
84244
0.75
BÁ301
0.85
BÁ302
0.75
BA313
2.95
BÁ318
2.95
84328
1.75
BA52I
0.30
BAV71
0.19
BAW62
0.04
BA X13
0.12
BAX16
0.30
881058
0.79
BT151
0.10
00120
0.11
BY127
0.15
BYI33
0.45
80164
1.20
BY176
0.63
BY179
0.5S
BT182
00184
0.35
0.45
BYIB7
0.40
BY199
0.14
BY206
BY208 800 0.33
130210 800 0.33
0.90
BY223
00298 400 0.22
J3.Y299 800 0.22
0.50
BYX10
BYX25 600 1.25

0.20
130038 6000

0.60
BYX55 60C 0.30
BYX71 600 1.75
0.15
B1X61
0.10
B1X88
81095(30 0.35
8.00
CS4B
18.50
CSIOB

MR510

0.65

880512
OA47

0.65
0.15
0.10
0.15

0890
0891

0695
04202

0.10
0.40
5.00
2.95
4.95
4.95
2.95

N21DR
R238

N23(
N23FR
N23WE
04001
N4003

0.04
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.02

04004
01007
04148
54448

0.10

05401
N5402
N5403
05406

0.12
0.14
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.10
0.15
0.10

05407
05408
TT44
TT923
T12002

OTHER% T.N APPLICATION
EX -EQUIPMENT
B 018

BASE

ZENER DIODES

15.00

0.35
0.65

75.00
65.00
55.00
39.50
75.00

F21 130GR
F31 121 D

IF 708

M7 12CW

MI41(OGM

SOCKET

4CX300A'I AMP'
75.00
75.00
75.00
19.50
35.00

M17'51GVR
M2111W
M23 112GV
M24121GH
M24 122WA

10.00
5.00

175.00
55.0o
45.00
55.00
55.00

81061 Series

I

81900

Series

0.70

0.15

M28 1316
M31182GV
M31 184W
M31 190GR
M31 191 W

45.00
45.00
55.00
45.00
55.00

M31 325GH
M38 10pW
M40 120W
SESFP31

T975D

0

j2J

4(X2518 MILITARY

B7G
B9A

ECR35

8.50
13.95
25.00
4.50
9.50
35.00
25.00
35.00

'

GIANTMBO4 PINPIN (4217111

4(0251
CANS

DI41110GM
D16 100GH97
DH3 91

(k

TOP CAPS

3.85
0.35
0.65

B7G
B9A

,

0.35~

PIN 18131

SOCKET
4
JU

0.55
0.80

21496

DIODES

Valve Hardware List
Al?

258715
25(495

25(784
25(785
25(789
25(931D
25(937
25(1034
25(1096
25(1106
25(1124
25(1162
25(11720
25(1173
25( 1306

0.28
0.55
0.40
0.40
0.59
0.52
0.12

AA119
BAITS
BA145
84148

Special Selection of pre amp valves for low microphony
01.00 per valve
etc
Supply and fitting of pre amp damping
El .00 per ring
rings
Special selection and matching of power
01.00 per valve
wolves

SOCKETS
ACORN

0.65
1.75
2.75
2.95
0.80
0.55
0.70
1.50
1.50
16.50
6.50
1.35
0.30

11591

mtiodured a special in house selection facility
and can offer the following service for audio, he fi etc

OCTAL

each

45.00
45.00

1.50
0.75
2.55
1.95
2.50
2.50
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.25
1.35

PLUGS

010.00
50MA 60MA 100MA I50MA
250MA 5(10MA 750MA I.SAmp
3Amp 4Amp SAmp
45.00
95.00
7.00
9.50
29.50

3.50
3.50
1.95
0.95
1.95

0.95
0.29
0.30
4.95
15.95
17.50
26.50

950

M13000
M1E340

0(201
0(205
1676090
3.95
TA761LAP 2.95
2.50
147620

í1P125
T10142
110146
TIP161
7102955
TIP3055

2.50
2.50

GET111
GEX542

M1E2955
MPSA13
MPSA92
MR1237
MRF450A
MRF453
MRF454
MRF455
MRF475
MRF477
MRF479
0C16W

820088
62009
R20108
R2322

1.45
2.50
1.45
0.58
R323
0.66
02540
2.48
R(A16029 0.85
RCA16039 0.85
RCA16181 0.85
RCA16334 0.90
RCA 16335 0.85
RCA16572 0.85
0.95
520600
SKE5F
1.45

BUV41

We hove recently

080
20MM A/S @i 0 15 each 011.50
I OOMA I50MA 160MA 250MA
500MA 800MA 125Amp
2Amp 3.1 SAmp SAmp

1.95
1.90
2.25
2.15

BU526

SHOCKPROOF

2MM 0/0B
006 each 04.50
I OOMA 200MA 250MA 500MA
lAmp 1.25Amp I $Amp
I.6Amp
2Amp 2.5Amp 3.l5Amp 4Amp

1.49
1.20
3.15
1.65
1.95
1.69
1.25
1.25
1.60
1.55
1.30
0.95
1.15
1.35
1.20
1.50
1.24
1.50
0.75
2.25

87119
01120

B7G CHASSIS
870 CHASSIS
FUSES

0.32
0.32
0.77
1.75
0.45
0.49
0.55
0.95
1.15
0.45
0.95

BFY51
131090

S1K437
51K439
516461

8.50
8.50
8.50
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
7.50
5.45
5.45
7.95
6.95
7.15
8.50
8.50
0.90
1.25
1.10
1.40

713 4 LEAD
713 5 LEAD

0.28
0.28
0.26
0.18
0.35
0.34
0.29
0.32
0.37
0.38
0.65
0.25
0.19
0.32
0.25
0.32
0.36
0.68
0.35
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.30
1.50
1.75
0.35
0.35
0.55
0.75
1.15
0.60
0.85
0.30
0.26
0.32
0.25
1.35

BF 273

2.75
7.95
6.65
1.80
1.10
1.10
5113270
1.50
557414
0.85
967421
50761106 0.89
SN76115N 1.25
SN76131N 1.30
507622606 2.95
50762270 1.05
SN76228N 2.95
SN76533N 1.65
SN76650N 1.15
SN76660N 0.90
7.95.
511011
7.95
STK0I4
5.95
511015
7.95
STK018
11.95
STK025
7.95
516032
11.95
STK078
8.95
STK085
7.95
516415
511(435
7.95

3.75

259

131271

SA5590
5L901B
519178
511310
511371

RANK A774
RANK A823

3.50
2.95
3.75
4.50
3.50
1.50

29.50
35.00

BF158
BF160
BF173
BF 177

2.95

Sony (7
Sony T9
Sony 5130008
Sony 518000/8080
Toshiba 7540
Toshiba 9600

30780

12(SP4

2.95
1.25

Sony C6

additional carriage
per tube
ICPI

81154

1.75
1.75
2.85

SAS560S
SAS5105
SAS580

Sharp 8300
Sharp 9300

1074H

our stock of 10 000

1127

1.75
M1231B
2.50
M12328
2.95
M1239
MSM5807 8.75
3.50
SAA500A
7.25
SAA1025
SAA1251
4.9S
SAA5010
5.35
5.75
SAA5020
SAB3210
3.50

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.75

Please add C3

CATHODE RAY TUBES
A small selection from

1300530
BF115
BFI 19

M(14518(P7.50

Sanyo VTC5300
Sanyo VT(5500
Sanyo VTC9300
Sanyo VT(9300P
Sharp 6300
Sharp 7300

PYE

130707
130032

2.50
1.00
M(1310P 1.95
MC1327
1.70
MC13270 0.95
1.75
MC1351P
MC1352P
1.00
M(1357
2.35
MC1358
1.58
MC1496
1.75
0.50
MC1723
M(3357
2.75
MC34011
2.50
M(I4106P 2.95

Hitachi VT5030
Hitachi VT8000
National Panasonic
NV300/333/340
National Panasonic
NV2000B
National Panasonic
NV777
National Panasonic
NV3000B
National Panasonic
NV7000
National Panasonic
NV8600/8610/8620
Sanyo VT(5000

GEC

130535

MCI

LA4140
1440310
164400
164420
1A4422
LA4430
144461

GEC

00534

MB3756

DECCA 120

HR3360/3660

Ferguson 3V31/JVC
HR7650
NC 083330/3600

r

2.75

BD575
BD587
BD588
BD698

0.30
0.30

LA4102

350

131271

80182

BC558

1.95
2.95
0.95
1.95
0.95
0.95

BF

0.65
0.45
0.45
0.95
0.95
0.95
1.50

0.39

BC549A

1.50
1.95
2.95
2.75

0.75

130520

BD166
BD179

8(547
B(548

1.0

BD518

0.59
0.42
0.42
0.50
0.30
0.30
0.32
0.30
0.32
0.30
1.10
0.29
0.65
1.50
0.50
0.72
0.70
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.70
0.46
0.59
0.48
0.35
0.35
0.49
0.40
0.65
0.75
0.32
0.45
0.65
0.65
0.60
0.60
0.75
0.95

0.15
0.25

BC527

3.95
2.95
2.50
1.50
1.75
0.46
1.95
2.50
2.50
1.15
2.50
1.95

030

BD124P
BD131
BD132
BD133

BD135

Integrated Circuits
ANI03

80115

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

0.09
0.10
0.10

M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

35.00
59.00
59.00
45.00
75.00

from our
stock of branded valves
24.50
7.50
02087
11.50
02134
14.95
A2293
6.50
A2426
33.50
A2599
37.50
A2792
27.50
A2900
11.50
A3283
24.00
A3343
35.95
ACSP3A
4.95
A(/52PEN
8.50
A(T22
59.75
AH221
39.00
AH238
39.00
OL60
6.00
ANI
14.00
ARP12
2.50
ARP34
1.25
ARP35
2.00
AZII
4.50
B5894
250.00
BT58
55.00
BT17
25.00
81113
35.00
(1K
27.50
17.95
C3M
(1134
32.00
(1149.1 195.00
(1150/1 135.00
(1534
32.00
((A
3.50
(024
6.50
(01006
3.50
(05676
6.50
A1834

EAC91

80142
EB34
EB41
EB91

EB(33
EBC41

EBC81

EBC90
EBC91

EBF80

10183
EBF89

18193
1E311

EBL21

EC52
EC70
EC81

1(86
EC88

EC90
EC91

EC93

EC95
EC97

EC8010
EC(32
EC(33
ECC35
ECC81

ECC81 SPECIAL

ECCB2

EC( 82

ON REQUEST
D3A
27.50
D63
1.20

PHILIPS

DA42
DA 90

DAF9I
DAF96
DC70
DC90

22.50
17.50
4.50
0.95

DGIOA
DH63
DH77
DK91

DK92
DE 35
O 163
DL70
DL73
D191

DL92
DL93
DLS10

01516
DM70
DM160
DOD -006

DY51
O 986/87

DY802
8551.

E80(C
E80C1

EKE
1801
E81C(
E811
E82CC

883C(

1.75

1.25

8.50
1.50
0.90
1.20
1.50
2.50
1.00
2.50
2.50
3.95
1.50
1.50
13.50
10.00
5.25
6.50
79.50

83.50

ECC83

PHILIPS

E(C804

2.50
1.50
2.75
1.35
1.50
2.00
2.50
6.95
6.95
0.60

ECC2000
ECF80

7.95
1.15

SIEMENS
ECC85
ECC86
ECC88

EC(89
ECC91

E((189
ECC801S

ECC8035

1(F82
ECF86
1CF2(JO

ECF202
ECF801

1Cf804
ECF805
ECF806

E(H3
ECH4

ECH81

E(H84
ECH200
EC180
EC182
EC183

1C184
EC185
E(L86
E(L805
EF37A
EF22
EF39
EF40
EF42
EF50

1154

18.50

EF80
EF83

(ASO

1052

55.00

EA76

1.95

E2351
82601
E283CC

E288CC
E810F

E1148

1.95

ECC83

7.95
7.95
4.50
3.95
6.95
10.50
6.50
9.00
8.50
7.50
12.50
19.50
12.00
17.50
25.00
1.00
1.00

2.15

BRIMAR

EF55
EF70
EF72

1173

1185
1186

"

1.50
1.70
1.85
1.85
0.85
6.50
2.50
10.25
4.S0
4.50
3.50
1.50
1.75
1.50
1.00
1.50
0.60
1.00
2.50
00
1
0.95
1.50
0.95
2.50
3.50
1.50

EL34

F1'3d
1134
SIEMENS
E136

8136
MULLARD

5.00
3.25

6.00

D

M8079
M8082
M8083

6.50

M8091

7.50
3.00
5.50
5.00
5.50
7.00
7.95

MULLARD 39.50
00901-50 55.00
00203-20 42.50
00206 40 45.00
0575/20
1.50
4.85
0595/10
05108/45 4.00
05150/15 6.95
05150/30 1.15
05150/40 7.00
3.95
051205
051213
5.00
0037
9.50
6.50
0V03 12
2.50
0V05-25
0V06 20 29.50
0608 1008

4.50
2.50

2.50
4.50
1.75

EN91

EN92

V51

1.75
15.00
6.75
1.95
1.95
5.95
5.25
MULLARD
7.50
6.95
3.65
6.95
12.95
22.50
12.50
1.65
1.65
3.95
2.50
15.00
2.25
4.50
0.80

970
1981
E982
EY83
1984

E986/87

-[488
E991

E95006
EY802
EZ35
EZ40
EZ41

6.00
5.00
6.00
15.00
4.00
16.50
12.00
12.00
14.00
35.00
17.50
13.50
24.00
14.50
1.50
1.50
2.50
4.50
2.50
4.50
1.95
3.50
3.50
7.00
3.50
2.95
5.95
5.95
5.00

2.50

6U20

4.50
4.95

GU50

1.20

GXU3
GXU50SS
GY501
GY802
GZ32
GZ33
GZ34

GXUI

HBC90
8141
HL90

EF91

195

0T33(

EF92

2.15
1.50
1.50
1.95
0.90

KT36
KT44
0745
0761

KT8C

N78

002
0A2WA
0A3

082
082WA

00

003
0M4
OMSB

0M6
ORP43
ORP50
P61
P41

0.95
0.75
0.75

PABC80
PC86
PC88

1.10
1.25

PC97

0.6;.

17.50

GT1C

3.50
12.50
9.85
1.50
2.50
2.50
1.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
3.00
1.75
2.50
3.95
2.50
2.50

PCF80

5.50
1.95
0.70
1.00
3.50
3.50
0.75

6086W

05120

M540
MU14
937

PCE82

193-

6(12/413

GNIO
GR10G
GS10C
GS10H

29.50
4.00
195.00
5.50

0.65

10/41

GN4

ME1400
ME140
ME1402
MHLD6
MP25

PCC189

GC

GDT120M

2.00
3.95
3.50
29.50

PCC88
PCC89

10/48

GC10D

M8162
M8163
M8190
M8195
M8196
M8204
M8223
M8224
M8225

0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.80
0.80

GC

GC108

6.50
5.50
5.50
4.50
6.50
5.50
5.50
4.50

M8161

0.40

4.50
9.00
6.95
9.00
17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50

G240/20

M8096
M8098
M8099
M8100
M8136
M8137

PCC84
PCC85

1.50

GI80/2M

3.25

2.35
1.15
1.50
5.95

---Ó.13

GS5/IK

7.50

PC900

T713
FW4 800

95.00

7.56

E280

TM"

6237

EF95
EF97

295.00

1.75
6.00

MULLARD 4.50
EF86/CV4085
5.00
1.50
EF89

1194

145199

8190

EL822
ELL80
EM34
EM83
EM84
EM85
EM81
EN32

00003-10

00V06-400

E186

EL95
11.152
EL360

K1763
187-20

P9801
OB3-300
003 1150 139.00
085 3500 595.00
00E02-5 19.50
00803-12 7.95
00E03 20 35.00
00106-40 45.00
00V02-6 19.50
00903-10 5.50

155.00

MULLARD 4.50

8191

KTW61
KTW62
KTW63

1.95
0.85
0.85
72.00

M5143

6.95

[185

15.00
2.50
2.50
2.00
2.50

0.

1.50
0.95

E183

8184
SIEMENS

0188
Selectron

PY88

``--

ibVSU

6.95
195.00

EL81

EL41

2.00
KT66 USA 11.95
KT66 GEC 25.00
KT66TEONEX
5.00
K T67
9.00
KT77 GEC 11.95
0T81
7.00
. 0E88 USA 12.95

1598
M508

EL42
EL71

E138

0163

MULLARD 15.00
00V03-20 25.00
00V06 40A
27.50

3.95
9.00
3.50
2.00
4.50

EF86

Ef93

LA

4.50
3.50

3.50
3.50
0.55
3.95
0.85
2.50

4.50
11.00
19.50
25.00
25.00
0.65
1.50
3.50
0.72

1132
1133

EL802

ECC83

E90CC

E182CC
E186F
E188CC

EH90
EK90

EL821

4.95

192CC
E99F
E1301
E180CC
E1801

EFP60

81519

MUILARO
E90F
E9 1H

EF8055
EF8065
EF812
EFL200

Low microphony

ECHB3

9.50
7.95
3.50
6.95

EF800
EF8045

E1506
11509
11509

Low noise

0.75
0.85
.4.50

83
EF184

E15(0
(1504

coupling

49.50
19.50
12.50
18.50
29.50
5.50
12.00
4.50
4.50
5.50

E88CC 01
E88CC

Low cross

E(H35
E(H42

E86C

E88CC

NEW
ECC83 SPECIAL

1.50
0.85
0.85

8831

E88(

1.95
0.95

ECC83

0.95^

3.50
DCX-4-5000
25.00
DET16
28.50
DET18
28.50
DET20
2.50
DET22
35.00
0E923
35.00
DE924
27.50
DET25
22.00
D ET29
32.00
DF91
1.50
DF92
1.50
1,25.DF96
DF91

2.25
0.85

QUALITY

CV Nos PRICES

DA41

1.95
1.50
2.50
1.20
1.50
3.95
0.85
2.50
1.95
1.50
1.95
1.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
4.50
4.50
0.75
1.75
7.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
5.50
1.50
7.00
1.10
12.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
1.50

EA79
EABC80

FEB/MAR '89
PRICE LIST

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

A selection

01714

M. COMPONENTS LTD'

P.

EB/MAR '89
PRICE LIST

035

PC(805
PCC806

`P1.181- 0.60
pc F84

0.65

F86

1.20

PCF87

1.25
1.00
1.80
1.35
0.85
1.25
1.00
1.25
1.50
0.85

PC

PCF200
In F201
PCF801
PCF802
PC F805
PCF806

5
F808
PCH200
,PC 182
FL184
PC

2.50
0.75
0.80

PC184

PC185

80s

0.

D50O-

S.95

PEI 103

69.00

PEN2S
PEN40D
PEN4501)

2.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

fJ:l20C

Oa3

PE 545

-200
P136

^-

P13
Y1tlt

PR[óE4Y'
P183

l5

PL84

PL504

-7(108
P1509

1.75
1.50

1.25
0.60
0.52

O.j

1.25

i

1.21.50

85

Y82

RG3 1250A 35.00

15.00
8113-1250 35.00
S11E12
38.00
S104 20
10.00
SC1 13(0
6.00
SP61
3.50
S10280/40 11.95
182-5/300 95.00
1103- 250

182-300 195.00
TB3 750 115.00
183 2000

450.00
TBL2 300

1812 500

395.00
495.00

1003-10/04/F
35.00
TT I S
45.00
45.00
1121
TT22
39.50
111()0
69.00
192 125A 85.00
T94400 85.00

197 6000A
600.00
TY8-600W
U19
U26
U35
U37
U41
USO

U82
0191
U192
U193
U251
0801

U08C80
UAF42
08C41
UBC81
UBF80
UBF89
UBL21
UC92
UCC84

365.00
9.50
0.90
3.50
9.00
6.95
2.00
3.00
0.70
1.00
1.00
2.50
3.50
1.00
1.95
3.95
1.50
0.95

1.00

VP41
VR101

105/30
VRI50/30
VU39
W21
W61

W77
W81M
W739
X24

X(24

. 1.50
XFW50
1.50
XGI 2500 75.00
7.50
X1628FT
XNPI2
2.50
XR1/16000
49.50
XR

13200A
79.50

XRI 64000
149.50
965
6.95
75.00
901100
Y19060 265.00
Y1.1020
42.50
91 1060
195.00
911070
195.00
911071
195.00
YL 1290
65.00
1.20
Z71
Z300T
6.00
12.00
1302C
9.00
2359
4.00
Z520M
9.50
27000
19.85
2759
18.95
2803U
12.50
ZA1000
28 1001
1.50
12.00
2681001
IAA I005
8.00
1841020
6.00
8.00
ZM1021
7.95
ZM1023
14.00
ZM1041
9.00
ZM1082
10.00
ZM1084
6.50
ZM1175
9.00
ZM1171
ZM1202 55.00
4.00
ZM1263
A3
430
AE4
3.50
An
3.50
10.00
B12
B27
55.00
83GT
1.95
45.00
B35A
B63A
75.00
K3
2.50
5561
2.50
728
25.00
05
1.50

US

1.50
1.50
1.75
I.SO

X25

2.50

SS

T4
114

2A3
2AS15A

267
2822
2036

3(390
2(398A
2(40
2(42
2C43
2C51

342

UY85-------0.70

3826
3828

1.1184

MS

---

V2358/10

0.705

V2460/10

0.70

250.00
V2464/2K 315.00

250.00

V238A/IK

0.50

XFW47

9.00
3.50

UC183
UF41
UF42
UF80
UF85
UF89
0141
0144

1.95
1.50

XC25

UU8

0(182

4.50
4.50
4.95

X66/X65
X76M

UU7

UCH2I
UCH4I
UCH42
UCH81

1.50

X41

8.00

UCF80

2.50
2.50
2.50
4.50
4.50
5.00
4.50

VR

UU5
UU6

00085

195.00
12.00
10.95
9.50
4.95
2.50

V453
V1S631
VP4B

1.75
1.20
0.70
0.60
1.00
2.50
2.50
3.95
1.00
1.75
2.50
2.25
2.25
1.75
1.20
2.00
10.00
3.50
1.50
0.85
3.50
6.00

3.50
2.95
0.60
0

\PY99'-DMPY$1-

145.00
85.00
85.00
95.00
4.00

RIO
R18
2.50
RGI 240A 14.50
RG3-250A 6.50

UY41

"80iP18021
P1820
PY32

093-125
094-250
094-400

V241C IK

2(95
2021

2021W
2E22
2E26
2155

16.50
11.50

4.50
69.50
70.00
32.50
39.50
37.00
29.50
60.00
2.50
1.50
2.25
3.15

49.00
7.95

3E17

3H
31 170E

31

304
4 65A
4 2508

4060
10000 425.00
4832
35.00
48074
1.75
4826
1.95
4(28
25.00
4(35
145.00
402500 285.00
4
4

31322

3BZ6

39.50
3CX3000A7
650.00

3( 95
3D21A

1.50
29.50

1.2

8805

6C56

0.75
0.95
8.00
3.95
2.35
1.35

8CW5

130

475.00

4(X 5000A
4021

4

4032

12500

4E27A

125.00
2.25
2.25
2.95
1.50
150.00
35.00
55.00

416A

40T6
4T85P

401508
401505

405000 350.00
9.50
9.00
5AI52M
58163K
10.00
6.25
SAI70K
9.00
5A -180M
5A 2060 10.00
5B 110M 10.00
5B 254M 14.50
58 255M 14.50
5B 256M 15.00
S8 257M 15.00
5A/1020

14.50
5(22
125.00
5C18A
2.50
51180E
1950.00
51L8
2.95
5R468
5.50
4.95
5R4GY
5.95
5R4WGY
5.95
5T4
5T8A
1.95
4.50
SU4G
504GB
4.50
2.50
5646
5W4
4.95
4.95
504
2.50
593GT
4.50
523
2.50
5146
6/3012
0.70
513258M

6A/2030
607
608
6A87
6A(7WA
6AGS
6ÁG7
6ÁH6
6014
6017

6005
6ÁK6
6015
6ÁM4
6ÁM5
6AM6
6AN5
6AN8A

6AR5

6A55

6856
6AS7G
6AT6
6AT8
6AU4GT

600561

60938
6028
6886

9.00
4.95
2.50
4.50
2.00
2.50
2.50
3.50
3.50
2.00
1.95
2.50
0.85
3.25
6.00
1.95
4.50
4.50
1.75
1.50
8.95
1.50
2.30
4.50
1.95
1.75
2.95
4.50
0.95
1.95
3.50
1.95

1.95

6806

4.50
2.50
1.95
1.50

68A7

1.50

68080

6BH6

3.50
1.50
2.95
1.50
3.00
1.95

60448

1.50

6816

1.50

6810

6008
6BR3
68E6

6066G

ENTER 46 ON REPLY CARD

M7

6(57
6(W4

1000.00
125A
85.00

4657
46V7

6C

6(08
60(6
6518
6D18

6966
6X2N

684

60561
6X8A
7A6

7407
786
787
708
717

7K7

794
888

8810

1.50
1.95
1.25
2.50
2.50
1.95
2.95
0.75
1.95
2.50
55.00
5.50
3.95
2.50
5.50
4.95

8E B88

8107
002
ODE7

0008
0E88

3.50
1.50
8.50
2.50
1.50
3.50
3.95
2.50
2.50
3.50
0.85
2.50
2.50
1.75
2.95
1.50
2.00
5.50
5.50
3.00
1.00
2.75
0.60
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
10.50
8.50
15.00
4.50
4.50
3.95
2.50
0.85
3.95
2.65
21.5
0.95
2.50
4.95
2.50
9.50
2.50

O1W

6H87

1.95

2KGT

648
6HS6
6HS8

3.50
2.50
3.50
4.95
2.95

6HZ6

3.50

614

2.15

2517

65561

2.50

25N-

GI1.85

616
617

2.00
4.15

2SVr7

6176
61860
6106(
61M6
61080
6156(

4.15

2X4
3D7
35E7

SPECIAL

6DK6

6005
60060
6DT6A
6DW4B
6E5

6EÁ7
6E88
6E88
6E17

6EM5
6EM7
6E08
6E97
61W6
6F1

6F5
6F7
6F13

6114
6117
6123
6124
6F25
6128
6F32
6F33
6FH5
6FH8
6112

6F07
66E5
6GHBA
6617
6GK6

6GM6

6657
6GV8
6GW8
6GY5
6GY6
6H1
644601

6HM5
6H05

950

9.50
9.50
2.50
9.50
6K 7G
2.00
6K8G
3.00
9.50
6KD6
6.95
60068
2.50
611
6L6GC
3.50
6166( USA 9.50
3.50
61661
617
3.50
3.15
6115
6119
3.95
2.50
6118
1.15
61020
11.50
6CF6
9.50
6106
2.00
6P28
ISO
60761
6R7
6RHH8

6544
6587
6SC7
6SH7
6S17GT

3.15
10.00
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

2481
2489

250068

4(015008

6(16
6(180

211118

25806

707

H6

21116
21006

6W4G1

71

6C

20PI
20P4
20P5

135

4.50
6.95
3.25
2.95
2.95

65.00

4(X2500
SIMA(
115.00

2ULF6
20E1

67ée-

6C67

45.00

4CX250BM

6AÚ6
6ÁV6
6AWBA
6AX4GT

11.50
7.50
7.50
10.00
3.95
1.50
4.50
3.35
25.00
24.00
15.00
1.50

.SD

V6G

1.95

4(0250B

30/1108

34 1471
3A,161M
3A3A
3A4
305

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.50
1.95
1.50
3.50
3.50

6SK7
65176.1
6SN7CT
6S07CT
6SS7
678
6U6GT
6U 7G

6CF6

150.00

EIMAC

6A08

3A,1461

6.50
85.00
1.15
115.00
6BM6
1.65
6BN6
6BN8
3.95
1.35
6805
1.50
68074
4.95
6BR7
5.50
61357
5.35
68W6
1.50
6BW7
2.50
6816
2.95
6827
1.95
6(4
2.50
6(5
3.50
606
2.50
6C8G
4.95
6(9
4.95
6CÁ4
3.50
6007
3.95
6(85
2.35
68(6
4.50
6CD6GA
6816
6818

4CX250R
AMPERE%
125.00
4CX350A 100.00
4(.%1000A
425.00

48(125(

6805

3A/141K

68(4

1.95
3.95
1.00
1.50
1.00
2.25
4.50
1.50
3.50
2.50
4.50
5.50
7.50
1.50
4.50
2.50
2.50
2.30
1.95

49.50
2025
95.00
2026
2029
250.00
140.00
2048
2056
250.00
2X2A
5.00
3A/1070 12.00
9.00
3A/108A
11.00
30)1098

3C45

295.00

3E29

295.00

12.00

49.50
39.50
1.95
0.40
1450.00
0.40
2.50
75.00
85.50
87.50

3E22

0E1

OG(6
01P4
1E3

1R3

246
2AD6
2AE6
2AH1GT

1.00
1.75

2015

2816
2472
2AT7WA

Vb.

2AU'
24V,

2AV'
2AX,GTB
20X."

2AXlNA
2AX7S
2AY.'
2E146

28At.
28E6

28H7A
2816
2BR3

2B974

2(8
2(45

1.50
2.50
1.50
0.85
1.95
2.50
2.50
0.95
2.50
7.95
3.95
4.50
2.50
1.95
3.95
1.75
1.95
3.50
2.50
1.95
1.95
3.50
3.50
3.95
19.50

2C X6

2004
2DW4A
2D26
2E1

25L6GT

29(1
29K06

30(15
30C 17

30(18

7.95
0.95
0.55
1.95
1.15
4.95
4.95
3.75
39.50
39.50
1.75
2.95
1.75
19.50
6.50
0.50
0.40
1.48
1.35
0.95
1.10
1.25
0.45

30112
30E112
30F113
301114
3011
060
30115
0.60
30117
1.00
30P4MR
1.00
30P12
30P18
0.60
1.00
30P19
2.50
30P1
0.60
30P113
1.75
301414
5.50
3I1S6C
33A 158M 19.50
3.95
3583

3585
35(5

4.50

50EH5
50196
S3KU
7581

4.50
2.00
1.95
3.50
5.95
5.50
6.95
6.00
1.50
1.95
0.95
1.95
1.50
2.95
4.50
3.50

75(I

4.50

80
83
8341

4.50
8.50
7.50

3516GT

3523
35Z5GT
3811E7

40006
42
47

5005
SOBS

50(S

5006G

8541

6.50

8542
9086

2.95
17.50

90(1

3.50

90(6

17.50
17.50
9.00
19.50

90(V
91AG
92AG

92AV
95A1
00E1

08(1
5082

50(10
5002

50(4
85BT
211

19.50
6.50
10.00
2.50
6.50
9.00
2.50
2.50
1.50
25.00
15.00
15.00
150.00

25A%GT

1.95
1.50
1.95

230D
2310
250TH
307
328A
5728
7050
713A
723A/B
1244
7254
726A

2SG;

4.75

8010

15.00

250;

1.95
1.50

802
803

25 00

2E14
2103

38.00
1.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.50
2.95

2657
2GH7
215GT
217(iT
2128

1S0
1.95

21030

2001
25761

3.50
4.50
1.95
3.20
2.50
2.95

259"

3DR;
3E1

MAL
406
4R7
5E

145.00
3.50
4.50
3.50
5.50

6803
6091
6H
6L

7A8
7/00 !GU
7BE3

7DW4A
7EW9
712E.

803

8685
9A05
9A1111GT

9066
963
966
9H4
9H5
OCV

20D1

1.95
2.95
0.40
0.40
3.50
1.95
2.50
2.95
1.50

4.50
6.00
3.50
3.50
2.50
3.50
19.50
9.00
35.00
33.50
9.50
1.50

5.00
15.00
59.00
12.50
25.00

75.00
275.00
275.00
75.00

14.95

812A
35.00
813 Philips
35.00
27.50
813
8298
14.50
95.00
8330

845
866A
812A
873
954
955
1849
1927
2040
2050A
2050W
4212H
4471

4687A
5544
5559
5636
5642
5643
5651
5654
5670
5672
5675
5678
5687
5696
5702
5704
5718
5725
5726
5727
5749
5750
5751
5763
5814A
5823

5829WA
5840
5842
5847
5863
5879
5886
5894
5899
5963

59.50
8.50
20.00
60.00
1.00
1.00
315.00
25.00
25.00
5.95
6.50
250.00
35.00
9.50
79.50
55.00
5.50
9.50
9.50
2.50
1.95
3.25
4.50
28.00
7.50
4.50
4.50
3.50
3.50
6.15
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.85
2.95
6.50
3.25
9.50

6.50
3.50
11.00
10.95
95.00
9.50
13.95
39.50
4.50
1.75
2.15
3.75
2.50
2.25
6.95
8.50
9.50
10.50
2.50
9.50
12.50
72.00
72.00
2.50
3.20
4.50
6.45
3.50
4.50
14.50
75.00
7.50
8.95
13.95
11.50
9.95
7.95
2.50
6.95
8.50
9.00
5.50
7.50
4.95

5965
6057
6058
6060
6072
6080
6080WA
6132
6136
61468
6146W
6155
6156
6157
6158
6189
6201
6350
6360
6386
6442
6463
6550
6550A GE
6870
68838
6973
7025
70255
7027A
7119
7189
7199
7241
7475
5.00
155.00
7486
95.00
7527
8.50
7551
11.95
7581A
7586
15.00
7587
19.50
8.95
7591 A
7815
59.50
7868
8.50
7895
17.50
9.95
8156
10.50
8950
18042
10.50
9002
6.50
9003
8.50

CALLERS WELCOME
OPEN MON-THUR 9AM-5 30PM

FRI 9AM-5 00PM
'24 -HOUR ANSWERPHONE
SERVICE'
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
UK ORDERS P&P f1

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
CARRIAGE AT COST

PLEASE SEND YOUR
ENQUIRIES FOR SPECIAL
QUOTATIONS OR LARGE

REQUIREMENTS
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The Public Accounts Committee, a parliamentary watchdog made up of hack -bench
MPs which monitors how well Government
spends the taxpayers' money, has heavily
criticised the management of the Alvey
Programme. In a report published in December the Committee says* that effectiveness of the Alvey Programme may have been
hindered by an initial lack of technical and
clerical support staff, and that the absence of
information as to actual costs of projects
until the fourth year of the Programme
made sound financial planning impossible.
In addition, the Committee pointed to an

unsatisfactory "hands-off" management
style.
The first (and last!) Alvey Programme was
established in 1983 with three primary
objectives: to rectify a serious and deteriorating balance of trade in IT products
(then a deficit of £836 million), to improve
collaboration between academic institutions
and industry, and to target r&d spending
into areas xvhere a return in investment in
r&d was likely. To realise these objectives,
the Government were to supply £200 million and industry a further £150 million.

"Nearly 50% of the
Alvey contribution
came from just five

firms."
According to the Report. the only objective actually realised was the bringing
together of academia and industry. This was
despite "severe delays" resulting from the
.\ Ivey Directorates narrow view that its role
was to concentrate on contractual relationships between participants. In short, the
Committee complained that too little was
done by the Directorate. to assist potential
collaborators in exploring possible research
topics before the contractual stage.
\s a result, the Report states that Alvey
became dominated by the large electronics
firms who regularly contract with Government (i.e. those companies that were in a
position to he 'in the know'). Thus. the top
five participating firms in the Programme

- again
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deficit at £942 millions.
In conclusion, the carefully phrased Report highlights several shortcomings of the
management of the Alvey Programme. It
also recognises that new ground had to he
broken, and that some of the errors made
were the cost of climbing up the inevitable
learning curve. Flowever, the Committee
leaves the impression that if these lessons
are not applied to ESI'RIT and other EEC
collaborative projects. the next report will
not be so measured or restrained.

accounted for nearly 50% of the total of the
428 'participations', and the small firms.
who were expected to exploit quickly the
results of the research (and to justify Alvey in
an economic series). were absent from many
projects.
The Committee was not convinced that
the other objectives of the Programme were
met. It withheld judgement on the technical
merits of the research, and its subsequent
exploitation. until the Government's final
report on Alvey due in 1990. (although
readers will be aware of Rob Morlands
optimistic report in January's issue of Electronics & Wireless World), while in an
appendix, the Committee noted that the
latest trade figures put the current IT trade

51st Report from the Committee of Public
Accounts. The Alvey Programme of Advanced Information Technology. IIC 477.
£5.10, published by HMSO.

Moulded -on plug- no shocks, no surprises
Impoverished readers of Electronics and.
Wireless World have no fear. Eric Forth,
Minister of State responsible for technology
and consumer affairs, has decided not to
force industry to fit moulded -on plugs on the
electronics, equipment or domestic appliances you buy.
The issue arose on the floor of the House
before Christmas. when concerned MPs suggested that the time was right for the UK to
fall in with the rest of Europe and ensure
that all electronic and domestic equipment
was sold with moulded -on plugs. This would
help the old and disabled, who have difficulties in fitting plugs, to use their electrical
appliances in a safe manner. Safety was very
important. MPs added, because the UK is one
of the few countries that allows an unqualified electrician to practice.
The Minister dismissed such concerns.
The Government was against compulsion
and regulation in principle, and felt that
making moulded -on plugs compulsory
would "give rise to problems, perhaps
among people on low incomes". In addition,
the Minister pointed out. between 5% and
10% of the population still use round pin
plugs and the proposed change would discriminate against them.
In fact, the Minister's argument makes

the safety argument more pressing. People
on low income are likely to purchase second
hand equipment and moulded plugs should
begin to identify outdated equipment; if 5%
to 10% of the population do have the old
round pin plugs, Government statistics
show that between 3 to 6 million people use
wiring daily that is at least 25 years old.

AO
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City technology

colleges
City Technology Colleges (CTCs), one of
the Government's brightest hopes in the
educational field, are in trouble. Despite
the technological bias in their curriculum, and their popularity with parents,
CTCs have failed to succeed in the way
the Government had originally hoped.
The reason is simple; CTCs are proving
deeply unpopular with local education
authorities of all political persuasions,
with the result that private sponsors are
wary of making donations.
Supporters of CTCs point to the fact
that much private money (over £31
million pledged so far) is already involved, and that any public funding (currently about £86 million) is additional
money that the Government has found
for the CTC initiative. Consequently, the
Government argues that the financial
impact of CTCs on education authorities
is minimal, that private sponsorship
brings in new money, that CTCs improve
parental choice, and that the institution
itself should help alleviate future technological skill shortages. Given all these
advantages, the Government naturally
thinks that it is on toawinner.
However CTCs are independent of
education authorities. Thus, in an era of
falling school rolls, where rationalising
of schools and facilities is inevitable, the
establishment by Government of an extra
school in a locality can fundamentally
affect an authority's long-term educational strategy. In addition, a CTC offering improved salaries and conditions,
pupils selected for their commitment,
supportive parents and modern equipment, will attract the scarce skilled technical teachers away from the authority.
In short, many authorities believe that
the CTCs exacerbate existing problems,
and in one case, a conservative authority
(Trafford near Manchester). used these
arguments to refuse to convert an old
grammar school into a CTC.
Several opposition MPs have been
quick to speak of bias. Max Madden, a
Labour Bradford MP, contrasted the Government's intention to spend £8 million
on a selective CTC in Bradford, with the
cutting of £200,000 from the budget of
Bradford's Technical College by the controversial Conservative Council. Paddy
Ashdown, for the Democrats, has complained that the limit of £16 million
spent by the Government on three CTCs
compares badly with the total £6.8 million available to all 845 schools in the
same catchment areas as the CTCs.
As a result. CTC sponsoring has become a political act. Many private sponsors are worried that good intentions
could easily be misunderstood by the
local community. Several large companies, for example IBM, BP and ICI,
have preferred to keep their hands in
their pockets, and work instead through
existing education authorities.
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Technical training who pays
that Western Economies "should not be
seduced by the wonders of high tech", as
most of the jobs of the future will be "so
much low -tech and no -tech" (i.e. labourintensive services). Thus industry, the Government argues, has an important role in
providing the basic training (schools. YTS
etc.), and this leaves employers working
within a free market environment to make
business decisions to determine the advanced training needs of their staff. This
policy objective allowed the Government to
tell MPs that "it is primarily the responsibility of employers to meet their skill needs".
An exchange between two MPs from the
high-tech town of Bristol, Dawn Primarolo
(Lab) and Robert Haywood (Con). brought
the different views into sharp focus. Primarolo commented that in Bristol there is a
shortage of highly trained staff. and com-

Producing trained electronics engineers is
expensive and the employer should foot a
large part of the hill. That, coupled with the
instinct to minimise the burden on the
taxpayer, is the essence of Government
policy towards technical training. As a result
of recent statements. the Parliamentary' pace
has increased and the issue of 'who pays' has
become part of a much wider political
debate.
This was obvious from the debates surrounding the Queen's Speech, when Gordon
Brown, a member of the shadow cabinet,
referred to an "investment gap" in training
and R&D. Ile said that if the UK spent the
same percentage of national income as did
the French, it would have spent £4 000 more
per worker on training and research. In
Germany that sum would have been
£6 000; in Italy £7 000, and in Japan the
figure would he an additional £20 000 per
worker. Brown said that the "gap" has put
UK high-technology industries at a serious
disadvantage, and that "we end the 1980's
with a training and skills position that is well
below our compet itors."
Concern at the skills shortage is not
limited to one side of the House. In the
debates. Kenneth Warren (the conservative
MP who is also chair of the Select (all party

1992, Warren remarked, the Japanese will
have seven times as many qualified engineering graduates as the UK.
The Government's policy derives from its

plained that the Government's training
program tells people "how to clean and
empty shelves", and not much else.
Haywood, by contrast, defended the Government position, saying that it was the responsibility of management to train more and
that "industry has the profits necessary to
afford such training".
Thus technical training is part of the free
market approach. The opposition parties say
that this is nonsense, and public support for
technical training is a worthy investment in
the future wealth of the nation. In reply, the
Government maintains that it has created
the climate in which business can succeed
and part of the price of that success is
planning for the future market place. This in
turn means private investment to train their
staff in the skills for the future. Roughly
translated; the employers get the bill.

primary concern that re-training should
maximise the number of jobs. Chancellor
Nigel Lawson said in Washington in 1984

Notes on the Ilouse is written by Chris
Pounder.

Committee investigating the information
technology industry), noted that a CBI survey in 1987 shows 15% of firms experiencing
a shortage of skilled staff and, despite the
obvious financial incentives, one quarter of
engineering courses are not taken up. By

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Civil Servants and tape recorders
Nigel Lawson's problems with faulty tape
recorders and a dozen journalists misreporting statements which were not 'misspoken' have worried MPs. They are
concerned, as always, about whether

-

CiVil Servants are being properly trained,
anxious that such things should not
happen again.
So questions on seemingly trivial
issues were thick on the ground. Do Civil
Servants recognise when tape recorders
need servicing? Are training schemes
available to assist Treasury Officials press
the correct buttons? Who makes these
unreliable machines? How many times
have these machines failed to work before, or have tapes been lost?
As is the tradition with written questions, they must be factually answered.
Even though there "are no records on the
performance of tape recorders at briefings of journalists in 11 Downing Street",
perhaps the answer lies in following the
Government's market philosophy the
poorer hacks rely on public provision
while lobby correspondents are advised
to bring their own.

-

Of course he knows how to use it
he had lessons from Nixon.

-
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DISC DRIVES

BBC Computer & Econet Referral Centre
AMB15 BBC MASTER £344 (e)
AMC06 Turbo (65C - 02) Expansion Module

ADC08
ADF 14
ADJ22

512 Processor
Rom Cartridge
Ref Manual Part

5.25" Single Drives 40 50 switchable:
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.....
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BBC Master Dust Cover
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..
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Cellular growth
problems
The extremely rapid expansion of
UK cellular radio since the introduction of the Cellnet and Vodafone services in 1984, brought
about in part by aggressive and

sometimes misleading marketing by the competing retailers,
has resulted in a substantial
volume of complaints from users
that they are not receiving the
quality of service they had been
led to expect. According to a
survey by the Cellular Phone
Users' Association, a pressure
group campaigning for improved
service and lower charges, problems can he experienced on up to
75% of calls, increasing costs to
users by hundreds of thousands
of pounds a year.
Both Cellnet and Vodafone are
seeking to improve their services
by setting up additional base
stations, particularly in urban
areas, and by providing extra
channels to overcome congestion. I note, for example. that
Vodafone has recently installed
base -station antennas on the
roof of the IBA building in
Knightsbridge. Cellnet has some
400 active cells with a scheduled
50% annual increase. Nevertheless, the Users' Association believes that with increasing congestion the quality of service is
likely to get worse before it improves.
For at least two years, business
users have been complaining of
what they regard as excessive
costs involving the initial equip-

ment, installation charges,
standing charges and connection
fees, in addition to the charges
for both completed calls and the
calls wasted when contact is lost.

Eavesdroppers
A few users of UHFNHF mobile
radiophones, both network and
cellular, have become concerned
at the growing availability of

"scanning receivers", some
covering frequencies up to over
1000MI lz, that make it possible
for "radio freaks" to intercept
private calls. In South London.
in a series of prosecutions, a
group of five enthusiasts have
been fined over £7000, plus
£10 000 -worth of equipment forfeited, for breaches of the \Vire-
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less Telegraphy Acts.

According to a report in New
Statesman and Society "The case
against the South London five
began late in 1987 when radio
monitors working for the DTI
overheard group members exchanging details of 'interesting'
frequencies by radio. For ten
months thereafter, relays of DTI
inspectors monitored and transcribed every word the five and
their friends spoke on the air..
Twenty officials had spied on the
five and their friends, sometimes
rising before 5 a.m. to do so.
Finally, in July 1988, 25 police
and DTI officers arrested the five
in a co-ordinated series of heavyhanded raids." It appears that in
this case, the over -zealous enthusiasts were monitoring the
mobile networks of Government
agencies, including MI -5, and
were initially suspected of being
"spies" or subversives.
In t his connection, one cannot
help feeling that few of the half million users of "cordless" telephones are made aware of the
risk of their calls being overheard by local radio listeners not only those with receivers
covering 1.6 to 1.8MI Iz hut also,
due to "image" reception, on
ordinary broadcast sets.
.

European EMC
Directive
The DTI continues to express
reservations about the draft of
the proposed European Community Directive on Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
and has been lobbying for further
changes after the UK abstained
from voting last October on the
Directive as presented at the Internal Market Council meeting.
On present timescales the Directive is due to come into force on
January 1992. with a transitional
period in the event of noncompletion of the necessary
standards at the date of its implementation but with a deadline
limited to31 December 1992.
A point of some interest to the
radio communications industry
and to radio amateurs in particular is the interpretation of the
latest form of Article 2, Paragraph 3 and Article 10 Paragraph
5: Radio Equipment.
\rticle 2 Paragraph
states
that the EC Directive will apply
1

1

"to apparatus liable to cause electromagnetic disturbance or '.:ir
performance of which is liable
to he affected by such disturbance"- a comprehensive description covering virtually all radio
and electronic equipment. Paragraph 3, however, states: "Radio
equipment used by radio
amateurs within the meaning of
Article 1, definition 53, of the
Radio Regulations in the Inter-

national Telecommunications
Convention, is excluded from the
scope of this Directive. unless
the apparatus is available com-

mercially."
This would seem to have the
intention of excluding all homebuilt amateur transmitters, but
apparently this is not the interpretation put on it by the DTI.
They interpret it to imply that
the Directive will apply "to all
transmitters and receivers
placed on the market and
brought into service, including
commercially available amateur
apparatus. The only exception to
this coverage is home -built
amateur apparatus (though our
interpretation is that the component part of the kit -built equipment would need to comply if on
offer commercially). In addition
most transmitters, but not receivers. will need to he type tested by an independent accredited test -house. Only amateur
transmitter apparatus which is
commercially available will fall
outside this requirement."
I
hesitate to interpret the
U'll's "interpretation" hut. on
the face of it, the notes provided
by J.F.C. Ketchell of DTI's Radio
Investigation Service suggest
that virtually any home -built

transmitter would need to be
submitted for type -testing by an
accredited test -house. This
would inevitably he a costly process that would make it uneconomic to design and build a
one-off experimental transmitter. This, surely, is not the intention of the EC Directive.
The 8th International Zurich
Symposium & Technical Exhibition on EMC is being held at
Zurich, March 7 to 9. With three
parallel streams the preliminary
programme lists no less than 120
papers, two tutorial lectures (on
March 6) and six Oper Meetings
of URSI Commission E (also on
March 6).

Morse at sea
The decision of the International
Maritime Organization to endorse the recommendations of
WARC-Mob 87 ("Radio Communications", E&1411V, January
1988, page 93) and formally to
mandate the push-button satellite Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System (GMDSS), gradually phasing out the hand morse distress service has been
widely hailed as marking the
beginning of the end of manual
morse for maritime communications. Over the past few years,
BTI have been closing most of
their 500k1-Iz coast stations,
some after almost 80 years of
service.
Even the Royal Navy, in
which, since the adoption of
RTTY, morse has continued to be
used as the main fallback procedure for HF communications,
has been publicizing its "low speed diversity modem" developed during the 1980s at the
\dmiralty Research Establishment at Portsdown in conjunction with Redifon. According to

article "Farewell to
Morse...?" in DTE Spotlight.
an

June 1988, published by Defence
Technology Enterprises Ltd, the
technology of this patented modem is available for licensing
through DTE.
This system is designed to
achieve reliable -IF communications under adverse propagation
conditions and in the presence of
co -channel interference, using
seven -unit ASCII code with low
data rates, frequency and time
diversity in conjunction with an
intelligent detection and decoding algorithm. The system was
described at the 1985 "I IF Communication Systems and Techniques" conference (IEE Conference Publication No 245 "Comparison of 10bps modem with
man -read morse"). But the parallel signals occupy a full3kl-Iz
bandwidth compared with a few
tens of hertz for manual morse at
an equivalent transmission
speed. The objective is to eliminate the need to train morse operators. accepting increased comI

plexity.

Radio Communications is written by Pat Hawker.
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Component
Source

ADVANCED
ACTIVE AERIAL
ADVANCED ACTIVE AERIAL

,rf.

USA Mil Spec

C7t0

Transformers, Power Supplies, Fans,
Connectors, Capacitors,
Semiconductors.
UK Mil Spec
RF Power, JANTX, Diodes, Resistors,
Lamps, Crystals, Electron Tubes,
Relays, Circuit Breakers, Fuses.

-

COMPONENT SOURCE THE ONE
STOP SOURCE FOR ALL MII. SPEC
ELECTRON ICS

Brougham Road, Worthing,
West Sussex BN 2NP.
Telephone:
National - Worthing (0903) 208560
International - 44 903 208560
5
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SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.,
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel: 0483 275997
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-
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distributors of electronic valves, tubes
and semiconductors in this country.
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IMAGE PROCESSING

LANGREX A=
SUPPLIES LTD

Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP.
Tel: 01-6841166
Telex: 946708
Fax: 01-684 3056

I

-

X81

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD

....01.,1...._..,

-

ENTER :37ON REPLY CARD

Over 5 million items in stock covering more
than 6,000 different types, including CRT's,
camera tubes, diodes, ignitrons, image
intensifiers, IC's, klystrons, magnetrons,
microwave devices, opto electronics,
photomultipliers, receiving tubes, rectifiers,
tetrodes, thryatons, transistors, transmitting
tubes, triodes, vidicons.
All from major UK & USA manufacturers.
Obsolete items a speciality. Quotations by
return. Telephone/telex or fax despatch
within 24 hours on stock items. Accounts to
approved customers. Mail order service
available.

..

A11,

The aerial consists of an outdoor head unit with a control
and power unit and offers exceptional intermodulation
performances: SOIP +90dBm, TOIP +55dBm. For the
first time this permits full use of an active system around
the If and mf broadcast bands where products found are
only those radiated from transmitter sites.
General purpose professional reception 4kHz
30MHz.
-10dB gain, field strength in volts/metre to 50 Ohms.
Preselector and attenuators allow full dynamic range
to be realised on practical receivers and spectrum
analysers.
Noise 150dBm in 1Hz. Clipping 16 volts/metre. Also
50 volts/metre version.

Telex: 878500 Source G. Fax: (0903) 211705

1

YAMMVII-

PLUG-IN CARD FOR IBM PC
(OR AMSTRADS)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Capture pictures from video camera or VTR.
Comprehensive image processing software.
Measurement
Histogram.
Contrast stretching
Add/subtract pictures.
Save pictures to cask.
Simultaneous storage of five pictures.
Picture resolution 256x256
64 grey levels per pixel.
PLUG-IN CARD AND SOFTWARE £850.00 + VAT.
For full specification consult the
IMAGE PROCESSING SPECIALISTS

ELTIME VISION SYSTEMS

10/14 HALL ROAD, HEYBRIDGE, MALDON, ESSEX CM9 7LA.
Telephone: 0621 59500 Telex: 995548

ENTER 190N REPLY CARD
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Synchronizing the
digits
Russian broadcast engineers are

calling for co-ordinated efforts
by broadcasting organizations
and equipment manufacturers in
many countries to establish a
unified reference synchronizing
signal for use in future digital
television studio complexes. V.A.
Khleborodov (Gosteleradio) in a
paper "Signals for centralized
synchronization in digital television" (OIRT's Radio and Television 1988/4) points out that following the adoption of CCIR Recommendation 601 as a universal component -digital standard
and the introduction of digital
videotape recorders using this
12:4:4 standard, broadcasters are

now approaching the stage
where digital television complexes are being planned.
Already, a variety of synchronizing signals have been used or

proposed hut Khlehorodov
argues that the choice of a unified reference signal should he
made on the basis of broad -based
and comprehensive technical
and economic research.

The SMPTE experimental
digital studio assembled in San
Francisco in 1981 was synchronized by means of conventional
'analogue" signals hut SMPTE
has since proposed a universal
"component reference signal
(CRS)" suitable not only for
digital hut also for analogue component working. with one
luminance and two chromirtance
signals. This is seen by Khlehorodov as "not without shortcomings".
Analogue synchronizing signals were used in the first operational digital television studio.
initially located in Rennes.
France. and since relocated in
Paris. For the experimental ITVA
digital studio at Thames Television. a 4:2:2 video signal is fed
directly to the video sources or to
a special SPG which can he locked to the 4:2:2 signals. Khlehorodov considers that this method
would be uneconomical for major studio complexes partly because of the expensive transmission links that would be needed
to transmit a full 4:2:2 digital
stream over the distances involved.
The Russians have proposed to
CCIR (Doc. 11 (USSR) CCI R.
June. 1987) a "centralized digital
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BROf

synchronizing (CDS)" signal

T

I

nal although needing two
variants, one for 625/50 and the
other for 525/60 systems. This is

developed at the German broadcast research institute, IRT, and
used in conjunction with the
OFDM transmission system developed by CCETT (France) for

based on the premise that the
clock frequency should be lower
than the 27MI lz clock frequency

the European Broadcast Union's
demonstration of advanced digital techniques for UHF satellite

of the parallel video interfaces in
order to facilitate distribution: it

sound broadcasting, at the
WARC-01(B88 Conference in

should also occupy the greater
part of the line period to provide
high phase stability of the generated clock frequencies of 6.75,
13.5, 27 and 243MHz. The applicability of the signal in analogue
TV complexes hinges on the need
to limit its bandwidth to 5 or
61l-Iz. It is claimed that an important advantage of the CDS
signal for the timing of video
sources is the simple realization
of digital delay circuits in the
decoder or coder: one IC with
64K memory can provide a delay
of almost one field period.
It is admitted that a possible
drawback is the need for two
variants for 625/50 and 525/60
systems with consequent small
differences between the respective coders and decoders, hut it is
pointed out that this does not
rule out the possible use of a
rather different concept based on
a 2.25rM1-Iz clock which would
overcome this problem.

Geneva last September.

based on

a

3.375M Hz clock sig-

MASCAM digital

audio
Television Broadcast (April 1988.
E& illi. page 409) drew attention to a digital stereo sound -in sync system for broadcast television proposed by Russian engineers at the A.S. Popov research institute. This system reduced high -quality digital audio
channels to 192khit/s by making
use of the Zwicker critical hands
of hearing described in "Das Ohr
als Nachrichtenempfanger" (The
ear as a receiver of information)
by E. Zwicker and R. Feldtkeller,
published by S. I lirzel-Verlag
(Stuttgart, 1967). Zwicker
showed that there exist 24 audio
sub -hands within which the
most powerful component conceals (masks) adjacent, less
powerful components. including
noise. making them imperceptible to the ear.
These Zwicker critical hands
also form the basis of MASCAM
(Masking -pattern adapted sub hand coding and multiplexing)

MASCAM reduces a high quality audio channel, sampled

32kllz, to 112kbit/s plus

at

an

additional 24khiUs for the transmission of the associated scale
factors. Each complete stereo

channel, including error protection hits, is assembled as a
256kbit/s multiplexed digital
stream. In practice a number of
such stereo channels would be
further multiplexed for the
CCETT digital modulation system for transmission via a satellite operating in the to 3GHz
range.
1

RDS pros and cons
The BBC will shortly extend the
services provided by the VI IF/FM
RDS system to include an ex-

perimental traffic information
service based on five local stations: Bedfordshire; Kent: 1VM
(West Midlands); GLR (Greater
London Radio); and Essex Radio.
If the trials prove successful the
system will he adopted throughout the BBC local radio network.
Any car radio equipped with an
RDS decoder, with its "traffic
button" activated, will automatically retune to receive any traffic
announcements made on the
local stations regardless of which
BBC FM station is being listened
to (see also page 284).
lowever. it was evident at a
recent IEE colloqium "The RDS
system its implementation and
use" that it is likely to be many
years before the full potential of
the RDS system is taken up by
listeners other than those with
top -of-the -range car radios. BBC
I

-

speakers stressed that they
would like to see RDS decoders
incorporated in most types of
domestic and portable receivers,
initially in high -quality tuners.
Undoubtedly a major problem
for battery powered portable receivers would be the extra power
consumption of integrated decoders. amounting to some 25 to
35mA continuously throughout
the period that RDS is in use.

Similarly. although RDS has
been adopted by 24 of the 46
existing ILK companies and has
already been implemented on 36
transmitters, there are still no
dynamic data links between the
studios and the encoders at the

transmitter sites. This limits the
service to PI (programme identification). PS (programme service
name), AF (alternative frequency
lists) and. shortly ON (other network). It would also be possible
to transmit CT (clock time) but
the motor industry is opposed to
implementation on the grounds
that most cars are already equipped with a clock. The IBA is
anxious that the motor industry
should voluntarily specify RDS
radios as standard equipment.
Theo Kamalski of Philips at
Eindhoven considered RDS from
the viewpoint of the receiver
manufacturers. While he stressed that "RDS has the potential
to become very successful.' he
drew attention to several problems arising from the EBU specification, \c hick he urged should
he amended in some respects.
The main practical problem is
the occasional switching of receivers to an unwanted transmission due to multiple use of frequencies by broadcasters and inadequate specification for adjacent programmes. lle noted
there have also been some startup problems due to incompletely
equipped networks, incomplete
AF lists and wrong PI codes. Fle
considers that the highest priority should be given to the problem of adjacent programme specification which the car -radio
maker cannot be expected to
solve alone.
RDS was introduced by TDF
throughout France in the autumn of 1987 including a radio paging facility "Operateur" with

capacity for 300 000 subscribers. Some 300 encoders were
delivered by the Swedish firm
Teli Scandinavian. The pager
provides selective calling and
displays the telephone number
to he called. In practice there is
the problem that paging subscribers expect the system to work
regardless of location and tend
not to recognise that the lowlevel of RDS data modulation
presents severe reception problems inside modern buildings.
a

Radio Broadcast is written by Pat
I lawker.
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LOW COST PCB LAYOUT
Only
Only
SOFTWARE £247.50:c
£247.50'

-

EASYTRAX is Powerful Affordable
Easy to use software for laying out single
and multi layer circuit hoards.
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FORTH INSTRUMENTATION
COMPUTER

,--

TT,Dz,
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TTrT1

Complete with Printer Output including
HP Laser plus a range of plotters
including Photo plotter. also includes a
large component Library. Works on most
MsDos Computers and supports a wide
range of Monitors.
ELECTRONICS LTD. Unit 12A.
leaton Street, Denton, Manchester M34 3RG.
Tel: 061-32(17210. Fax: 061-335 0119.

TII7\
gp
7V

A powerful control computer based on the new Hitachi
6303Y and high level language Forth. 100mm x 72mm.
30K bytes RAM. 16K dictionary RAM PROM. 256 bytes
EEPROM. 16K Forth. You can- attach 64 key keyboard.
LCD and 1=C bus peripherals. Built in are interrupts.
multitasking. time of day clock. watchdog timer. full
screen editor and symbolic assembler. 32 parallel and two
serial ports. Single power supply and low power 3mA

operational
1

J.A.V.

TDS
9090

mode.

off £194.95 including manual and non-volatile RAM.

I

Triangle Digital Services Ltd

UK Distributor for I'ROTEL. Advance System Centre for
AMSTRAD. Main dealer for ROI.AND also dealer for

100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX

Brother. Oki Microline & Epson.

'Plus VA T

Telephone 01-520 0442 Telex 262284 (quote M0775I
ENTER 670N REPLY CARD
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M & B
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Fax 01-509 3263

RADIO (LEEDS)

THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST -EQUIPMENT DEALER

Edicron

FOR

VALVES
Edicron, having over 30 years experience of
supplying electronic components and exporting to
some 40 countries worldwide, offers:High quality products
The best prices
Rapid delivery

Technical back-up
Comprehensive stocks
No minimum quantities
To find out more about what Edicron can offer you

- or for details of any of the products shown
below - phone, fax, telex or write to us today.
Redundant stocks also purchased.

9,

Edicron Limited
Bethune Road, London NW10 6NJ

Tel: 01 961 2020
Telex: 265531 EDICRN G Fax: 01 961 2285 GRP 3
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OSCILLOSCOPES
Tektronix 2445 4 Trace 150MHz

£1980
Tektronix 475 Duallrace 200MHz D/1
£800
Tektronix 466 Duallrace Storage 100Mhz
£800
Tektronix 7403N 7H18 7H12 7653A
£750
Tektronix 7403 7H18 7H18 7953A
£850
Telegmpment 083 50MHz Dualtrace Da
£300
Teregwpment D755 Dualtrace 80MHz Delayed
Time Ease - Special Offer
£275
Consul CDU150 Dualeace 3 iMHz Oscilloscopes
with Delayed Timebase complete with X! X10 probe
£170
kit and front cover - Special Otter
£10
Service Operation Manual for above
HP180 Mainframe with 50MHz plug ins
£250
£500
HP183A with 1830A 600MHz 5011 plug its
SIGNAL GENERATORS
£2200
Marconi TF2022 AM/FM I OMHz.1000MHz
Marconi TF2015/1 10 to 520MHz AMIFM with
TF2171 Digital Synchronizer
£600
Marconi TF2016 10MHz to 120MHz AM/FM with
£395
TF2173 Digital Synchronizer
Marconi TF2008 10KHz to 520MHz Ak4=M
£600
Sweeper
Marconi TF2002 10MHz to 88MHz AM -f M
£200
Marconi TF 10668 AM FM 10 to 470MH;
£150
HP8640B 500MHz 1024MHz
£1500
Marconi 1F2012 400 to 620MHz FM
£140
Marconi TF2120 Waveform Generator
£250
Marconi TF995 5 to 220Mí Iz AnVF M RATO
Type
£85
Advance 100MHz 20MHz Am
£45
£100
Shlumberger FS30 Digital Gen 32MHz
1

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT
Bradley 171 Multimete, Calibrator
Bradley 156 Oscilloscope Calibrator
Wendel Goltermann SPM60 Level Meta
Radiometer SMGI Stereo Generators
Systems Video Pal Victor Scopes
Textrono 529 Video Waveform Monitor

£175
£250

£150
£150
£500
£200
Marconi TF2331 Distortion Meter
£300
Marconi TF6460 Power Mere,
£195
Marconi TF2212 X Y Displays
£30
Marconi TF1313A LCR Bridge
£150
Marconi TF2701 in situ Bodge
£50
Marconi TF1245/1246O Meier
£150
£95
Radiometer LCR Bridge
Racal RA17 Communication I Receivers 500Kcs£150
30MHz

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
HP8559A 10MHz to 2IGHz- New
£7000
HP8558B .1 to 1500MHz 182 Frame
£3250
to 1500MHz 181T Frame
HP8558B
£4500
HP3582A Dual Channel Dynamic Signal
£3000
Analyser 02HZ to 25 5KHz
£3000
HP5420A 019041 Signal Analyser
POA
Bird 6254 0.100M W 500MHz Power Meter
£65
£135
Bird 82A 500W 3 3GHz Load New
Philips PME324 AM/FM 110MHz Generator
£325
Philips PM 1649 PSU 0150V lamp
£150
HP654A Test Oscillator
£295
HP651 Audio Oscillator
£175
HP3465A Digital Voltmeter
£175
HP5363A Time Interval Probes
£150
HP3403C True RMS Voltmeter
£500
HP501 IT Logic Troubleshooting Kit
£250
HP3400A RMS Voltmeter
£195
HP400EL Voltmeter
£150
HP5381A 80MHz Freq Counter
£125
HP8690A Sweep Oscillator 86918 1-2G Hz 8692A
2 6-5 6GHz 8697A 26-40GHz Marconi TF2501
Power Meter 3 wan
£85
1

SPECIAL OFFER ITEMS
Ex -Ministry RF Dummy Loads 0-250MHz 0 to 300
watts N Type Connector - quantity available
£25
Bradley Electronic Multlmeters AC/DC
Measurement to 1200V Res Range RF to 2GHz
1

with probes
£25
£45
Brandenburg PSU 0-2.5Kv 5MA
HP532 Freq Meter 26 to 40GHz
£100
HPR382A Variable ATT 26 to 40GHz 50DB
£100
HPR422A Crystal Detector
£40
HP423A Crystal Detector 10MHz 12 4GHz
£25
HP33301 Programmable att 5208 DC to 18GHz£100
Brand New
40GHz 2008 Couplers
£20

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Nagra 4514L Tape Recorders Pilot
Uher 4000LIC Tape Recorders
Lyrec TR55 12 Tback stereo 30IPS
Goad 500 Audio Amps 50 watts -2
Studer 062 Stereo Tape Recorders
Spendor BC3 Speakers
Cdrrec CB

Irom £1750
from £85
C1700
£100
£500
£200

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

86 Bishopgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649. Fax: (0532) 42681
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' POINTMENTS
Advertisements
accepted up to
12 noon 24th February
for April issue.

DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS V ACANT: £27 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).
LINE ADVERTISEMENTS (run on): £6.00 per line, minimum £48 (prepayable).
(Please add on 15',; V.A.T. for prepaid advertisements).
BOX NUMBERS: £15.00 extra. (Replies should he addressed to the Box Number in the
advertisement. c o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).
PHONE: CHRISTOPHER TERO on 01-661 3033 (Direct Line).
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING and crossed.

Test Engineers
Racal Defence Radar & Displays Limited is at the
forefront of defence electronics. and requires high calibre test engineers to maintain its market position
into the 1990's The main site is located at Chessinuton,
Surrey. within easy reach of London and the southern

advantage. Applications from candidates with
experience of the testing and diagnostic:, of complex
electronic systems, or a relevant Forces background
will be particularly welcome.
Trainees without experience. but qualified to a
ntinimuni of Technician Certificate in Electronics, or
Radar Maintenance Certificate will also be considered.
\Ve offer an excellent benefits package. including
5 weeks holiday. contributory Pension and Life
Assurance Scheme. subsidised Restaurant and Sports
and Social Club.
Interested? Please write to Mary Mackay.
Personnel Officer, at the address below, gig ing career
history and current salary, or phone for an application
form. Racal Defence Radar & Displays 1.1k1,
9 Davis Road. Chessington, Surrey IXT9 ITB.
Telephone: 01-397 5281 Ext. 2418.

home counties.
Asa member of our product ion test team, you will
gain a broad knowledge of our existing product and
help to launch a new range of products, whilst working
with the most sophisticated "state-of-the-art" test
equipment. Your work will inu)lve the diagnosis of
complex faults to component level. and at the higher
levels you will he involved in raising software
programmes and overseeing projects from the
development laboratories into production.
You should have a working knowledge of analogue
and digital circuitry, with software knowledge an

OOEDD
World leaders.in electronics
r,

ALWAYS AHEAD
IN DESIGN, TEST & SERVICE

£10,000 - £30,000

With the most successful companies and consultancies - both large and small
company car - plus excellent career advancement opportunities.
Interest and experience in any of these fields:
-

'

-

F

GSSF
V/pFF

throughout the UK: Offering first class salary/benefit packages - several include

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING; ADVANCED PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES; IMAGE ANALYSIS; GRAPHICS / SPEECH PROCESSING; LASER /
FIBRE OPTICS; PARALLEL PROCESSORS; REAL-TIME CONTROL / C31 SYSTEMS; RADAR; SONAR; COMMUNICATIONS; OSI / X400 NETWORKS;
AI & IKB SYSTEMS; ANALOGUE S DIGITAL VLSI / ASIC DESIGN; SIMULATION; MIIIIMEiRIC SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE - C, PASCAL, ADA, OCCAM,
68000 AS/4, MODULA, Uwe / VMS; CAD TOOLS.
ECM offers confidential and professional guidance: we will listen to your requirements and identify opportunities to suit your plans.
Phone now for your FREE CASSETTE "Jobsearch Technology" and hear how ECM can help you to develop your career.
Call ECM on 0638 742244 - until 8.00 p.m. most evenings - or send your cv by FAX (0638 743066) or mail to:

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED
THE MALTINGS, BURWELL, CAMBRIDGE,CB5 OHB.
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HEADQUARTERS

NATO CENTRAL
ALLIED
FORCES

CLIVEDEN
Technical
Recruitment

EUROPE

Candidates are sought for the civilian post of:

PRINCIPAL TECHNICIAN
(Mobile Calibration)
Nato Grade B-6
at HQ. AFCENT, Brunssum, The Netherlands
The successful candidate will have:
equivalent.
- An MTS/Fachoberschule/A2/HNC/ONC-diploma, or
solid
- Thorough theoretical knowledge of electronics, including transistors,
techniques.
data
state device digital theory and
repair,
- At least three years' practical experience in major maintenance,
overhaul, modification and calibration of electronic and electrical
precision measuring instruments.
- Proficiency in: - using general and standard test equipment.
- supervising and direction of technical staff.
- experience in training staff.
to
- The incumbent must be prepared to travel and be away from base up
80% of the working time.
Applicants who meet these requirements are invited to request an
application form and further information from the

Civilian Personnel Section,
Headquarters AFCENT, Post Box 270,
6440 AG Brunssum, The Netherlands.

(Grade 51 required in Department of
Psychology. University of Reading.

RF

be qualified to TEC or ONGHNC
mechanical or production related subject and should
have at least 5 years' servicing experience on precision electromechanical equipment. Familiarity with electronics would

Applicants should
a

of computers. The ideal candidate
will have had a recognised

apprenticeship and at least 2 years of
varied experience in electronics.
Knowledge of BBC and IBM microcomputers would be an advantage.
Salary scale £8088 to 3:9549 p.a.
Application form available from the
Personnel Office. University of
Reading. Whiteknights, PO Box 217.
Reading. RG6 2AI-I, telephone 107:341
318751. Please quote Ref. T.OIA. 74,5

Project Engineer

-

Senior Technician Product
Evaluation and Quality Control

distinct advantage. The post is London -based (Holborn)
will be the possibility of occasional overseas

there

travel.

You will be testing and evaluating sample products from our factories around
the world. This will involve operational, mechanical, electronic and listening
tests on a variety of hi-fi products. You will be responsible for helping to
mai-Itain NAD's reputation for Quality.
A broad experience of Hi -Fi products and their operation is essential.
Experience in product service would be very valuable.
Some electronics qualification (e.g. ONC, HNC, TEC, HTEC) would be
preferred, but experience, enthusiasm and the "knack" to find the bugs that
everyone else has m ssed are much more important. Salary is likely to be in
the range of £12,000-£15.000, but there can be some flexibility for an
exceptional candidate.
Further new posts may be created in the near future. Anyone with a
background in any aspect of electronic engineering and who may be
interested in working with our engineering team is invited to get in touch.

Conditions of employment are excellent and include a noncontributory pension scheme, free life assurance and staff
restaurant. Salary will be determined by qualifications and
experience.

Applicants should write with full cv to: M.H. Boorman,
17 Charterhouse Street, London EC I N 6RA.

COMPONENTS MANAGER

Energetic person required to organise purchasing and stock control of service and
production components for two way radio company. Familiarity with ell types of
electronic components essential Salary negotiable according to experience
Please write with CV to
COMMUNIQUE UK LTD
HOUSE
COMMUNICVENUE
PURLEY A
LONDON NW2 1SB

NAD

//

MV/YLVE

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

design and construct a wide rcuigt
specialised
Tht
equipment.

You will be working on the design and development of state-of-the-art FM
and AM radio and TV tuners and all their associated circuitry. This will
include FM demodulator, stereo decoder and frequency synthesiser design
together with microprocessor control of the whole system.
Experience in RF cesign, up to at least 100MHz, is essential and some
experience in FM systems would be preferred. Familiarity with
microprocessor systems would also be useful.
The candidate should be Qualified to degree level and have three to four
years' relevant experience. He/she should be self -motivated and able to
work with the minimum of supervision.
A salary in excess of £20,000 is on offer to the candidate who has the right
combination of experience, abilities and potential.

is expanding its equipment
support activity and requires an additional Service Engineer to
work with a wide variety of microprocessor -controlled electromechanical equipment.

March 1989

Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour)

A CAREER IN HI-FI ENGINEERING?

A large international organisation

Contact: Mrs C. Webster

Roger Howard, CEng, M.I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E.
CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT
92 The Broadway, Bracknell. Berks RG121AR

NAD Electronics Ltd., the world-renowned producer of specialist hi-fi
products is re -organising and expanding its Engineering Department. As a
result a number of new posts are being offered.

£13,000-£16,000
Aged 26-40

but

at

Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies

o

Electronics workshop technician

be a

1

if

719

standard in

Hants
TEST ENGINEERS
Test and fault find microprocessor
for
based PCB's and assemblies
avionic sub systems. HNC plus to 3
OK
years experience
SENIOR/SERVICE
Berks
ENGINEERS
Maintenance and service of computer
terminals (IBM PC compatible) and
peripherals Supervise workshop.
c£10 -15K 4 car

Departmental research and teaching
activities depend heavily on the use

The completed application (with CV) must reach the Civilian Personnel Section not later than
6 April 1989.
Candidates may be expected to undergo a written test and interview.

Service Engineer

Surrey
TEST ENGINEER
Fault find cellular telephones using
£8K
state of the art techniques
Berks
SERVICE ENGINEER
Fault finding and repair of hi -tech digital
and RF equipment. Three years
experience including SMT work c£138
Varied locations
RF ENGINEER
Detailed design and development of
telephony. telecoms and radar
C13 -17K
systems.
TEST METHODS ENGINEER
Hants, Berks 8 Surrey
Design and development of all T.E.
including ATE. Writing functional test
programs and test schedules. £12.16K

726

Please send CV to: Chris Evans
Chief Engineer
NAD Electronics Ltd.
Adastra House
401.405 Nether Street
London N3 1QG
or telephone 01-349-4034

for further Information.
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Wanted urgently

1

Practical people for the
Third World.

1

1

Many people want to help the Third World.
But relatively few can offer the kind of help
wanted most: the handing on of skills and
professions which lead to self-reliance.

1

You could make this priceless contribution
by working with VSO.

1
1

1

1
1

Ultra -sound

E

Power and

Communication

Technician
E
Refrigeration/
Radio/
TV Engineers
Electrical Engineers
for instruction/
installation
Maintenance
and repair
Technician

Name

---- ---

--

r....

Address-

1

-

AVA TECHNICIAN (Mobile)

-

VIDEO TECHNICIAN (Mobile)

NORTH YORKSHIRE

-

VIDEO TECHNICIAN/ENGINEER
(Mobile or Static)

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
(CHALFONT GROVE)

-

TELEVISION TECHNICIAN
VIDEO ENGINEER/TECHNICIAN

.

For an application form and further details, please contact:
Mrs. Anna Sive, Assistant Personnel Manager
The Services Sound & Vision Corporation
PO Box 903, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 8TN

1

Telephone: 02407 - 4461 Extension 221

1

RIVERSIDE HEALTH AUTHORITY
Charing Cross Hospital (Fulham)

(MPT IV)

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

For the Communication Aids Centre in the Speech Therapy

--

Department at Charing Cross Hospital.
The work includes the maintenance and development of
communication aids. Suitable applicant will have practical skills in
electronics and home computing experience would be an asset.
An ONC or equivalent qualification is essential.
Salary: £8,030 - £9.992 per annum inc. London Weighting.
We have excellent leisure facilities, creche and subsidised canteen.
For further Information please contact the
Communication Aids Centre on 01-846 1057/8

leave of absence.
I'm interested. I have the following training/

experience:

OMAN

WILTSHIRE/DORSET

Corporation vehicle provided for posts with mobile duties.

Conditionsof work: Pay based on local rates Posts
are for a minimum of 2 years You should be
without dependants Many employers will grant

1

large,

a

1

For more details, please complete and return
to: Enquiries Unit, VSO, 317 Putney Bridge
Road, London, SW15 2PN. Tel. 01-780 1331.

1

SERVICES

is

SOUND AND VISION CORPORATION
well -established organisation with a heavy
involvement in the electronic engineering industry. We are
currently seeking applicants with at least two years' detailed
practical experience in the repair and servicing of AVA, video or
television equipment and have vacancies in the following areas:

Current requests include:

Electronics
Instructors
Studio
Electronic
Engineer
Hospital
Electronics
Engineers
Lecturers in

THE

EWW/1/89

For applicant's pack phone

01-400 5550

(24 hour answering service)

Closing date: 6th March, 1989.

1

1

L

Helping the Third World help itself.
Charity no. 313757.

32p S.A.E. appreciated.

ARTICLES FOR SALE

When replying to classified
advertisement readers are
recommended to take steps to protect
their interest before sending money.

1

J

L

F1J

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,
BULK BUYERS, ETC.

HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN
OBSOLETE VALVE/TRANSISTOR/IC?

.

(or magnetron, Klystron, CRT, tray wave tube etc)
We specialise in obsolete types and stock all popular types at competitive
prices! All good quality brands. guaranteed by us. Special prices for orders
over £50. Official orders from gvt depts. military. PLC5. overseas etc welcome.
PHONE/FAXITELEX FOR UP TO DATE PRICES ON YOUR

REQUIREMENTS

Visa-Barclaycard telephone orders welcome.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS. all types. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. TRANSISTORS. DIODES.
RECTIFIERS. THYRISTORS. etc. RESISTORS. C/F, M/F. W'W. etc. CAPACITORS.
SILVER MICA. POLYSTYRENE, C280. C296. DISC CERAMICS. PLATE CERAMICS. etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS. CONNECTING WIPE, CABLES. SCREENED
WIRE. SCREWS. NUTS. CHOKES. TRANSFORMERS. etc. ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE.

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713

WE WISH TO PURCHASE VALVES (esp EL34 KT66 KT88 PX4 PX25)
TRANSISTORS, I.Cs, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CONNECTORS
II

I®

R. HENSON LTD.
21 Lodge Lane. North Finchley, London N12.
(5 mutes from Tally Ho Comer)

possible send written list for offer by return

Ibl

BILLINGTON VALVES
Good quality- Low price- Rarities a speciality
39 Highlands Road, Sussex, RH13 5LS, UK.
Callers welcome but by appointment only.
Phone: 0403 210729. Fax: 0403 40214. Telex: 87271
Office hours Mqn-Fri 9am-5.30pm (+24 hr answerphone)

B -Sweep

Micro -controlled frequency sweep generator with
response plotting, all from one compact unit
plugged into your BBC B, B+ or Master

' 50 Hz to 20KHz
Up to lv rms output
AC to DC converter
' Full listing details for easy
modifications your own
£115 includes: 40/80 51/4'disc

VAT&P&P

320
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MELFORD DESIGNS LTD

MD

5

Bucknalls Drlve,Bricket Wood,
St. Albans, Herts. AL2 3XJ
Telephone:
Garston (0923) 672008
Fax: 0923 679184
721
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r-%GOLLEDGEJ

G.W.M. RADIO LTD

ll

40/42 Portland Road, Worthing, Sussex.
Tel: 0903 34897

Marconi equipment - TF 2300B
modulation meter am/fm 4-1200mhz
£275. TE modulation meter am/fm 5.5
- 1000mhz £175. TE 1064 am/fm
signal generator 68-185mhz plus
450-470mhz checked £70. TF 2015
and
TE
2171
sig.gen
and
synchronizer 10-520mhz am/fm solid
state £575. TF 2016 and TF 2173
sig.gen and synchronizer 10mhz to

{ELECTRONICS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS of all types.

Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. 1-ersonal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities. production schedules. Gulledge Electronics,
Merriott. Somerset TA I6 5NS. Tel:

120mhz am/fm solid state £575. Racal
850 Calibrators suitable for setting up
radio telephone equipment £28. All
prices include P&P. and V.A.T.
Ex.Govl receivers and AVO meters in
stock. Many bargains for callers.

0460 7371 H.

(24721

705

ARTICLES WANTED

WANTED

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 PL.
TEL: 0734 68041.
FAX: 0734 351696

Test equipment, receivers, valves.

1

transmitters, components. cable
and electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.
M & B RADIO
86 Bishopgate Street,
Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649
Fax: 0532 426881
9956

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST

EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY. ,03

MICROWAVE COUNTERS
IMMACULATE
CONDITION!
Model 548A

-

10HZ 26GHz, GPIB, High
oven and IIOGHz extended

TURN YOUR SURPLUS

HP

ICs transistors etc into cash.
Immediate settlement. We also
welcome the opportunity to quote
for complete factory clearance.
Contact:

frequency coverage options Complete with
full handbook, sensitivity -30dB, bargain at
C2950, also H P 5342A, 10H7-18GH7,

COLES, HARDING & Co

15

YEARS

stability crystal

microprocessor controlled 12,450
Farnell AMM Automatic Mod Meter 15 2GHz
(useable to 4GHzl list price L920 Bargain at
L495 Superb portable unit only }ear old
I

103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
Tel: 0945 584188 Fax: 0945 588844
ESTABLISHED OVER

mention
Electronics
& Wireless
World
when
replying to
adverts

692

H-P

Model Marowave Pr we, Meer
L155,
to t generator clad e' coder L140.

trio stereo

CYBERSCAN INTERNATIONAL
IT 01-866 3300, FAX: 01-429 0950
3

Eostcote View, Pinner,
Middlesex HAS IAT.

675

contact:
COOKE INTERNATIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,
Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis,
West Sussex P022 OEB.
Tel: 0243 54 5111
Fax: 0243 54 2457
Wide range of items available
Send for lists
505A

PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER VALVES

I.Cs
'l'IL \NSISTORS
SCRAP. Melted assayed and paid for WANTED also IC sockets, plugs. conwithin 21 hours relay contacts. thermo nectors, factory clearance etc. Valves
couples, crucibles. Also printed circuit types PX4 PX25 KT66 & KT88 espehoards. plugs. connectors. palladium. cially wanted. Killington Valves See
rhodium, tantalum and ruthenium. We above.
have the technology to do the difficult
refining jobs that others can't handle. SUBSTANTIAL SUM OFFERFD
for fiellowing WWII British military
Totally free sampling service-. Send
radio installation manual:- W.O.
samples or parcels tRegd post) or
No. 42:37: Wireless Station No.
Code
contact Eric Henderson. 0773 570141.
Steinbcck Refineries IUKI Ltd, 19 for Car 4x4 Light Reconnaissance
Ieasehill Industrial Estate. Ripley. Humber Mk 3A. April 19.14 I'ZA
reference number unknowns. Please
Derbyshire DE5 3,1G. No quantity too

largeore-mall.

SERVICES

TEST EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

Please

495

tel. 058086366 evenings,

723

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

CALL:
CHRIS TERO ON
661-3033

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Use this Form for your Sales

and Wants

PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW
'To "Electronics & Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
Rate £6 PER LINE. Average six words per
line. Minimum £48 (prepayable).
Name and address to be included in charge if
used in advertisement.

r

NAME
ADDRESS

Box No. Allow two words plus £15.
Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business
Publishing" and cross "& Co." 15% VAT to
be added.

,----

r

1

REMITTANCE VALUE
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS.
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Index to Volume 94 (1988)
Abbreviations: AS, Applications Summary; CI, Circuit Ideas; II, Industry Insight
we do about..

Aeronautical satcoms, Apr. 353, Aug. 780
Aether theory, see Perpetual motion
Air navigation, see Goniometer in..
A.I.us, see More efficient a.l.us (CI)
Alvey's final phase, summary (II), Dec. 1237
Amateur radio licence, DTI's officialese, Dec. 1248
Ampex's D2 video recorders, May 437; comment
Apr. 323
.

(CI), Feb. 129

Amplifier, simple remote -controlled (CI), July 649
Amplifiers, High-speed (AS). Dec. 1167
Amplitude from phase, see Phase from amplitude
A.m. broadcasting, What price? Mar. 296
A.m. broadcast radio. see also Quality in.
A.m. stereo, July 728, Sep. 936; letters Feh. 134,
Apr. 415, Oct. 984
Analogue circuits for automotive uses, Sep. 915
Analogue delay using 12 -bit a -to -d (CI), July 648
Analogue do for PC compatibles (AS), May 456
Analogue-to -digital converters, Interfacing (AS),
.

Jan. 73

Antenna. Biggest in the universe, Mar. 270
Antenna. broadband fan dipole for h.f.. July 726
Antenna, combiner for cars, Feb. 204
Antenna, flat plate for d.b.s.. May 513
Antenna radials, buried or elevated? Aug. 832
APL. International programming language,

Oct. 959; Nov. 1105; Dec.1167
Ariane-4 rocket, July 698
Arithmetic logic units, see More efficient a.l.us
Armstrong, E.H. (Pioneers), letter Jan. 28
Artificial intelligence in silicon, May 469
Asic design centre. Motorola, Oct. 990
Asics. Feb. 198; see also Industry insight, June 585
Asics. VMEbus interface I II I. Aug. 808
ASSERT competition, Mar. 219,247: Apr. 364;
June 573; July 702; Sep. 918
Astra, Multi -MAC for, May 504
Astra's PAL signals, Dec. 1205
Astra uplink, Apr. 354
Atomic fission, see Electromagnetically

induced...
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Capacitors, thermal shock in surface-mounting

Dec. 1188
BBC, digital sound for Hong Kong relay, Feb. 181
BBC External Services, change of name,
Nov. 1142
BBC frequency changes, see Frequency changes
BBC h.f. radio, Jan. 90, July 728; letter, Jan. 28
BBC -tv, New teletext computer, Jan. 32
BBC portable radio project, June 610

(AS), Feb. 114
Car antenna, combiner, Feb. 204
Car theft protection system, see State machines
and reliability
Catt's anomaly (letters) Jan.29, Feb. 134,
Mar. 245, Aug. 756, Oct. 983. Dec. 1188
Cavity magnetron, May 486
C.c.d. position sensor. Feb. 208
CD factory in a record shop, Apr. 417
CD life span, Sep. 936
CD-rom, see Music database on CD-rom
CD sound effects library, May 505
CD test record, EBU, Sep. 936
CeBIT 88, June 569
Ceefax, New computer for BBC -tv, Jan. 32

BBC World Service, sibilant distortion, (letter),

Jan.28
445
Benzene molecule, photograph, Oct. 971
Beverage,1larold H., biography. July 728
Biological effects of radiation. Feb. 173. July 729,
Oct. 1037
Biosensors for diagnosis, Dec. 1186
Bit -slice, see Microcoding and bit -slice techniques
Black broadcasting, Feb. 206
Blood pressure sensor (AS), Feb. 113
Blowing a network (II), Apr. 399
Blumlein, A.D., Feb. 184
BNC connector, naming, (letters) Aug. 860
Bog standard (Research Notes), Sep. 930
Books,Jan. 8, 12; Feb. 110, 198; Mar. 255, 284,
303; Apr. 360; May 443, 485; June 550:
July 671; Aug. 750, 772; Sep. 869; Nov. 1066;
Dec. 1172

Feb. 136

\pr.397

Battery failure, nickel -cadmium (letter),

Boot, Dr I larry. May 486
Boron nitride semiconductors, see
Semiconductors
Bowers, John (obit.), Mar. 308
Brain, see Word-processing in the brain

Applications -specific integrated circuits, Feb. 198
Applications summary, Jan. 72; Feb. 113; Mar.
288; May 455; June 543; July 663; Sep. 871;

Bardeen. John, Mar. 273
BasicCAN (11), Aug, 818
Battery advance for cordless communication (II),

.

BBC World Service, Tech Talk programme, May

Amplifier, 200W Class L) (AS), Jan. 73
Amplifier, Broadband instrumentation, Sep. 937
Amplifier, programmable, wide dynamic range

Atoms in a benzene molecule, photograph,
Oct. 971
Atom -sized holes never forget, Dec. 1242
Audio engineering, see Science v. subjectivism..
Audio noise reducer, 211dB (Cl), Nov. 1073
Audio oscillators using c-mos inverters. Feb. 187
Australian outback radio by satellite, Nov. 1142
Autocorrelat ion. see Linear systems and random
inputs
Automatic line matching using resistive couplers
(CI), May 448
Automotive serial bus, Bosch (II), Aug. 816
Automotive uses. Analogue circuits for, Sep. 915
Auto repeat with delay, One -gate (CI), May 449
Bach, IBM's Choral program. Dec. 1241
Balun, Isolating widehand. Aug. 767
Band 3 trunked radio goes live, Jan. 71

Can hardware prices continue to fall? (I1),
Dec. 1214

Battery discharge manager, NiCd, see What shall

A and mu -law companding with digital signal
processors (AS), June 544
ACTS satellite, Dec. 1205
Advanced f.s.k. modem i.c., Feb. 199
Advanced television systems, see 11.d.ty

.

Brattain, Walter (obit.), Jan. 97. 98; Pioneers.

Sep. 919

Cellular radio's next phase (Ii), Apr. 380
Ceramic transformers. Aug. 752
Chebyshev filter, see Filter design
Chip -kit, Low-cost teaching package, May 435
Choral, expert system, Dec. 1241
Chu, Dr Paul, see Wu. Chu and superconductors
Circuit ideas. Jan.63; Feb. 128; Mar. 240: Apr.
344; May 448; June 553; July 647; Aug. 767;
Sep. 864; Oct. 970: Nov. 1071; Dec. 1195
City fibre network, BT. Apr. 361
Clandestine radio, Feb. 206
Clarke, Arthur C. at 70. Mar. 307
Class D power amplifier, 200W (AS), Jan. 73
Closing the loop, Jan. 44
C-mos speech encryption (AS), Dec. 1167
Coaxial cable, see Piezoelectric coaxial cable
Collins, Arthur (obit), Apr. 415

Colour encoding, constant -luminance, May 513
Comment, Jan. 3; Feb. 107; Mar. 219; Apr. 323,

Mar. 273

Bridgewater, T.I I., 80th birthday. Oct. 1035
British Electronics Week preview, May 514
Broadband instrumentation amplifier, Sep. 937
Broadcast radio, Quality in a.m., Feb. 188

379; May 427; June 531, 587: July 635; Aug.
739, 795; Sep. 843; Oct. 947,1003; Nov. 1051;
Dec. 1155
Communications, see Industry Insight, Apr. 377
Communications barometer (II), Apr. 404
Companding (AS), see A and mu -law.
Competition, see ASSERT
Competitiveness of UK industry (1I), Dec. 1211
Component or composite (comment). Apr. 323
Components, The future of leaded, Jan. 68
Component video for film storage, Feb. 203
Computable numbers, On, see Turing
Computer reliability (in offices), AS, Dec. 1168
Computer viruses, Vaccination against, May 522
Computers, language and logic, letter, Nov. 1069
Conferences and exhibitions, see Events
Confessions of a frustrated inventor. Mar. 276;
letters, June 539, Oct. 984, Dec. 1188
Conquest of thought (letter) Feb. 135
Conquest of truth, Jan. 48
Constant -current stepping -motor drive (AS),
Sep. 871
Constant luminance colour tv encoding, May 513
Contact lubrication (AS). July 664
Controller, Bosch automotive bus (III. Aug. 816
Control systems, PC -based. Mar. 231
Convolution-time-domain signal processing.
Feb. 109; Mar. 302: letter June 539
Cordless future, A (cordless telephones),

Broadcast radio, h.f. audiences. Nov. 1142
Broadcasting, IEE summer school, July 646
Broadcasting satellites, see d.b.s.
Broadcasting, see Radio Broadcast; Television
Broadcast; and IBC 1988
Broadcasting, see also Single-sideband on h.f.
hut when?
Broadcasting, Whither UK radio? Apr. 415
Brown, George I I. (obit.). Apr. 415
Bruch, Walter (Pioneers), Nov. 1101
Bubbles, see Spotting faulty memories, Feb. 172
Building for the future (comment), Nov. 1051
Building with atoms, May 452
Bus, evolving peripheral bus scene (II), Aug. 809
Bus. Fieldbus, the field narrows (II), Aug. 814
Bus proposals, War and Piece (II), Aug. 811
Bus, Single concept unifies three system buses
(II), Aug. 820
Bus systems (111, Aug. 793
Bus wars, cartoon (II), Aug. 811
Butterworth filters, see Filter design

.

-

C, see
C, see

Cellular radio, pan-European demonstrator,

Input/output handling using C
Interfacing and signal processing with C

Cable tv, licence to lose money? Sep. 932
Cable tv expands slowly, Nov. 1140
Cad/cam, job opportunities in, Jan. 99

Cadmium -mercury telluride transistors. Feb. 173
Calculus of Indications, see Aug. 769
Camera, c.c.d. studio camera. Dec. 1178; see also
Multi -standard h.d.tv..

Cordless telephone receiver (AS). June 543
Cordless telephones, see also Cellular radio's next

CAN (II), Aug. 818, 819
Cancer. Silent keys and, July. 729
Candle flame. weightless, May 453

Corrections: Moving coil head amplifiers.
Feb. 133; Enhancing IBM PCs, Feb. 136;
Programming olds. May 503; Introduction to

.

Dec. 1198, 1212

phase
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d.s.p, Oct. 956; Piezoelectric coaxial cable,
Oct. 956; crossover filter (CI), Nov. 1071
Correlation, see New technique in o.t.d.r.; see also
Linear systems and random inputs
Cosmic time. Experiments with, Mar. 270
Cost-effective instrumentation control (II),
Dec. 1232
Coupling coefficient (letters) Jan.28. Feb.134,
May 458
Cross -correlation, see Linear systems and random
inputs
Crossover filter (CI), July 650, correction
Nov. 1071
Crossover network, three-way, (CI) Jan. 63; letter,

July 681
Cryptography, "British intelligence in the Second
World War", May 518
Cryptography, see also C-mos speech encryption
(AS)

Cryptology developments, Nov. 1135
Crystal oscillator circuits (AS), July 664
Crystal oscillator, Sensor (CI), Jan. 66
CT -2, CT -3 telephones, see Cordless..
Current -conveyor sine -wave oscillators, Mar. 282
Current -sensing, see Designing and using slotted

cores..
Current source and sink, Power (CI), Mar. 240
Current transfer decay in optical couplers (AS),
Nov. 1105

Custom silicon, see June Industry Insight, 585
Custom silicon, The 1990 approach to (II),
June 588

Cut-out for a.c. supplies at waveform peak (CI),
Aug. 768
Data acquisition for processor interfacing (AS),
May 455
Data communications, helicopter interference,
Apr. 354
Data communication techniques (II), Apr. 388
Data Encryption Standard, Nov. 1135
Data relay satellite, Aug. 779
Data satcoms, Aeronautical, Apr. 353
Data storage, see Seven -per -cent rule
Datatrak, see L.f. navigation revival
D.h.s., Astra and TDF-1,Oct. 968
D.b.s., BSB's uplink station, Feb. 181
D.b.s., D -MAC decoder chips, May 504
D.b.s., IBA test transmissions. Dec. 1207
D.b.s. in Japan, Dec. 1205
D.h.s., new front-end transistors for, Nov. 1140
D.h.s. receiver, Alba/STS, Dec. 1205
D.h.s., Scrambling for UK service, Dec. 1207
D.h.s., steerable flat plate antenna, May 513
DECT. Dec. 1199
Defence mechanisms (comment), June 531, letter
Aug. 755
Delay using 12 -bit a -to -d converter, Analogue
(Cl), July 648
Demonstrating spectra and radiation. Oct. 1025
Dentist, identifying rotten teeth. Sep. 930
Dependent source theorem. Sep. 900
DES, see Data Encryption Standard:

Cryptography
Designing a high-speed modem, Apr. 325.
May 482

Designing and using slotted cores for current
sensing (AS). Nov. 1105
Designing 68030 into VME (II), Aug. 804
Digital array processor, parallel computing,

.

June 626

Digital audio, four -bit, Sep. 932
Digital audio, Russian. Oct. 1035, Nov. 1142
Digital circuit design, see Aug. 769
Digital -delay echo (Cl), Nov. 1072
Digitally -controlled high -Q notch filter with
memory (CI), Dec. 1196
Digital multimeter, Self-calibrating, May 439
Digital opto-coupling for analogue signals (AS),
June 543

Digital paper. optical storage technology,
June 626

Digital routing networks in broadcasting,
Dec. 1248

Digital scope for £400? (II), Dec. 1220
Digital signal cleaner (Cl), Mar. 241
Digital signal processing, Introduction to,
Aug. 741

Digital signal processors, see also A and mu -law
companding (AS)
Digital sine wave synthesis (AS), Nov. 1106
Digital sound broadcasting, July 728, Dec. 1178,
1246

Digital stereo, MSC, Feb. 206
Digital storage oscilloscope with 100Msample/s,
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Apr. 366: with up to 10Csample/s, Dec. 1189:
on a PC expansion card. Dec. 1194, 1218; for
£400? (II), Dec. 1220
Digital tendency indicator (CI), July 648
Digital -to-analogue conversion step removal (Cl).
May 448
Digital volume control (CI), Mar. 241
Digitally -multiplexed telemetry link (CI),
June 553
Dimensional approach toa unified theory.
Sep. 882: letters, Nov. 1069
Disabled, IEE prize for helping, Feb. 209
Discs, denser, Mar. 270
Distribution. Increasing role in t&m (ID, Feb. 171
Distributor's role, Asics (II), June 600
D -MAC decoder chips, May 504
D.m.m., Will your DMM cost as much to keep as it
does to buy? (II), Feb. 148
Doherty at u.h.f. (modulation method. Jan.90
Droitwich frequency changes, see Frequency
changes
D.s.p., Introduction to, Aug. 741
D.s.p., Log-linear conversion routines (AS),
-

Jan. 74
D.s.p. sine wave synthesis (AS), Nov. 1106
DTI officialese. Dec. 1248
Dual -channel television sound, see Nicam
Dual -port memory (CI), May 449
Dual -wavelength time -domain retlectometer (II).
Dec. 1238
EARN. European Academic Research Network,
Oct. 1031
E -beam technology (II), June 590
Echo, digital -delay (CI). Nov.1072

Education (comment). see Words and pictures
Education, Engineering Council's proposals
rejected by IEE, June 627
Education, OU's "Space at work" video for schools,
Feb. 181

Education, see Lego Logo
Education, see Lost in thought
Education, see Open letter to a school leaver
Einstein and the ether. Mar. 238
Electricity supply, domestic hot water, Oct. 993
Electroluminescent panels (AS), Mar. 290
Electromagnetic theory (Ivor Cat's tutorial
software), Oct. 998
Electromagnetically induced atomic fission,
Jan. 15; letters, Mar. 243. Apr. 332, June 542,
July 681, Oct. 982
Electromagnetism, disc and video casette, May
460

Electromagnetic waves, see also Radiant century
Electronic call switches (letter) Jan. 28
Electronic message handling (II), Apr. 386
Elements, new transuranic species, June 622
E.Lf. submarine communications, Sep. 934

Elliptic filter design, May 444

-

E.m.c. and heart pacemakers. Jan. 71
E.m.c.. DTI radio lab's annual report. Feb. 203
E.m.c., letter Jan. 28
E.m.c., test centres, Jan. 40. Sep. 934
E.m.c., Tighter regulations. Mar.306, May 518
E.m.c., Universities EMC group, Jan. 92, Feb. 204
E.m.c.. vehicles, June 620
E.m.i., IEE report on. Mar. 308
E.m.i. suppression (AS), Sep. 871
Employment, Open letter to a school leaver
(letter), Apr. 331
Engineering workstations (II), Dec. 1222
Engineers and management (comment). May 427
Enhanced instruction -set processor, Nov. 1111
Enhanced logic probe (CI), Oct. 970
Enhanced pulse measurement using VXI-based
instruments (11, Dec. 1234
Enhancing IBM PCs, XTs and clones (correction).
Feb. 136

Environmental test summaries, IEC, Apr. 418
Eprom board. VMEbus, (CI), Feb. 129
Equivalence principle, June 623
Erasable CD, June 620
Ether, Einstein and the. Mar. 238
Eureka 95-a world standard? Sep. 845; see also
IBC 1988
Even more switched -on Bach. Dec. 1241
Events. Mar. 236; Sep. 854, 881, 889.918
Evolving peripheral bus scene (III, Aug. 809
Expert index searcher, May 522
Expert system for harmonizing chorale melodies.
Dec. 1241

Faraday, Michael, Aug. 825
Fast, flexible digital storage oscilloscope,
Dec. 1189
Fast Fourier transforms of sampled waveforms,
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Nov. 1122
Fast Fourier techniques. see Spectrum analyser

using.
Fast logic probe, Sep. 867
Fast risc processor, see Risc
Fax transmission in PC background mode.
Apr. 361
Fear of flying (prototype chip design), (II)

June 605
Feedback, Jan. 28: Feb. 134: Mar. 243; Apr. 331:
May 457; June 539: July 681; Aug. 755:
Sep. 860: Oct. 982; Nov. 1067; Dec. 1188
Feedback (article by Joules Watt), May 476
Ferranti sells semiconductor business. Feb. 209
Fets, see Voltage controlled resistors (AS).
Nov. 1105
FFT, see Fast Fourier transform
Fibre blowing (I I). Apr. 399
Fieldbus. the field narrows (II), Aug. 814
Fifth force-the evidence grows, Nov. 1137
Fifty years of computer science (Turing). letter.
Apr. 334
Film storage, see Component video for..
Filter, Crossover (Cl), July 650, correction
Nov. 1071
Filter design. Butterworth low-pass filters with
equalization, Oct. 997
Filter design. Elliptic, May 444
Filter design using a microcomputer. July 652
Filter, see also Digitally -controlled high -Q notch
.

filter (CI)
Filtering, see Kalman filtering
Filtering, see Mains supply problems (AS) and
Computer reliability (AS)
Filter, programmable handpass (AS). Mar. 288
Filter, Stop -band pilot (CI), Jan. 65
Filter tuning, Sensitivity-based. May 429
Finding linear network instability (AS). June 544
First VXI products emerge (II). Feb. 139.
Dec. 1225

Fission, Electromagnetically induced atomic.
Jan. 15

Flame, weightless. May 453
Flammable liquids, handling. Feb. 173
Flat-Earthers in US schools. Aug. 753
Flow-charts, letters. Apr. 331. May 460. June 541,
Nov. 1068
F.m. broadcasting, letter Sep. 860
FM quadrature i.c. works as a p.1.1. detector (CI).
Sep. 866
FMX taking off in the USA? May 520
Frequency addition/subtraction made simple (CI).
Nov. 1072
Frequency changes (Droitwich). letters, May 457,
June 541
Frequency measurement, Apr. 335; (CI) Apr.345
Frequency synthesizer with analogue phase
detector (AS). Mar. 289
Fuel cells. see Methanol fuel cells
Futurebus, see IEEE 896
Future for UK Electronics? (II), Dec. 1211
Future of Futurebus 1111, Aug. 795
Future satellites, see Intelsat's..
GaAs i.cs, resistors for, Feb. 173
GaAs front end transistor for d.h.s. reception,
Nov. 1140
GaAs -silicon hybrid chip, Oct. 994
GaAs space switch, June 570.583
Gallium arsenide on silicon (II), June 609
Games computers play (comment), Dec. 1155
Gamma rays andv.l.f. propagation. May 452
Gas flow measurement by ultrasonics,
see Aug. 775
Gate array design. In-house (II), June 608
Gate array, Plessey ultra-high speed. Mar. 307
GCI IQ secure processor, Oct. 1031
GEC -Plessey Telecoms, Feb. 183
Geostationary orbit, full up? May 488
Geostationary orbits, 25 years of, Nov. 1126
Getting to grips with Asics (II). June 597
Glasses improve your hearing, letter, Jan. 29
Glitch filter, digital signal cleaner (Cl), Mar. 241
Glossary, see Radio engineering terms in satellite
links
Goniometer in electronic air navigation. Mar. 220
Government data network. Aug. 773
GPIB. see IEEE 488
GPS receiver July 697
GSM, see Pan -European cellular demonstration.
Sep. 919
Gyroscopes, see Relativity. Einstein and the ether
Hall -effect sensors, see Designing and using
slotted cores.
Hardware prices, can they continue to fall? (III
.

.

.
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Dec. 1214

iarmonics and intermodulation in the longtailed pair, Feb. 190
IARP camera tube, Nov. 1140
I.d.tv, Mar. 226, 294, July 724. Sep. 845; Dec.
1175
l.d.ty camera, see Multi -standard..

H.d.tv, I lARPcamera tube, Nov.1140
I.d.tv, Prospects and politics. July 711
I .d.tv studio. July 710
i.d.tv will he price -sensitive, Nov. 1140
lelicopter interference to datacomms, Apr. 354
I.1. amplifiers, see Inductive peaking circuits
I.f., beefing up, July 728
1.f.

developments (IEE conference report), July

644
I.f. ground -wave radars, Oct. 1033
1.1.. new Voice of America, BBC transmitters,
Oct. 1033
1.f. receiver front ends, Mar. 296
-1.1. revival, Apr. 414
H.f. role changes, July 726
1.f. s.s.b.-hut when? Dec. 1246
tearing aids, Speech transposer for, Feb. 174
lertz, Heinrich, Jan. 34, Nov. 1061
sigh -definition television, see H.d.tv

ligh-Q notch filter with memory (Cl), see
Digitally controlled..
I igh-quality digital volume control (Cl), Mar. 240
igh-speed amplifiers (AS). Dec. 1167
ligh-temperature semiconductors, see
Semiconductors
toles of atomic dimensions, Dec. 1242
1

BC 1988, Dec. 1175
EE prize for helping disabled. Feb. 209

EEE microprocessor standards committee
'
projects (II). Aug. 805
EEE488 control using an IBM-compatible PC

(II), Feb.

154

EEE488-to-Z80 interface, Sep. 852
EEE896 bus. What is the (II), Aug. 800
EEE896. The future of Futu rebus (II), Aug. 795
gnition, Multiple spark, May 434
mage movement in stereophonic sound systems,
May 491
mage recognition, Liquid -crystal light
modulator (AS), Mar. 290
mproved limit detector (CI), Dec. 1195

mproving stereophonic image sharpness. Jan.
18, May 491

ndicator, Digital tendency (CI), July 648
nductance synthesis (CI), Aug. 767
nductive peaking circuits, May 471
riductor, see Reversing a "constant" current in

an...

nductors, see Designing and using slotted
cores.. .
ndustry review 1988 (II), Dec. 1209
nfiammable, see Flammable liquids
njection-synchronized oscillators. May 520
nmarsat, Jan. 97, Apr. 354, 400, Nov. 1095, 1128
nnovation for irrigation (comment), Jan. 3
nput/output handling using C, Mar. 258
nput/output for PC compatibles. Analogue (AS),
May 456

nsat-IC, Jan. 57
ntelsat's future satellites, Jan 23
nterference. see E.m.i.
nternat ional Broadcasting Convention, see IBC
1988

nstitute of Broadcast Sound, May 520
nstrumentation, Industry Insight, Feb. 137, Dec.
1209

nstrumentation amplifier, Broadband. Sep. 937
nstrumentation amplifiers? - see Single op -amps

or...

nstrumentation. VXI bus and its impact (II). Feb.
140

nstrument control systems, PC -based. Mar. 231
nstrument, Rapid repair and recal iteration, Apr.
348
ntegrated circuits. Will future i.cs he metal? (II),
June 603
ntegrated tendency, CAT (II). Feb. 161
ntegrating space and ground navaids, July 697
ntel igent power devices, Aug. 782
ntelsat's future satellites, Jan.23
ntelsat traffic hand -over, Dec. 1205
nterface asics, VMEhus (II). Aug. 808
nterfacing and signal processing in C, Oct. 948
nterfacing a -to -d converters (AS), Jan. 73
nterference, helicopter blades, Apr. 354
nterference. reducing s.h.f..., Dec. 1248
ntermodulation in the long-tailed pair, Feb. 190
I
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nternational programming language, APL, Feb.

Mealy and Moore models, see State machines
explained
Measuring by ultrasound,Aug. 775
Measuring 100 million degrees, July 730
Mechanical laser-heam chopper, Nov. 1109
Medical effects of power lines, see Biological
effects of radiation
Memories do they radiate? Dec. 1242
Memories, experimental ferroelectric, Sep. 929
Memories, faulty, Using bubbles to spot, Feb. 172
Memory, Dual -port (CI). May 449
Memory shortage, May 521
Mercury level, see Tiltmeter, Mar. 264
Mercury's Earth station, May 488

136

nterrupt generation (CI), Aug. 767
ntroduction to d.s.p., Aug. 741; correction Oct.
956

nventor, see Confessions of a frustrated inventor
nventors, see Variations on a theme of patents
/o handling using C, Mar. 258
rrigation, see Innovation for.. .
SDN, see Industry Insight, Apr. 377
SDN, see also Telephone and terminal i.cs
SDN, Toward, (II) Apr. 382, Aug. 774, Sep. 908
solating wideband balun (CI), Aug. 767
TT satellite chips for BSB, Aug. 778
ET, Joint European Torus, July 730
Kalman filtering- noise-corruFted signal

-

Message handling, see Electronic message

handling

processing. Nov. 1083
Kao, Charles K., Apr. 395, 406
Keyboard design, Sep. 910
Killer bees have had their chips, Oct. 994
Lans, see Industry Insight, April 377
Laser -beam chopper, Nov. 1109
Laser considerations (AS), Oct. 960
Laser frequency multiplication. Apr. 347
Laser links between satellites, Mar. 280
laser smps uses fast switch, Oct. 1008 (11)
Laser soldering, June 626
Lasers, blue, Oct. 994
L.c.d., see Liquid crystal
Leaching on s.m.cs, solder problems (AS), Nov.

Meteor -scatter propagation trials, Nov. 1135
Meteor -scatter, Short-range, Mar. 306
Methanol fuel cells, July 730
Micro channel: see PC bus performance
Microcoding and bit -slice techniques, Jan. 59,
Mar. 266, May 467
Microcomputer as transient analyser, Nov. 1076
Microcontroller development system, Soft, Mar.
268
Microprocessor, IEEE standards committee
projects (II), Aug. 805
Microprocessor, see also Rekursiv chip
Microprocessor,Viper, RSRE (II), Dec. 1209,

1105
Leaded components, The future of, Jan. 68
Leetronex '88, July 661
Lego Logo, Nov. 1085
Letters to the editor, see Feedback
Level, see Tiltmeter, Mar. 264
L.f. navigation revival, Sep. 897
Light, squeezed, Oct. 993

Microprocessors, V-series, Mar. 256
Microscope, see Scanning tunnelling microscope
Microwave dish, UK's highest, letter, Jan. 28
Microwave propagation, Oct. 1037, Nov. 1142
Microwave testing complex, HP and Ferranti,

Light modulator in image recognition, Liquid
crystal, (AS). Mar. 290
Light, see Thirty six nanoseconds faster than..
Lightning strikes; Oct. 1037

Limit detector, Improved (CI), Dec.

1211, 1226

Nov. 1116

Millimetre -wave satcoms, Personal, Mar. 279
Millimetre -wave television broadcasting, Dec.
1249

Miniature broadcast receiver, Sony, June 615
Minimal but fast SCSI control using a p.l.d. (AS),

.

1195

Linear array design manual (AS), Mar. 288
Linear network analysis with a PC, see Finding
linear network instability
Linear systems and random inputs, Apr. 356
Line matching using resistive couplers (CI), May
448

Link budgets, Radio frequency, Jan. 10
Linn Smart Computing, see Rekursiv chip
Liquid crystal, Cheap displays on the way. May 453
Liquid -crystal light modulator in image
recognition (AS), Mar. 290
Liquid level, see Tank -level limit monitor for
battery operation
Log -linear conversion routines for d.s.p. (AS),
Jan.74
Logic analyser speeds development, STEbus (II),
Aug. 806
Logic analyser, VMEbus (II), Aug. 812
Logic design. see State machines and reliability
Logic probe, Sep. 867, (CI) Oct. 970
Logo. see Lego Logo
Long-tailed pair, harmonics and intermodulation,
Feb. 190

Long-term R&D- who cares? (comment) Oct. 947
Lossy ells for pie tea, Jan. 37; letters, May 457, July
684
Loudspeaker colour, May 453
Loudspeaker protection (CI), Mar. 242
Low -frequency signal, interrupt generation (CI).
Aug. 767
Lubrication, contact, July 664
MsVDS, Dec. 1249
MAC. and Astra, May 504
Magnetic heading sensor, Oct. 1023
Magneto -optical storage, June 626
Magnetostriction. New buzz for, Dec.1241
Magnetron. Cavity, May 487
Magnets (Joules Watt), Nov. 1087
Mains control interface, Proportional (CI), r'lar.
241

Mains supply problems (AS), Oct. 960, Dec. 1168
Making waves ("Joules Watt"). July 699
Marecs comsat, Apr. 353
Market trends. Test and measurement (II), Feb.
150

Marx generator, see Aug. 748
Mast collapse, US, Sep. 932
Mast hazards, Dec. 1246

Matching networks, see Lossy ells for pie tea
Maxwell, James Clerk. Oct. 1040
MC88100 rise, July 637

Oct. 959
MNP Class 6 protocol, Apr. 362
Mobile data communications, Apr. 400. Nov. 1117
Mobile radio, Sep. 897, 919
Mobile radio planning bureau, see Network
planning service
Mobile radio, see A PLL for 900MHz. Dec.1156
Mobile radio, see also Stretching the spectrum
Mobile radio spectrum. Jan. 93, Apr. 414
Mobiles win v.h.f. argument, July 726
Modem, see Designing a high-speed modem
Modem i.e., Advanced f.s.k., Feb. 199
Modem routines (AS), Feb. 113
Modular network analyser, July 706
Molecular Beam Epitaxy Centre, Apr. 411
Molecular wire, Aug. 753
Molecule, benzene, photograph, Oct. 971
Mood indigo, loudspeaker colour, May 452
More efficient a.l.us (CI). Oct. 970
Mosmarx voltage multiplier, Aug. 748
Motors, Reversible proportional control for small
d.c. (CI), Jan. 66
Moving coil head amplifiers (Self), correction,
Feb. 133; letters, Feb. 135. Apr. 333, June 541,
Aug. 755. Oct. 983
MPT1327 for Europe, Aug. 773
MSC digital stereo at 256kbit/s, Feb. 206
Multibus, the standard standard (II). Aug. 797

Multimeters, Multi -function (Fluke), Dec. 1160
Multiple -output power supplies. Mar. 234, (letter)
May 457

Multiple -spark ignition. May 434
Multiplexing, see Sequency-division multiplex
Multi -processor parallel computing, June 626
Multiprocessor systems, Jan. 42; Feb. 176; June
534; July 703; Sep. 875; Nov. 1052; Dec. 1190

Multi -standard h.d.tv camera, July 708
Music database on CD-rom, July 688
Music, expert system for harmonizing chorale
melodies, Dec. 1241
Music recognition, Optical. Nov. 1137
National Radio Science Colloquium, Oct. 1037
Naval radar, early (letter) Jan. 28
Navigation, see also Coniometer in electronic air

navigation
Navigation aids, see Integrating space and ground
navaids

Navigation revival, L.f., Sep. 897
Network analyser, modular, July 706
Networking for the nineties (II), Apr. 382
Networking, small -area (AS), Sep. 872
Network management through quality analysis,
Apr. 342
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Network planning service, Jan. 87
Network response, see Phase from amplitude and
Amplitude from phase
Neural networks, Sep. 929
Neural simulation, letter, Apr: 331
New products, Jan. 78; Feb. 162, 193; Mar. 297;
Apr. 370; May 506; June 577: July 713; Aug.

Particle accelerator. Los Alamos. Sep. 930
Patents, see Variations on a theme of patents
Payphone monopoly abolished, July 674
PC -based instrument control systems, Mar. 231
PC -based test equipment (II). Feb. 153
PC bus performance: Nubus vs microchannel:

786, Sep. 920; Oct. 971; Nov. 1129
New technique in o.t.d.r., May 496, June 557
Nicam digital sound for television, Jan. 92, June
618

PC

Nickel -cadmium battery failure, letter, Dec. 1188
Nickel -cadmium batteries, see What shall we do
about...

Nickel -cobalt battery, see battery advance..
Noise -corrupted signal processing, see Kalman
.

Sep. 856

compatibles, Analogue i/o for (AS), May 456
PC, Custom i.c. design with a (II). June 607
PC dso eases smps manufacture (II), Dec. 1218:
see also Digital storage oscilloscope
PCs as low-cost tools, see Cost-effective

instrumentation..
Peltier effect,

filtering

see Thermoelectric

temperature

controller

Noise reducer. 20dB (CI), Nov. 1073
Notes for potential authors, see Writing for

E&WW
Novel p.l.d. programming sequence generator
(CI), Sep. 865
Novel power supply needs sponsorship, Sep. 885
Nubus: see PC bus performance, Sep. 856
Numerically -controlled oscillators (AS), Jan. 72
Obituary: Ernst Ruska, Aug. 784; Harvey
Schwartz, Sep. 918
Object-oriented programming, see Enhanced instruction set processor
Obolensky circuit, see Thirty six nanoseconds
faster than light
Observer in science, The, Apr. 340; letters June
540, Aug. 755
Off -delay timer without auxiliary supply (Cl), Apr.
344

Office computers, reliability (AS), Dec. 1168
Ohm, Georg Simon, Dec. 1202
On computable numbers, see Turing
Op-amps or instrumentation amplifiers? Feb. 123;
letters Apr. 333
Open letter to a school leaver (letter), Apr. 331
Open Systems Interconnection, see OSI
Operating systems, see OS -9.. .
Optical cabling. see Progress in.. .
Optical catastrophe, fibre failure, Apr. 411
Optical couplers, see Current transfer decay in.. .
(AS)

Optical disc drive technology, New, June 569
Optical disc, erasable, June 620
Optical fibre. BT's city fibre network, Apr. 361
Optical fibres into homes. Jan.92
Optical fibre: prognosis and economic impact (II).
Apr. 395
Optical music recognition, Nov. 1137
Optical plastics, Apr. 362
Optical position sensor. June 627
Optical shaft encoder with five -second resolution

Peripheral bus scene (11), Aug. 809
Peripheral sharing (CI), Jan. 64
Perpetual motion,letter, Oct. 984
Personal millimetre -wave satcoms, Mar. 279
Phase from amplitude, June 547, July 721
Phase -locked loop, see p.I.I.
Phase shifter for single sideband (CI), July 647
Philip Smith's chart, see Smith Chart
Phobos, Tracking, Nov. 1128
Phonezones, see Cordless.. .
Pi, value of, Oct. 994
Picor, What happened to, June 620
Piezoelectric coaxial cable. Sep. 905; correction
Oct. 956
Piezoelectric polymers, Feb. 172
Pilot filter, stop -band (CI), Jan. 65
Pioneer 10 spacecraft, Oct. 993
Pioneers: Armstrong (letter) Jan.28; Zworykin
(letter) Jan. 29; Hertz, Jan. 34: Blumlein, Feb.
184; Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain, Mar. 273;
Kao, Apr. 406; Randall and Boot, May 486:
Siemens brothers, June 574; Strowger, July
677; Faraday, Aug. 825; Reeves, Sep. 873;
Maxwell, Oct. 1040; Bruch, Nov. 1101; Ohm,
Dec. 1202
Pirates, catching (letter) Jan. 30
Plastic chips are here, Dec. 1241
P.I.ds, see Programming p.l.ds
P.I.ds, see also Using programmable logic
P.l.d. programming sequence generator (CI). Sep.
865
P.I.I. detector (CI), Sep. 866
PLL for 900MHz, A, Dec. 1156
Position sensor. c.c.d., Feb. 208
Potential, defining the unit of. Aug. 753
Power amplifier, 200W Class D, Jan. 73
Power current source and sink (Cl). Mar. 240
Power devices, intelligent, Aug. 782
Power line disturbances (AS), Feb. 114
Power lines, Medical effects of, see Biological
-

effects..

(AS), Sep. 872

Optical space -Earth link, Dec. 1205
Optical storage media, new, June 626
Optical switch matrix, experimental, Ericsson,
July 673
Optical time -domain reflectometry, see New
technique in...; and Dual wavelength time domain reflectomete
Opto-coupled Iink, see Two-way opto -coupled link
Opto-coupling, see Digital opto-coupling for
analogue
Oscar -III, July 698
Oscillator, Sensor crystal oscillator (Cl), Jan. 66
Oscillator design, 4GHz synthesized, Mar. 251
Oscillators, current -conveyor stine-wave, Mar. 282
Oscillators, injection -synchronized, May 520
Oscillators, see also Crystal oscillator circuits
(AS); Sinewave oscillators using c-mos
inverters; Remotely controlled RC oscillators
Oscillators, Microwave crystal, Apr. 410
Oscillators, Numerically -controlled (AS), Jan. 72
Oscilloscope architecture (II), Feb. 156
Oscilloscope, see also Digital storage oscillosope
OSI, see Easier access to international networks.
Oct. 1030
OS -9: winning the real-time race? (II), Dec. 1216
O.t.d.r., see New technique in...; and Dual
wavelength time -domain reflectometer
Outside broadcast vehicle trends, July 724
Overload cut-out for a.c. supplies at waveform
peak (CI), Aug. 768
Packaging (semiconductor assembly), see Secure
packaging at home
Pan -European cellular demonstration, Sep. 919
Paper batteries, Apr. 410
Parallel computing, digital array processor, June
626

signals
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.

Peak -detecting data acquisition for processor
interfacing (AS), May 455

.

Power supplies. see Industry Insight, Oct. 1001
Power supplies, see also Multiple -output..
Power supplies, present and future, Oct. 1004
Power supply needs sponsorship. Sep. 885
Power supply, 600W un interruptible, Jan. 50
Power supply, see Mains supply problems (AS) and
Computer reliability (AS)
Power without wires, Apr. 414
Poynting the way, Feb. 115; letter, July 682
.

Predicting the unpredictable (comment), Sep.
843
Pressure sensor, Blood pressure (AS) Feb. 113
Prime numbers, record -breaking. July 730
Printer simulator (CI), Mar. 242
Programmable amplifier with wide dynamic range

(CI), Feb. 129
Progrmmable bandpass filter (AS), Mar. 288
Programmable logic devices, see also P.I.ds
Programmable pulse generator (Cl), Jan. 65
Programmingp.1.ds, Jan. 4, Feb. 132, (correction)
May 503
Progress in optical cabling (II), Apr. 392
Propagation, sporadic E, Oct. 1037
Proportional control for small d.c. motors,
Reversible. (CI), Jan. 66
Proportional mains control interface (CI), Mar.
241

Psychokinesis, Dec. 1242
Pulse generator, programmable (CI), Jan. 65
Pulse measurement (VXI, see Enhanced pulse

measurement..

.

Pulse train generator (CI), Sep. 864
QNBFAM for v.h.f. mobiles, Oct. 1037
Quality in a.m. broadcast radio, Feb. 188; letters
Apr. 331, May 457
Radar, early naval (letter) Jan.28
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Radar, h.f. Oct. 1033,1037
Radials. see Antenna

Radiant century, A. (Heinrich Hertz). Nov. 1061
Radiation hazards. Apr. 415. July 729, Dec. 1246
Radiation, see also Demonstrating spectra and
radiation
Radioactivity levels in food and water, Apr. 417
Radio, see also Quality in a.m. broadcast radio
Radio astronomers, frequency sharing. Oct. 1037
Radio audiences on h.f., Nov. 1142
Radio broadcast, Jan. 90; Feb. 206; Mar. 296: Apr.
415: May 520; June 620; July 728; Aug. 832;
Sep. 936; Oct. 1033; Nov. 1142; Dec. 1246
Radio broadcasting, Digital, July 728, Dec. 1178
Radiocommunication through rock (letters), Jan.
30, May 458, Nov. 1067
Radio communications, Jan.93; Feeb. 204; Mar.
306; Apr. 414; May 518; July 726; Aug. 827; Sep.
934; Oct. 1037; Nov. 1135; Dec. 1248
Radio data system, see RDS
Radio engineering terms in satellite links. Apr.
354, May 489, June 584, July 698
Radio frequency co -channel interference and
modelling at 1-30GHz. Dec. 1248
Radio frequency heating, power supplies for (II).
Oct. 1013
Radio frequency link budgets, Jan. 10
Radio hearing aids, Speech transposer for, Feb.
174

Radio Show, back after 22 years. Apr. 417
Radio Society of Great Britain, see RSCB
Radiotelescope baseline in space. Aug. 779
Ramp generator, Precision digital (CI). July 647
Randall. Sir John, May 486
Random inputs, see Linear systems and..
.

RDS. see also, BBC portable receiver project
RDS in France. Nov. 1142
RDS, What is happening to RDS? Nov. 1096
Real thoughts on the imaginary axis, letter Oct.

982
Real-time operating systems, see OS -9: winning

the real-time race?
Receiver, see also BBC portable receiver project
Receiver, see Cordless telephone receiver (AS)
Receiver front ends, I I.f.. Mar. 296
Recordings restored, Feb. 206
Reducing s.h.f. interference, Dec. 1248
Reeves, Alec H., Sep. 873

Regulator, step-up switching. Sep. 891
Regulator, Switching. low drop -out voltage (AS)
Jan.74
Rekursiv chip, May 469. Nov. 1111
Relativity and engineering, letters. Mar. 243, May
459, June 542, July 682, Oct. 985, Nov. 1070
Relativity and gravitation, conference for
opponents of Einstein. Mar. 308
Relativity. Einstein and the ether. Mar. 238:
letters May 459, July 682, Aug. 756, Oct. 985.
Nov. 1070

Relativity. Einstein rules OK (Research Notes).
June 623

Relativity- joke or swindle? Feb.

126; letters, July
682, Oct. 985
Relativity, see also Thirty-six nanoseconds faster

than light. Dec. 1162
Relational analysis, letter Aug. 755
Reliability, office computers, Dec. 1168
Remote -controlled amplifier. Simple (Cl). July
649
Remotely-controlled RC oscillators, Oct. 987.
Nov. 1064
Repair and recalibration, instruments. Apr. 348
Research and development (comment), see Long

term R&D..

.

Research notes, Jan. 74; Feb. 172; March 268; Apr.
410; May 452; June 622; Aug. 752; Sep. 929;
Oct. 993; Nov. 1137; Dec. 1241
Resistors, surface-mounting (AS), Feb. 114
Resonant converters (AS), Oct. 960
Reversible proportional control for small d.c.
motors (Cl). Jan. 66

Reversing a "constant" current in an inductor,
June 571
R.f. heating, Advances in solid-state power
supplies for, Oct. 1013
R.f.i. test centre, see E.m.c.
R.f.i., see also Rusty bolts exonerated
R.f. power generator, 100W (CI), Dec. 1195
RA. testing, microwave, Nov. 1116
RGB to composite monochrome video converter
(Cl), Feb. 130
Risc processor, see also MC681000; Second
generation risc processor
Risc processor (Am29000), May 503, July 689
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Risc processors (HP, Tektronix), June 627
Risc tutorial (AS), May 455
Robots (Research Notes), Jan. 76
Rosen, Dr Harold, Nov. 1126
Rotor blade interference, Apr. 354

Space at work (OU video lecture), see

Education..

Space -Earth optical link, Dec. 1205
Space invaders (satellite environmental hazards),

Routeing network in broadcasting, digital, Dec.
1248
RSGB 75th anniversary, Sep. 934
Rupert and his PALs (comment), Aug. 739; letter
Oct. 982

Rural radio projects, Aug. 827
Russian super television, June 622
Rusty bolts exonerated, Nov. 1138
Safety -critical computing, see Viper
Satcoms on the move, Nov. 1095
Satellites, see also Laser links between satellites
Satellite navigation trials, Jan. 58
Satellites, see Intelsat's future..
Satellite systems, Jan. 57; Feb. 181; Mar. 279; Apr.
353; May 489; June 583; July 697; Aug. 779;
Sep. 903; Oct. 967; Nov. 1127; Dec. 1205
Satellite tv, ITT chips for BSB, Aug. 778
Satnav, Jan. 97; see also Integrating space and
.

ground navaids
School leaver. Open letter to a, Apr. 331, Sep. 860
Scanning tunnelling microscope, May 452, Oct.
971

Science v. subjectivism in audio engineering, July
692; letters, Sep. 860, Nov. 1067, Dec. 1189
SCSI, see Minimal but fast SCSI control using a
p.l.d. (AS)
Second -generation risc processor (AND), July 689
Secure packaging at home (II), Dec. 1224
Selectivity, see Quality in a.m. broadcast radio
Self -calibrating digital multimeter, May 439
Self -repairing computer for space, Jan. 31
Semiconductor assembly, Dec. 1224

Semiconductors, Cadmium mercury telluride,

Oct. 967
Spectra and radiation, see Demonstrating.
Spectrum analyser using fast Fourier techniques,
Dec. 1169
Speech encryption, see C-mos speech encryption
(AS)
Speech therapy, Electronic, Sep. 929
Speech transposer for radio hearing aids, Feb. 174
Sporadic E., Oct. 1037
Squeezed light, Oct. 993
S.s.b., see Single sideband
Standards, IEEE microprocessor committee
projects (II), Aug. 805
Standing waves, see V.s.w.r. enigma
State machines and reliability, Nov. 1108
State machines explained (AS), July 663
STEbus logic analyser speeds development (II),
Aug. 806
STEbus looks to the global market (II), Dec. 1228
Stepping-motor drive, constant -current (AS).
Sep. 871

Step-up switching regulator, Sep. 891
Stereophonic image sharpness, Improving, Jan.

Semiconductors, GaAs -silicon bybrid chip, Oct.
994
Semiconductors, High -temperature, Mar. 269,
June 622, Nov. 1137

Semiconductors, polyacetylene, Dec. 1241
Semi -custom linear array design manual (AS),
Mar. 288
Seminars and training courses, Sep. 889
Sensitivity -based filter tuning, May 429
Sensor crystal oscillator (CI), Jan. 66
Sensor for blood pressure (AS). Feb. 113
Sensors, see also Biosensors for diagnosis
Sequency-division multiplex, July 659
SES, see Astra
Seven -per -cent rule, The, Apr. 350; letters, June
540, July 683
Shaft encoder with five -second resolution,
optical, (AS), Sep. 872
Shockley, William, Mar. 273
Short-range meteor-scatter, Mar. 306

Sibilant distortion (letter) Jan. 28
Sidebands, by "Mixer", Oct. 1029, Nov. 1086
Siemens brothers, June 574
Signal cleaner, digital (CI), Mar. 241
Signal processing. see Convolution; Kalman
filtering; Introduction to digital signal
processing: and D.s.p..
Silicon carbide, see Semiconductors, High
temperature
Sine -wave oscillators, Current -conveyor, Mar.
282
Sinewave oscillators using c-mos inverters, Feb.
187; letter, July 683
Sine wave synthesis, Digital (AS), Nov. 1106
Single concept unifies three system buses (II),
Aug. 820
Single op -amps or instrumentation amplifiers?
Feb. 123; letters. Apr. 333, June 539
Single-sideband on h. f. but when? Dec. 1246
Single sideband, Phase shifter for (CI), July 647
Slotted cores (AS), see Designing and using..
Small -area networking (AS), Sep. 872
Smith chart, Aug. 759, Sep. 887; letter, Nov. 1069;
obit (P.H. Smith), Apr. 441
Soft microcontroller development system. Mar.
268
Solar cycle, Aug. 832
Solar power systems in spacecraft. Oct. 967
Solar radio, Unesco project setback, Sep. 936
Solar -terrestrial monitoring, Oct. 1037
Soldering, laser, June 626
Solid-state broadcast transmitters, Apr. 409
Sound effects ibrary. CD, May 505
Sound -in -sync, stereo, Apr. 409
Source theorem, dependent, Sep. 900

-

.

I

Television viewing habits, Nov. 1140
Temperature controller, see Thermo-electric..
Temperature, see Measuring 100 million degrees
Tendency indicator, Digital (CI). July 648
Test and measurement market trends (II), Feb.
.

150
Test equipment, PC -based (II), Feb. 153
'Thermal shock in surface-mounting capacitors
(AS), Feb. 114
Thermionic displays, Oct. 1035
Thermo -electric temperature controller, July 687
Third World and technology, see Irrigation and

innovation

Thirty six nanoseconds faster than light, Dec.
1162

Thoughts for the future (comment), Mar. 219

Tiltmeter, Mar. 264
Time -domain signal processing, see Convolution
Time, Experiments with cosmic, Mar. 270
Timer, Off-delay, without auxiliary supply (CI),
Apr. 344
Tone decoder with noise -chatter immunity (CI),
Nov. 1071
Toward ISDN, see ISDN
Transducers, ERA survey, June 627; see also
Sensors

18, May 491

Stereo, see also A.m. stereo; FMX taking off in
USA?

Stereo sound for television, Aug. 830; see also
Nicam
Stereo sound -in -sync, Apr. 409
Stretching the spectrum, June 613
String, cosmic, Aug. 752
Strowger, Almon B., Pioneers, July 677
Stop -band pilot filter, Jan. 65
Subjectivism in audio engineering, see Science v.

subjectivism...

Feb. 172
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Superconducting dipoles, Sep. 934
Superconductive j-fets. Sep. 850
Superconductivity, Mar. 269, July 752
Superconductor sandwich (new materials), Nov.
1138
Superconductors, discovery of, see Wu, Chu and
superconductors
Superconductors, Government backing for
research, Apr. 418
Superconductors, Nobel prizewinners, Jan. 97
Superconductors, Terabit transmission lines, Jan.
71

Submarine e.l.f. communications, Sep. 934
Surface mounted components, solder problems
(AS), Nov. 1105
Surface -mounting resistors, capacitors (AS), Feb.
114

Swanage Railway telecomms, July 673

Switching regulator, step-up, Sep. 891
Switching regulator with low drop -out voltage
(AS), Jan. 74

Switch -mode power supplies, see Resonant
converters (AS); and Industry Insight, October
1001

System integration achievements and

opportunities (II), Dec. 1230
TACS in Japan, Jan. 71
Talking hooks for the blind, repairers wanted, Apr.
417
Tank -level limit monitor for battery operation
(AS), May 456
Taxis, mobile datacomms for London, Nov. 1117
Teaching package, Chip -kit, May 435
Tech Talk on BBC, May 445
Teeth, see Dentist
Telecom pocketbook (Philips), July 673
Telecom '87 report, Jan. 70
Telecomms topics, Jan, 70; Feb. 183; Mar. 291;
Apr. 361; May 463; June 569; July 673; Aug.
773; Sep. 908; Oct. 1031; Nov. 1117
Telemetry, see Digitally multiplexed... (CI)
Telephone and terminal i.cs (AS), July 663
Telephony. Stop-band pilot filter (CI), Jan. 65
Telepoint takeoff. Dec. 1212; see also Cordless.. .
Teletext, New teletext computer for BBC -tv, Jan.
32

Teletext written off in USA? Mar. 294
Television, see also H.d.tv
Television broadcast, Jan. 92; Feb. 203: Mar. 294;
Apr. 409; May 513: June 618; July 724; Aug.
830; Sep. 932; Oct. 1035; Nov. 1140; Dec. 1249
Television camera, c.c.d. studio, Dec.1178; see
also Multi -standard h.d.tv camera
Television, mechanical (letter), Feb. 134
Television, millimetre -wave distribution, Dec.

Transformers, ceramic, August 752
Transformers, low flammability, Jan. 71
Transient analyser, see Microcomputer as.. .
Transmission lines, see Poynting the way; and
V.s.w.r. enigma, The
Transmitter efficiency, television, Dec. 1249
Transmitters, powerful solid-state, Apr. 409
Transputer, Self-repairing computer for space,
Jan. 31

Transputer, miscellaneous news items, Jan. 98,
May 521

Transuranic elements, artificial, June 622
Trunked radio goes live, Band 3, Jan. 71

Truth, The conquest of, Jan. 48
Turing (letters) Apr. 334, Oct. 982
Two approaches to risc, July 637, 689
Two-way opto-coupled link, Oct. 963
Ultrasound, Measuring by, Aug. 775
Underground communciations, see Radio
communication through rock
Unified theory, a dimensional approach to a, Sep.
882
Uninterruptible power supply, 600 watt, Jan. 50
Uninterruptible power supply (11), Oct. 1011
Upgrading from 68000 to 68020/68881, July 665
U.p.s., see Uninterruptible.
Uranium, US battle tanks built of..., July 730
URSI, National Radio Science Colloquium, Oct.
1037
Using programmable logic, June 563
Van de Graaff generator, see Particle accelerator
Variations on a theme of patents, Mar. 263; letters
July 684, Oct. 983, 985
Vehicle e.m.c., June 620
Vehicle tracking, Sep. 897
Video real-time computers, Sony, Dec. 1177
Video converter, RGB to composite monochrome
(CI), Feb. 130
Video recorder, domestic, HD -MAC, Dec. 1176
Video recorders, Ampex D2, May 437; comment,
Apr. 323
Videotape format rivalries, Oct. 1035
Viper microprocessor (II), Dec. 1209, 1211, 1227
Viruses, computer, May 522
Vision aid, Space-age, Sep. 929
V.I.f. propagation, May 452
V.I.s.i. process summary, Alvey (II), Dec. 1237
VMEbus eprom board (CI), Feb. 129
VMEbus interface asics (II), Aug. 808
VMEbus logic analyser (II), Aug 812
VME, Designing 68030 into VME (II), Aug. 804
Voice of America, new transmitters, Oct. 1033
Volt, defining the, Aug. 753
Voltage -controlled resistors (AS), Nov. 1105

V.s.w.r. enigma, The, Dec. 1185
VXI-based instruments, see also Enhanced pulse
measurement..
VXIbus, an emerging industry standard (II), Feb.
.

144

VXI bus and its impact on instrumentation (II),
Feb. 140

VXI, First products emerge (II), Feb. 139, Dec.
1225

Voltage multiplier, Mosmarx, Aug. 748
Volume control, High quality digital (CI), Mar.
240
V.42 protocol finalized. July 674
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Wagner, Debussy and electromagnetism (letters),
July 681, Sep. 862, Dec. 1188
Walsh functions, see Sequency-division multiplex
War and piece, bus proposals (II), Aug. 811
WARC-Mob.'87, Jan. 93
Waveform distortion by switch -mode power
supplies, How to combat, Oct. 1016
Wave motion, see Making waves
Waves in an elastic medium, letter July 684
Weather satellites, Europe's new, Jan. 58
Weightless candle -flame, May 453
What is the IEEE896 bus? Aug. 800
What shall we do about those batteries? Oct. 978
Wiener-Khintchine theorem, Apr. 356
Will your DMM cost more to keep than it does to
buy (II), Feb. 148
Wires plus switches equal digital circuits, Aug.

769; letters, Nov. 1069
Word-processing in the brain, June 623, letter
Oct. 963
Words and pictures (comment), Feb. 107; letter
Apr. 334
Workstations, Engineering III), Dec. 1222
World -scale mobile data communications (II),
Apr. 400
Writing for E&WW: notes for potential authors,
July 696
Wu, Chu and superconductors, Dec. 1165
X-ray flash photography, Oct. 993
X-ray lithography for semiconductors, Nov. 1138
X-400, see -Electronic message handling
Year of the viper, The (II), Dec. 1226; see also Dec.
.

(CI), Apr. 344
100W 4.5MHz r.f. power generastor (Cl). Dec.
1195
29000, see Second -generation rise processor
36 nanoseconds, see Thirty six nanoseconds faster
than light
4GHz synthesized local oscillator design, Mar. 251
5V rail for telephone circuits ICI), Jan. 64
600W uninterruptible power supply, Jan. 50
68000, see also Upgrading from 68000 to 68020/
68881
68030, see Designing 68030 into VME
7% rule. see Seven -per -cent rule, The
8048 switch -reading and interrupt tips (CI), Mar.
241

88100 risc processor, see MC88100 risc
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speed Prestel for BBC, including software for IBM PC.
Originally priced over £700.
£119.50 or £99.50 for 5 or more (carriage £3.50)

Features include:

* 20 cps operation
N.E.C. Colour Monitor
* Full DIABLO 630 and IBM
High resolution 12"colour display model JC-1203. Fully
compatibility
IBM compatible and compatible with almost any computers.
* CENTRONICS compatible
Modern style case. Packed with all connectors and manual.
parallel interface
*6 month full guarantee
£ 119.50 (carriage £5.00)
* 132 column with variable pitch capability * Ribbon & typewheel included Keyboard
including micro proportional spacing
High quality sculptured keyboard. 133 key.
NEW LOW PRICES!
* Subscripts, superscripts, bold type,
£6.95 (carriage £2.50)
underline etc.
Cases
* Manufactured to highest standards £89.50 £99.50
Cases for 3" drives.
FROM

(rigid steel chassis etc) in West
Germany by Europe's largest
typewriter manufacturer

FOR ONE

FOR t0

Used Equipment

ALL PRICES

+ VAT

Power Supply Aztec 65W

Computer

£ 14.50

Switch mode p.s.u. +5V at 8 amp.
4 12V at 3 amp. -12V at amp.

Amstrad 6128 Monochrome

Carnage

£29.50

Monitor Duplex 12" green screen high resolution

Carnage

composite video input, suits IBM, BBC etc.

£500

Coupler
oupler

Transdata 307.
RS232 moderns. Mains powered, 300 Baud.
Fits all 'phones.

£ 150.00 (carriage £5.00)

Tape Recorder

£3 00

1

m olmos

Single £2.99, double £3.99 (carriage £1.00)

£6.50 carriage

Teac A3300S Reel -to -Reel Tape Recorder
Virtually unused professional model. Up to 10.5" NAB spools.
With separate noise reduction unit.
£250.00 (carriage £5.00)

Studio Monitors

alr BBC Model LS5/1
Large, high quality speakers comprising 15" bass unit plus
£ 150.00 (carriage £20:00)
HF units.

£9.95
Carnage
£3 00

Matmos Ltd. Church Street. Cucktield.
W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. Tel: (0444) 414484/454377
1

ENTER

27 ON

fr Altec 15 400W dual concentricmonitors In cabinets.
Superb £450.00
Power Amplifier Dreadnought 500
Stereo 19" rack studio quality amp. 500 watt RMS. £350.00
REPLY CARD
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R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR
(excluding

PRICES FROM £214.13

Prices

carriage)

VAT &

CCIR/3

£214.13
CCIR/3-1 £273.67

ét :

19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR

AN.

PRICE AT CNLY £198.45

(excluding

carriage)

VAT &

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION
Power -equ Ire rnent
Video nput
Audio nput
FM Sot.nd Sub -Carrier
Modulation
IF Vision
IF Souac
Sound P-e-Empaasis
Ripple on IF Sav Filter
Output (any channel 474360MHz)
Vision is Sound Power Ratio
Intermodulation
Spurious Harrnanc Output

-- IV

240V 8 Watt (available other voltages)

Ohm
-- .8V
600 Ohm
6MHz (available 5.5MHz)
Pk -Pk 75

-- Negative

-- 38.9MHz
32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz)
-- +6dBmV (2mV) Ohm
50us
.6dB

75

to
-- Equal
less than 60dB
- -40dBor(80dB
if fitted with TCFLI filter
via
10

I

combined

- Specification
60dBmV

CCIR/3-I

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM ONLY £109.76

as above but output level
1000mV Intermodulation 54dB

- Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output
- CCTV
Surveillance up to
TV channels
down one coax, telemetry camera control

Other Options wvailabl,

(excluding VAT & carriage)

or
TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller

I.F.

Alternative App:ication:

100

signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction
8C2

J

DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Ranae
A.F.C. Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

-- 45-290MHz.
470-860MHz
MHz
-- +/IV
Ohm
- Ohms Ohm unbalanced
1.8

75

.75V 600

4

Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BG

- Channel
selection via remote switching.
Crystal Controlled Tuner.

Options

Stereo Sound.

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION
Power Requirement

Video Input
Audio Input
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Output

-- IV
Ohms
-- IV rms Ohms
Adjustable
- 6dBmV (2mV) 470-860MHz
240V
Pk-Pk 75
30K
10 to I

.4

to

1.2

Negative
-- 6MHz
or 5.5MHz
Deg temperature change 150KHz
Intermxdulatior
less than 60dB
Sound Pre-Empiasis
- 50us
Double Sidebard Mod,.lator(unwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4

Modulat.n

Audio Sub-Carrer

Frequency Stability

R
-

ir°

.07U

Prices
CCIR; 5-1
CCIR; 5-2
CCIRI5-3
CCIR; 5-4
CCIR; 5-5

rjq

lF °.°

)11.11g

IN
IN

tv ,.K °K.D
IV

01000

ec>,+

Combiier/Leveller)
CH/.NNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to combine outputs of modulators
TCFL2
TCFL4
TSKO

1

2

3
4

5

Modulator
Modulators
Modulators
Modulators
Modulators

25

Charutel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to 4xTCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.
2
4

£109.76
£167.99

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.

£237.59

BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND

£307.19

£376.79

ENTER 2 ON REPLY CARD

TEL: 061-652 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

£495 buys S3,
a programmer
with knobs on
S3

"OK, I'm curious. What

is

Electronic Engineer's Tool -kit. Since
1978, Softy I and Softy 2 have been used to
develop millions of pounds' worth of new
products. S3 is Softy 3.
S3 could be the only programmer you will ever
need. S3 could also be the only development
system you will ever need. S3 is a set -oftools for designing, modifying and manu
facturing products which contain Micro
processors, EPROMS, EE PROMS,
RAMS, EPLDS
programmable
memory and logic of all kinds.
That is what you do for a living isn't it?
Or did they send you this magazine by mistake
instead of Practical Beekeeping?

\.

I

have all the tools I need"

"Unbelievably good, obviously
designed by working engineers for
working engineers"
prototype of your new product will work exactly
like the real thing, except that you can set breakpoints, examine variables and stack, debug the
code and so forth. Logic Analysers, -Storage
Scopes, lots of instruments these days have
RS232 or IEEE interfaces, and can be controlled in another task-window, to provide insight
into what's going on. S3 fits in well, needing only
a single RS232 port for complete remote control.
In short, if you value your time, isn't it time you
bought yourself some proper equipment?

"I wonder

-

would I use it much?"

S3 is a small computer which uses PROMS for

storage like other computers use disks. A PROM
in the front panel socket can be loaded as a working program or as data. S3 can make this data memory externally available, taking the place of
any 25 or 27 series PROM in your prototype. If
the Flying Write Lead is connected to the
microprocessor's write -line, it can emulate
RAM too, by providing the WRITE input missing from PROMS. This is a real advantage over
simple ROM -emulators, because variables and
stack can be inspected and the target system can
feedback data. Memory is permanent, in effect,

"I wouldn't dream ofparting
with

it"

because in standby mode only a tenth of a
milliamp is drawn from the battery. S3 is ready
for work next morning or next month
even if
you're not.

-

socket with CTS/DTR handshake. (Actually, S3
will receive files at 9600,N,8,1 at full speed
without handshake).
7.3 a 4.4 x 1.8 ins. WEIGHT: 18oz. approx.
RY: 8.4 volt 500ma/hr rechargeable mead.
LOAD: With mains -supply connected you can edit or
program continuously. A fully charged battery will
do several days' work e.g.
EDIT for 45 hours.
EMULATE for 6 hours.
PROGRAM 1000 fast or 100 slow PROMS
or RETAIN program & data for several weeks.
CHARGING: 3 hrs on BOOST or 14 hrs on TRICKLE.
Charging ends when battery -temperature rises S'C.
You can use S3 when charging.

.

(

0®0
0 O0-®
a
041:113

-

Engineers have discovered lately that they are
more productive in a windowing, multitasking
computer environment. The PC workstation is
now fashionable. Coffee -stained notebooks,
boxes of tangled wire and two-legged -transistors
are going out -of-style. Today you can sit down at
a computer keyboard and tackle everything from
design to documentation. At a keystroke you can
re -assemble your source -file, download to your
memory-emulator and run your program. The

300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800 or 9600 baud DB25

(

S3 is an

"I think

-

/,P

it?"

'

.

t
.

INCLUDES: Mains -Charger, ROM Emulator Lead, Flying Write

You could possibly put together a
set -of-tools equival-

Lead and Help ROM.

S3 Editor/Assembler

time and spend a lot of money doing it. S3 is a
solution, ready-made, here -and -now and cheap
enough for engineers to have one each.
1

spend hard-earned

Presumably to help you make some more cash, a
little easier.

Itl;l'Ll' C:VtI)

TMS9995

£195

8

&

16

bit EPROMS.

£125
£45

£295

22V10, 16R4, 16R6, I6R8, 16L8, 20G10, EP300, EP3I0,
EP320, EP600, EP900, EP910, 18CV8, 50C30, 50C31, 50C32,
50060, 60C90 from MMI, Atmel, Cypress, Altera, Gould, Intel
Texas, etc.

Quotations in italics are typical
unsolicited customers' comments
28 days money -refund trial period
Guarantee
both parts & labour
3 yrs on S3, 1 yr on other hardware
UK customers please add VAT

-

got"

year"

Z8

8031
8088

TMS9900
Z80

copies:

PROM makers supply free data -sheets which
set-out the way to program their devices. You
can check voltages and signals with an oscillo-

ENI'4;I1:1 ON

TS94110

8051
8086

Handles Erasable Programmable Logic Devices. Works with
PLPL and other manufacturer's design software (mostly free on
request) to provide complete development package. Receives,
translates, creates and transmits JEDEC files. Loads, bums and

"It beats the socks off the two ****s

"Best bit of kit we've bought this

8035
8085
80286

EPLDS

Yes! Do be careful; other makers go on about
performance, yield, dire -consequences and
peace -of-mind to frighten you into buying their
big, expensive Prommers. Why not buy one of
these on approval and compare it with S3? The

Better than 100 to I. We know that because our
products have a 28 day money -back trial -period
and we get less than 1 in 100 back.

8039
8080
80188

uPD7500A
uPD7810
8048

XICOR 2212

a bit of a risk. Does it work?"

"What are the odds I will like it?"

uPD7800
M740

8748/8749

-

-

uPD78II

6804
68HC11

TMS7000
uPD7806
77P20

Two modules cover Imeg and 2meg

worry, upgrading is usually a simple matter of
installing the latest software which takes only a
few seconds. We supply up grades at nominal
cost in a PROM
or you can get 'em FREE by
calling our Bulletin Board.

-

uPD7500B

6303
6309

EPROMS 32 or 40 pins... £75 each

"I'll bet you sell thousands of these"

scope. Speed comparisons
theirs, not ours
prove S3 to be fastei. 14 secs to Program an Intel
27C256, 3 secs to Load or Verify. Compare features, price, performance, decide which Prommer you like best and send the other one
back.

6803
6809
68010

S3 Developer's Package

S3, as it comes, will program any 24/28 pin
EPROM/EEPROM that goes in the socket. Of
course, the manufacturers, bless their little
hearts, are always bringing out PROMS which
use new programming methods. But not -to-

we've

6802
6805
68000

Inside information or engineers wishing to change S3 and develop
their own applications. Environment as above, with 78C06 Assembler, S3 BIOS calls and Circuit -Diagram.

"What's it like as a programmer?"

"It's

£195

IBM type PC/AT. Development Environment i.e. Two Window Editor, Very Fast Macro -Assembler, Linker, Loader, S3
Remote -Control Serial Interface. AVAILABLE IN UK ONLY.
Choose your micro from the following list:
1802
1805
TMS370
TMS32010
TMS320C15 TMS320C17 TMS32020
TMS320C25
F8/3870
COP400
COP440
HMCS400
64180
65CO2
6502
65C812
65C816
6800
6801
6301
Runs on

ent to S3, from several
/"
other products on the
market and you might even
get them to work together.
But you could waste a lot of

"Why should
cash?"

£495

-

DISPLAY: 80 character Liquid Crystal Display
KEYBOARD: 45 "real click keys"
metal -domes with buttons.
PROGRAMS: 28/24 pin 25/27 series (E)EPROMS to 512k.
EMULATES: 28/24 pin 25/27 series (E)EPROMS to 512k.
PROGRAM RAM: 8k bytes
program loads from socket.
EMULATION RAM: 64k bytes of 100ns static CMOS RAM.
INTERFACE: Bidirectional remote control by serial RS232

AMERICAN
EJfPRESS
(
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Lombard House, Cornwall Rd,
DORCHESTER, Dorset DTI IRX
England
Phone
0305 68066
Telex
418442 DATAMN G
Fax
0305 64997
Modem
0305 251786
V21, V22, V23, V22bis N 8 24hr
1

